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ibre
The best support for Puffed Sleeves and Skirts. It does not lose its shape.

It is light in weight, unaffected by dampness. It is cheaper than Hair Cloth

or Crinoline. The immense demand for Fibre Chamois has caused a number

of worthless imitations to be placed on the market.

Look for the trade mark, and if Fibre Chamois is stamped on the mate

rial, it is genuine, otherwise not.

FIBRE CHAMOIS comes in three weights, No. 10, light; No. 20, medium; No. 30, heavy

For Sale at aII Dry Goods Stores

Beware of Imitations or you may get a cheap substitute that will have

to be taken out after the dress is worn.
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Copyright, 1895, by The Procter & Gamble Co., Cin'ti.

There is a “comfortable feeling”

that comes after a bath with Ivory

Soap which is conducive to a good

night's rest.
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BARBOUR'S

Prize Needlework Series, No. 4.

Just Issued—150 Pages—Profusely Illustrated.

New and Practical

information about

the Latest Designs

in Lace Making,

Embroidery and

Needlework in

Barbour's Prize

Needlework Series,

No. 4.

It is a marked ad

vance over its pre

decessors— Books

Nos. 1, 2 and 3–

a practical guide for

either the begin

ner or the accom

plished worker.

~

150 pages—with

illustrations, all of

actual working de

signs—the personal

contributions of

the brightest

needleworkers from all parts of the country–several Color Plates

—Lace Curtains illustrated—and all made with Barbour's Threads.

Book, No. 4, mailed to any address

See gay- * on receipt of Io cents.

That all your &

Linen Thread 3.

carries this

Trade-Mark.

Books Nos. 1, 2 and 3, each represent

t ing the best designs of their respective

years, Io cents each.

THE BARBOUR BROTHERS COMPANY.,

New York. Boston. Philadelphia. Chicago. Cincinnati. St. Louis. San Francisco.
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HAS long been known

somewhat vaguely that

in his youth and early

manhood Abraham Lin

coln had a full share of

those sentimental per

plexities which cast a

glamour of romance over the

early life of most young men.

The more serious of Lincoln's biographers

have preferred to say very little of his

first attachment, and in this paper I shall

follow their admirable example. In 1833

the father of Anne Rutledge, who was

a member of the South Carolina fam

ily of that name, and who went from

Kentucky to Illinois in 1829, kept the

tavern at New Salem in the latter State.

Miss Rutledge was the belle of the vil

lage, and had, in the young men who

boarded at the tavern, several devoted

admirers. Among these was Lincoln, who

was her frequent escort to quilting bees

and other such homely entertainments

in that primitive settlement. There is a

story, entirely uncorroborated, that Miss

Rutledge preferred another suitor to the

ardent Lincoln, but that she was deserted

by him and did not accept Lincoln's pro

posal until the last chance of hearing from

this man had vanished. At any rate it

was not until 1835 that she engaged her

self to Lincoln, who, not yet admitted to

the bar, was not in a position immediately

to marry. A few months later Anne

Rutledge died, and her accepted lover was

most deeply moved by the bereavement.

That he gave way to his melancholy in

a fashion not common among a self

contained people such as those with whom

he lived, is unquestionably true, and his

friends were alarmed at his condition. He

went into retirement for some months at

the secluded place of Bowling Green, and

then returned to take up, at New Salem, the

broken threads of his career. Not more

than this is known of Lincoln's first at

tachment, for he never discussed it with

any one in later life, and the most intimate

friend he ever had told the writer twenty

years ago that though he had heard of the

affair he knew absolutely nothing more

about it than that there was such a story.

HE next affair that Lincoln had was not

nearly so sad—indeed, it is quite doubt

ful whether there was ever anything in it

that was serious. Nowadays, I fancy,

Lincoln's little passage of compliments in

1837 with Miss Mary Owens, of Green

County, Kentucky, would be called only a

spirited flirtation. However, Mr. Herndon,

who wrote a life of Lincoln, got the whole

story from Miss Owens thirty years or so

later. Miss Owens did not find that Mr.

Lincoln had the refinements and accom

plishments she desired in her husband, so

she prevented him from making a declara

tion. Even after half a century no com

mentator. On mannerS Can ...? aught in

this save commendation. That year, 1837,

Lincoln moved to Springfield, Illinois, and

was admitted to the bar. He took up his

residence with Joshua Fry Speed, the only

close and intimate friend that he ever had,

and from the papers and letters left by Mr.

Speed a fuller light has been thrown upon

the later and more serious love affair of

Lincoln than from all other sources.

In 1839 Miss Mary Todd, of Kentucky,

arrived in Springfield to visit a married

sister, Mrs. Edwards. At the instance of

his friend Speed, who was also a Ken

tuckian, Lincoln became a visitor at the

Edwards', and before long it was apparent

to the observant among those in Spring

field that the lively young lady held him

captive. Engagements at that time, and

in that neighborhood, were not announced

as soon as they were made, and it is not at

all impossible that Miss Todd and Mr.

Lincoln were betrothed many months

before any other than Mrs. Edwards and

Mr. Speed knew of it. At this time, as

was the case till Lincoln was elected to the

Presidency, his one special rival in Illinois

was Stephen A. Douglas. Mr. Douglas

had more of the social graces than Mr.

Lincoln, and it appeared to him that noth

ing would be more interesting than to cut

out his political rival in the affections of

the entertaining and lively Miss Todd, and

so he paid her court. A spirited young

lady from Kentucky, at that time in Illinois,

would have been almost less than human

if she had refused to accept the attentions

of the two leading men of the locality.

Therefore, Miss Todd being quite human,

encouraged Douglas, and again there was

what nowadays would have been called a

flirtation. This course of action did not

spur Lincoln on in his devotion, but made

him less ardent, and he concluded, after

much self-worriment, to break off the en

gagement. Of this, Lamon relates:

“At length, after long reflection, in great agony of

spirit, Mr. Lincoln concluded that duty required #.
to make a candid statement of his feelings to the lady

who was entitled to his hand. He wrote her a letter

and told her gently but plainly that he did not love

By John Gilmer Speed

her. He asked. Speed to deliver it, but Speed

advised him to burn it. ‘Speed,” said Mr. Lincoln,

‘ I always knew you were an obstinate man. If you

won't deliver it I will get some one else to do it."

But Speed, now had the letter in his hand, and

emboldened by the warm friendship that existed

between them, replied, ‘I shall not deliver it nor

give it to you to be delivered. Words are forgotten,

misunderstood, passed by, not noticed in a private

conversation; but once put your words in writing

and they stand as a living and eternal monument

against you. If you think you have will and man

hood enough to go and see her and speak to her

what you say in that letter you may do that.”

Lincoln went to see her forthwith and referred to

Speed. She told him she kuew the reason of his

change of heart and released him from his engage

ment. Some parting endearments took place between

them, and then, as a natural result of those endear

ments, a reconciliation.”

R. LINCOLN was never, it appears, en

tirely happy after this reconciliation,

and grew quite moody and depressed. The

biographers who treat at length of the

subject, declare that his mind turned back

to Anne Rutledge, and the memory of her

shrouded his heart in gloom. To all save

Speed he was silent as to the cause of his

melancholy, but he could not hide it. Miss

Todd's sister, Mrs. Edwards, counseled

that the engagement should be broken or

that the marriage should be indefinitely

postponed. Other advice prevailed and

preparations were made for the wedding

which was to take place January 1, 1841.

The wedding feast was prepared, the

guests were assembled, the bride was ready

for the ceremony, but the bridegroom

did not come. After several hours he was

found by his friends—beside himself with

melancholy, with mortification and with

shame. It was evident that he was no

longer responsible for his own actions.

His friends endeavored to cheer him up,

but he was inconsolable. They therefore

watched him that no harm might come to

him from his own hands. His friend Speed,

writing of this time many years later, thus

alluded to it:

“In the winter of 1841 a gloom came over him till

his friends were alarmed for his life. Though a

member of the Legislature he rarely attended its

sessions. In his deepest gloom, and when I told him

he would die unless he rallied, he said, ‘I am not

afraid, and would be more than willing, but I have

an irrepressible desire to live till I can be assured

that the world is a little better for my having lived
in it.’”

DURING this dreadful fit of depression

Mr. Speed, who had closed out his

business in Springfield and arranged to

return to Kentucky, urged upon Mr. Lincoln

to accompany him thither in the hope that

in changed surroundings he would find a

relief denied to him in the place where

everything he saw and all the people he

met reminded him of the cause of the sor

row that was weighing him down. And

so in the spring of 1841 the two friends

set out for Louisville, near which was

Farmington, the Speed homestead. Here,

amid most unaccustomed scenes and sur

roundings Mr. Lincoln spent several months

and regained in some measure his lost

cheerfulness, and to a great extent, also,

his self-control. During this visit he en

deared himself to all the members of the

Speed family by his patient gentleness and

his total lack of self-consciousness.

The writer remembers very well to have

heard a very fastidious lady, a member of

the Farmington household at the time of

that visit, say, that though at that time he

had none of the polish and gracefulness to

be expected from those acquainted with

the usages of society, he was one of

nature's gentlemen because of his kindli

ness of heart and innate refinement. And

after saying this she recalled an instance of

real good manners on his part. At dinner

there was a saddle of mutton. The servant

after handing the roast passed a glass of

jelly. Mr. Lincoln took the glass and ate

the jelly from it. The servant got another

glass and passed it around. Mr. Lincoln

noticed that the others at table merely took

a spoonful. Without embarrassment or

apology he laughed quietly and remarked,

“I seem to have taken more than my

share,” and then he went on with his din

ner. Most persons, this lady thought, after

committing such a solecism would have

been covered with confusion and profuse

in apologies. This incident bears out

what Mr. Speed has said:

“No matter how ridiculous his ignorance upon

any subject might make him appear he was never

ashamed to acknowledge it; º: he immediately

addressed himself to the task of being ignorant no

longer.”

While Mr. Lincoln was in Kentucky his

friend Speed became engaged to be mar

ried to the lady who soon afterward be

came his wife and who is now his widow.

Previous to the consummation of his en

gagement Mr. Speed was beset with all

kinds of doubts—doubts of himself, of

the genuineness of his affection, of his fit

ness for matrimony and so on. Probably

the perplexities of his friend now made

these doubts more bothersome than they

otherwise would have been. In these mat

ters Lincoln was his confidant, and it was

his duty now, in turn, to minister to Speed.

HEIR talks with one another were evi

dently long and frequent, and several

letters were written on these sentimental

subjects after Lincoln had returned to

Illinois. In February, 1842, the next

year, Mr. Speed was married and Lincoln

wanted particularly to know whether mat

rimony had confirmed or dispelled the

doubts of courtship. A few days before

the marriage Mr. Speed wrote in a very

despairing tone and a few days after the

wedding he again wrote and was still not

quite happy. Here is the letter that Mr.

Lincoln wrote in reply :

“SPRINGFIELD, February 25, 1842.

“Dear Speed: I received yours of the 12th,

written the day you went down to William's

lace, some days since, but delayed answering

it till I should receive the promised one of the

16th, which came last night. I opened the letter

with intense anxiety and trepidation, so much

so, that, although it turned out better than I

expected, I have hardly yet, at a distance of

ten hours, become calm.

“I tell you, Speed, our forebodings (for

which you and I are peculiar) are all the worst

SOrt º nonsense. I fancied from the time I

received your letter of Saturday, that the one

of Wednesday was never to come, and yet it

did come, and what is more, it is perfectly

clear, both from its tone and handwriting, that

you were much happier, or, if you think the

term preferable, less miserable, when you

wrote it than when you wrote the last one

before. You had so obviously improved at the

very time I so much fancied you would have

grown worse. You say that something inde

scribably horrible and alarming still haunts

you. You will not say that three months from

now, I will venture. When your nerves once

get steady now, the whole trouble will be over

forever. Nor should you become impatient at

their being even very slow in becoming steady.

Again, you say you much fear that that

Elysium of which you have dreamed so much

is never to be realized. Well, if it shall not, I

dare swear it will not be the fault of her who

is now your wife. I now have no doubt that

it is the peculiar misfortune of both you and

me to dream dreams of Elysium far exceeding

all that anything earthly can realize. Far

short of your dreams as you may be, no woman

could do more to realize them than that same

black-eyed Fanny. If you could but contem

plate her through my imagination it would

appear ridiculous to you that any one should

for a moment think of being unhappy with

her. My old father used to have a saying

that, *... make a bad bargain, hug it all

the tighter,’ and it occurs to me that if the

bargain you have just closed can possibly be

called a bad one it is certainly the most pleas

ant one for applying that maxim to which my

fancy can by any effort picture.

“I write another letter inclosing this, which

you can show her if she desires it. I do

this because she would think strangely, per

haps, should you tell her that you received no

letters from me, or, telling her that you do,

refuse to let her see them. I close this, enter

taining the confident hope that every succes

sive letter I shall haveº (which I here

pray may not be few nor far between) may

show you possessing a more steady hand and

cheerful heart than the last preceding it.

“As ever, your friend,

“LINCOLN.”

N less than a month Mr. Speed wrote to

his friend in Springfield saying: “I am

far happier than I ever expected to be.”

Mr. Lincoln, delighted, wrote in reply:

“SPRINGFIELD, March 27, 1842.

“Dear Speed: Yours of the Ioth instant was

received three or four days since. You know

I am sincere when I tell you the pleasure its

contents gave me was, and is, inexpressible.

As to your farm matter I have no sympathy

with you. I have no farm, nor ever expect to

have, and consequently have not studied the

subject enough to be much interested with it.

I can only say that I am glad }. are satisfied

and pleased with it. But on the other subject,

to me of the most intense interest whether in

joy or sorrow, I never had the power to with

hold my sympathy from you. It cannot be

told how it now thrills me with joy to hear you

say you are ‘far happier than you ever ex

pected to be.’ That much I know is enough.

I know you too well to suppose your expecta

tions were not, at least sometimes, extrava

gant, and if the reality exceeds them all, I say,

enough, dear Lord. I am not going beyond

the truth when I tell you that the short space

it took me to read your last letter gave me

more pleasure than the sum total of all I have

enjoyed since the fatal first of January, 1841.

Since then, it seems to me, I should have been

entirely happy but for the never-absent idea

that there is one who is still unhappy, whom

I have contributed to make so. That still kills

my soul. I cannot but reproach myself, for

even wishing to beº while she is other

wise. She accompanied a large party in the

railroad cars to Jacksonville last Monday, and

on her return spoke so that I heard of it, of

having enjoyed the trip exceedingly. God be

praised for that!.

“You know with what sleepless vigilance I

have watched you ever since the commence

ment of your affair; and although I am almost

confident it is useless, I cannot forbear once

more to say that I think it is even yet possible

for your spirits to flag down iºd leave you

miserable. If they should, don't fail to re

member that they cannot long remain so.

One thing I can tell you which I know you

will be glad to hear, and that is that I have

seen Mary and scrutinized her feelings as well

as I could, and am fully convinced she is far

happier now than she, has been for the last
~~

*:: *::
--- ---

fifteen months past. º:

The sweet violet you inclosed came safely

to hand, but it was so dry and mashed so flat

that it crumbled to dust at the first attempt to

handle it. The juice that mashed out of it

stained a place in the letter which I mean to

preserve and cherish for the sake of her who

procured it to be sent. My renewed good

wishes to her in particular, and generally to

all such of your relations who know me.

“As ever,

“LINCOLN.”

THE correspondence between the friends

continued and Mr. Speed advised Mr.

Lincoln to cast aside his doubts and get

married. On the fourth of July Mr. Lincoln

replied, and in his letter said :

“As to my having been displeased with your

advice, surely you know better than that. I

know you do and therefore will not labor to

convince you. True, that subject is painful to

me; but it is not your silence, nor the silence

of all the world, that can make me forget it.

I acknowledge the correctness of your advice,

too, but before I resolve to do the one thing or

the other I must gain my confidence in my

own ability to keep my resolves when they

are made. In that ability you know I once

prided myself as the only or chief gem of my

character; that gem I lost—how and where

you know too well. I have not regained it,

and until I do I cannot trust myself in any

matter of much importance. I believe now

that had you understood my case at the time

as well as I understood yours afterward, by

the aid you would have given me I should

have sailed through clear, but that does not

now afford me sufficient confidence to begin

that or the like of that again.”

Again, in October, Mr. Lincoln wrote:

“You have now been the husband of a lovely

woman nearly eight months. That you are

happier now than the day you married her I

well know, for without, you could not be living.

But I have your word for it, too, and the re

turning elasticity of spirits which is manifested

in your letters. But I want to ask a close

question: ‘Are you now in feeling as well as

judgment glad that you are married as you

are 2' From anybody but me this would be

an impudent question not to be tolerated ;

but I know you will pardon it in me. Please

answer it quickly, as I am impatient to know.”

Mr. Lincoln's object in asking this “close

question’’ is manifest. Mr. Speed gave

the answer quickly and satisfactorily, and

on the fourth of November, one month ex

actly after the question had been submitted,

Mr. Lincoln was married. In a letter to Mr.

Herndon in 1866, containing data to assist

Mr. Herndon, in preparing his “Life of

Lincoln,” Mr. Speed says, “One thing is

plainly discernible: if I had not been mar

ried and happy—far more happy than I

ever expected to be—he would not have

married.”

And so Mr. Lincoln, the brave man of

action, the man of heroic deeds, in that

matter which most nearly touched his own

life, hesitated and waited for his friend to

show the way and find that the path was

one of flowers and sunlight, not darkness

and pain. Then he took up his own de

layed journey.

LOVING TOO LATE

BY AMELIA E. BARR

N OT long ago I met a young lady in pov

erty whom I had previously known in

wealth, and this was, in substance, the

story she told me: “Father died suddenly

in Washington, and the professional skill

through which he had coined money for

us died with him. I am not weeping be

cause we are poor. I am broken-hearted

because none of us saw that he was dying.

Was it not pitiful that he should think it

best not to tell any of us that he was sick?

And I, his petted daughter, though I knew

he was taking opium to soothe his great

pain, was so absorbed by my lovers, my

games and my dresses, that I just hoped it

would all come right. If I could only re

member that even once I had pitied his suf

fering or felt anxious about his life, I might

bear his loss better! My dear, dear father!

Oh, how terrible it is, to love when it is

too late l’’

The story is common enough. Many a

father, year after year, goes in and out of

his home carrying the burden and doing

the labor of life, while those whom he

tenderly loves hold with but careless hands

all of honor and gold he wins by toil and

pain. Then some day his head and hands

can work no more And the hearts that

have not learned the great lesson of un

selfish love while love was their teacher,

must now begin their sad duty when love

has left them alone forever. It is now

their place to carry the daily heavy cross

that he bore, and under its burden to say

with bitter tears, “Would to God that the

dear one dead were here once more! Never

again would we grieve and cross him

Never again be blind to his manifest weari

ness and suffering ! Oh, for the sound of

his voice in our sorrowful house !”

For year after year with glad content

In and out of our home he went—

In and out.

Ever for us the skies were clear,

His heart carried the care and fear—

The care and doubt.

Our hands held with a careless hold

All that he won of honor and gold,

In toil and pain;

Oh, dear hands that our burdens bore,

Hands that shall toil for us no more—

Never again.

*: *: *: º: *::: - +: -k

But when the love we hold too light,

Is gone away from our speech and sight,

No bitter tears,

No passionate words of fond regret,

No yearning grief can pay the debt

Of thankless years.

Oh, now while the sweet love lingers near,

Grudge not the tender word of cheer,

Leave none unsaid;

For the heart can have no sadder fate,

Than some day to awake—too late |

And find love dead.



W H A T

R. AND MRS. WHYTALL had in

dulged in an argument wherein

each refused to be worsted.

Though Constantia did not know

that, and—but, then there were so many

things which Constantia did not know.

But the argument had been something in

this manner: Mrs. Ambrose Whytall was

giving a dinner which was to be followed

by a reception. She was entirely willing

to oblige her husband so far as sending

Madame Colens a card for the reception,

but she declined to include her among the

dinner guests. First of all she was not

acquainted with Madame Colens, and

simply because Mr. Whytall had let Mon

sieur Colens be kind to him in Paris before

he died—“He couldn't very well be kind

to me after he died,” Mr. Whytall had in

terpolated at the time of the argument,

which did not cause Mrs. Whytall to be

any more kindly disposed toward Madame

Colens. Simply because of Monsieur

Colens' one-time kindness, then, there was

no reason in the world why Mrs. Whytall

should have a parenthesis at her dinner

table, so to speak, by foisting upon seven

teen of her most intimate friends an un

known French lady.

“She is not unknown,” objected Mr.

Whytall.

“Or a French lady who is very well

known,” amended Mrs. Whytall, “though

I have not the honor of knowing her.”

“I have,” Mr. Whytall said heatedly,

and added that he would invite whom he

pleased to his own table. Whereupon

Mrs. Whytall informed him that such was

his privilege, but that she should decline to

make her dinner-party one of more than

twenty covers.

“But you have asked only seventeen

people,” her husband said, “and you and

I make nineteen.”

“My eighteenth card can go out this

morning,” calmly responded Mrs. Whytall,

and left the argument and the room.

Mr. Whytall was furious—and helpless.

In the meantime Madame Colens had

received the invitation to the reception,

and with a shrug of the shoulders declined

it with effusive regret that she had already

accepted an invitation for thatsame evening.

But Constantia knew nothing of this

either; nor did she know Madame Colens

any more than she knew the Whytalls.

The morning she arrived in New York,

and when she had freshened her appear

ance a little, she thought she would swoop

down upon her cousin Tom Wayland and

get up an abnormal interest in Mrs. Tom.

Constantia referred to her social calls as

“swoops,” she being prone to believe that

people regarded an unmarried woman of

past thirty in the light of a bore.

She feared she was not in one of those

best moods, when Tom used to consider

her such good fun. Those moods were

relegated to that past which, according to

Constantia, began two years ago, when she

had taken up the profession of globetrotter.

The worst of it was Tom knew why she

had become a globetrotter, and this knowl

"She was an uninvited guest at the dinner of people she did not know ''
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edge on his part occasioned considerable

anxiety on her side to make him a call so

soon as she had returned to her native

shores. Tom knew her little story, and

she believed that he would look at her

with keen scrutiny and try to detect a

change in her, wrought by “that affair”

two years back, and so she determined to

balk him at once and defy him to find her

either older or less thoughtless because of

the sad disappointment that had been hers.

The truth was, Tom was a busy man

and had neglected to think of, if he had

not forgotten, that episode in his cousin's

life in which Arthur Royce had had such a

share. But that was another of those

things of which Constantia did not know.

This most pleasant of mornings as she

took her way down the handsome sunlit

street, lined with fine shops, she felt better

than she had in two years. Indeed, the

episode which had torn her from all this

appealed to her for the first time as foolish,

and she was free to admit that she had

been less than sensible to have allowed it

to make such inroads uponher convenience.

She discerned as sentimental, a phase which

she had hitherto regarded as tragic. She

had voluntarily dropped out of familiar

scenes for two years for the sake of a man

who did not care two straws for her.

More and more, as she went along the

brilliant street the foolishness of what she

had done came up before her.

Two years A woman at her age could

not afford to step aside from all that she

knew for such length of time. As we

grow older we must not think that ab

sences make the hearts of our friends grow

fonder. As we grow older we must play

our parts more carefully, get out of our

selves more completely, and be moral

door-mats, if we wish to retain a modicum

of that prestige in the affections of our

friends, without which an unmarried

woman on the wrong side of thirty is a

useless particle indeed.

These, and the like, were Constantia's

reasonings as she neared her cousin's

office, and they angered her against herself,

and more than all against the man who

had made her responsible for such anger.

Her walk brought the roses to her cheeks

and her anger put a new lustre in her eyes,

so that she was looking her best when she

entered Wayland's office.

Wayland was preparing the market for

an improbable stock, but he saw her with

real pleasure.

“Why, Constantial” he cried, “I am

delighted ' Why, my dear girl, you look

splendid. I didn’t know there were such

possibilities in you. You are simply gor

geous. You don't mind that 'ticker,” do

you? Excuse me a minute.

“George l’’ (to an unseen entity) “C.,

R. I. and P., 70% ; phone 252.

“Now, Constantia, tell me all about it.

Where were you last?”

“Egypt,” answered Constantia, de

lighted at this reception and the impression

she had made, and relegating further into

the limbo of unpleasantnesses all memory

of that man who had caused her to make a

fool of herself for two years. “Egypt—

interviewing the Sphinx.”

“She evidently divulged her secret to

you,” said Tom, still looking at her admir

ingly, “which makes you so charming,

and—I’ll just glance at the ‘ticker.’

“George L. E. and W., 16%.

“Now, Constantia—oh, George l’’

“I fear,” affably ventured Constantia,

“you are a trifle busy.”

“Not at all,” denied Tom, “not at all.

And how pleased Mrs. Tom and the chil

dren will be. What are you going to do

this evening 2 Suppose you come to us—

come to dinner—excuse me, Constantia.

“George C., M. and St. P., 63%.

“And, now, Cons—”

“I tell you what I’ll do, Tom,” said

Constantia, more and more delighted at the

apparent absence of fatal recollections, “I

will come to dinnerto-night. I’ve got some

pretty things for the children. And tell

Mrs. Tom I'll wear a Pingat gown which

will cause her convulsions.”

“Which is awfully good of you,” re

turned Tom, “and—George L. and N.,

5.I.

“Tom,” said Constantia, as by inspira

tion, “you surely are busy.”

“I don’t know what makes you think

so,” absently answered he, studying the

“ticker,” “I really do not.”

“Tom,” retorted Constantia, shaking

her head, and quite in her old way, “only

a couple of re-incarnations will help you.

Good-by!”

“If you must go,” smiled Tom. “But

we'll see you at dinner. And don't forget

the convulsive gown.

“George —”

Constantia was in the air. She walked

a mile or two more, quite elated. It was

lovely of Tom to be so forgetful. She

walked and walked. There was such an

exhilaration in discovering what a fool she

had been that she felt she must celebrate

herself. When at last she reached home

and sought her dressing-room she looked

long and earnestly at her reflection in the

cheval glass. Tom had been right; she

looked very well indeed, but she must not

tire herself out. Mrs. Tom must see her

at her best after all the old nonsense. The

walk had wearied her more than she

knew ; she fell asleep and dreamed of a

storm at sea and of Arthur Royce standing

beside her as long ago she would have

had him : affectionate, trustful, masterful.

She awoke in a rage. For two years it

had been her consuming effort to put the

man out of her life, and here, the first day

of her coming home, the very day when

she could have been certain that she had

effectually stopped every tender thought of

the old days, she must see him in her

dream.

It nearly maddened her ; and the dream

abided with her. She was excited ; she

would now have said that she hated the

man as she had never before hated any

one, and—. It flashed across her mind

that there must be some stray note of his

not yet destroyed, and she flew to the

desk which had not been opened since

before she had gone abroad, and tumbled

out its contents, searching for some written

word of his ; if it were but a line it would

be pleasure to destroy it. But she found

nothing, everything had been destroyed

long ago. She gave her maid a busy half

hour, and then compromised by sending

her off to her people.

Alone, she wept angry tears, her dream

had made her miserable. She was peevish

and irritable for hours. When it came

time for her to dress for the Waylands' she

decided to stay at home—and think of that

dream. In a whirl she snatched a gown

from the press her maid had already ar

ranged. Then she paused ; she had told

Tom she would wear a Pingat—she must

defend herself even here. She would never

be free from defending herself, she saw

that now. So she put on the Pingat and

added a few triumphal embellishments to

her complexion, which but for that dream

would have done very well ; but now she

was on the defensive she must pay for her

foolishness. When she was ready she felt

that she could baffle any one, and her

anger against herself for dreaming that

dream, had reacted as a sort of electrifier.

When the carriage set her down at the

“Chudleigh,” where Tom for years had

had a suite of apartments which cost him

a fortune, she felt equal to encountering

even Royce himself. It was as well, for

the first person she saw on stepping out

of the elevator was that gentleman. Her

feeling was boundless, and it was against

her cousin and his wife now. Had Mrs.

Tom, with a woman's intuition, invited

the man to dinner to try and find out if

there really had been anything between

them 2 She would not have turned back to

save her life.

The servant was holding the door open

for her ; there was a commotion of voices

inside. Was there a dinner-party on ?

Her entrance into the room caused a sen

sation, but it is safe to say that Constantia

knew nothing of it. She saw the guests as

in a mist. When a lady came toward her

she said something, then turned away.

Only then it struck her that it had not been

Tom Wayland's wife who had greeted

her, nor was Tom in evidence. But there

was little time to think; she was late, and

dinner had been announced. A man came

up to her and held out his elbow, and with

him she joined the guests as they filed into

the dining-room.

When she was seated at the table she

looked round for Tom, to singe him with

her eyes. Her host was a complete

stranger to her. The shock this gave her

was not lessened when on glancing at her

hostess she found that it was not Mrs.

Tom-although it was the lady who had

greeted her when she entered the drawing

room.

She would have risen from the table with

some confused apology, when across the

plateau of roses in the centre of the table

she saw Arthur Royce. Was she still
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dreaming her dream of the afternoon 2

What did it all mean? Was it a trick

played on her ? For with a hasty inspec

tion she detected in the furniture that of

the Waylands' dining-room in which she

had sat dozens of times.

Her prandial partner was addressing her.

She believed she answered him. By the

time the soup was removed she had recov

ered sufficiently to understand what was

said to her. Then she became alive to the

situation—she was an uninvited guest at

the dinner of people she did not know.

She listened for some one to address her

hostess by name. It was Royce who did

this office for her. He called the lady Mrs.

Whytall. She knew no Mrs. Whytall, so

why was she there? It was one of the

things which neither Constantia nor any one

else at the table knew, though Mrs. Whytall

would have said that her husband taking

umbrage at her refusal to make a place for

Madame Colens had carried out to the

letter his remark that he had the right to

ask whom he pleased to his own table,

and bidden the French lady thither. Mr.

Whytall was as firmly of the opinion that

his wife had invited some one he did not

know for the special purpose of excluding

the widow of his friend. Because of this

mutual understanding of each other, both

husband and wife turned their attention to

the stranger. Mrs. Whytall determined to

thwart her husband in any spite work he

had put into execution, while Mr. Whytall

did as much on his own account in a simi

lar state of mind. In this way Constantia

became the centre of attraction.

How she would have got through it she

did not know, only that glancing across

the flowers she caught the eyes of Royce

fastened upon her. This was too much ; he

should not know of the contre/emps—she

would explain to her hostess after dinner

that there was some terrible mistake, and

would beg her to overlook it, and declare

that the mistake once made there was no

way of rectifying it till the dinner was over,

without spoiling the success of the meal,

which she owed it to Mrs. Whytall not to

do. So she plunged wildly into talk with

her host and hostess, becoming gayer

and gayer as she noted the gloom settle

down upon Royce's countenance, and

in a little while the dinner was the

merriest one Mr. and Mrs. Whytall

had ever given, and all due to the

exertions of Constantia. But it told

on Constantia. She became hysterical,

finding that the deeper she plunged into

it the more difficulty she should experience

in trying to extricate herself when it came

to offering an explanation to Mrs. Whytall.

Yet there was Royce looking at her, and

oh, her dream—her dream |

Wildly she went on talking till she felt

that it would be next to impossible to stop.

She recounted incident after incident of her

travels abroad in the last two years, and

turned to most ridiculous extravagance–

as when she said to the assembled guests

that she could read a French book, but

could not understand a menu card, while

her cousin, Mrs. Tom, could read a menu

card but could not understand a French

book. Royce here joined in the talk for

the first time and rather heatedly said that

menu cards ought to be in the English

language for English-speaking people.

At this Constantia responded :

“How delightful it would be to have,

for instance: “pommes de ferre à ſa maître

d'hote/' simply ‘potatoes according to the

man who keeps the hotel.’”

All the time Royce eyed her. He had

never seen her so beautiful, so fascinating.

Had he known she was coming to the

Whytalls' dinnerhe wouldhave stayedaway,

but now that he was here he made a mighty

resolve, and that was that Constantia

should not leave the Whytalls' apartment

till she had made up the old quarrel with

him. He loved her; he believed now that

there had not been a day since they parted

that he had not thought of her. And more

than anything which might have turned

him to her was the manner in which his

host and hostess were treating her. They

were playing with her, both husband and

wife, and Constantia's peculiar liveliness

must be the expression of her deprecation

of such treatment. -

And how wildly Constantia was laughing.

Ah, her extravagant manner was partly

his fault, for he could see that she had not

expected to see him, and—hold! was it pos

sible the Whytalls knew of the old romance

and were making it a subject for jest in

bringing him and Constantia together?

He looked over to Mr. Whytall with

peculiar malignity. But just then Mrs.

Whytall gave the signal, and the ladies

rose to leave the room. He could not get

a word with his host for there was no

lingering of the men, Mrs. Whytall's

reception making that impossible. Now

when the ladies left the table Constantia ex

perienced all the horror of her position—

she knew not a soul there except Royce,

and the manner of Mrs. Whytall told her

that she had gone too far to expect a mere

explanation to exonerate herself. Bitterly

she blamed Royce for it all. For but for

him, but for seeing him as she left the

elevator, she would have perceived her

mistake as soon as she saw these people,

and so got away. As it was, she was

terribly implicated, and the wild hilarity

caused by Royce's eyeing her made any

excuse on her part impossible.

In the meantime Mrs. Whytall managed

to get near her husband. “So Madame

Colens came after all?” smiled she. “I

don't believe she is any more a French

woman than I am. She is an adven

turess.”

Mr. Whytall looked lost. “Madame

Colens !” he repeated. “Where is she 2

I have not seen her.”

“Then,” demanded his wife, “who is

this lady you asked to my dinner P’’

“I asked no one,” declared he.

“Surely the lady is a friend of yours? Do

you mean to say—”

“I mean to say,” gasped Mrs. Whytall,

º I never saw her before in all my

ife.”

Each of them was immediately possessed

of ideas concerning the safety of the silver

and other valuables. They peered round

for Constantia. She had been forced with

the others into the drawing-room and there

she looked wildly about her for Mrs.

Whytall and a mode of escape. But the

* I have eaten a dinner I had no right to, I have been apprehended for a thief"

doorways were crowded with people com

ing to the reception, and Mrs. Whytall,

taking up her stand to greet her friends,

was gathering about her the ladies who

had been at dinner, to whom she was

making some elaborate explanation. Mr.

Whytall was talking earnestly to a man

who was trying to disguise himself in even

ing clothes, but whom Constantia recol

lected as having seen employed profes

sionally by various people she knew to

look after wedding presents and overcoats

during crushes. Constantia turned faint.

Was there no one to appeal to ? No one

to whom she might explain matters? Her

head swam, she felt that she was falling,

when a firm hand took hers and slipped

it through a black-coated arm, and a voice

that had a saving quality in it spoke in her

ear: “The heat has been too much for

you,” said the voice. “Come, there is a

balcony near by.”

She knew that she was conveyed into the

º air and felt the life coming back to

ner.

In the room behind her a band was play

ing softly. The hand that had led her to

the balcony still touched her arm. She

shook it off. “Tell me,” she said impera

tively, “where I am.”

“You are in the apartment of Mr. and

Mrs. Ambrose Whytall,” was the answer.

“Is it possible—”

“It is,” she said haughtily. “I have no

acquaintance with these people prior to

this evening. I came here to see my

cousins, the Tom Waylands. This is their

apartment, I know it is.”

“Tom Wayland rented it to the Whytalls

more than a year ago,” returned Royce.

“Oh,” cried Constantia, clasping her

hands, “what have I done !”

Then the ludicrous side of it struck her,

and she laughed till she thought she

should never stop. But the ludicrous

faded away.

“The man whose dinner I have eaten

will have me arrested,” she said. “He

has been speaking with a detective he has

here. What, indeed, have I done?”

“Donel” said Royce, quite severely.

“You have made me an unhappy man for

two years. You should have known that I

always loved you, and I know that you do

not hate me. As I know that you shall

yet own that all this is so, and that had we

not cared so much for each other it would

not have been so easy for us to quarrel

and separate about nothing.”

Oh, her dream—her dream 1–in which

he had been as of old: affectionate, trust

ful, masterful.

She could not have told what anything

meant. She knew that the beautiful soft

night was round her; that beads of electric

light in the street below flashed into the

mist in her eyes; that a perfume as of

budding trees reached her; that back of

her was the low music of the band; and

that voice was in her ear—that voice!

“Constantia,” pleaded Royce, “can we

afford to let our joy go past us? I cannot

believe that your life has been good to you

these past two years. I know that mine

has not been good to me. There has been

a greater mistake than your coming unin

vited to this dinner, and a sadder one. A

mistake to come here? Maybe it was my

love that brought you ; maybe it was some

thought of me

in your heart.”

Constantia

heard no more;

a throb was in

her throat, and

there was a

great inarticu

late cry in her

bosom. She

knew not what

was further

said, if any

words were

used at all ;

only round her

was the soft

night and the

scent of bud

ding trees, and

the low music

of the band.

But this man

—to let him

think that she

had made this

sensational es

capade through

love for him,

although it had

been his fault

that she had sat

at that dinner

table.

‘‘I must

go,” she said

excitedly. “I

have no right

here. I must

->

“Not until I

have my an

swer,” returned

Royce, rather

sharply.

-- Si r ! ->

retorted.

He b owed

and made way

for her to enter the room back of them.

She was going stormily past him, when

Tom Wayland rushed out on the balcony.

“Constantia,” he panted, “it is all my

fault. By George' this is a situation. I was

so busy when you called at the office this

morning that I neglected to tell you we had

moved a year ago. I forgot that all your

letters to Mrs. Tom and me came to the

office. But surely we must have written

you that we had moved.”

“You may have done so,” Constantia

said severely, “but I was engrossed by—

other matters when I was abroad,” think

ing that but one matter had then engrossed

her attention to the exclusion of family,

friends and all else. “Take me away.”

“I never thought anything more about

the matter,” Tom was going on, “till Mrs.

Tom and I waited dinner for you. Then

it popped into my head that I hadn’t told

you where we are living. I flew to your

house and your people said you had gone

to us. All at once it struck me you might

have come here.”

“Like the Irishman,” said a voice,

“your forethought comes afterward.”

“Eh!” cried Wayland, “who is that ?

Not Arthur—”

“I have,” said Constantia, with dignity,

“eaten a dinner I had no right to, I have

been apprehended for a thief, and—”

“We have made up our quarrel, Tom,”

-

--~ -

-
-

--

she

in turn interrupted Royce.

Constantia clasped her cousin's arm.

“Take me home, Tom,” she said. “I

will write to Mrs. Whytall to-morrow and

tell her I am subject to spells of insanity—

anything. I must go.”

“By George l’’ ventured Waylandfeebly.

“Are you to go home with me, and leave

Royce like this? Let him come along.”

Constantia looked at Royce. The soft

night was round them, the scent of budding

trees, the low music of the band.

And, oh, her dream—her dream |

“Take me away, Tom,” she said

brokenly.

“Constantia. And I?” asked Royce.

‘‘I don’t know—” she stammered. “I

don’t know—”

But, then, there were so many things

which Constantia did not know.

PLEASURABLE SCRAP-BOOKS

BY CHARLOTTE CHARLES HERR

ROPERLY managed, a set of

scrap-books may become

among the most valued pos

sessions of their owner. While

most pleasures are dependent

on their times and seasons,

collecting, like death, has “all seasons for

its own,” and the alert collector permits no

opportunity to escape him for adding to his

store of clipped treasures.

Those for whom “crazy patchwork’’

and “ log cabin’” patterns have no charm

may find in a small album a souvenir of

bygone days, when on each page is pasted

a square of every dress they have ever

worn, with its date and a short note of any

special occasion whereon it appeared. A

mother might begin such a book for her

daughter when she commences to wear

colored frocks, not forgetting a scrap of

the last white “baby” dress, and mother's

and grandmother's bridal gowns. When

one officiates at a wedding, toll might be

taken from the dresses of the bridal party,

and any patches of historical interest should

be gratefully welcomed.

A DELIGHTFUL scrap-book may be formed

of a collection of cartoons and carica

tures. By cutting out the best specimens

from stray magazines and papers a supply

soon accumulates to begin with. Political

cartoons are instructive as well as interest

ing, and the satires on the society of the

day are not wanting in a value beside that

of their power to amuse. One sees through

them how the wit of one period forms the

wisdom of the next. If one lives where old

journals can be bought it may be possible

to pick up the portraits of the most noted

caricaturists. The picture and “the man

who did it” make that page doubly inter

esting. A title page of each comic paper

is also nice to have.

Pictures having any salient point of

costume should be dated ; they really form

as good a record of changing fashions as

some fashion magazines—just as the novel

is a better photograph of social customs

than is any written history. A comic

scrap-book, pure and simple, is a joy for

ever. Avoid crowding the pictures; some

notable ones deserve an entire page. Use

the least possible amount of mucilage con

taining a suggestion of glue at each corner,

and arrange a whole page before pasting.

For a limitless and never-ending pursuit

portrait collecting is eminently satisfying.

Once started you have a “fad” to last

your natural lifetime. You can spend a

small fortune on it, or you may enjoy it

quite as well on ten cents a month or less,

though I believe every collector spends as

much as he can afford. There is a wide

variety of choice in portraits. Historical

personages, professional people, artists

and painters, singers, great soldiers, women

of note and literary celebrities are always

interesting subjects. Magazines are so

widely circulated and so fully illustrated

with modern portraits and reproductions

of older ones, that the work of collection is

comparatively easy as well as fascinating.

If you buy magazines to cut do it

thoroughly. Portraits for which you

have no use may be exchanged with some

other collector whose line of subjects is

unlike your own. Save any ſac-simiſe of

an autograph, for you may have a portrait

which belongs to it, or you may beg, buy

or be so lucky as to come across a genuine

signature. There are autograph sellers

who carry a line of autographs at from ten

to twenty-five cents, and they will send

you lists of them. A portrait on one page

and an autograph letter facing it makes

both more valuable.

If you desire to keep a book for full

page portraits get one nine by twelve

inches; if you have a number of smaller

pictures ten by twelve inches is a better

size, as they arrange more artistically.

Vary the arrangement of the pages; sepa

rate nationalities, keeping each together.

If the various nationalities are all in one

volume then try to have them of the same

period, say the eighteenth century writers,

American, German, English and French,

in one book and the nineteenth century

in another. The very best way, to my

thinking, is to use medium-weight German

drawing paper, cut into squares of con
venient size. Rule off two inches at the

side and place the pictures in the remaining

space, using both sides. When you have

a sufficient number of sheets they can be

classified and bound as scrap-books,

according to your taste. Being kept in a

portfolio or box they can be looked at con

veniently while yet unbound.

While not absolutely necessary it will

sometimes add to the appearance of the

print to remove any letter-press or other

printing upon the back. This should be

done by soaking the picture in water for

a short time; then lay it face downward

on a smooth surface (glass or the marble

of a dressing bureau) and rub gently with

the finger tips till all printing is evenly

removed. Wash off with a sponge and

clear water, and dry by pressure between

sheets of stout tissue paper. This process

will give a white back to your pictures.
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WHERE WAS THE GARDEN

By Edward S. Martin

VERY simple question. Why

the Bible tells :

“And the Lord God planted a

garden eastward in Eden; and

there He put the man whom He

had formed. And out of the

ground made the Lord God to

grow every tree that is pleasant to

the sight, and good for food; the
tree of life also in the midst of the

garden, and the tree of knowledge of good and

evil. And a river went out of Eden to water the

garden: and from thence it was parted, and became
into four heads. The name of the first is Pison: and

that is it which compasseth the whole land of Havilah

where there is gold . . . . And the name of the second

river is Gihon : the same is it that compasseth

the whole land of Ethiopia. And the name of the

third river is Hiddekel: that is it which goeth

toward the east of Assyria. And the fourth river is

Euphrates.”

So Eden was the name, not of the gar

den, but of the country in which it was

placed. Not that that helps much, for the

country is as hard to find nowadays as its

garden, which we have learned to call

Paradise. If it was big enough to grow

“every tree that was pleasant to the sight

and good for food,” it must have been a

good-sized park and no meagre plantation

that could be hid in a corner. In it grew

the tree of life and the tree of knowledge.

The latter tree got itself so much the more

celebrity that people are apt to forget that

the tree of life was in the garden at all,

and think of that only as in the New

Jerusalem described in the Apocalypse.

But if we are going to look for Paradise
it behooves us to remember that all the

good trees and the two unusual trees in

particular were in it, for it helps us to con

ceive what manner of place it was.

It may help some of us, for ex

ample, to believe that the story of

the garden in Genesis is the record

of very, very ancient tradition, and

that the travelers and theologians

and learned men who have tried to

puzzle out its site by fitting the

Biblical directions to contemporary

geography, are on very much the

same sort of quest, as the little lad
who set out to find the traditional

bag of gold which is at the end of

the rainbow. But how seriously

and industriously they have gone

about it. ... It would be difficult.”

says Dr. William Aldis Smith, “in

the whole history of opinion to find

any subject which has so invited,

and at the same time so completely

baffled conjecture, as the Garden of

Eden.” It will amaze any one who

has not looked into the subject to

see what a power of writing it has

called forth. Travelers for cen

turies have searched for the garden,

and some of them have claimed to

THE UPPER EUPHRATES

have found it, and have described it in

detail. Bible commentators have com

mented on it; scholars have worried about

it; poets have described it; painters have

painted it. Not less than eighty different

sites have first and last been suggested

for it, and their several claims set forth

with zeal and learning. Palestine, Syria,

Armenia, Mesopotamia, Persia, the delta

of the Indus, Cashmere, one of the South

Sea Islands, St. Gothard in the Alps, the

shores of the Baltic, the Plateau of Pamir,

and not less than three lost continents, the

latest of them at the North Pole, are only

a few of the localities which have seemed

to theorists and investigators to afford

probable sites for Paradise. Yet this ven

erable problem is almost as good a problem

as it ever was, and it cannot be positively

asserted that any one is better informed to

day about the spot where Paradise lay than

Josephus was nearly two thousand years

ago.

All writers on the subject may be roughly

divided into two classes: those who have

tried to find Paradise by interpreting the

Biblical description, and those who have

based their theories on extra-Biblical

grounds, though some of these latter have

tried to make the record of Moses confirm

the theory which they had really based on

another foundation. It is the first class

OF EDEN P

that we have mainly to do with. For them

there is a river Euphrates still on the map,

and it would seem as if to find the site of

the garden one had only to follow the

Euphrates up to where the other rivers bear

off in the right directions. The Euphrates

rises in Armenia near Mount Ararat and

flows southerly and southeasterly into the

Persian Gulf. The author of Genesis

seems to speak of it without specifications,

as a river too well known in his day to

need description. It is fifteen hundred

miles long or thereabouts. But the other

three rivers are not known on the map

nowadays by their Bible names, and the

difficulty is to identify them. Josephus,

writing in the first century, says that the

Pison was the Ganges, the Gihon the Nile

and the Hiddekel the Tigris. He does

not mention it as a hypothesis of his own,

but as history. Earlier writers than he

held to the same theory, and later writers

have followed it without embarrassment

from the fact that the Ganges is thousands

of miles distant from all parts of the

Euphrates and Tigris, and that the Nile is

in a different continent from the other

three. Josephus found nothing absurd in

this theory, for he thought the great ocean

which the Greek writers said flowed round

the world, was the original stream that

Moses had in mind, and in which the four

rivers had their source. But as to two of

the rivers Josephus and almost all the

later writers who have followed the Biblical

description are in accord. Practically all

of them hold that the Euphrates is the

On the course of the Euphrates and

Tigris there are three locations which have

received so much support from scholars of

so much authority that they stand out from

all the others. Paradise has been placed

at the mouth of the Euphrates on the

Persian Gulf; in modern Mesopotamia

between Bagdad and the rivers of Babylon;

and in Armenia, near Mount Ararat and

near the sources of both Euphrates and

Tigris. One of the famous authorities who

held by the first of these possible sites was

Calvin. Luther had held the opinion that

the face of the earth had been so changed

and disturbed by the flood that it was idle

to hope to find the four rivers that flowed

out of Eden, but Calvin thought differently.

He believed that the river that watered the

garden was that formed by the united

streams of the Tigris and the Euphrates,

and now called the Shat-el-Arab, which

runs two hundred miles from the point of

junction to the gulf. Pison and Gihon he

believed to be the two channels through

which the river ran into the gulf. He

located the garden near these mouths and

made a map of it, which may be found in

his commenta

ries. More re

to have occupied is that portion of Baby

lonia which lies immediately north of the

ruins of Babylon, between the Tigris and

the Euphrates, its northern boundary being

a line running from Bagdad to Akkad, and

its southern limit a parallel line running

through Babylon. There is a curious ac

cordance with Scripture in the fact that

this district is watered by one river, the

Euphrates, water from which ran through it

in large canals, originally natural, but artifi

cially enlarged, and emptied into the Tigris.

The Euphrates is therefore held to be the

river that watered the garden; the Hiddekel

was the Tigris; the Pison was the Palla

kopas, an ancient arm of the Euphrates,

which was navigable and ran parallel with

the Euphrates into the Persian Gulf; and

the Gihon was the Shat-en-Nil, another

arm of the Euphrates, also navigable, which

started from Babylon and returned again

into the Euphrates after inclosing the land

of Rash-shu, which Dr. Delitzsch believed

to be Cush. A portion of Syria bordered

by the Pallakopas he gives learned reasons

for identifying as Havilah, the land of

gold. He finds, too, a striking etymolog

cently this same

theory has been

supported with

certain modifi

cations by Pres

sel, a scholar of

note, who re

jected Calvin's

Pison and Gi

hon, and sub

stituted as those

Streams two

eastern tributa

ries of the Shat

Euphrates and

the Hiddekel is

the Tigris, and

their effort has

been to find the

Gihon and Pison

somewhere near

the courses of

these other two.

These two riv

ers, which are

known, rise near

one another in

Armenia, and

after flowing

separately more than a thousand miles,

join and empty into the Persian Gulf, so

the territory in which the Pison and the

Gihon are to be sought stretches from

Armenia between the Black and Caspian

seas to the mouth of the Euphrates.

It would be natural in looking for the

Pison and the Gihon to look for Havilah

and Ethiopia (or Cush), the lands they are

said to compass. But neither Havilah nor

Cush are any longer on the map, and

modern scholars have very vague and con

flicting ideas of what localities those names

indicate. In practice it would seem that

the method of the investigators has been

first to find a Pison and then to try to prove

that the land it bordered was as likely as

any land to have been Havilah, and next

to find a Gihon and show grounds for

belief that the land it compassed was Cush.

Cush, which is used several times in the

Bible, is understood as the name of the

most southern lands known at the time of its

use, an interpretation that helped the the

ory that the Gihon was the Nile. Havilah

has been sometimes held to be to the

eastward toward India, but neither Cush

nor Havilah seem to have been definitely

enough located to hinder any scholar's

satisfaction with any theory of his own

that placed them elsewhere. They do not

help much in the search after the garden.

BASSORAH

Once at the head of the Persian Gulf, now 75 miles inland

el-Arab, the Karun and the Kertha. One

trouble with Calvin's and Pressel's theory

is that their rivers run the wrong way; in

stead of all running from the garden some

of them run toward it, and the sense of

most of the critics is that a theory with such

a defect as that will not hold. Another and

still more serious flaw is that in the opinion

of competent modern geologists, the Shat

el-Arab, and all the land it traverses, is of

very modern formation and made of earth

brought down by the rivers. So thought

Sir Charles Lyell. Sir Henry Rawlinson

confirms the opinion by saying that the

delta at the head of the Persian Gulf still

gains a mile every seventy years, and

probably increased at least twice as fast in

earlier times. Pliny says that the Euphrates

entered directly into the Persian Gulf, and

Ritter says that in the time of Alexander

the Great the mouths of the Tigris and

the Euphrates were a day's journey apart.

It is said, too, that the town of Charax,

founded by Alexander on the site of the

modern Mohammerah, was close to the

sea when founded, but three hundred years

later stood fifty miles inland. So it would

appear that the historians, geologists and

travelers, between them, have literally

taken the ground out from under the

theory advanced by Calvin.

Between Babylon and Bagdad the Tigris

and the Euphrates bend toward one an

other, and run for a time not very far apart

and in parallel courses. Here, also, Para

dise is located, and on the authority of

some of the most modern scholars who

have attacked the subject. Sir Henry

Rawlinson favored this site, and it is the

one fixed upon by Professor Friedrich

Delitzsch of Leipsic, who published in 1881

a book on the subject, wherein he took

note of the conclusions of all previous

writers and availed himself of all the help

that the most recent investigations could

bring him. The precise district which

Professor Delitzsch considers the garden

SHALER

A Mesopotamian Village near the Tigris

ical similarity between the Hebrew

name Eden and Gan-Eden, the

national name given to the province

of Babylon.

The defects in Dr. Delitzsch’s

theory are that the Tigris does not

really flow from the Euphrates,

though the Euphrates may have,

and doubtless did, contribute to it

in the way he described. Then,

too, the Pallakopas and the Shat

en-Nil seem to have been partly,

at least, of artificial construction.

Nevertheless, the theory is a highly

respectable one, and scant justice

has been done in this brief sum

mary to the scholarship that goes

to support it.

The third theory that seems worth

considering is that which places

Paradise in Armenia near the head

waters of the Euphrates, the Tigris,

the Araxes and the Halys.

It is true that a country lying be

tween the sources of four great

rivers is not precisely what the Bible

describes as Eden, but Professor

Bartlett, of Chicago, in Smith's Dictionary

of the Bible, does not consider that as a

fatal objection to the Armenian site, since

he says that “known laws of hydrostatics

and known facts concerning the Tigris and

Euphrates forbid our understanding that

any one river in the elevated region where

these streams rise, divided itself into four

rivers, of which these were two.” The

defect of a divergence from the letter of

Scripture may also be met in another way,

since there is very positive evidence in

the neighboring mountains of geological

changes which have altered the face of the

country since life began there. Mineralized

bones of giraffes, elephants and other

plain-dwelling animals found on mountain

heights attest a late upheaval of extensive

plains, not earlier, perhaps, than the time

of the flood.

So much for the speculations of writers

who have tried to trace the garden by

close adherence to the description of

Moses. Another class of investigators

has approached the subject from another

point of view. The Garden of Eden, as we

know it, was the spot where human life on

earth began. If we discover, therefore,

where the first man lived we will have

found our Paradise. It is a thing which

scientists are constantly trying to do. If

science could be certain where on earth

human life began, the knowledge would

be of high value in the consideration of

many kindred problems.

Aside from what we learn from Scrip

ture is there evidence that there was a first

man? Did human creatures spring into

being simultaneously in different parts of

the earth, or did mankind truly come from

some father Adam whose family grew up

about him and multiplied in the earth?

On the whole, science, like the Bible,

seems to favor the latter theory. By what

ever route Adam came into this world,

whether God made him by a sudden,

special creation complete in the divine
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image or evolved him by age-long proc

esses from an oyster, science seems to

hold that there was an original family, and

that the human population of earth started

in some particular spot and spread from

there. But where that spot was has been a

matter of nearly as much conjecture among

the ethnologists as the allied problem of

Paradise has been among the theologians.

Darwin has set it down as a subject on

which it is useless to speculate, but he did

speculate on it. Arguments that have

seemed sound to their scientific projectors

have been advanced to prove that the

human race started on the brink of the

Euphrates, in the heart of Central Asia,

in Lemuria, a continent supposed to be at

present at the bottom of the northern part

of the Indian Ocean; in Greenland, in

Central Africa, in Central America, in

Ceylon, and in the fabled continent of

Atlantis, which is conjectured to have

emerged from the Atlantic on the line of

the Canary Islands and the Azores, and

from which, if it ever existed, both the

eastern and the western hemispheres might

have drawn their population. Certainly

here is choice enough. The scientific

searcher after Paradise is embarrassed by

the richness of his field, and hesitates to

leave the Euphrates' bank and become a

wanderer over all the earth. But at least

he may stick to Asia if he will. One of

the most favored “cradles of the human

race” is the vast Plateau of Pamir, north

of the Himalayas in Central Asia. An

thropologists find deep significance in the

fact that in that region the fundamental

types of all the races of mankind are

represented. In the Plateau of Pamir or

within easy distance of it are yellow

people, black people and whites, and in

the same region philologists find the

three fundamental forms of the human

language.

Darwin and those scientists who have

been on the lookout for monkeys as

the ancestors of man, remembering that

monkeys need abundant heat, have been

inclined to look for their Paradise fur

ther to the south, either in Northern

Africa or in the supposed continent of

Lemuria, which, as before stated, they

imagine to have existed in prehistoric

times in the northern part of the Indian

Ocean. The other fabled continent, the

Atlantis, has been used by the latter-day

theorists chiefly to explain the presence

of man in America. If our first parents

began housekeeping in the Atlantis their

descendants could easily have gotten

into America on one side and into Africa,

Europe and Asia on the other, whereas,

without the Atlantis, and with no nearer

nor more convenient approach between

the eastern and western hemispheres

than that at Bering Strait, it is a puzzling

question how primeval man, if he started

in Asia, ever found his way into the

western hemisphere.

There is still left to consider one of

the latest and most ingenious theories

of all. The North Pole will seem at

first thought to the average investigator

the most unlikely site on earth for Par

adise to have occupied. Nevertheless sev

eral sober and thoughtful books and pam

phlets have been written in support of

the North Pole's pretensions. The North

Pole nowadays is bitter cold, but it has

not always been so. Geologists tell us

that the earth was excessively hot when

it first began its course—much too hot

to admit of the presence of any living

creatures, except, perhaps, a salamander.

As it grew cooler vegetation began on it,

and then it began to be peopled, first with

fishes, and then with birds and beasts;

finally with man. The first spot on earth

to get cool enough to use was the North

Pole. . In the process of time it got too

cold, but there must have been a long

period when the polar region was the most

comfortable part of the world. During this

period, many eminent geologists believe,

there existed around the North Pole a con

tinent now submerged, and that on that

continent our progenitors were comfort

able in their first home. It is known

with entire certainty that the polar region

was once warm enough for tropical vege

tation to grow there. There was light

enough, also, for such vegetation—abun

dant light, indeed, for all uses, and plenty

for primeval man. Geology tells us that

man might have lived at the North Pole.

The theory of a polar Paradise fits in,

in curious fashion, with many of the most

ancient traditions that remain in earth.

It was, for example, a tradition of the

ancient astronomers that in the beginning

the north star was always at the zenith,

and that the stars revolved around a per

pendicular axis, but that in the process of

time the pole declined. That the direction

of the axis of the earth was changed seems

inconceivable, but if prehistoric man was

driven by floods and frosts from his polar

home far southward, to him the pole star

would seem to have declined, and he

would have carried with him the tradition

of a time when it was always overhead.

Many Asiatic peoples held and transmitted

the tradition of a mount of the gods situ

ate at the earth-centre, or navel of the

earth. It was there, they believed, that

human life began, there that gods and

men first lived together, there that the

Golden Age was passed, and from there

that men were driven out to experience

hard times and all vicissitudes of existence.

The true earth-centre is the North Pole.

There is no other centre where men could

have dwelt, and it is the nearest point to

the centre of the Heavens, the pole star.

“Eastward in Eden,” says the Bible,

God placed Paradise, but Dr. W. F. Warren

holds that the word translated “east

ward” originally meant “frontward,” and

considers that that need not make any

difficulty in fitting the polar Paradise to

the Biblical description. Assuming that

the tree of knowledge in the centre of the

garden stood at the pole, he finds it easily

conceivable that the rivers which watered

the garden about it and flowed away in

four directions widened into an ocean,

which, flowing away from the polar conti

nent now submerged, truly “encom

passed '' all lands to the southward. And

so he makes the Bible itself support his

theory of the polar Paradise. But it must

be confessed that in this case the Biblical

testimony is somewhat too obviously re

luctant. The North Pole is and always

has been a perfectly definite locality and

easily described. If Moses had under

stood that the site of Paradise was there

he could have conveyed that idea very

easily and in language not to be mis

understood.

The present writer is inclined to agree

with Luther that it is impossible to be sure

where Paradise was, and that we can never

do more than surmise. Of the sites that

have been suggested as according with the
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* TWO UNIQUE

FESTIVAL OF THE HOLIDAYS

BY CARRIE MAY ASHTON

CHURCH entertainment, which cannot

be more appropriately named than by

the above title, offers splendid possibilities

for most delightful social diversion and also

presents an opportunity whereby a depleted

church fund may be replenished. To out

line a “Festival of the Holidays,” I shall

start at the first— New Year's—which

appropriately may be represented by a

booth, appointed as a reception-room,

furnished in Oriental style, with Turkish

rugs, Moorish chairs and pretty hangings.

Rich effects in color may be secured by

lighting the apartment with lamps bearing

gaudy shades. White-capped maids serv

ing coffee and Russian tea will enhance the

pleasure of the occasion.

A heart-shaped booth dressed and draped

in carmine would fittingly represent St.

Valentine's Day. Fortunes could be told

and pretty books, booklets and fancy cards

artistically displayed for sale.

Washington's Birthday might be uniquely

and very attractively commemorated in a

Colonial booth; an old-time parlor would

serve as an excellent model. Both the

DESOLATE MT. ARARAT

The Armenian Site

Biblical description, that of Calvin seems

to him to have been disproved, and that of

Delitzsch to be favored more by the learn

ing of its supporters than by the testimony

of natural features. To his mind the most

reasonable theory is that which places the

garden in Armenia, from which certainly

proceed the two rivers which are best iden

tified, and from which flow other consider

able streams that seem as likely as any

existing rivers to be the Gihon and the

Pison. But if Paradise was there it is in

a country that is, dreary enough now. A

traveler who visited it some forty years

ago made this record of the impressions

that he received from it:

“I had been traveling all the weary night aching

in my saddle and longing for repose. It was an

October morning crisped with frost when I had to

ford the Euphrates River, at that time about girth

deep. I was strongly imbued with the impression

that I was now entering upon the site of the reputed

Garden of Eden. . What a wild and desolate

aspect did this reputed Eden present to me! The

low and swampy soil teeming with rushes. Desola

tion had swept it with her blasts; the cormorant and

bittern had here their hiding-place, but that sterner

savage, man, was the most feared of any animal.

Our little caravan was halted, the firearms were

looked to, our chief marshaling us in battle array,

expecting at every moment a surprise. Some horse

men were seen in the distance. At a rapid rate they

came down upon us, but instead of Koords they

were three Armenian bishops with their attendants,

from the little monastery of ‘Uch Kilesea,' who,

seeing travelers in the distance, had come out to

escort us to their refectory and warn us of the hid

den dangers with which the country teemed. . . . .

The grim outline of the country bespoke sterility

and waste in its harshest features. The low, boggy

soil.which we were traversing was sandy, sedgy and

well stocked with wild boar. . . . . Ofº my Asiatic

travel, which has occupied me so many thousand

hours, Iscarcely recollect any place so utterly deso
late and wasted as I was now going over, though

great interest attached to it as being Bible ground.

Mount Ararat was visible in the distance, towering

in the sky, with majestic grandeur, and a brilliant

sunlit up the mass of snow on its summit, the clouds

rolling visibly at its base. An immense plain inter

yened, on which Noah's descendants might have

located, and I could imagine creation, preservation

and all those glorious events to which Scripture

testifies to have taken place there.”

It was gloomy, barren, desolate—this

reputed site of Paradise, yet it fired a trav

eler's imagination. If it had been surely

identified it could have done no more than

that. He found the site of Paradise for a

moment at least. No man in historical

times has done more; nor is there any

present prospect that any man will.

furniture and furnishings should be quaint

and antique, and if the articles possess an

historical value they will be all the more

interesting. Flags, of course, should be

given first place in the decorations, and a

portrait of Washington should naturally

be the most conspicuous object of orna

mentation. To preserve the perfect har

mony of the picture the women in charge

of the booth should be costumed in gowns

of the Colonial period, and might sell

articles of linen.

VINE-CLAD arbor with blossoms of bright

hues would suggest a pretty device for

an Easter booth. Electric lights within

would pick fiery patches of gold in the

green, and produce an exquisite effect in

color. Bright lamp-shades, jewel-caskets,

glove-boxes, and such dainty little articles

as delight the feminine heart might be dis

played in artistic settings to tempt pur

chasers, as well as a stock of Easter eggs.

Bunting and flags would serve to fashion

the Fourth of July booth, within which

should be dispensed ices, frozen fruits and

such grateful indispensables.

Labor Day booth might very appropri

ately represent the typical cheery home

of an American wage-earner. A neat,

thatched cottage would serve splendidly.

Evidences of industry should prevail on

every side, and such articles of utility as

sweeping-caps and clothes-bags be sold.

The headquarters for all the refresh

ments might be the Thanksgiving booth,

which, if less ornate and showy than the

others, should have an inviting aspect.

The Christmas booth would possess a

supreme interest for the children if Santa

Claus were shown coming down a generous

chimney and imparting little confidences to

the girls and boys. The booth might be

effective if modeled after a nursery, with

a crib, and a pair of little stockings sug

gestively empty. There should be a

Christmas tree fairly bowing under its

burden of toys, and dolls of all kinds

known to Dolldom.

There must be refreshments of all sorts,

of course, and music, readings or drills by

the children to furnish variety and lend

animated spirit to the entertainment.
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EVERY-DAY DOLLAR PARTY

BY MRS. A. G. LEWIS

THE majority of churches would be very

glad to earn three hundred and sixty

five dollars in one evening, and they can

do it readily and with great attendant

enjoyment through the “Every-Day Dollar

Party.” Church workers agree that any

plan which interests the young folks and

divides the work among a large number

is sure to be successful. The plan of

the “Every-Day Dollar Party” is simple

and practicable. The whole “round year”

is divided into quarters, months, weeks

and days, and the officers of the entire year

are classified thus: -

NEw YEAR - - - President

Jºy The first - -

July months of each Vice-Presidents

October “quarter.”

rºlesnar } Executive Committee

EASTER DAY Secretary

CHRISTMAs Treasurer

The president supervises the work in

general, and presides at the meeting of

“Months,” and the vice-presidents take

charge of their respective “Quarters” of

the year. The latter also assist the exec

utive committee and serve as presiding

officers at the Quarter meetings. Each

Month calls to her aid four helpers

named respectively, First, Second, Third

and Fourth Week. Each Week must

find seven helpers to become her Days

—each helper taking one Day, the extra

days of the month, over twenty-eight,

being also looked out for by Month.

The year in this way is divided into three

hundred and sixty-five Days, with no

person directly responsible for more

than one Day. Each Day is pledged to

secure at least one dollar, but more

may be turned in as there is no limit set.

It is a good plan to distribute “day

boxes,” pretty, plain boxes of convenient

size with a slit in the sealed cover, after

the fashion of an improvised bank for

pennies. Each box is marked “day

box” on the cover, and the owner's

name and date of the “day of jubilee"

upon the front. Placed in a conspicuous

spot in the home it invites contributions

from family friends. Special honors in

the form of prizes may be conferred upon

the Day, Week, Month and Quarter pre

senting the largest sum on the opening

of the boxes on the “day of jubilee.”

THE jubilee takes the form of a festival.

If possible, let well-spread tables be

arranged to represent the “round year.”

The centre of the room has a circular

table, at which sit New Year and Father

Time, both appropriately garbed. At

this table sit the four Quarters of the year

wearing costumes representing the four

seasons—spring, summer, autumn and

winter. The sun is in its yellow glory, the

moon in silvery robes, and the planets

which serve as evening and morning stars

are in costumes bearing their own special

emblematic symbols. All are picturesquely

grouped about the central round table.

Twelve tables, representing the twelve

months, are placed so as to form an outer

circle. The special head of each month

presides. Her costume suits the season.

The twelve signs of the zodiac are chosen

as the special emblem for each month's

table, and are used in the costuming, also

in table decoration. Four Weeks sit at

each table, wearing respectively the four

“quarter signs” of the moon. The days

of the week may be variously represented,

some as special holidays while others

betoken the special work of each day, as

Monday, washing day; Tuesday, ironing;

Wednesday, cleaning, and so on. Some of

the weeks may contrast the costuming of

Pilgrim and Colonial and Century-ago

days with those of the present time. Other

weeks may suggest the old rhyme:

“Monday's child is fair in the face,

Tuesday's child is full of grace,

Wednesday's child is merry and glad,

Thursday's child is sorry and sad,

Friday's child is loving and giving,

Saturday's child works hard for a living;

But the child that is born on the Sabbath day

Is lucky and bonny and wise and gay.”

Another interesting feature is the repre

sentation of the special holidays—New

Year's, Washington's Birthday, Inaugural

Day, Easter, May Day, Seventeenth of

June, Independence Day, Labor Day, All

Hallow E'en, Thanksgiving and Christmas.

These are to be represented by persons

dressed to indicate the idea, who may

assist by suitable recitation, song or tableau.

If preferred, this idea may be carried out

in a bazaar of the year, each section of the

calendar year being represented as sug

gested for the festival. The arrangement

of tables may be the same—the booths

being decorated to indicate the special sea

son of the year. A pageant of the entire

year, each day suitably represented, would

be a delightful feature of the occasion.
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AMALLA KUSSNER

A PAINTER OF MINIATURES

By Nancy Huston Banks

HE history of art enrolls many

records that touch the heart

and stir the imagination, but

it furnishes no more

pathetic picture than

Amalia Küssner's

unheralded arrival in

New York, nor any more romantic

story than that of her subsequent

career. While struggling blindly

toward the light the girl artist

called upon a well-known social

leader, who was also a recognized

art connoisseur, taking with her

specimens of her work, hoping to

enlist his interest. The attempt

was in vain; he shook his head,

saying art like hers was unsuited

to the time. It was, he said, too

fine, too slow, and above all too

costly to meet the requirements of

modern taste. Then, taking up a

picture of his daughter, which had

been photographed on porcelain

and colored, he held it out to the

“painter-in-little,” saying, “That

is the sort of thing people want

now.” She went away bitterly

disappointed, chilled and exceed

ing heavy-hearted. But eighteen

months afterward that same gen

tleman stood in the throng that

crowded about her miniatures

during the exhibit of women's

portraits at the National Academy

of Design, in November, 1894.

The miniature is as inseparable from

wealth and luxury as the jewels are that its

radiance resembles. It is also associated

with gold and precious stones, since no

other setting befits it. And still costlier

than diamonds and rubies—because rarer

and more beautiful—is the art which can

MRS. WILLIAM L. SCOTT

create the warm, bewitching, vivid minia

ture. Who has not felt its tenderness, its

irresistible charm 2

HON. CHARLES KERN

No wonder then that the art of portrait

painting should always have commanded

royal remuneration and the admiration of
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kings. Vasari in his life of Guilio Garata,

one of the earliest famous miniature paint

ers, says: “His productions are all in the

hands of princes orother great personages.”

This was in the beginning of the four

teenth century, and all down the long line

of miniature painters it has been the same,

until the exquisite craft fell into decadence,

very soon after the Court of

Napoleon went mad over

Isabey's miniatures. Holbein

was invited to England as the

guest of the Lord High Chan

cellor, and appointed painter to

King Henry VIII. Walpole

mentions Holbein’s miniature

of Catherine of Aragon, “a

round, on a blue ground.”

Philip of Spain sent Sir Antonio

More to England to paint Queen

Mary's on a gold plate, which

was unusual, copper being the

common basis of miniature

painting, after vellum went out

of fashion and before ivory be

gan to be used for the purpose,

which seems to have been not

earlier than well on in the

eighteenth century. At the

same time that Sir Antonio

More painted this miniature on

gold, a woman—one Levina

Teelinek—also painted a pic

ture of Queen Mary on a card,

and Her Majesty seems to have

preferred it to the other, al

though the artist had for it only

“one casting bottell guilt.”

Broit received five hundred

pounds for a miniature of Queen

Anne. James I. delighted to

honor Nicholas Hillard, and no

one could paint His Majesty's

portrait or that of any member

of the Royal household without

the artist's consent. Charles I showered

gifts and attentions upon Peter Oliver, and

when Charles II came to the throne he

went in person to see the widow of the

famous “painter-in-little,” and not only

bought all the work of Oliver that re

mained in his widow's possession, but

settled a handsome income on her.

MRS. CHARLES KERN

But there were no generous kings in

New York to take Amalia Küssner by the

hand and lead her through a golden door

MRS, CHARLES HARNOT STRONG

into the realm of riches and refinement

wherein she might hope to find patronage

and appreciation of her art. There were

only society queens, so hedged about by

apparently impregnable walls that she

almost despaired of ever reaching them—of

being able to show them what she could

Yet with unflagging courage she
do.

---

y -

MRS. M. A. TYLER

worked on : watching, waiting, longing,

painting—always painting-day and night.

Those who know only the finished minia

ture, and have no acquaintance with the

method of its production, cannot conceive

of the labor that it represents. Each of

these tiny masterpieces—these ornaments

with human identification—these concen

trated expressions of pictorial art

—stands for more toil, of a pecul

iarly exacting sort, than the largest

canvas. The brushes, some of

them containing scarcely half a

dozen hairs, make strokes so fine

that most of the painting must be

done under a magnifying glass.

And the touches on the frail bit of

ivory must be as unerring as they

are light, for the smallest mistake

may destroy the characteristic

translucence that constitutes the

miniature's greatest charm.

After toiling thus for several

months the eagerly-wished-for op

portunity came at last, in the usual

unexpected way, through a letter

of introduction to a New York

woman of great wealth, high social

position and much personal in

fluence; and from the moment of

its presentation fame and fortune

were within Amalia Küssner's

grasp. Since then her brush has

been monopolized by the highest

fashion, not only of New York but

of the whole country, and no fea

ture of her work is more remarka

ble than the amount of it. It is

difficult to define Miss Küssner's

school or to describe her style.

She has studied no master as a

model, and has apparently given little at

tention to technique. She paints, if pos

sible, entirely from life, and draws with

great ease and rapidity. The richness of

her coloring and delicacy of treatment

have all the refinement of the French

school.

MISS FLORA SCOTT STRONG
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HE war of the American Revo

lution, besides its more mo

mentous results, had this peculiar

interest to me personally : that it was re

sponsible for the birth of the woman who

most influenced me—my mother. Captain

Thomas Storrow, a King's officer, being

detained a prisoner in Portsmouth during

that war, fell in love with a Portsmouth

maiden, who adventurously married him

at the age of seventeen, in 1777, and sailed

with him to England. These were my

mother's parents. The marriage had all

the requisite elements of romance—youth,

inexperience, two warring nations and two

deeply dissatisfied families. The bride,

Anne Appleton, represented two of the

best families in the then somewhat aristo

cratic province of New Hampshire, the

Appletons and the Wentworths; the latter,

in particular, holding their heads so high

that they were declared by a wicked Ports

mouth wit to speak habitually of Queen

Elizabeth as “Cousin Betsy Tudor.”

This was the nest in which my grand

mother had been reared. She had lived

from childhood in the house of her grand

father, Judge Wentworth; her great-grand

father was the first of the three royal

governors of that name, and the two others

were her near kinsmen. She might, in

deed, have sat for the heroine of Whittier's

ballad, “Amy Wentworth '' ; but it was a

soldier, not a sailor, whom she married ;

and when she went to England—fortunately

under the proper escort of a kinswoman—

she was apparently received both by her

husband's family and her own with all the

warmth that might have been expected—

that is, with none at all. Yet she had

sweet and winning qualities which finally

triumphed over all obstacles, and her

married life, though full of vicissitudes,

was, on the whole, happy. They dwelt in

England, in Jamaica, in St. Andrews, in

Campobello, then in Jamaica again,

Captain Storrow having in the meantime

resigned his commission, and dying at sea

on his passage to Boston, in 1795. My

mother, Louisa Storrow, had been born,

me unwhile, at St. Andrews, in 1786.

MONG my mother's most vivid childish

recollections was that of being led, a

weeping child of nine, at the stately funeral

of her father, who was buried in Boston

with military and Masonic honors. After

his death his young widow opened a

private school in Hingham, Massachusetts,

and through the influence of kind friends

in Boston, had boarding pupils from that

city, only twenty miles away, thus laying

for my mother the foundation of some life

long friendships. This school has been

praised by Mr. Barnard, the historian of

early American education, as one of the

best of the dawning experiments toward

the education of girls. Mrs. Storrow, how

ever, died within a year and a half, and her

little family were left orphans among

strangers or very recent friends. Their

chief benefactor was my father, into whose

family my mother was adopted, assisting in

the care of his invalid wife and two little

girls. Nothing could at the time have been

less foreseen than the ultimate outcome of

this arrangement. My mother was very

early betrothed to a young man who was

lost at sea; a year or two later her benefac

tress, my father's first wife, died, and she

remained in the household as an adopted

daughter, ultimately becoming, at the early

age of nineteen, my father's second wife.

My father was known in his day as

Stephen Higginson, Junior, his father, of

the same name, being still associated with

him in mercantile business, after being

a member of the Continental Congress

and an active Federalist politician. My

father was unsurpassed in those gener

ous philanthropies which have given

Boston merchants a permanent reputation ;

he was, indeed, most often mentioned—as

his #...]." Lowell, wrote of him—as

the Howard or the Man of Ross of his day.

I still possess a fine oil painting of this last

hero of Pope's lay, a picture sent anony

mously to the house, with the inscription

that it was for a man who “so eminently

Copys the Fair Original.”
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Y father was sixteen years older than

my mother, and into all his various

interests she was at once thrown as the

young Lady Bountiful of the household.

She also had the care of two stepchildren,

who all their lives thought of her as their

mother. My father lived in the then fash

ionable region of Mount Vernon Street, in

all the habits of affluence; his hospitality

was inconveniently unbounded, and the

young wife found herself presiding at large

dinner-parties and at the sumptuous even

ing entertainments then more in vogue

than now. It was the recorded verdict of

Hon. George Cabot, the social monarch of

that day, that “no one received company

better than Mrs. Higginson,” and those

who knew the unfailing grace and sweet

ness of her later manner can well believe

it. She had at this time in their freshness

certain points of physical beauty which she

retained unusually unimpaired until her

latest years—a noble forehead, clear blue

gray eyes, a rose-tinted complexion, soft

brown hair ; a pliant figure with slender

hands and feet.

She had, in all, ten children of her own,

of whom I was the youngest. But before

my birth the whole scene had suddenly

changed. My father's whole fortune went

when Jefferson's embargo came ; his nu

merous vessels were captured or value

less. He retired into the country, living on

a beautiful sheep-farm in Bolton, Massa

chusetts, placed at his disposal by a more

fortunate friend, Mr. S. V. S. Wilder.

There lies before me my mother's diary at

this farm, which begins thus: “On Satur

day, the 8th April, 1815, we left our home,

endeared to us by a long and happy resi

dence and by the society of many dear and

kind friends, to make trial of new scenes,

new cares and new duties; but though by

this change we make some sacrifices and

have some painful regrets, we are still

experiencing the same goodness and mercy

which have hitherto crowned our lives

with happiness.” “I always awake,” she

said, “calm and serene. My children

occupy my mind and my heart and fill it

with affection and gratitude. They are

healthy, innocent and happy, and I enjoy

every moment of their lives. Books are

my recreation and, next to my children,

my greatest source of pleasure. I read

Stewart’s ‘Philosophical Essays and the

‘Faerie Queene' of Spenser, usually in the

evening, which is charmingly undisturbed.

This exemption from visitors is delightful

to me; it gives me time to think and to

read, and I only hope that I shall improve

all my advantages.” She was at this time

in her thirtieth year, and in this sweet

spirit laid down the utmost that the little

New England capital could then afford of

luxury and fashion.

HESE “advantages” were soon trans

formed and expanded. My father was

appointed in 1819 as Steward (now called

Bursar) of Harvard University, and at once

built there the house, now standing next

to the Scientific School on Kirkland Street,

but then alone on a sandy plain, which his

prompt activity soon transformed into

verdure and foliage. The large garden went

back to what is now Holmes Field, and

the nearest house was the “gambrel-roofed

house,” now vanished, where Oliver Wen

dell Holmes was then playing as a child.

Here was another entire change for my

mother. My father's buoyant hospitality

revived with his change of fortunes, and it

is recorded that when my eldest brother

graduated from college, in 1825, there was

a dinner-party of sixty guests. Some of

the most accomplished men whom Amer

ica has yet produced were then living in

Cambridge, or came there soon after.

Edward Everett was our near neighbor;

Judge Story was at the head of the law

school; Jared Sparks used to bring great

portfolios of Washington's letters and leave

them for my mother and aunt to look over.

Dr. Kirkland and Josiah Quincy were

successively Presidents of the University;

John G. Palfrey came and read us Haw

thorne's “Twice Told Tales,” then first

appearing.

There were also women of great accom

plishments and charm : Mrs. Andrews

Norton, Mrs. John Farrar and others, not

forgetting Margaret Fuller, an awkward,

half-grown girl, who used to sit at my

mother's feet in a sort of adoration.

Moreover, my father was the organizer of

the Harvard Divinity School, and had

under his charge a group of young men

who created the subsequent intellectual

prestige of the Unitarian clergy, the chief

of these being Ralph Waldo Emerson.

Such companionship did much for the

mental training of my mother, and through

her, for her children.

MY mother had never visited Europe,

but her native manners charmed

every foreign visitor. She had seen no

great pictures or statues, yet her instinctive

taste seemed true. She knew nothing of

music, except that she had learned the

guitar in girlhood; yet when my sister, an

accomplished pianist, played to her, for

the first time, one of Beethoven's sonatas,

she said, “That is the music I have always

waited for.” She always afterward pre

ferred his music to any other, and listened

with delight in her last ilhness to the

adagio from the B-flat symphony. She

had studied no language but English, yet

she was an insatiable reader ; established

book-clubs wherever she lived, read aloud

almost every evening of her life; adminis

tered Scott and Dickens to her younger

children, and, in later years, spending long

winters in the quiet village of Brattle

boro, Vermont, rejoiced in the leisure

for reading, and devoted each winter with

her unmarried daughters to some special

subject—as, for instance, the history of

British India or the struggles of American

Kansas. Her children brought to her the

newest books and the freshest thought of

the time ; it sometimes startled but never

frightened her, for she had a confidence

that all would issue well. In all the vicissi

tudes of a reformer's career I cannot recall

anything but encouragement on her part.

Even where she differed from the details

of opinion or action, she had an absolute

faith in the ultimate triumph of the right,

and was willing to risk some wandering on

the way. She, herself, seemed above all a

child of free impulse, and she could share

the generous impulses of others. Her

sympathy was ardent and even impetuous,

her indignation short-lived and forgiving.

She said of herself that she had but once

struck a child—the most sturdy and defiant

of all her flock—and when he promptly

struck her back, she wisely resolved to try

that experiment no more. Her love of

young babies was so great thatwhen shesaw

one in a railway car, she would always find

some excuse for approaching it and win

ning it from its mother's arms; dirty or

clean, it was all one to her. She was free

from formalism, but had daily family

prayers, which she always conducted her

self; and she was, I think, the very last

person who read volumes of sermons for

pleasure. One of my most vivid pictures is

of her, always sitting to await the church

bell on Sunday morning earlier than any

one else, and holding a rose in her hand.

She was liberal, however, in her Sunday

discipline ; it was her rule that there should

be only sacred music on that day, but that

all good music was sacred.

MY father died in 1834, when I was but

ten years old, so that I have but few

vivid recollections of him, and my imme

diate home-training came almost wholly

from women. Seeing the uniform respect

with which my mother and aunt and elder

sisters were treated by the most cultivated

men around us, I cannot remember to

have grown up with the slightest feeling

that there was any distinction of sex in

intellect. Why women did not go to

college was a point which did not suggest

itself; but one of my sisters studied Ger

man with Professor Charles Follen, while

the other took lessons in Latin and Italian

from Professor Bachi and in geometry from

Professor Benjamin Peirce. I forget where

the latter sister studied English, but she

wrote for me all the passages that were

found worth applauding in my commence

ment oration. Yet it is a singular fact that I

owe indirectly to a single remark made by

my mother all the opening of my eyes to

the intellectual disqualification of her sex.

There came to Cambridge a very accom

plished stranger, Mrs. Rufus King, of

Cincinnati, Ohio–afterward Mrs. Peter—

who established herself there about 1837,

directing the college training of a younger

brother, two sons and two nephews. No

woman in Cambridge was so mighly

educated ; and once, as she was making

some criticisms at our house upon the

inequalities between the sexes, my mother

exclaimed, in her ardent way, “But only

think, Mrs. King, what an education you

have obtained.” “Yes,” was the reply,

“but how did I obtain it?” Then fol

lowed a tale almost as pathetic as that

told in Mrs. Somerville's autobiography, of

her own early struggles for knowledge. I

cannot now recall what she said, but it

sank into my heart, at the age of fifteen

or thereabouts, and if I have ever done

one thing to secure to women better justice

in any direction, the first impulse came

from that fortunate question and reply.

My mother never quite accepted Woman

Suffrage, though she never objected to my

public advocacy of that innovation, espe

cially as it was shared by my brilliant elder

cousin, William Henry Channing, who had

much influence with her. In other reforms

more personally perilous she showed the

same spirit of trustful confidence, and

wrote me, during my absence in the Civil

War, such letters as I am sure that no

Roman mother could have equaled. She

was always an assiduous correspondent

with her scattered sons, and her whole

ingenuous nature is transparently visible

to-day on the voluminous pages of her

greatly-treasured letters.

IN another direction I learned from my

mother one of the most important

lessons, that of religious freedom. In the

year 1834, when I was ten years old, I

watched by her side the burning by a mob

of the Ursuline Convent, on Mount Bene

dict, a hill some two miles from our house.

The flames lighted up all Cambridge and

were watched by her with an indignation,

shared by all our immediate neighbors.

But when, the next morning, I went out

with her to confer on the subject with the

family butcher, representing the sentiment

of what was then “the village,” now

Harvard Square, we encountered a different

phase of feeling. Mr. Houghton was very

dear to me, by reason of innumerable

rides in his hospitable wagon, and I eagerly

awaited a sympathy which did not come.

“Well, Mr. Houghton,” said my ever

eager mother, “what do they think in the

village of this great outrage?” “Wal, I

dunno,” said the deliberate functionary, as

he cut the morning beefsteak; “I guess

some of them bishops are real dissipated

characters.” I recognize the same inher

ited note in some of the sermons and

speeches of the present day, but have for

tunately carried through life the juster

instincts of my mother.

In the same way I was introduced to

the slavery problem by a chance remark

made or rather preserved for me by her,

in my early childhood. In his capacity as

Steward or Bursar of the University, my

father was also “Patron,” as it was then

called, and had the financial supervision

of students from a distance. As these

were then largely Southerners, the respon

sibility was sometimes difficult, but it had

one pleasant result, that my father and

mother made several agreeable excursions

in their own vehicle, into the Southern

States. My mother's younger brother had

also married into the Carter family in

Virginia, and they sometimes visited him

on his delightful plantation, where they

saw slavery at its mildest. But one day

my mother, after being driven for some time

by a dignified “Uncle Tom ' of a house

servant, ventured to ask him whether he

was not satisfied with his lot, and he simply

answered, “Ah, missis, free breath is

good ” This bit of simple eloquence

swept away all the sophisms she had heard.

She wrote it home to my elder brother,

who quoted it in a little book he printed,

called “Remarks on Slavery,” and I think

it was that brief sentence which made us

all Abolitionists.

I HAVE thus traced to my mother's direct

influence three leading motives of her

youngest son's life—the love of personal

liberty, of religious freedom and of the

equality of the sexes. As to the more

subtle and intimate influences, they ordi

narily came by contact, not by preaching.

She always maintained that the younger

children of a large family had a much

better chance for development than the

elder, because they had more freedom to

develop themselves. With her elder chil

dren, she always said, over-conscientious

ness almost bore her to the earth; she felt

personally responsible for every childish

fault. She had been reared, it must be

remembered, in the school of Locke, which

regarded the human soul as blank paper,

on which parents and teachers did all the

writing. But her children were of strong

and varied individuality, and she learned in

time to study the temperament of each

and be patient with its unfolding. Her

whole formula of training consisted in these

three things: to retain the entire confi

dence of the child, to do whatever seemed

wisest, and to be patient. Her trust in

Providence was absolute and controlling,

as was her sense of the personality of the

Deity. She was an old-fashioned Unita

rian, yet she used the evangelical phrases

in her diaries and meditations more freely

than is now common, I fancy, among the

most orthodox. None of her children

shared this full habit—not even that one,

the most gifted, who was for twenty years

a Roman Catholic, and who finally left

that church because it did not seem to her

that it provided a sufficiently assured place

for my mother. Most valuable of all her

traits to her children, next to her quality of

sunshine, was probably her absolute recti

tude, the elevation of her whole tone, the

complete unworldliness, so that no child of

hers ever heard her refer to any standard

but the highest. With all this was com

bined the conscientious accuracy in affairs,

the exquisite nicety in all household details,

j. to the best of the traditions

of New England.

Her life, a romance in its beginning,

was in a manner a poem until it ended.

She was to her children something between

an idolized mother and a petted child.

When she visited Boston for the last time,

in the very last year of her life—she died

at seventy-eight—an ardent lady, seeing

her for the first time, exclaimed, “Why,

what a beauty you are " '' and she could

only accept laughingly this compliment to

the charm which was innate in her being

and inseparable from her common acts.

Life brought her many cares and sorrows;

but it never brought the saddest of all its

griefs, disenchantment; nor will she ever

cease to be an enchanting memory to all

who knew her.
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IX—CONTINUED

EM was late one morning, and

instead of going directly

to his work as usual, he

presented himself at the

house and asked to see

Mrs. Pendenning.

“Oh, dear, he is going

to leave l’’ thought Esther.

But Lem had no such purpose in mind.

“Mrs. Pendenning,” he said, “I come to

beg a favor. I've got here something

valuable and no safe place to keep it;

would you take care of it for me?”

And Lem put into her hands a silver

heart, about three inches long and two

inches wide, flat and plain with a ring at

the top for a ribbon. This unpretending

trinket was set with three large and ex

ceedingly brilliant rubies. -

“Why, Lem " . Mrs. Pendenning ex

claimed, “do you know that this must be

of considerable value?”

“I’ve been told so,” he answered.

Esther, looking over her mother's shoul

der, uttered a startled cry. “It belongs to

Miss Trent. She always wore it, in mem

ory of her sister who married in France,

and died there, when Miss Trent was still

a schoolgirl.”

An exclamation escaped Lem Hardy,

whether of alarm or surprise was not clear.

Esther turned the trinket over and read

aloud the name engraved thereon : /sabe/

Trent. “Oh, mamma 2 " she cried. Ter

rible thoughts were in her mind.

“Perhaps you may be mistaken, Esther?”

Anne suggested.

“I cannot be mistaken,” Esther insisted.

“I should know that silver heart and its

rubies the world over. I’ve often heard

Miss Trent say that they are exceptionally

fine stones.”

“Do you think I robbed the lady?”

Lem asked with a smile that convinced

Mrs. Pendenning and Anne of his inno

cence, and Esther of his guilt; but Esther

gave him the benefit of a doubt.

“I think Miss Trent has been robbed,”

she said.

“Then it must have been years ago,”

Lem asserted imperturbably, “for you see,

I'm knowing the history of that silver

heart very far back.”

“Mamma l' gasped Esther, “this is

simply incredible !”

“But it may be explained,” said Mrs.

Pendenning. “If Miss Trent were

here—”

“But she is not in Rodney,” said

Esther. “I will write to her at once.”

“That will be best,” Lem said

calmly. “And now I'll be going

to my work.” But at the door he

paused. “Mrs. Pendenning,” he

faltered, “the law, they say, don’t

hold a man guilty till it's proved on

him ; you don’t think me a thief,

do you?”

“No, Lem ; oh, no. There

seems to be some mystery some

where, but we–we'll trust you.”

Lem's color came again and he

smiled. “Thank you, ma'am,” he

said heartily. “There may be

some mystery—or some mistake,

but it ain't for me to explain.”

And Lem went out to his work.

“Goodness me, mammal’’ ex

claimed Esther. “What are we to

think? And you believe him inno

cent?”

“My dear child, I–I don't wish

to be unjust—I am so sorry for him.

Poor boy!”

Esther put her arms around her

mother and kissed her. “Dear

mamma! Yours is the charity that

“believeth all things'—”

“‘Hopeth all things,” Mrs. Pen

denning protested feebly.

“‘Thinketh no evil,” Esther in

sisted. “And I love you for it.

But I am not like you ; I distrust

this Lem Hardy.”

“Perhaps it would be ordinary wisdom to

be on our guard,” Anne suggested timidly.

“Of course,” said Esther with her cus

tomary decision. “For anything we know

Lem may be— ”

“Perfectly innocent,” Mrs. Pendenning

interpolated. “Let us believe him so, at

least, until we must believe otherwise.”

X

STHER did not know Miss Trent's precise

address, and so it happened that sev

eral weeks elapsed before she received an

answer to her letter.

Meanwhile Lem Hardy fulfilled his duties

with a serene fidelity that made Esther de

plore the episode of the silver heart more

and more. “For of course he will be

proven guilty, and we shall have to dismiss

him; and what am I to do for some one to

fill his place?” Everything, in Lem's dili
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gent hands, was flourishing beyond her

hopes, and she felt herself reprieved every

day that failed to bring the long-delayed

answer from Miss Trent.

But at last Lem became a prey to a

despondency that greatly distressed Mrs.

Pendenning because it seemed to justify

the suspicions she had refused to entertain.

“Oh, Anne,” said Esther, “do you
know I actu

ally dread

Miss Trent’s

letter? It will

be such a blow

to mann.nna to

find Lem

guilty. For

that matter, it

will be a blow

to me. Alas,

my garden l’’

When at

last the dread

ed, hoped-for

letter arrived,

Esther almost

snatched it

---

from the post- -

man and ran º

with it to her º

mother and

Anne.

Miss Trent

wrote from

Santa Bar

bara : “Your

letter followed

here, after a

ramblingjour

ney, in which

it would cer

tainly have

been lost, I

fancy, but for

the astonish

ing news it

brings In e

“Now !” cried Esther, in a tone be

tween triumph and resignation, bracing

herself to read the rest: “‘Let me hasten

to say that my precious silver heart with

its rubies, my dear sister's special legacy

to me '''—Esther read with ever-increas

ing emphasis—“‘is at this moment in

my hand.’” As Esther found herself inca

pable of proceeding, Anne took the letter

and read on : “‘Had you ever held it in

your hand you would have seen that the

silver heart I wear does not bear the name

---------------

of Isabel

Trent, but

of Maria

F or bes.

The truth is,

my dear Es

ther, there

were two of

these hearts,

and you have

stumbled across the mate to the one in

my possession. Maria Forbes was the

name of my sister Isabel's most intimate

friend in girlhood, and they exchanged

these silver hearts as mementoes. But

Isabel was much older than I, and as she

lived with my grandmother it happened

that I never knew this Maria Forbes, and

never heard what became of her. Can

this lad you write of be her son, or rather,

her grandson? For let us hope he came

honestly by the trinket he claims.

s letter.

º “Then why

“But something is troubling you; why not tell me what it is?”

“Miss Trent's commanding torm towered in the doorway."

“‘You are a good girl, Esther, but aren't

you just a little bit hasty in flying at con

clusions? However, you have a generous

heart, and I need not tell you what you

ought to do.’”

“Oh, mamma, cried Esther, with tears

in her eyes, “I’m so glad—and so sorry.”

“I always knew there were two of those

hearts,” Lem said, when informed of the

contents of

Miss Trent’s

did you not

tell us?” Es

ther asked

with reproach.

“You would

never have

believed me,”

he answered.

“Yes, mam

m a would—

oh, Lem, I’ve

been so unjust

to you all

along ; but in

deed I'm very

--- sorry.”

-- ‘‘It’s a 11

right, Miss Es

ther. I don’t

well see how

you could help

suspecting

- m e. That

º silver heart

ain’t mine,

º for a fact,

º but I came

ºf . by it h on

º est enough,

- - - though as

things stand I

can’t explain.

But Maria

Forbes ain't a

name ever had

to do with me, nor I ain’t ever heard it

before.” -

“Well,” commented Esther, when he

was out of hearing, “a mystery is a trial to

the spirit, and I shall die if this is not soon

cleared up.”

It did not lessen the mystery that Lem

Hardy's depression was in no measure

relieved by Miss Trent’s letter. He had

been always ready with a smile or a jest;

but now he wore a dejected countenance,

absorbed and taciturn.

“Oh, Anne,”

Esther lament

ed, “I am still

afraid there

is something

wrong about

that silver

heart. I don't

like to suspect

him, but why

should he be

so ‘hampered

in sper rit,'

as ‘Mom Chaney’ says * *

“It may be only an accidental depres

sion,” Anne suggested hopefully.

But Roger, having inquired into the

cause, informed his mother that Lem was

“just worried.”

“I will speak to him then,” said Mrs.

Pendenning; and she went out into the

garden where Lem was spading a bed for

spinach.

It was a mild and beautiful October

afternoon, and the soft autumnal sunshine

streamed along the path Mrs. Pendenning

followed to the garden's end adjoining the

orchard. Here Lem was leaning on his

spade, gazing vacantly at the wooded dis

tance, so lost in thought that he was not

conscious of Mrs. Pendenning's approach

until she spoke. At the sound of her

yoice he started, the color deepening in

his sunburned face as he stammered:

“I’m not often idle this way, ma'am ;

but sometimes I get to thinking— ”

“One needs only to look at this garden,

Lem, to know that you are never idle,”

Mrs. Pendenning assured him kindly.

“But something is troubling you; why not

tell me what it is P’’

Standing in the sunlit path, a fragile,

middle-aged woman, her gray hair blown

in the soft wind, her mild brown eyes

shining with pity, she looked to this friend

less Lem Hardy like an angel of light.

Inefficient little woman though she was,

and utterly unfitted to cope with the world,

it had, nevertheless, been given her to

accomplish great things through the might

of a tender heart. Little ; she dream,

when she carried the balm of sympathy to

the friendless young gardener, what a har

vest would be hers to reap.

To her surprise and pain, Lem, after one

quick, questioning glance at her face, burst
into tears.

“Poor lad,” she sighed, trembling at the

unwelcome thought that perhaps, after all,

Lem might not be the honest fellow she

wished to believe him.

“He is going to die,” sobbed Lem.

“Oh, maybe not,” said Mrs. Pendenning,

though she had not the least idea of whom

#. was speaking. “But tell me about

im.”

Then, controlling his sobs, Lem unfolded

his trouble. -

“It’s my chum, ma'am, as I told you

about when I first came. Not that Geoffrey

is the likes of me, big and coarse, and

able to take the rough and tumble of the

world. And he ain't mo’ than fo"teen,

pore little chap.”

“Your brother ?”

“Why, no-'m l’” Lem answered, with

simple astonishment at such a suggestion.

“No kin on earth to me. Geoffrey Baron

is his name. He has had better begin

nings in life than what he's come to now—

through no fault of his’n ; and he has had

schoolin' beyond me. But you see, he's

an orphan chap, and all by himself.”

“What is the matter with him P' Mrs.

Pendenning asked, as Lem's voice faltered.

“Well, ma'am, I don’t rightly

, know. He just ain't tough.”

“And you are supporting him?”

“Not exactly that, ma'am,”

Lem answered with modest hesita

tion. “He got work before I did.

You see he's educated, and he

tackled a typewriter in a business

house in the town. The man that

worked it was off on a trip, and

when he come back Geoffrey was

out of a job, exceptin' they kept

him on for a few days, and then

they said they didn’t need him.

So he just got droopy, and now

he's wiltin' away.”

“Is it comfortable where he is

living, Lem 2 ''

“As comfortable as I c'n make

it, ma'am. It's a poor place, and

not what he was used to, by what

he tells m His father was a rich

man once, and he remembers his

mother riding in her carriage. But

she's been dead many a year, and

his father died a poor man; and

that's how Geoffrey is on the world

—and not fit for it, neither.”

“Lem,” said Mrs. Pendenning

impulsively, “perhaps if we

brought him here for awhile he

might improve.”

“Oh ma'am,” stammered Lem, in

credulous of this good fortune. “I been

thinking to ask if you could give me some

thing to tempt his appetite. I’m used to

common eatin', but that little chap—”

“Don’t worry, Lem,” said Mrs. Pen

denning. “You’re a good fellow, and

your little friend sha’n’t suffer. Come to

me before you leave, and let me give you

something for his supper; then to-morrow

we’ll see about having him here.”

“Yes, ma'am,” Lem answered. He

made no attempt at thanks beyond this

simple and trusting acceptance; but Mrs.

Pendenning understood him.

“It must be done,” she said to herself,

as she went back to the house ; over and

over again she repeated, “It must be

done,” by way of fortifying herself against

the opposition she was sure to meet from

her daughters.

“Dear mamma l' cried Esther in dis

may, when she heard her mother's report,

“we do not keep a hospital 1 ''

“No,” Mrs. Pendenning replied with

R 1
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her beautiful smile ; “but we have that

spare room on the gallery, you know, and

a very comfortable little cot—”

“But, mamma, we don't know anything

about this Geoffrey what's-his-name,”

Esther remonstrated.

“Oh, yes, my child,” Mrs. Pendenning

replied, with triumphant contradiction,

“I’ve already told you that he is only four

teen and an orphan, that he is sick, and

that he has seen better days.”

“That settles it,” said Anne.

“Lem's attachment for him is something

beautiful,” Mrs. Pendenning continued.

“I’m sure there must be something in their

friendship creditable to both. And now

I'll go and make the poor child a custard.”

“Anne,” said Esther in a tone of desper

ate resignation, “mamma will believe any

thing where her feelings are interested.”

“Anything good,” sighed Anne, with a

smile. “It is beautiful.”

“It is sublime ! but if it brings us harm

everybody will have something to say

about mamma's bad management.”

‘‘It seems to me that I remember some

people questioning mamma's wisdom in

allowing you to undertake the work Miss

Trent found for you,” Anne said: “yet

afterward these same people proclaimed

that there was never anything like the luck

of the Pendennings.”

“As if there were any luck in doing with

one's might what one's hand finds to do,”

laughed Esther.

“And that is precisely what mamma is

doing now,” Anne reminded her. “Let

us go and help her make the custard.”

The next day Lem's friend, Geoffrey

Baron–Geoffrey Plantagenet, as Roger

named him—was established in the Pen

denning household. He was not ill enough

to keep his bed, but he was obviously not

strong enough for work. A slight boy,

with a beautiful, refined face, and reserved

manners, he offered so marked a contrast

to Lem that the strong tie between them

was a puzzle demanding explanation, and

as neither Geoffrey nor Lemuel offered any

Mrs. Pendenning felt entitled to inquire

into their story. Geoffrey's reserve was

such that she found it difficult to approach

him on the subject, and she appealed to

Lem. -

“ Lemuel,” she said, “I do not wish to

pry into your affairs, but this friend of yours

has been under my roof nearly a week.

I think, all things considered, that I have

some right to know his history.”

“Why, ma'am,” stammered Lem,

“don’t he show for himself he's ahead o'

the likes o' me? Fact is, ma'am, he's

cautioned me not to be troubling you

with talk about ourselves. And he knows

manners, Geoffrey does.”

“But it worries me to be in ignorance,

Lemuel.”

“Yes-'m,” Lem assented. “There

ain't much to tell. Come to think of it,

Geoffrey don't ever say much about his

self, more than just what I told you. His

mother's been dead so long he can't more

than just remember her, but his father was

living up to about a year and a half ago,

and by what Geoffrey has said, here and

there, he must ha’ been mighty pinched for

money at the last. I know there wasn't

nothing left but that silver heart—”

Here Lem dropped his hoe, and clapped

his hands in dismay. “Lord forgive me,”

he ejaculated. “'Tain't more'n a hour

one he asked me solemn never to let you

now he had any claim in it.”

Mrs. Pendemning felt troubled. “I do

not like this secrecy,” she said. “How

ever, I will not judge the boy, and I will

not betray you. Tell me more about him.”

“There ain't no harm in Geoffrey,

ma'am. He's got some high notions

that I ain't up to, but he's the right stuff,

lum' through. That boy, little slim fel

ow that he is, he stood up stiff for me

once. First I took notice of him, we was

both of us working in a big mill concern

in a Missouri town. He mostly did

errands, and swept up trash and such.

That was last spring. Well, the mill took

fire, belong of the carelessness of two of

the men, and they tried to blame it on to

me; but Geoffrey, he was knowing to the

facts, somehow, and they couldn't scare

him or bribe, though all he needed to have

done was just keep quiet. But he stood

up for me and cleared me ; so that's how

we came to start friends. After the fire we

was both of us out of a job, and he took a

notion to come South. His people used to

belong to this State o' Georgia, he says.”

“Baron 2'' mused Mrs. Pendenning. “I

don’t remember the name. But that's no

proof.”

“Yes-'m 2'' said Lem, with a vague im

pression that the validity of his statement

was called in question. “Geoffrey, he

seemed to know. And that's how we

came to be pardners. It was all in the

newspapers, about that fire, with pictures

of me 'n Geoffrey. I’ve got copies, if

you'd like to see 'em, ma’am’’’

“Do, Lem ; bring them to-morrow.”

This interview with Lem Hardy took

F. in the garden. Returning to the

ouse, Mrs. Pendenning came upon

Geoffrey, who was helping Roger rake up

the dead leaves. “Isn't this too much for

your strength 2'' she asked.

“No, ma'am ; I'm ever so much stronger

than I was when I came.”

“I am very glad to hear that. Lem has

been telling me how you two came to be

such friends.” And Mrs. Pendenning

patted the boy's shoulder.

“I don't suppose Lem has told you what

he did for me?” he questioned, his face

flushing.

“No-he didn't.”

“Well, you ought to know. I was

locked in, by accident, in the top of that

burning building, and but for Lem I should

have died there. I’m never going to part

from Lem while I live.”

Mrs. Pendenning went on to the house

much moved. She did not doubt the truth

of the statements made by Lem and

Geoffrey, but she was very glad to have

the papers, for the pictures, rough wood

cuts though they were, proved to be

unmistakable likenesses.

“Nobody could call Lem and Geoffrey

impostors after this,” she declared, with

mild triumph. “I am so glad that I did

not turn Lem away that day, and so glad

that I brought Geoffrey here. They are

deserving boys.” -

“Yes,” Esther admitted ; “happily for

you, mamma. It would have been heart

breaking to find your kindness wasted

on—’’

“My child, kindness is never wasted,”

Mrs. Pendenning interrupted. “Some

time or other it must bear fruit; if not

here—then hereafter.”

“Yes, mamma; but I don’t like such

secrecy about that silver heart. I don't

know which one to distrust.”

“Distrust neither ; but wait and hope

for the best,” Mrs. Pendenning counseled.

XI

Esſº's fall crops had thriven well, so

that by the end of November she had

saved a small sum to be appropriated

toward paying off the mortgage. When

she carried this to Mr. Fastin she was dis

mayed to learn that the note would fall

due in January.

“But—how is it that I have not been

told of this before now 2 '' she faltered.

“No, child, no; I didn't tell you. It

didn't seem to suggest itself to you to ask,

and I didn't want to burden your young

spirit more than seemed needful, for I

hoped some accommodation might be

made. But Joe Findley—he holds the

note, you remember—and he is hard up,

poor fellow, so—”

“Does my mother know?”. Esther inter

rupted anxiously.

“Well, I guess she ain’t thought about

it,” Mr. Fastin replied, unable to restrain

a laugh of mild amusement. “Fact is, Miss

Esther, your mother doesn't understand

business any too clearly. Of course, she

knows the note has got to be paid some

day, and that's about all. However, we'll

see, by the time the day comes around. I

don't believe Joe Findley will proceed to

extremities. He hasn't said a word to

me, but I’m knowing how pinched he is,

so I thought I'd remind you—it may save

trouble. See, now, you're a brave, steady

girl, and by God’s blessing you'll come

out all right. But there's no good in shut

ting your eyes to disagreeables, you know.”

“Yes, I know,” Esther answered, mak

ing a great effort to speak brightly, though

all the promise of her garden seemed to

suffer a sudden blight. But she went home

resolved to keep this trouble to herself.

Anne met her with the information that

the postman had brought her a letter.

“Why, it is Miss Trent's handwriting,”

exclaimed Esther.

The note was brief—in a moment Esther

had mastered the contents. “Oh, Anne !

Anne !” she cried, “Miss Trent has come

home ! She arrived only yesterday, and

she has sent for me !”

“And suppose she wants you to deco

rate her rooms this winter—?”

“I hope she does Oh, Anne, I hope

she does I can do that and run my gar

den, too. I am going to her at once—”

“But you'll wait for dinner?”

“What do I care for dinner with so

much at stake 2 I am so glad, Anne, oh, I

am so glad | But I'll miss the car if I wait

for dinner.”

Upon her arrival at Miss Trent's, Esther

was invited into a room so darkened by

heavy curtains that, coming from the glare

without, she was, for a moment, unable to

distinguish objects, and she did not per

ceive that the room was occupied until a

well-known, affectedly languid voice ad

dressed her.

“Why It is Miss Pendenning !”

“Mrs. Hackett 2'' Esther exclaimed.

“I hope your pleasure is equal to your

surprise,” Mrs. Hackett said with a laugh.

“I beg your pardon,” Esther stam

mered. “I was only expecting to meet

Miss Trent.”

“Ah, yes; she will be in soon, I fancy.

There were some orders to give, I believe,”

and Mrs. Hackett sighed.

Esther, whose eyes had now become ac

customed to the obscurity, was surprised

at the change in Mrs. Hackett. Her dress

was as elaborately elegant as usual, but

her face was haggard and anxious.

“My own plans are quite unsettled,”

Mrs. Hackett informed her, confidingly.

“My health has suffered so from the dread

ful strain of anxiety I’ve undergone of

late, that I am not equal to the manage

ment of a house, so I am taking refuge

with Miss Trent temporarily. I suppose

you’ve heard of our reverses, Miss Pen

denning 2 Arthur, dear boy, is no longer

a gentleman of leisure.”

“I am very sorry,” said Esther. “I

had not heard—” But she was incapable

of saying more ; for she was thinking of

Arthur Hackett, not of his stepmother,

and she was by no means sure that she

was at all sorry on his account

“Have you wearied yet of your farming

“fad'?” Mrs. Hackett asked.

“Pardon me, it is not a ‘fad' at all,”

Esther corrected ; “it is a business.”

“Highly commendable, I am sure,”

murmured Mrs. Hackett. “And so dis

tinctly original. Arthur has always main

tained that you were gifted with originality.

But Mr. Ashe, does he approve 2''

“He has nothing to do with it.”

“No 2 ' Mrs. Hackett arched her heavy

brows incredulously. “I had hoped, as

perhaps you have divined,” she said, with

a simpering sigh, “I had hoped to have

the honor of bringing about a-recon

ciliation—may I call it? But you Pen

dennings wouldn’t accept my invitation ;

and then my opportunity was lost by Mr.

Ashe's sudden departure. He is a very

secretive old gentleman, and does not

reveal his plans; but I happen to know

that he is very much interested in his

kinsfolk, and in you especially. It was

your gardening project that captivated him

—so original.”

Esther heard her with dumb resent

ment, impatient for Miss Trent’s appear

ance; but, as Miss Trent still delayed, Mrs.

Hackett babbled on.

“Naturally he would be glad to gather

some of his kith and kin about him, all

alone in the world as he is. His daughter

—she was his only child—married against

his consent, and he never forgave her, and

now that she is dead, he can't forgive him

self. His marriage was not particularly

happy, I have heard, and that's why he

never ventured upon matrimony a second

time. So there you are, you Pendennings,

in for luck!” And Mrs. Hackett laughed.

Esther was indignant, but, fortunately,

iust at that moment Miss Trent's command

ing form towered in the doorway.

“Oh, my dear Esther,” she said, in the

deep, rich voice for which she was remark

able, “this is very kind to answer my note

so promptly.”

“Ah, you wrote for her ?” Mrs. Hackett

commented, with quick interest. “But I

don’t imagine that Miss Pendenning is

going to devote herself to decoration in

future ?” she added, insinuatingly.

“I am going to do whatever Miss Trent

can ask of me,” said Esther, ignoring

Mrs. Hackett by looking straight into Miss

Trent's eyes, which grew suddenly misty.

“Thank you, my dear,” she whispered,

and kissed Esther a second time.

“I did not understand that this was a

visit by appointment,” Mrs. Hackett mur

mured apologetically, as she glided from

the room. Miss Trent, with her eyes on

the open door through which she passed,

waited until the train of the lavender silk

tea-gown had swept the whole length of the

hall before she spoke , and Esther was

sure that she stified a sigh.

“Almeria is not very wise,” she said,

“but fortune seems always to favor her

with just the opportunity she sighs for.

By a misunderstanding as to some of my

arrangements, I was not ready to meet you

promptly, and—I know just how she

entertained you.”

Esther laughed, but not without con

straint.

“Do not judge her harshly, Esther.

She is amiable and kind-hearted. She

made old Lionel Hackett a devoted wife,

and if not a very wise stepmother to his

son, she has been, at least, unfailingly

kind. But she has never learned the true

worth of money, nor the real meaning of

life. She never knew the extent of her

husband's means until after his death ; in

deed, by a sudden rise in certain stocks,

his estate proved to be worth much more

than he himself supposed ; and now it

has suffered a sudden collapse. I am not

so sure that in Arthur's case this reverse

of fortune is an unmitigated calamity. He

has been, until quite recently, rather too

much under his stepmother's influence,

and he stood, I’m thinking, in no small

danger of becoming a trifler. And he is

fitted for something better; though I am

not sure that his action in this crisis has

been characterized by immaculate wisdom,

for he has almost reduced himself to

penury in order to insure Mrs. Hackett a

comfortable income.”

“He couldn't do otherwise,” said Esther

warmly, “if she has been so kind a

mother to him.”

“Yes, my dear; but it takes a great deal

to make her comfortable. Still, she is not

ungrateful,” Miss Trent proceeded with

grim significance. “Arthur will never

marry a poor girl—if she can help it. It

is a situation that renders him the more

interesting in my eyes, I confess. How

ever, I did not send for you to discuss the

affairs of our friends, the Hacketts. Tell

me about yourself, your mother and the

children.”

With such a listener Esther could have

no reserves, and Miss Trent was soon

acquainted with all the details of the seven

acre farm.

“It is very interesting,” Miss Trent said

with a sigh, “and if I were younger, I

should be tempted to enter into partnership

with you ; as it is, you must let me be your

stand-by in emergencies.”

“Oh, Miss Trent, you are kinder—so

much kinder than I deserve l’’

“No, Esther ; I do not think so. But I

do think you might have trusted my friend

ship, and not have left me to learn your

need from—some one else.”

“Oh, Miss Trent . After my hasty be

havior to you?”

“. It was a mistake, Esther,” Miss Trent

replied gravely, yet she smiled—“such

a mistake as warm-hearted, impulsive

young people are apt to make. Let us

Say no more about it, I must keep your

friendship. If you only knew how proud I

am of you, Esther.”

“I’ve only done the best I knew,”

faltered Esther. “And I couldn’t have

done anything, but for your help.”

“It makes me happy to hear you say

that, my dear ; but all the credit is truly

yours. You would not hold your hands in

discontent. But—you will still be able to

help me a little in my plans ?”

“Indeed, I shall be only too glad to do

everything for you. Affairs are in such a

train at home that Anne can as easily direct

the work of the garden as I.”

“Very well, then ; I shall send for you.

But about that silver heart. Did you ever

learn anything more than you wrote me?”

“Mamma still has it,” Esther answered.

Miss Trent pressed the subject no further.

“Well,” she said pleasantly, “I must not

keep a busy girl too long away from the

field of her labors.”

Esther returned home very tired and

very hungry. She had not said a word to

Miss Trent about the mortgage, but her

anxiety was relieved by the assurance of a

friendship so hearty—‘‘ and so far beyond

my deserts,” she reminded herself—and

so chastened was her spirit by this reflec

tion that she quite forgot Mrs. Hackett.

Arthur Hackett, however, dwelt in her

thoughts—not actively, indeed, yet none

the less potently.

The little gold hammer with its com

memorative date was hidden away in a box

of trifles which Esther seldom explored,

but that evening she was moved to look

upon the witness of her heart's secret—a

secret unconfessed, even to herself.

“I suppose he is very glad, now, that I

said no,” she mused. “He can marry

some rich girl. As for me, I have other

things to think of.” But she put the little

token away only the more carefully.

Though still devoted to her garden,

Esther held herself in readiness to answer

Miss Trent's summons any day; but before

that summons came, some strange expe

riences were decreed for the Pendennings.

Lemuel Hardy sent a message one morn

ing, by Roger, to say that he wished to see

Mrs. Pendenning on particular business.

“It is about that silver heart,” predicted

Esther ; and Esther was right.

Lem was miserably embarrassed : he

blushed and hesitated ; but at last he suc

ceeded in stammering forth the words :

“Mrs. Pendenning, ma'am, the-person

that silver heart belongs to—”

“Lem,” said Mrs. Pendenning with

mild severity, “I think this is very silly.

I know whom that trinket belongs to, and

you know that I know.”

“Yes-'m,” sighed Lem ; “but you see,

he has notions beyond me, and his name

ain't to be named.”

“Very well. What is it you wish 2 ''

“Well, ma'am, as you mentioned, it's

valuable. You see, he lost it that time of

the fire as I told you of, but by good luck,

after about a week, it was found, and he

was able to prove property. He might

have sold it for a pile, but he wouldn't

part with it; and he don't want to sell it

now, but he wants to borrow money on it.”

“I will bring it for you,” Mrs. Penden

ning said, rising ; but Lem checked her.

“No, ma'am, no,” he entreated, with

great earnestness; “that ain't his mean

ing. If him or me tried to borrow money

on it, it might bring about inquiries.”

“I understand,” said Mrs. Pendenning

a little stiffly. “He wishes me to borrow

the money?”

“Yes-'m, that's it,” Lem assented.

“What does he want with money ’’’

“Indeed, ma'am, he ain’t told me.

a matter for trustin’—so he says.”

“I shall inquire no further,” Mrs. Pen

denning promised graciously; “but I think

he might place some trust in me.’’

“Ma’am, ma'am,” said Lem, in great

perturbation, “I tell you, most solemn,

there ain’t a mite o' wrong. And he is that

believin' in you as never was.” -

Mrs. Pendenning had no doubt of this,

“Tell him I will do what I can to serve

him,” she said. -

But when Esther heard of this promise

she was not pleased. -

Esther was, indeed, much more dis

turbed about that persistent mystery than

she felt disposed to acknowledge, but some

thing happened to herself in the course of

the same morning that for a time consigned

the silver heart to oblivion.

It’s

(To be concluded in November Journal)
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THE STRIKE IN THE CHOIR

By Robert J. Burdelle

D R AWINGS BY B. W E S T C L IN ED INST

ºHEN I was a boy, away back

in the years when the days

were so short that it took

fourteen or fifteen of them

to make a week, I attend

ed divine service with my

parents in an old Baptist

church in Peoria. My legs

were short and the pew was

high, and while I

listened to the sermon and

swung my feet, shackled by

the unwonted and cruel

shoon of the Sabbath Day,

I often wondered how many

hundred years it would be

ere I could reach the floor

with my feet as my father

did. There were two foot

stools in the pew, but it was

considered wicked for a boy

to put his feet on one of

them. They were made ex

clusively for grown-up peo

ple who did not need them.

They were also used to trap

the unwary stranger who

came sliding softly and side

ways into the pew without

an invitation. He fell over

one and kicked the other.

That notified the worshipers

in the front pews that there

was a stranger within our gates and they

could turn around and look at him. But

for this automatic system of signaling,

many a devout woman would have gone

home without knowing the particular kind

of clothing the stranger wore.

Straight across the rear of the church,

high above the congregation, ran a long

gallery. Here was the melodeon, which

was the pipe-organ of our day; here sat

the choir, literally and musically “out of

sight.” I remember we had an odd cus

tom. originating in some idea so old that

nobody could remember it, and the rest of

us never knew it. When the congregation

rose to sing the closing hymn, it about

faced and looked at the choir. Then at

the end of the hymn we faced about once

more and received the benediction. I sup

posed this was done to give the congrega

tion opportunity to see who was in the

choir and what they had on, and also to

enable the singers to complete their inven

tory of the congregational adornments.

It must have been tantalizing to look at

the backs of heads all through the service

and guess at the face trimming of every

new bonnet in the house. Because in

those days you had to walk all the way

around a bonnet to take in the entire pat

tern. Your mother, dear, did not wear a

postage stamp with two horns on it, and

call it a bonnet. Men talk about the big

hat you wear in the opera house. I wish

your critic might have stood behind your

grandmother at a baptism out in Peoria

back in the fifties. He couldn't have seen

the lake, nor very

much of the woods on

the opposite shore.

He might have caught

a glimpse of the sky

if the day was fair

and your grand

mother stood still. But when she rose on

her tip-toes to reach “E” in “Coronation,”

he could see her bonnet and that was all.

And that was enough. In that day a bon

net was built to cover the wearer's head.

And neck. And a section of the shoulders.

And to overshadow the face. And a

flower-garden in full bloom blazed and

shone and clustered around, above and

beneath it. None of your buds and grasses

in those days.

And our choir Well, now, there was

a choir that could sing ! When they felt

in good voice, which was every time they

stood up, you couldn’t hear the melodeon.

They read music at sight as a proof-reader

reads print. And they sang in a way that

made everybody else sing. Everybody

would sing anyhow, therefore it was use

less for the leader—nobody called him the

chorister then—to select new tunes and

spring them upon the audience suddenly.

The congregation would join in with all

confidence just the same, on the second

word, and sing right along, only a syllable

or two behind. If the hymn was of the

usual length, by the time they sang through

the third stanza they knew the tune as well

as the choir did, and carried the remaining

four or five stanzas through with splendid

spirit. You see we weren't given to short

services in those days. There was no

reason why we should be. The singing

was never wearisome, because we did it

all ourselves, and would as soon have

thought of hiring our Sunday-school

teachers as our singers. I never but once

heard our minister chop a hymn up into

cutlets and have us omit the first and last

stanzas and hop over the

third and fifth, singing it as

though we were playing

a game of musical hop

scotch, and that was be

cause he objected to some

faulty doctrine in one of

the verses. When he

preached he said what he

had to say without the least

regard for the clock. As

he always had something to

say which we either wanted

or needed to hear, or both,

it never occurred to the

congregation that there was

a great, round-faced clock

on the front of the gallery

softly ticking its subdued

“amens” all through the

service. Our preacher has

been down East a great

m any years teaching

preachers how to preach, so

we may get back to the life-size sermons

and whole hymns again.

Well, that choir was so praised and

lauded, and deservedly so, that at last it

exalted its horn “like the horn of an uni

corn,” and decided to take entire charge

of the musical portion of the service. The

leader, a young man with sublime confi

dence, a splendid voice, long, curling hair

tucked under at the ends, as was the

fashion with young men of that day, like

the Jack of spades, if you know what that

is, and a wealth of bear’s grease, flavored

with bergamot, came to the preacher and

said : “Mr.

Seekpeace, I

must have the

hymns for Sun

day service on

Friday morning

here after.

have changed

rehearsal from

Saturday to Fri

day evening.”

“But I can’t -

let you have /

the m Friday

morning,” the

preacher said,

‘‘ because I do

not always know

at that time

what I will

preach about on

the Sunday fol

lowing. You may

have them Saturday morning, as usual.”

But the leader would not have it that

way, and he said so. The preacher was a

man not given to controversy in small

matters. He said what he had to say on

the subject in a few words selected from

the English language, principally mono

syllables, and went his way, as also did

the leader, their ways beginning at the

same point and running respectively east

by east and due west. The preacher sent

the leader the numbers of the hymns on

the morning of the Saturday following.

Sunday morn

ing dawned.

The congre

ation, pain

ully arrayed

in stiff and

st a r c he d -

and rustling //

garments

sacred

sº

to the

day and

the place,

assembled

with custom

ary decorum.

One by one

the deacons

walked up

the aisles to

their places, timing their steps with mourn

ful squeaks that deepened the solemnity

of the hour and awakened mirth only

in the breasts of the younger children,

who were promptly thumped to respecſul

‘y-º-º:T

silence by the catapult of some adult finger.

&

The hymn was given out, and all the hymn

books in the pews rustled open. We lis

tened for the usual little muffled commo

tion of the choir getting into position with

its little fussiness of small affectations, but

there was a most fearsome silence. We

turned our heads, looked up, and saw a

gallery as empty as the Foreign Mission

treasury at the close of the year. The

presence of the singers scattered here and

there among the congregation was ex

plained. Some light-hearted members of

the choir tittered, but the rest of us were a

little bit frightened. The preacher looked

up quickly and understood. He quietly

closed the

hymn-book,

opened the

Bible, read

the Scrip

ture, offered

prayer, gave

out the no

tices for the

week, preach

ed his sermon

and pro

no unced

the bene

diction.

Calm and

unruffled

and undis

turbed was

he, as though

that had been

the order of service for a hundred years.

The evening service was conducted in like

manner. No hymns were given out, no

reference was made to the subject. He

was so quiet and natural that we began to

wonder if that hadn’t been the way we

always worshiped, and had only dreamed

that we used to have a choir and sang

hymns of praise.

Of course, that wouldn’t do. The dea

cons came together, investigated the trou

ble and proffered their services as arbi

trators. The leader was firm, the preacher

was adamant. Finally the latter said:

“I’ll tell you what I’ll do. I will give the

choir the hymns

for the next six

months, and the

leader may have

rehearsal any

time that best

suits him.”

The deacons

carried the prop

osition to the

choir; it was ac

cepted ; the gal

lery and the

pulpit were rec

on ciled ; the

preacher was

meekly submis

sive, the leader

was radiantly

triumphant. But

being disposed

to be gracious

and magnani

mous, he gave

the preacher two or three days to

get over the first sharp humiliation

and pang of defeat, then called on

him for the hymns. The preacher

sat down and wrote a long column of

numbers, beginning at I and running in

regular progression-2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, etc.,

up to 156.

“There,” he said, with the air of a de

feated man, “sing them as they come.”

The leader bowed as he took

the list with the kindly conde

scension of a big-hearted con

queror, and retired.

The Sunday morning after the

treaty of peace was made the

church meeting-house was

crowded. In his pew, far up in --

front of all others, sat Deacon º

Robert Standfast. He was a º

prosperous cattle man, a very

Jacob, and had been out on the

prairies with his flocks and .

herds when all this trouble oc

curred. He loved his pastor

with all the tenderness of a big -

man. Deacon Standfast fairly

blazed with indignation when

he heard how his pastor had been treated.

He declared that it should never happen

so again. He reached town late Saturday

night and had heard only about the war.

He knew nothing of the declaration of

peace, or rather, knew nothing of the

armistice of six months.

So, when the first hymn was given out,

the choir made that pause of a little min

ute fluttering its wings and smoothing its

plumage ... it broke into song. The

silence smote upon the heart of Deacon

Standfast, still rankling with a sense of

the indignity put upon his beloved pas

tor. He arose to his feet, drew up his

muscular figure until he loomed

up like Saul among his brethren

—“from his shoulders and up

ward higher than any of the peo

ple’’—filled his lungs, and in a

mighty voice that had echoed

over the surging backs of many a

horned herd on the storm-swept

prairies, a resounding shout of

far-reaching cadences that was

qualified to paralyze a stampeded steer

into forgetfulness of the terror that was

driving him to frenzy, he “raised the tune.”

Alas, for the service of the sanctuary, out

of that strength came forth no sweetness,

for Deacon Standfast could not distinguish

a funeral dirge from a college yell. And

he roared off the first verse of that hymn

by himself. But he was enough. He

needed no reënforcement. With open

mouths, dumb with amazement, that choir

stood in its silent place waiting for him to

reach the end of the stanza, intending to

waylay him and head him off on the

Second. Vain hope. They did not know

his powers of endurance. He drew but

one long, deep breath at the end of the

closing line, and went right on with the

next verse, developing cumulative power

with the exhilaration of his work, until he

wound up the long hymn with a long-drawn

halloo that sounded like a cross between a

war-whoop and a hallelujah. One by one

the silent choir sat down as that tuneless

hymn progressed, but the congregation,

although not venturing to “assist,” stood

by most nobly while Deacon Standfast

lustily sang his first and last solo in that

church. I believe he never sang again;

not even in chorus.

After that break, however, all went fairly

well for several weeks, maybe a month.

Then the congregation stood up at eight

o'clock one Sunday night and sang,

“Once more, my soul, the rising day

Salutes thy waking eyes.”

And once the morning service opened with

the hymn,

“Lord, dismiss us with thy blessing.”

But as not more than one singer in a

hundred, perhaps, sings a hymn with any

thought of its meaning, simply considering

the words as rather useless necessities,

merely put in to vocalize the music, the in

congruity of the selections did not strike

more than three or four people beside the

preacher, and they were not present. But

the Sunday morning following that, the

leader came to the preacher before service,

with a troubled face and said:

“Look here, Mr. Seekpeace, this will

never do at all.”

“Well, what is the matter now?”

“Why,” said the leader, “this opening

hymn. It is :

“‘Brother, thou wast mild and lovely,

Gentle as the summer breeze,

Pleasant as the air of evening

When it floats among the trees.”

Now, there has been but one death in this

church in the past six weeks, and that was

old Dodd Swearinger, who got so mad

yesterday while he was beating his horse

with a pick handle that he fell down in a

fit and died in two minutes—a man with

the worst temper in the State of Illinois.

We can't sing that, Mr. Seekpeace.”

The preacher melted at the sight of the

leader's appealing face. He smiled, a

pleasant smile that might have had two

shades of meaning in it. He may have

been pleased to meet a man who recognized

the fact that a hymn without appropriate

words is about as virile and strong as a

human body without a skeleton. Or he

may have been pleased about something

else. Anyhow, he smiled without per

mitting a gleam of triumph to shine across

his face. He said,

“Very well,” and se

lected hymns for morn

ing and evening service.

There was never again

the shadow of trouble

between the choir and

the pulpit in that church.

Other leaders came

and went. The choir

changed, as choirs do;

changing voices drove

out the boys who sang

º, or alto-soprano

—we used to call it

“tribble,” didn't

we ? M arriage

closed the mouths

of the girls who,

woman like, ap

peared to consider

it a solemn, relig

ious duty to “for

get their music”

and “never touch

iano’’ after

rst baby was

º,ºſ
- ? the

the

born. Bassos and tenors came and went.

But so long as that preacher was pastor

the choir in that church sang the hymns

appointed them, and it was generally

understood, although nothing was ever

said about it, that the head of that church

was on its shoulders, and not on the neck

of a music-rack stand.
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GOT a scheme,”

said the Irrespon

sible Person, as

the coffee was

served.

- “Stay out of it

then,” said the Cynic. “More men have

been ruined by schemes than by bad com

pany.”

“True enough,” said the Married Man

with a sigh as he thought of the vanished

prospects he had once looked forward to.

“I’ve gone into schemes myself and that

is why madame uses trolley-cars instead of

carriages.”

“The trouble with you,” retorted the

Irresponsible Person, “is that you aren't

careful in selecting your schemes. Take

}. steam bicycle arrangement. Any

ody can see that a bicycle can be made

to go by steam, but nobody would have

put money into a venture which provided

for the manufacture of a bicycle with a

boiler placed directly under the saddle.

Your old machine could go like the wind,

but I never found a man who could sit on

it two minutes with the steam up.”

“I admit that was foolish,” said the

Married Man. “But you know I didn't

know anything about bicycles.”

“Precisely. That's just why people lose

money in schemes,” said the Irresponsible

Person. “They go into things that they

don’t know anything about. Now the

schemes I go into are things I know all

about, and, while I’ve never made a for

tune out of any of them, I’ve never lost

anything. There was my patent Prince

Albert-Evening-Dress-Tuxedo-Coat, for in

stance. That was a great scheme and

consisted merely of an ingenious arrange
ment of buttons and detachable coat-tails.

The main coat was an ordinary Tuxedo

coat. With it came a pair of tails which

could be buttoned on the back of the

Tuxedo, making a first-rate full-dress,

swallow-tail coat. Then another set of

tails running all the way round was pro

vided ; these when buttoned on to the

Tuxedo, transformed it into a Prince

Albert, so that for about sixty dollars a

man could purchase the equivalent of three

coats, which on the ruling market prices

now cost him one hundred and fifty dol

lars—forty for the Tuxedo, sixty for the

Prince Albert and fifty for the claw-ham

mer. It was a simple scheme and full of

prospective profit and it cost me just three

dollars to have a paper model of my inven

tion made, but no tailor could be found

who would take it up.”

“Then you did lose something by it,”

said the Marrried Man triumphantly.

“No, I didn’t,” said the Irresponsible

Person. “I made about seven dollars out

of it. I wrote a humorous article about it

for a Sunday newspaper, and got ten dol
lars for the article and I still have the

model besides.”

“I had no idea you were such an in

ventive genius,” said the Philosopher.

“I think I shall have to make another

analysis of your character.”

“I shall be very glad to receive a copy

of your estimate of my table of contents,”

returned the Irresponsible Person. “I

may wish to marry some day, and it may

happen that I shall find it necessary to

advertise for a wife. "It would be a good

thing to include your analysis in that

advertisement just as the patent-medicine

makers print letters from chemists who

have analyzed their nostrums.”

“I’ll give it to you with an affidavit,”

said the Philosopher, “though I am by no

means certain that when you have seen it

you will care to print it. But you haven’t

let us into the secret of your new scheme

yet,” he added. “I, for one, am quite

anxious to hear what it is. I find after

paying my September bills that I have a

balance of about seven dollars in bank.

Possibly I might invest that in your scheme

and thereby gain a controlling interest in

the enterprise.”

“All right,” replied the Irresponsible

Person. “Give me the seven dollars and

we'll talk about the controlling interest

later. The scheme is, briefly, to start a

publishing company to issue handbooks

for young women. It has never been done

before. Books are published telling chil

dren how to play games and make dolls

and things of that sort, and other books

have been published for women of mature

years, instructing them in the art of mak

ing a large number of soups, in the science

of constructing three dozen different kinds

of pie, in the business of bringing up

children—” -

“Why art, science and business?”

queried the Cynic.

“The making of good soup is an art;

the construction of a pie is a science, and
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so far as I have been able to find out the

bringing up of children is a business, and

a mighty exacting kind of business—that's

why,” explained the Irresponsible Person.

“I can testify to the truth of all that,”

said the Married Man.

“I was about to say when the diversion

occurred,” said the Irresponsible Person,

“that so far as I know no attention is paid

to the needs of the young woman of to-day,

to distinguish from the mere girl and the

woman of mature years, and yet there is

probably no class of persons who stand

more in need of a series of handbooks than

this same young woman. If you will read

the correspondence column of our society

papers you will find thousands of young

women asking questions which a well

written series of handbooks could answer

in a minute. If a young woman wants to

know, for instance, if it is proper for her

to kiss her best young man good-night on

the front porch, she has to sit down and

write to her society paper. If she asks the

question in August the chances are she

will find the reply printed about Christmas.

Now I submit that that is not fair to the

young woman or to her best young man.

If it is proper for her to kiss him good

night on the front porch she doesn't know

it for four months and is deprived of all

the sweets she might have had during that

period. If it isn't proper for her to do it

she is kept in a state of uncertainty during

that period and the chances are that this

uncertainty will so affect her nerves that

she will be unable to put the young man

off until the answer comes.”

“She needn't wait,” said the Philoso

pher. “She can ask some one of her

elderly friends at home.”

The Irresponsible Person laughed. “It

is quite evident,” said he, “that you’ve

never stood in need of information of that

kind yourself. If you had you’d have

known that that kind of a question is the

last you'd think of asking anybody you

knew. Why, a girl who'd ask an elderly

friend a question like that would never

hear the last of it. The society paper with

its etiquette column is her only refuge,

and while the reply is public the name of

the applicant is held as sacredly confi

dential as the secrets of the confessional.”

“She might ask the young man,” said

the Married Man, with a twinkle in his eye.

“She might,” smiled the Irresponsible

Person, “but I guess she has sense enough,

as a rule, to know that she'd better not.

And so there is only one way out of her

difficulties and that is to provide her with

a handbook. I'd take all the information

that has been given to anxious inquirers in

the society papers for ten years, from how

to make a waste-basket out of an old

beaver hat, to front porch etiquette, and

classify it under such general headings as

‘New Things Made from Old Things,”

“Parlor Etiquette for Two,” “The Ethics

of the Front Stoop,’ ‘What is Not Proper,

and When,’ ‘Rules and Regulations for

Buggy-Riding,” and so on. I haven’t a

doubt that the correspondence columns of

our society papers for the past decade will

be found to have covered every possible

complication that may arise in a girl's life,

from bei. g cast away on a raft at sea with

a man to whom she has not been intro

duced, to how to jilt an undesirable fiancé

in sixty different ways. As it is, the in

formation is inaccessible. I propose to

overcome this and place it within the reach

of every young woman in the land.”

“I dare say there is something in the

idea,” said the Cynic. “It resolves itself

now into how much 2 ''

“Exactly,” said the Philosopher, “and

I can ascertain my dividend to a cent. I'll

stay out of it and save my seven dollars.”

“Well, I'm certain it would be a good

thing,” said the Married Man. “I re

member before we were married my wife

used to have all sorts of puzzling problems

to vex her mind, and no one could solve

them for her but the editor of her favorite

paper. But it was when our cards were

out and the wedding gifts began to pour in

that her real vexation came. If this

company you propose to start would

publish a little volume of ‘Letters of

Acknowledgment for Brides-elect' it would

fill a long-felt want. I got a letter from a

young woman last week who was married

three weeks ago. I'd sent her a clock at

the last minute and she didn't have time

to answer before. Here is her reply.”

The Married Man fumbled in his pocket

and drew forth a daintily-addressed en

velope from which he extracted a letter.

“Listen to this,” he said. “My Dear

Mr. Married Man : I thank you ever so

much for the lovely clock you so kindly

sent me. It is now on our mantelpiece

where we hope to see you often. Yours

sincerely, So-and-So.’ I’d look well on a

mantelpiece, now wouldn't I?”

“You would,” said the Cynic. “A pair

of you, one at each end, would be a very

handsome ornament.

“I got a most insulting acknowledgment

once,” continued the Cynic. “I might have

been spared if there'd been a book like

that in existence. A young friend of mine

was married and I sent the bride a picture

of the homeliest pug dog you ever saw.

She was fond of pugs and I thought it

would be appropriate. Three or four days

later she wrote something like this : “My

Dear Mr. Cynic : How can I thank you for

your picture ? I never look at it without be

ing reminded of you. Thanking you again

for your kindness in sending it to me, I am,

yours sincerely, Ethel V. Blank.” I’ve

never sent a wedding gift out since.”

“Oh, they lose their self-possession

entirely,” said the Philosopher. “This

funny letter of acknowledgment business

is no new thing. Why, I got a letter once

from a girl in response to a little silver

vase I sent her with a note of regret that

absence from town would prevent my con

gratulating her in person at her reception

to , which I was invited. Her reply was

quite on a par with those you have given

us. “You have so pleased me with this

olive dish that I hardly know how to thank

you,' she wrote. “I am sorry that we shall

not see you to thank you at the wedding.

However, we shall hope for better luck

next time.” She didn’t know what she was

writing—that was all. She was so mixed

up that she couldn't tell the difference be

tween a silver vase and an olive dish, and

as for the better-luck-next-time sentence,

she was probably thinking of something

else entirely when she wrote it. All of

which goes to prove that the Married Man's

idea is a good one. I approve of such a

book and I’ll write a quarter of the letters

myself as my contribution to a worthy

cause. What's more, I’ll invest my seven

dollars in buying copies of the book after

it is published so as to guarantee some

sale for it anyhow.”

“I’ve got a better scheme,” said the

Irresponsible Person, “so I can't indorse

the book. My “blank form for brides '

renders such a work entirely unnecessary.”

“How did you happen to get it up 2"

asked the Cynic, with an anxious glance at

the Married Man. They had not yet for

gotten their fear that the Irresponsible

Person had succumbed to the wiles of a

summer girl.

“I did it for—for a friend of mine who

is soon to become a bride,” was the reply.

“This is it. It is to be engraved on a

square card something like this :

Miss

presents her compliments to M

and begs to thank

for the very beautifu/

zeyhich arrized this

It may please M.

fo hear that it has

a/ways been one of A/iss

most ardent desires to

become the possessor of a

, which desire is

“That,” continued the Irresponsible

Person, “I venture to say fills the bill

completely. On receipt of a present it

could be filled out at once and mailed,

either by the bride-elect or by some

one deputed to act in her behalf.”

“She might have a rubber stamp for

lamps and coffee-spoons,” suggested the

Married Man, whose mind reverted to

certain duplicates in his wife's souvenirs of

their marriage.

“She might,” said the Irresponsible Per

son. “But a woman as lazy as all that

has no business to be married.”

Here the meeting adjourned, and the

Cynic and the Married Man went home

more firmly of the belief than ever that the

Irresponsible Person was contemplating

matrimony, which was why the Cynic was

more cynical than ever that evening while

the Married Man was in an unusually

joyous frame of mind.

As for the Philosopher, he went away

without thinking anything about it. His

mind was too absorbed in the fifteenth

chapter of the sixth part of his great phil

osophical work bearing the taking title of

“Why,” which a humorous advocate of

an opposing philosophical school later

replied to with equal terseness by saying

‘‘ Because.’’

To relieve any possible misgivings in the

mind of the reader as to the young man's

matrimonial projects, I feel that I would

better say here that he had had intentions

of that nature; he had proposed to and

been accepted by a summer girl as his

friends suspected, but had ultimately

changed his mind on receiving from her

fair hands an engraved announcement of

her marriage to another, which he regarded

as a fortunate escape.

“For,” said he, “a woman who would

do that sort of thing is not the kind of

woman I’d like for a wife.”

*** In the next issue of the Jours.Al Mr. Bangs

will report the final meeting of “The Paradise Club.”

THE EVIL OF OVER-EATING

BY REV. F. S. ROOT

HE excesses in the use of food and drink

of some men are almost beyond belief,

and yet, in a few instances, the facts are

well authenticated. Brillat-Savarin, him

self a famous epicure, relates the following

anecdote: A friend expressed the de

spair of his life that he could never get his

“fill of oysters.” “Come, dine with me

and you shall have enough,” said the epi

cure. The friend did, and ate thirty-one

dozen oysters as a prelude to the excellent

dinner which was served. Downright glut

tony is not given frequent exhibition at the

tables of gentle people in these days. It

is considered rather nearer correct to affect

a small appetite, such as requires the temp

tation of dainty dishes. This is, however,

very frequently a small bit of deception,

but it has merit, even though it leads those

who resort to it to supplement meals taken

in public, in the privacy of their own

pantries. For this there is a very distin

guished precedent, as Rogers, in his “Table

Talk,” says of Lord Byron : “When he sat

down to dinner I asked him if he would

take soup. ‘No, I never take soup.”

Would he eat some fish P ‘No, I never

eat fish.” Mutton P ‘No, I never eat

mutton.’ Wine P ‘No, I never drink

wine.” “What do you eat?’ ‘Nothing

but hard biscuits and soda.” Neither were

at hand, and Byron dined on potatoes

drenched with vinegar. I did not then

know that the poet after leaving my house

had gone to a club in St. James Street and

partaken of a hearty meat supper.”

IN regard to this whole matter of gluttony

I assert that it is the duty of the good

housewife to keep down the appetite of

her husband. Particularly is this neces

sary in the cases of well-to-do professional

and business men. In the families of me

chanics earning low wages such a warning

is almost wholly unnecessary, but it may

be said of most men in good circumstances

that they eat too freely of rich food. If

men would begin careful and systematic

physical culture in early youth and con

tinue the practice through life, good health

would be the result. Beyond the age of

forty—at a period when so many are phys

ically lazy—the superior value of exercise

is apparent; but ordinarily, this is just the

time when the hygiene of athletics is neg

lected. There is no reason why a punching

bag, rowing-machine, pulley-weights and

other apparatus should be relegated to

college boys and clerks. But having done

a good deal of work in his time it is

almost impossible to persuade a business

or professional man, turning forty, to give

any sort of attention to physical culture if

such training has been previously neg

lected. Hence, I say it is the duty of a

woman to keep from her husband all rich

compounds that will ultimately ruin his

digestion. High feeding is occasionally

neutralized by hard exercise; but in the

absence of the latter it is mischievous in

the extreme. If your husband will stand

the treatment, begin by switching off from

the heavy breakfast of steak, hot rolls,

potatoes, etc., and set before him eggs-on

toast, oatmeal and coffee.

THE effects of over-eating—or what is

equally bad, injudicious eating—are

clearly perceived in the case of a man who

trains for some athletic event. In really fine

condition indigestion is great loss of power.

A strong member of a college crew, “hard

as nails,” was utterly unfit to pull his oar

blade through the water on the four-mile

journey down the Thames River at New

London, simply because of indiscretion in

eating a few nights before. This shows

the importance of diet. Napoleon is said

to have lost the battle of Leipsic because

of a fit of indigestion brought on by un

usual indulgence. It is conceivable that a

business man may lose a tempting con

tract, or a professional man an important

cause for the same reason. Nor is this all.

The financial aspect of the case is worthy

of our consideration. By taking off a little

here and a little there ; by reducing con

diments and sauces, expensive desserts and

creamy compounds to a minimum, the

grocer's account will be a complete sur

rise at the end of the month, while the

husband's health as well as his pocket

book will show gratifying results. I know

of a family whose members almost uncon

sciously fitted into this simpler way of

living, until eventually the butcher and the

baker received barely two-thirds of their

former dividends. And each inmate of the

household could almost have taken an oath

that nothing had been subtracted from the

menu, so gradual had been the shrinkage.

Let some of the women who are brain

weary with devising tempting dishes for

the good man of the house take this mat

ter to heart, and if they are able to change

their husbands from gourmands to athletes

a ripe old age is not unlikely.

On the other hand, those of full habit

who give unchecked and hearty indulgence

to their appetites, should always keep in

mind the words Shakespeare puts into the

mouth of sweet “Portia’s ” wise maid :

“They are as sick, that surfeit with too

much, as they that starve with nothing.”
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room in an

American

house does

not mean SO

much the fur

nishing of a

certain limited

a mount of

space with a

large collection

of Japanese ob

jects and ma

terial, as it does

a perfect fusion

of Oriental

with Occidental

ideas. A lot of

Japanese things

will not make

the room they

occupy Japan

ese. Its whole

arrangement

and character must undergo a complete

change. For instance, a chair is a thing

quite foreign to the Oriental idea of a seat.

There are no chairs in Japan. Divan and

stool are both Oriental, and conform with

our ideas of comfortable seats. Indeed,

they often prove quite as luxurious as

the conventional American rocking-chair.

Whatever is Japanese that will adapt

itself to the requirements of our

American civilization, we may

apply to our needs in the furnish

ing of such a room. I do not

think that a plentiful supply of

fans, lanterns, vases, umbrellas

and screens will properly meet

these requirements. A room

furnished in good taste must not

look like a museum. The Jap

anese room should look like one

we might see in a house in Tokio,

the character of the furnishings

of which is marked by plainness

and entire simplicity.

In Japan they take off their

shoes on entering a house. Sir

Edwin Arnold, who lived in

Tokio when he wrote “The Light

of the World,” conformed to the

custom, saying he did not believe

in making a

street of his

own home.

As a matter

of fact, the

Japanese mats

are entirely

too white and

fine for heavy,

dusty shoes.

The rooms are

usually plan

ned to accom

modate just so

many mats

laid close to

gether over

the floor.

These are

thick, soft, and

black-border

ed, three feet

by six feet in

size, and about

two inches

thick. It is by

no means 116-C

essary that we

should con

form to a Jap

anese Custom

or COver Our

floors with

straw matting

in sections,

but the soft

ness of the mat

-

figured Japanese paper about sixteen inches

wide, which comes for the purpose, or

ordinary wall paper with the strictly con

ventional wheel pattern (the chrysanthe

mum) in gold. I should dispense with the

usual picture moulding. In its place, and

wherever the framing lines appear in my

sketch of the room, I would employ slats

two inches wide and one-half an inch

thick, which may be obtained at any plan

ing mill. Clear pine or spruce slats are

best for the purpose. It would be well to

obtain quite a quantity of this material as

it will form the basis of the joinery work

employed in fitting the room.

The ceiling may be covered with an

ochre or a cream-colored paper on which

the chrysanthemum figures are printed in

gold. The slats, which are placed over

the paper regardless of the figures, are one

and a quarter inches thick and two inches

deep, set on edge, with spaces between

about sixteen inches wide; the narrower,

crossing ones are one and a half inches

wide and one-half an inch thick, spaced

twenty-five inches apart. The effect of

this woodwork on the ceiling is quite pretty

as well as distinctly Japanesque. Before

the wood is put up I should cover it with

a little varnish and oil mixed and rubbed

in with a rag, or stain it teakwood color.

This method applies to all the other wood

work in the room except the Japanese

lattice-work, which I should allow to re

main in its natural condition.

In nine cases out of ten our room will

have two windows exactly alike in size and

style. This will not do. The Japanese

have no respect for senseless repetition, and

we must destroy the balance of these win

dows at once. My sketch of a window

shows how one of them may be treated.

There is an extra

framing extending

out into the room

about ten inches or

so, which gives width

enough for a divan

below and a shelf

above for a vase or

two ofWander

ing Jew. In an

opaque win

-------- -

dow shade a

hole can be cut

like that my

sketch suggests,

and the edge or

we can easily

copy by using

several thick

nesses of ‘.

et-paper 11n

º It would

be well to

make the floor

covering at

least half an inch thick. A blue and white

cotton rug before the entrance door, and

possibly one of white goat’s hair in front

of the fireplace are sufficient for all needs.

The plainer the floor appears the better.

The walls ought to be perfectly plain

also ; not a figure nor a suggestion of one

is necessary. I would cover the surface

with a dead-finish coat of light ochre-brown

color, or use cartridge paper of the same

tint or neutral gray in tone. A pretty

wainscoting may be made of figured straw

matting finished with a two-inch moulding

at the top. For a frieze we may use some

A JAPANESE WINDOW

namented with a

Japanesque bor

der, using bronze

paint. An other

cream-colored

shade will also be

convenient. The

Japanese lattice at

the top of the win

dow comes in sections one foot square

and costs fifty cents each. The old sashes

may be replaced by new ones like my

drawing for about two dollars and a

half each window ; but it is not my idea

that even the sashes should be alike in

the two windows. The drawing of the

room shows the second window furnished

with a swinging-in shutter, in the centre of

which is a circular opening. The old sash,

whatever its pattern, will do here. This

corner of the room is very carefully ar

ranged. In it a handsome vase with a

carved wood base holds a position of

honor, which carries out an essentially

Japanese idea. The vase filled with

not more than one or two kinds of

flowers must always occupy some

prominent position in the room. I can

not imagine a more striking one for the

flowers than this which the window

affords. In daytime they would get the

full benefit of the light from the circular

opening, and at evening a lighted lan

tern hung over the recess would pro

duce a charming effect.

Regarding the kinds of Japanese pot

tery which are obtainable to-day with

a moderate outlay of money, I might

draw attention to the following : Owari,

blue and white; Tokonabe, terra-cotta

with modeled decoration : Imari, blue,

red and white; Kaga, red, white and

gold ; Tokio, alabaster-like white, deco

ration in all colors; Tysan, usually dark

colors on the ground with raised white

floral decorations; Kioto, recent kinds

resemble Tysan, but have painted in

stead of raised decoration, all colors;

Idzuma, plain glaze in various colors.

I might add to the list modern so-called

Satsuma, but the genuine pottery of this

name is infinitely more beautiful than

its imitation, and is correspondingly

expensive. There is a great deal of

the coarse and showy modern imitation

Satsuma seen nowadays in our Japanese

stores, some of which is passably good,

but I would rather possess a modest

piece of a different sort of pottery and

thus avoid something which might prove

just a bit vulgar. A charming little piece

of the real Satsuma about three inches high

may be obtained for five dollars. But for

the same sum a vase certainly fourteen

inches high of Imari ware can be picked

up without an extended search.

It seems essential that a Jap

anese room should possess, at

the expense of anything else, a

rich but simple cabinet stand,

which can be secured of furni

ture dealers at compara

tively small cost, on which

should sit a handsome

large jar or vase. This

vase is intended to hold

flowers continuously

through the year. It M

should always contain a

spray or bunch of flowers

appropriate to the season—

for instance, autumn leaves in

October, chrysanthemums in

November, holly in December,

pine boughs in January, fir in Feb

ruary, daffodils in March, cherry

blossoms in April, apple blossoms

A JAPAN ESE ROOM

in May, roses in June, daisies in

July, gladioli in August, and asters

in September. This is simply an

idea which in principle repeats

a Japanese custom. The se

lection of the flowers is op

tional with any one, and

therefore the foregoing sug

gestion of certain flowers

must not be considered arbi

trary in any respect. It is

only essential that the colors

of the vase should harmonize

with those of the flowers,

and that not more that two

kinds of bloom should be

used at a time. Neither is

it necessary that this same

vase should be forced to meet the

requirements of every occasion.

Another, now and then, may prove

more harmonious with some flower

which it becomes necessary to use.

The less

furniture we

have in the

room the near

er Japanese it

will be. Some

of us will think

that because Japan

ese rooms look bare

the condition is pure-

ly a matter of Japanese

expediency or custom not worth

notice. If a Japanese room

does appear bare it at least es

capes every hint of vulgarity.

A table, two spacious divans,

two or three cushioned stools,

a cabinet, a vase-stand, a win

dow-seat and a chest of drawers

are all that are requisite for the

complete furnishing of the

room & Wa Japanese.

A mantel is another thing

quite unknown in Japan. So

far as may be practicable we

would better attempt nothing

which resembles it. In the sketch

of the room a shelf and another

| - higher one to the right of it remove
i all likeness to the conventional

mantel by the absence of the usual sym

metry. The Japanese are firm believers in

asymmetry, and nothing which they do is

characterized by monotonous balance or

uninteresting repetition. They will manu

facture vases

in pairs for

others who ad

mire the dupli

cation of ob

jects of art,

but for them

selves they

prefer to see

no two exactly

a like. The

mantel, there.

fore, may be

dispensed with

altogether, or

it may be

revolutionized

until above the

shelf it takes

the form of the

cupboard af

fair, which

may be seen

in my sketch.

On the left

and below the

cupboard, a

couple of nar

row shelves

should occupy

the space be

tween it and

the floor. On

the right the

fireplace, sur

rounded with

plain tiles or

brick set in

cement (as is

shown around

the fireplace in

the sketch of room), may hold the larger

space directly beneath the cupboard. In

fact, any irregular combination of shelves

and drawers will furnish the best substitute

for the mantel in a Japanese room.

In conclusion I might suggest that fans

and umbrellas decoratively arranged

will not serve any sensible purpose

in our Japanese room. They may

appear artistic to us, and they are,

but the Japanese do not decorate

their rooms with such material, not

| regarding them as decorative.

The sketch of a lantern shows

what may be done with a three-dollar

hanging lamp, such as one may find

at any of the house-furnishing goods

stores. This is a step beyond the

glass bead lamp and the paper lan

tern seen in the sketch of the room,

and is really much more artistic.

The octagonal pieces of glass

may be bound with book

binder's cloth, and pretty Jap

anese pictures can be pasted

on them. Beads strung on

fine wire, and a pair of silk

tassels will make the affair

artistic in every sense of the

word. The lamp will give a

bright light, provided the pic

tures on the glass are suf

ficiently delicate in color.

My sketch of the upper part

of the doorway suggests a

shelf and over it a screen on

which a flight of birds is strongly

drawn. The bead and bamboo

curtain is quite in place here, as a

peep through it into the room may

attract one inside; certainly a woven

fabric seems less desirable in such a

position, and one might like their

friends to have a distant glance into

the picturesque Japanese interior.
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OME one has said that

people are very much like

sheep: where one goes the

others follow. And this

truism seems to be par

ticularly applicable to our

own times when we note

the marvelous attraction

which large cities have

for the people of the

Not that the attraction of
present day. . -

the great city is something peculiar to this

generation. For going back as much as

two thousand years we find the life of the

Greeks and the history of Greece all cen

tred around Athens. If we read the his

tory of Rome we know the history of the

Roman Empire. The history of Asia

Minor is practically all told in the history

of Babylon, of Jerusalem and of Troy.

Egyptian history is told in the marvelous

stories of Alexandria and Thebes. In our

own times we need speak only of France,

when Paris rises before us, and yet in no

city in the world is life less typical of

the French than in Paris. No Frenchman

with any regard for his country will allow

a visitor to form his impressions of French

life from what he sees in Paris. We speak

of England, and London comes before the

mind. And yet the great commercial and

political strength of England lies not in

London, but in such cities as Birmingham,

Liverpool, Manchester and other, what the

English call, “provincial towns.”

OUR own country is best known to other

nations by New York; in fact, thou

sands of foreigners knew of no other

American city until the World's Fair sent

the fame of Chicago from one end of the

world to the other. And now even the

intelligent foreigner knows only of our

New York, our Chicago, our Boston, our

Philadelphia, our San Francisco and a few

other great cities. The average foreigner

comes over here, sees these cities and one

or two others, perhaps, and he feels that

he has seen America and has come into

touch with our American life. Only at

rare intervals have we such a careful and

discriminating visitor as was Madame

Blanc — perhaps one of the brightest

women in the French Republic to-day—

who, after her thorough American tour of

a year ago, declared that the most culti

vated social coterie which she found any

where in America was in Galesburg,

Illinois. “Galesburg ' " says some one in

surprise, “of all places !” And yet this is

not a whit more strange to the average

ear than will be the declaration of a famous

English author who said to me that no

where in America did he find more

charming social life than in Elizabeth,

New Jersey. One of the most widely

traveled women in England told me last

summer that if she were to settle in

America she would choose Springfield,

Massachusetts, of all the places in our

country. All this sounds strange, and yet

it means simply that in our day in America

we are repeating history in the notion that

the only places to live are the great centres

of population.

HE fact of the matter is that as Americans

we know precious little of our own

country. And to a very large extent we

are responsible for the false impressions

of American life which come to us from

other countries. No tendency in our

American life is so unfortunate as this

growing feeling of snobbishness, which is

developing so fast on the part of the people

of certain of our cities toward the people

of other cities, large and small. This

exaggerated prejudice of the East toward

the West, and vice versa, is both silly and

senseless. And it is all due to the fact

that the average American travels so little.

This statement may seem rather in con

tradiction of the popular belief that Amer

icans are great travelers. Yet recently

computed statistics, based upon the returns

of the business done by the railroad and

steamboat lines during 1894, show very

clearly that of our immense population of

nearly sixty-nine millions not more than

three per cent. of the people go fifty miles

away from their homes during a year.

And of this average one and one-half per

cent. leave their homes only in the sum

mer time to go to the country. Hence,

less than two out of every hundred people

in these United States manage to see

places fifty miles away from the city where

choice or circumstances have fixed their

lot in life. This is not so strange when

one considers how busy a people we really

are. The vast majority of us are too busy

to travel, and cannot spare the time;

others, again, cannot afford the expense.

HE World's Fair was an immense edu

cator in this respect. It induced

thousands of people to leave their homes

and become even casually acquainted

with the country lying between their

homes and Chicago. But, at the best,

it gave such people only a small idea

of the vastness of America, and brought

them into actual touch with the life of only

one city. Yet it was better than nothing.

There are few things which Americans can

more sincerely deplore than this unfortu

nate hindrance to travel through our coun

try. And were the power given me to

extend the chance for travel to a thousand

people in this country, I would incline, I

think, to make my selection not from those

living in the smaller communities, but

from those living in the larger cities. For,

just as the keenest sense of loneliness

which a mortal can experience is to be

lonely in a great city, so the most lamenta

ble ignorance of our American cities is

to-day to be found among the people liv

ing in our great centres of population. It

is the most lamentable ignorance in the

sense that it is the ignorance which dis

plays itself. We need only talk with un

traveled men or women living in our large

cities to see how really dense is this

ignorance, and yet how loudly it is pro

claimed. The New York man who never

leaves his city, for example, is absolutely

intolerant of anything outside of it. All

other cities are provincial to him. He

will concede, perhaps, that Chicago is a

great city, but that is simply because cir

cumstances have compelled him to recog

nize the fact. Philadelphia to him is

“slow,” Boston “uppish,” the West

“ uncouth,” “unfinished,” the South

“ way, way behind,” and cities such as

Buffalo, Milwaukee, Indianapolis, Cin

cinnati, St. Louis, Louisville, New Orleans

are places which simply exist on the map,

or perhaps for the purpose that New York

may have an outlet for what it produces.

The social life of all the cities in America

is regulated by what New York does,

thinks this man ; all fashions, all modes,

all fads, come to them from his city. Nor

is the Chicago man any the less tolerant

of other cities. And in a lesser degree,

perhaps, but yet equally so in a sense, the

man of Philadelphia, Boston or San Fran

cisco turns up his nose at smaller com

munities adjacent to his city. This is the

spirit which runs riot in our large cities,

and it is at once not only an un-American

spirit but one born of ignorance. It is the

narrow-mindedness of the untraveled man.

I never hear a man glorify his own city

and refuse to concede anything to any other

city or nation but I make up my mind that

I am listening to a man who has never

traveled a hundred miles away from his

home. And, as a general thing, I find that

I am correct in my surmises.

IT is perfectly right that those of us who

live in the large cities should believe and

feel that our lines have been cast in pleas

ant places. No city can become great if

its citizens refuse to impart an interest to

its affairs, or fail to feel a sense of pride in

what it possesses. It is the feeling which

its citizens extend to the welfare of a city

that makes it great or small, that means

its success or its failure. Local interest,

local pride, is the very life of a city. It is

that which has made Chicago what it is

to-day ; it is the lack of it which is relegat

ing so many of our once powerful cities

to minor positions in the table of American

cities. It is not only the privilege, but it is

the duty of every man and woman to feel

a pride, and the very highest pride, in the

city in which he or she lives. The pride

of its citizens is the life-blood of a city.

It is rather the spirit of intolerance toward

other cities which I seek to rebuke in these

words, the refusal to concede anything in

the way of merit to other communities,

and more particularly to the smaller

American cities. Our great cities are bee

hives of industry; they are the commercial

veins of the country, and are rapidly be

coming the pulses of the world, for we

have the whole globe for our market. But

to give everything to them, and refuse to

concede anything to the smaller commu

nities, is unjust—more than that, it is di

rectly against reason and facts.

Our great centres are not our typical

American communities. They cannot be,

of necessity. The true American life does

not exist within them. We need only to

visit New York or Chicago to see how

thoroughly cosmopolitan and restless, and

unlike our ideas of what they should be,

these large cities are. Their populations

are shifting ; the life there is fleeting. No

two days are alike upon their streets.

Evºg in our large American cities

is hustle and bustle; electricity is in

the very air, and only in the older and

more remote parts of such cities is there

to be found anything even approaching

true American life. Domesticity is almost

an unknown element in the life of our

great American cities; nearly everybody

keeps open house. Privacy is at a pre

mium, and where it is desired it is only

to be found in the numerous dormitories

—suburbs, we Americans call them—which

lie adjacent to these centres. The life of a

man in a great city is that of business; the

life of a woman is mostly that of society or

amusements of one kind and another.

True domesticity, that contentment which

is born of quiet living, is almost an un

known quantity in our great cities, except

in certain spots and byways, but these are

few and becoming fewer each year as the

cities are reaching out, commercial build

ings occupying every nook and corner.

The great American centres are for busi

ness, not for living purposes.

IT is when we go into the smaller cities of

our country that we find the real

American life, the truest phases of Amer

ican living. One need only go into such

charming and delightful home cities as

Albany, Troy, Syracuse, Binghamton,

Rochester and Buffalo in New York State,

or in such spots of charming intellectuality

as New Haven or Hartford in Connecticut,

or Springfield, Worcester or Lowell in

Massachusetts, to see how far removed

from the truest and happiest way of living

are the people of the larger cities. Amer

ican home life and everything that is uplift

ing in American domesticity are perfectly

fragrant in such cities as Milwaukee,

Indianapolis, Louisville, Cleveland or

Cincinnati. People live in these cities as

if they enjoyed living. The very exteriors

of homes in these cities breathe forth a

wholesome domestic atmosphere. A man

of fair income in any of these cities lives

like a human being in a home in which

the sunshine visits each side of his house

during a day. For less money he has a

house with ground around it than his

brother of greater means who lives in a

larger city and has only a brown-stone

chest of drawers in a closely-built block

into which the sun penetrates only through

one side of his house. The man of the

smaller community is, necessarily, happier

with such living, and his wife and children

are the healthier for it. Life means some

thing to a man living in this way: it means

contentment and comfort. His place of

business and his home are in the same

city, and he goes from one to the other

independent of crowded trolleys or ill

ventilated railroad cars or worsely-odored

ferry-boats. The wear upon his nerves is

less, and if his interests are not as great as

the man in the larger community his hap

piness is greater.

If the young men of the present day who

are starting out in life would combat the

modern tendency to go to the great centres

of population, and cast their lines in some of

the smaller cities which I have mentioned,

it would be better for the country and

it would be better for them. I know of no

young man whom I envy more to-day than

he who, having energy and ability, has the

wisdom and the determination to remain

in one of these smaller cities, or go to one

of them, and start upon a business career

with any sort of prospective success. The

happiest kind of a life is before him. With

a more limited field before him than in a

vaster and to him more meaningless city,

he can concentrate his efforts and cement

his connections in a way that is impossible

in a large city. With honest dealing as his

watchword every step he takes is noticed.

Every advance counts just so much for him.

He is in direct touch with the people who

make up the life of his community; his

acts are known of all men. He grows

with the community, and in time becomes

part of its best life, and the degree of his

success depends entirely upon his own

efforts and opportunities. In a few years

he is an employer, where in New York,

Chicago or Boston he would simply have

been an employee, with a sea of people

around him as meaningless to him as the

Atlantic Ocean. But young men do not

seem to see the greater advantages held

out to them by the smaller communities.

The glitter of life in the larger cities attracts

them away from the very places where they

might and could make their best successes

and live their happiest lives. And yet the
fact remains that the surest and best chances

for success and happy living for thousands

of our young men lie in the smaller cities,

and not in the greater centres, where the

successes of the few are heard of but where

the failures of the thousands are never

talked of. And some of the very happiest

women in the United States are in its

smaller cities. Life seems to be more

fully rounded out: to have a truer, a

deeper significance. Friendships in these

smaller communities mean something

where people have time to know and see

each other. There are no hosts of friends

where the one has simply a nodding or a

speaking acquaintance with the other. The

women enter into each other's lives, their

enjoyments and their studies.

THE quality of intellectual life of the

smaller American cities astonishes one

who finds it for the first time. And the

secret of it lies in the simple fact that peo

ple in these cities have more time for the

cultivation of the mind, for the gratification

of mental tastes. Literary clubs and neigh

borhood guilds have a deeper meaning

than in the great centres. A woman’s

social life is absolutely refreshing and stim

ulating in these cities, and in direct contrast

to the exhaustion of social gayeties of the

large cities. But people come closer to

each other, and their amusements are more

satisfying, more harmonious. Something

more than the material instinct enters into

their lives. A social gathering in those

communities is as natural and free from

conventionalities as a similar gathering in

large cities is obnoxious in its super

ficiality and formality. A wife's friends are

the friends of her husband, and they are

one in their social and religious life, which

is not always the case in families of the

larger centres. The husband is the man

of the home, and he spends there the time

away from his business. If his outside

diversions are fewer his inner pleasures

are greater, and he lives the life of a hus

band and of a father : he knows his wife

and his children. He is a part of the social

life of his wife, and the playmate and com

panion of his children. Their interests are

one ; their pleasures are the same, and the

clearest atmosphere of domestic happiness

is found in these homes.

HEN, too, the church comes closer in the

fulfillment of its mission in our smaller

American communities. The religious life

is truer than in the large centres. But the

church is not merely a sanctuary which

the people attend on Sunday morning,

absent themselves at evening service, and

never come near it during the week. The

church is taken into the lives of its people,

and its interests are their interests, spiritual

and material. The minister is a pastor and

a close friend of the families of his church,

frequently in the home and always a part

of its social life. The women interest

themselves in church work, and through

them the men become factors in it as well.

Men are conspicuous for their presence and

not by their absence at church services, and

not only are the leading men of these com

munities to be found in their pews at Sun

day services, but they are a personal part

of the church workings and a factor in its

success. The churches of our smaller

cities are what churches should be, and

what they so largely fail in being in our

larger cities : neighborhood altars. With

the interest of its members alive to every

phase of church work, the most cheerful

and best religious atmosphere is to be found

in these churches. During the week the

social life of the church is looked after, and

men and women alike are factors in it,

with the women as leaders and the men

as hearty coöperatives. In other words,

church life is made part of the home life.

OUR great cities will always have an at

traction for thousands, and, as in the

olden times, the tendency of mankind will

be to gather in great centres, and this is

not distinctive of our age any more than it

was distinctive of the ages that are past.

A vast metropolis has a marvelous drawing

power. The excitement of its life is un

questionably alluring. The chances of

great successes will also serve as a magnet

to draw the young. Our great American

cities will continue to charm, and thousands

will go to them and chase the pot at the

end of the rainbow there. It is inevitable

that this should be so. But all these things

do not lessen the fact that the surest

chances for business success and for domes

tic happiness lie in our smaller cities. It

is not encouraging to them to see their

best blood and energy taken away by the

larger centres. At the same time there is

much food for thought in the fact that the

majority of the greatest industries of

America are located outside of the great

centres, and that the millionaires of New

York, more especially, are beginning to

build their houses outside of the city.

These facts, as we grow older as a nation,

will become more and more apparent to

the young and rising generation, upon whom

we must depend for the future of our nation.

And we will be wise if we cease in our

empty boast that nothing good exists, or

can come out of our smaller communities.

It is high time that we should make known

the truth which, when we are serious, we

are all willing enough to acknowledge:

that the real life-blood of our country lies

not in the great centres, that the truest liv

ing is not to be found within their borders,

and that the best chances for success are

not a monopoly of the metropolis. The

truth is just the reverse. To the smaller

American cities must we turn the eyes of

the rising young man, and not only must

we be honest and tell him that there his

chances for commercial success are better,

but we must impress upon him the great

truth that it is in our smaller communities,

and not in our great cities, that the truest

and best phases of American life exist;

that they are, in reality, the true seats of

our American men, our American women,

our American industries and the American

life of which we can be most proud.
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HE ground I have to tra

verse here is as necessary

as it is delicate. All that

has been said in my pre

vious paper regarding

moral training lacks sup

port save as the matter is

carried down to that un

derlying stratum of experi

ence where are deposited

the child's religious sensibilities. It may

never be possible to state with exactness

where the frontier lies between the related

territories of morality and religion, yet we

all of us, probably, have the feeling that

the two are not quite identical, and should

very likely agree with one another that

while morality concerns itself with rules of

duty, and is therefore apt to become rather

uninteresting and irksome, religion brings

us into relation with a Personal Something

which lies back of those rules, asserts itself

through them, and helps to communicate

to them warmth and pressure.

SIMPLE illustration will best serve my

purpose here, for while I do not want

to embarrass the matter by fine distinc

tions, I know there will be a very prac

tical advantage in being able to see clearly

the way in which moral training can bring

religious reality to its own aid and quicken

ing. I can suppose a child to have a task

set before it requiring to be performed.

Now there are two ways in which the child

can address itself to that task. There can

be on its part merely the feeling of some

thing that is to be done, a necessity that

has to be met. Under those circumstances

the duty stands to the child in a relation

that is purely impersonal, and is therefore

absolutely barren of impulse and zest.

Doing duty because it is duty has had a

great many pleasant things said in its

behalf, and it is doubtless heroic, but there

is nothing about it that is either mellow or

beautiful; and when work has been pur

sued along that line for a certain length of

time it can be confidently expected to issue

in weariness and a break-down. Or the

child can undertake its task in quite a

different spirit. Its duty can be felt by it,

not as an impersonal necessity, but as being

the expression of the wish or will of its

own mother. This translates performance

into a distinct sphere. The child's move

ment now is in a region of personality.

Not only is the child itself personal but the

pressure telling upon it is personal like

wise; and according to the measure in

which the relation between that child and

its mother is a filial and affectionate one,

that maternal pressure becomes to it a

quickener and an inspiration. That gives

us in a small way, but with considerable

accuracy, I venture to think, the difference

between morality and religion. In the one

case the ethical compulsions which domi

nate us are felt by us as full of impact but

void of soul. We do not so much obey

them, for obedience involves the recogni

tion on our part of a personal element in

the authority to which our obedience is

rendered ; we rather succumb to them, as

a driven vessel succumbs to the blast that is

pursuing it, or as an exposed Swiss hamlet

goes down under the avalanche.

Let me now turn aside for a moment

and see in what an easy, practical way this

principle will work in our particular matter

of child religion. Children generally have

more or less said to them about conscience.

They are instructed to do what their con

science tells them to do and to refrain from

doing what their conscience forbids them

to do. All of this is good, but how good

will depend on the notion that in their

minds is attached to the word conscience.

If the expression just used is allowed to

mean to them simply that they must do

what they feel they ought to do, and must

leave undone what it seems to them wrong

to do, the lugging in of that word con

science may amplify their vocabulary a

little but will hardly contribute to aid or

beautify their behavior. But let them

understand that the whispered compulsion

working within them that puts its gentle

restraints and constraints upon them is the

still, small voice of God, and they will

feel themselves placed instantly in the

Divine Presence, and the holiness and

solemnity of their circumstance will, to the

degree in which it is experienced by them,

procure in them an obedience which will

be both easy and reverent.

From the illustration just used, which I

think will easily appeal both to the heart

and the intelligence of any parent, it would

be easy to go on and define religion as

being the loyal sense of God's nearness to

us in all the relations of life.
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This definition is too transparent to ever

be credited with being profound, some

thing possibly as water is never thought to

be deep if it is so clear that one can see

the bottom. However that may be, it is

a way of putting the matter that will be

extremely serviceable in dealing religiously

with the children. It is a remarkable

thing in regard to little people that it is

almost never too early to approach them

with religious suggestion. It is not what

we say to them that makes them religious ;

it is the religious instinct already in them

that makes intelligible to them whatever

of a religious kind we say to them. The

best that a child can become in this, as

in every other respect, accrues from wisely

handling and fostering some impulse

already contained in the child's original

dowry. If the beginnings of individual

religion were not an implant no method

of treatment, no ingenuity of culture, could

suffice to establish such a beginning.

Religion can be immanent in the child,

and even be a part of his experience,

without his being able yet to know it

as religion, or being able to comprehend

the allusions made to it by his elders.

There is an interesting suggestion along

that line in what occurred in the history of

little Samuel. Divine influences, we are

told, began to be operative in him and to

make themselves very distinctly felt by

him before he was far enough along to be

able to discriminate intellectually between

what is human and what is divine. God's

voice he took to be Eli's till Eli set him

right. It holds in the twilight of life what

is true in each dawning, that it begins to be

morning a good while before there is sun

shine enough in the air for the sun-dial to

be able to tell us what o'clock it is.

IT is in keeping with the foregoing to say

that the initial mistake which, as parents

and teachers, we are continually making

with the children, is in withholding from

them religious suggestion till we are sure

the way has been prepared for it by their

advancing mental development. The fact

is that the susceptibility to divine things

antedates the appreciation of things human

and finite. Whether in the life of the

individual or in that of the race at large

religion is older than science. In all this

it needs to be clearly understood that I

am not talking about theology, but about

religion,-about the loyal sense of God's

nearness to us in all the relations of

life, which is as distinct from theology as

vision is distinct from the science of optics.

A remarkable commentary upon the truth

we have just now in hand is found in the

fact that when Christ wanted to discourse

upon the text, “God is a spirit,” He selected

as His auditor an ignorant Samaritan water

carrier. He could hardly have chosen a

profounder theme, and hardly could He

have chosen a hearer that from an intel

lectual standpoint would have been more

imperfectly equipped for the suggestions

He had to offer her. The infant’s eyes are

full of light waiting to be greeted by the

light of the sun so soon as its lids are

lifted. The heart of the child is tuned to

the things of God, and its strings are ready

to become musical so soon as they are

touched by a hand that knows how to stir

them into resonance. It is a good while

before the child and the earth come very

close to one another, but on the contrary

“Heaven lies about us in our infancy.”

So soon as we understand that religion

begins in a child as a native tendency, a

holy possibility, it is but a step to the con

clusion that its unfolding will be first of

all a matter of the atmosphere with which

it is invested and overlaid. It is not in the

first instance an affair of learning Sunday

school lessons, committing hymns or even

reading the Bible. The growths of the

soul, like the growths of the ground,

depend primarily upon climate. It is the

religion that is constituently present and

inherent in the home life that has to be

relied upon first of all, and more than all

else as the means of leading out into vigor

and grace the religious possibilities of the

little dwellers in the home. And when I

say “religion that is constituently present

and inherent in the home life’” I mean

religion that is so interiorly wrought into

the fibre of the home life that it never

occurs to one to try to draw out the

religious thread from the rest of the web

and view it apart. Religion taken by itself

is not a nice thing any more than the

artist’s pigment taken by itself is a nice

thing, however exquisite in its effects that

pigment may become when it has been

diffused and wrought into the tissue of the

canvas. That is one particular reason why

children often do not like religion and do

not come under its power; it is exhibited

to them in bulk ; it is too palpable ; it is

bunched instead of becoming a diffusive

presence by being an organic constituent

in the entire life of the home. There are

families, a great many of them—would

that there were more—where the religious

effect wrought upon one is very much like

the effect which the light produces upon

us on a bright day, which is so distributed,

and so hides itself in the various complex

ion which it puts upon all the objects of

nature standing in its pathway, thatalthough

wondrously brightened ourselves by the

splendid revelation we can go about in the

midst of it all without a single distinct

thought, perhaps, of the sunshine which

has made all this splendor possible.

FAMILY religion of the kind now being

considered is one in which everything

which occurs and everything which exists

is thought of, and frankly and pleasantly

spoken of, as interwoven with threads of

divine power, love and intention. I

have instanced this in my reference to

conscience. The same thing may be

accomplished in another way by accustom

ing the child to think of the events in

nature, such as the leafing out of the trees

in spring, their growth during the summer,

the falling of the rain, the coming out of

the stars at evening, as being parts of the

ways in which God is wisely and kindly at

work in the great and beautiful world that

He has made and that He is taking care of.

Religion is to a considerable extent nothing

more nor less than the habit of associating

God with whatever is and with whatever

transpires, and the little, susceptible heart

of the child is perfectly ready to be guided

along the track of such a habit. One of

the finishing features of this mode of relig

ious training is that it is so exquisitely

simple. There is no straining after effects,

and yet by this process the child easily

learns to snuggle up to what is, after all, the

real heart of all this religious matter.

IT may be wise, although perhaps not

necessary, to say that this is not to be

taken as a plea against distinct acts or

services of religion. I am not trying to

preclude prayer nor the stated reading and

study of the scriptures, and the like. But

family religion falls short of the holy reality

it admits of being, so long as distinctive

“religious exercises” are conceived of as

being, not its expression and outcome, but

its very substance. Domestic religion, in

order to be genuinely such, is a part of the

home's permanent condition, a continuous

ingredient in its life. Periodic family

devotions, for instance, are not family

religion, but, provided they are sincere,

one method which that religion takes of

asserting and evincing itself, something as

the blossoms on a tree, more or less

regular in the time of their appearing and

in the mode of their distribution, are not

that tree's life, but one of the forms under

which that life, which is an unintermittent

thing, comes to its manifestation. Now

the important thing to notice is that only

that religion-in-the-home, which is felt to

be a pervasive and permanent reality, is

calculated to induce in the children a

religion which shall be a constituent (and

therefore ineradicable) element of their

personality. I am arguing for a religion

that is so wrought into the structure of the

child's being that the religion cannot stop

till the child stops. We hear a good deal

in these days about young people losing

their religious faith, and becoming skep

tical, agnostic, or even atheistic. I have

now reached the point in my discussion

where I am able to put a firm hand on the

very root of the difficulty. Any man or

woman, young or old, is liable to lose his or

her religion if that religion is anything other

than a constituent part of his or her own per

sonal being. You never hear of a person's

losing his backbone. Backbone cannot

disappear except as the man disappears.

Backbone cannot die except as the man

dies. It is a constituent and therefore an

indestructible part. It is in such manner a

part of the whole that the whole depends

upon it for its own integrity and conti

nuity. But while a man cannot lose his

backbone he can lose his baggage. One is

an ingredient, the other is nothing but an

accident. Now that illustrates, as distinctly

as any reader will require, the difference

between religion that is ingrained and relig

ion that is adopted. The latter is princi

pally an affair of holding certain doctrines

and performing certain religious exercises.

As to the religious exercises, change of

surroundings is easily able to work their

discontinuance, and as to doctrinal opinions,

if one intellectual atmosphere induces

them, a contrary intellectual atmosphere

can just as readily wither and dissipate

them. The only religion that can be

counted upon with absolute confidence to

stay is the religion whose fibres were

delicately woven in among the tender

threads of the young life, mutually inter

twined, fostered by a home atmosphere

intrinsically religious, and as sure of its

future as it is established in its grounds.

&//24/.../

*PERFUNAE.

A true and lasting Violet in the hand

somest package on the market.

PRICE, $1.75 PER BOTTLE

For Sale by Dealers or will be sent on

receipt of price by

LADD & COFFIN, 24 Barclay St., New York

No. 1850 Pitcher

“SUPERB’’ fitly applies to our Fall productions.

Any jeweler can obtain them for you. If he can't, let

us know. Our book, “The Seasons,” free.

PAIRPOINT MFG. CO.

New Bedford, Mass.

NEW YORK, CHICAGO, SAN FRANCISCO

#5.
SºS assº

#2*.

§ st.so

each.

R Delicate tints of pink, light green, or blue -

and white, with gold tracing,4%jº, -

3% in. across feet. Only tº1.80 each.

Send for our 192-page Illustrated Cata

50-52Sºº -

W. 22nd. St. N.Y.

<0~~<3fºre
S.

/ 76 Bellevue Ave.

*ANewport, R.I.

The only store in the world

exclusively devoted to

CUT GLASS

A trip to New York should include a

visit to the new crystal showroom of

DORFLINGER'S

American Cut Glass

For those who cannot come we have

prepared a pamphlet, to be had for

the asking.

C. DORFLINGER & SONS

915 BROADWAY (near 21st St.)

NEW YORK

At Wanamaker's store thousands throng to see the exhibit of the

MUDGE PATENTCANNER

canning fruits and vegetables. It surprises and delights them. Its
sales are enormous. Write for circular.

John L. GAUMER Co., 1101 Race St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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| \ §º a. tºgº of the pippin SY- º LOWE'S MILLIONAIRE -

--- Sººn and peach, ***świſt- - - -

ºw cº" And the #. glint of gold on the bough of the S. * º BY FRANK L. STANTON Neº
º beech; º Sºº-º-º: º SAY: “The world is lonely;

The bloom from the stem of the buckwheat is % The hearth at home is cold,

cut, !}^*= hº & And sad is life to child and wife

And there'll soon be a gap in the burr of the §º When life hath little gold.”

nut. ^* N.< *Nº. - But soft her arms steal round my neck—
- \\ <> §§Ş ſº My comforter so dear; y

The grape has a gleam like the breast of a dove, º And “How much do you love me?”

And the haw is as red as the lips of my love; & And her sweet voice answers clear:

While the hue of her eyes the bluegentian doth §§ C)

wear, - º N. “I love you, I love you

- And the goldenrod glows like the gloss of her º§ A hundred million—there !”

2-S hair. sº And then I'm poor no more—no more,

º SW For I'm Love's millionaire I

º| Y Like bubbles of amber the hours float away - ) Ø

}{\sº As I search in my heart for regrets for the Then sweeter seems the breaking Q.

º May; =S Of Poverty's sad bread,

º Alast for the spring and the glamour thereof; (ſ - And roses bloom from out the gloom

&\ The autumn has won me, the autumn and love. S º And crown her curly head.

And if sometimes a thankful tear

My dreaming eyes will fill, Q

Her soft arms steal around me,sº ãº
2 º W . Yeº §4) And she whispers sweetly still: ()w *illº. * º - cºſt - sSS ---

ºW .º §ºsSºjº sº º - I love you, I love you\- J ºº \ - - U----
- - C2 O

37; º; § - ºfTº - * N}\º. A hundred million—there!”ãº. -- º * as §§ -

ſº THE GRAPEVINE” ôUND THE Pokchºº 1 weep no more: God help the poor
gº) - *AVº I'm Love's own millionaire I

Jºãº BY CHARLES: KNOWLES BOLTON º

he clapboards are stained by the tempests of

sº£º years,

º &\,. The wind whistles in where no cold came of
- yore;

* Though comfortless now, one sweet vision:
appears—

-

The grapevine that garlands the porch by

the door.

º A BROWN LEAF ~~~

: …sº
iſ/ BY FRANK H. Sweet

s: N Stº 27~

N the woods to-day a leaf fluttered down,
It was wrinkled and old anº and

w/º:

º: have grown lusty where furr ſº
J-5C

Sº were run, brown

ſº.” the well shall do service no º But it met the wind and began to play,

But fresh with the morning there rises the sun And I watched it until it whirled away.

On the grapevine that garlands the porch by

the door.

The cows that came lowing at night to the barn, º
The chickens that followed the steps of the

Sower,

Give place to the quiet of woodland and tarn,

But the grapevine still garlands the porch by

the door.

And I could but wonder, when time and grief

Should have made me old and bent as the leaf,

Would my heart be as young and full of glee

As the brown leaf playing in front of me?

--- Nº

=sº

yN

~ CONTENT ~~ -

BY ALBERT, BIGELow PAINE ,
º Sº |

- \ i. HE red deer hies to his leafy glade, .

wº- The goat to its mountain steep,

\p

-

- --

2 ~~

The footstep shall come not at closing of day,

With greeting and laughter that welcomed

before,

But back troop the years as I stand and survey

The grapevine that garlands the porch by

the door. The grayling gambols beneath the shade 6

Where the brook ruits still and deep.

The hawk flies home to its mountain nest,

The lark to her lonesome lea—

My baby lies on its ſhother's breast, TV

And the mother is here with me. */

SOMEBODY'S BABY

BY WALDRON W. ANDERSON

Oh, fair is the sea and the sky above, *

And sweet is the summer land,

But what is the world to a woman's love sº

And the feel of a dimpled hand? --~~~~\º

And what do I care for the land—the land,- \; -

And what do I care for the sea, -" ---

When I feel the touch of a baby's hand

And the mother is here by me?

º §§ SEE each morning as I pass

º' tº A tiny house that's on my way

A pretty picture through the glass,

A face that haunts me through the day.

o

5)

The gray old world goes on and on,

Its labors shall never cease, d

But here is the blush of creation's dawn

Af And the blossoming rose of peac -\#

And what do n care for the mountain's cres

And what for the lonesome leaf

My baby lies on its mother's breast,

And the mother is here with me.--C.

'Tis some one's baby there who crows

And stretches out his hands to me;

He thinks I’m some one that he knows.

I'm not, but I should like to be.

I'm not the only man who goes

Along that street and glances in,

But I'm the only one he shows
The very slightest interest in. w

He's taught me one thing that I'd missed.

His winning ways a seed have sown.

I'd give my freedom to be kissed

By such a baby of my own.

%.S. Q

N EVEs Twin

BY MADELINE S. BRIDGES

Fºº she's discussed by every tong

ºf A novel theme, as we believe,

Z.

A HANDFUL OF LACONICS

lost them. eloquence that moves the minds of men.

º

- slº º
By JUNIUS HENRI BROWNE s Yet, the new woman isn't young— 93 º'

§ She's just about as old as Eve 1 - (S |
§º often spoils common people, s' G V/

but it mellows those of a higher order. NLV. º

A woman's momentary intuition is often From persons who don't " mean to,” - % %
worth far more than years of a man's ex- we often suffer more actual harm than
perience. from our worst enemies. «

º
- - - - - ( 7~$

§4 If the dead could read their own obitu. To listen with apparent interest is what% aries they would pity the world that had draws the best from us and is the silent -7

WA
wº

No woman should expect true friendship A young woman, attractive of person,

_2% when she isº give such but vain and selfish, is, to persons of dis- ©

y -gºN friendship to others. *\}. 3"> crimination, the least interesting and in
º `. º: of her sex. ſ º

NUBIAN

FAST BLACK

COTTON

DRESS LININGS

will not crock or discolor by perspiration; are firm

and strong, and the black is positively unchangeable.

** - ?? is the most satisfactory dress foun
Nubian dation and lining upon the market.

For Sale at aII Dry Goods Stores

Look for this on every yard of the Se/wedge:

º
--

R & G, 361 and 363 Broadway, New York

John T. Shayne & Co.

Reliable

Furriers

191-193 State St.

CHICAGO

EveRYTHING IN

Furs
Seven Highest

AWards

World’s Fair

Everything

Best

Mail Orders

Solicited

- Goods sent

- to any part of

the world on receipt

of price. If not satis

factory, money returned

less Express Charges.

REFERENCES :

Your Own Bankers

Write for fashion plate

of ALL FUR.S.

ANſ
Dress reform underwear embo

dies the true principles of hygiene.

All discomforts of the ordinary un

der garment have been obviated by

thisgreat ºzºº

dorsed by 3 º

men, and \ 43%; # all pro

moters of tº º # physical

culture as the only correct form of

underwear. Write to Hay & Todd

Mfg. Co., Ypsilanti, Mich., for cata

logue and book describing Ypsilanti

No. 23 represents Elec

tric Seal Cape. Genuine

Black Marten Edging all

round; 30 inches long, 14o

inches sweep.

Best quality . . . $60.oo

Same, 27 x 130 . . $50.oo

As above, plain . $40.oo

UNDiºſiº
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The “FORMOSA”

Doubly-Woven Finger Tip

Cashmere Glove

Our Cashmere Gloves with

Silk Fourchettes

are easier put on, fit smoother,

stronger in the seams and less

bulky than the ordinary glove.

Retail Prices, 25c., 35c. and 5oc.

If you cannot obtain from your retailer,
communicate with us.

Lord & Taylor
Wholesale

NEW YORK

º

º -

º
-
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º --~.

- - º -

-

- º
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play “Waterloo.”
Theiº new board §º: For 2, 3 or 4 players.

It delights all ages. Sold everywhere. Price $1.25

(or express prepaid from Publishers for $1.5o).

Parker

3.11162S
ARE PLAYED IN A MILLION HOMES

Highest Award, World's Fair, 1893

Our Illustrated Catalogue §§ºbing

“Innocence Abroad,” “Chivalry,”

“Napoleon,” “Penny Post,” “Au

thors” and Ioo other games, for 2C. stamp.

“Wonderland ’’ and “Uncle Sam's Farm,”

E. and, simple card games in colors, for little

Pºpº mailed for 35c. each. The instructive games,

‘Wild Flowers” (in colors), American,

or “World's History,” 6oc. each by mail. Sold

everywhere. Look for our imprint on each game.

PARKER BROTHERS

Salem, Mass., U. S. A.

Don’t Blow

The duty of every mother is ~ \!/

to make home safe as well as

P.": Over 80 per cent. of

mp explosions occur with

the old style, common burner,

those you have to blow out.

Don't use them. Ask for the

EAGLE BURNER

with Boland Automatic Extin

uisher. You can turn out the

ght same as you do gas.

No Smoke No Odor

No Danger

Prevents wick from crusting and oil

from evaporating; also gives one

third more light. Same price as any

first-class burner. You wouldn't be

without it, if it cost four times as

much, after you have once used it.

Makes you feel safe. Will send, -ººº

fººd. on receipt of price. Size A, 15c., B, 2oc.,

, 25c. For sale by all grocers and dealers.

SOLE MANUFACTURERs

THE AMERICAN BURNER COMPANY

Room 420, Industrial Trust Co. Bldg., PROVIDENCE, R. I.

nglish

out your

LAMP

S.:

SUGGESTIONS FOR EVENING PARTIES

Outlined by Experienced Entertainers

A NOVEL BIRTHDAY PARTY

BY MRS. A. G. LEWIS

A-º- HERE is an ancient Polish

|| *(*) tº: superstition that claims

| yº Hº of

Mºſt º

for each month a partic

ular jewel, which every

person born in that

month ought to wear in

order to avert calamity

and attain the highest

possible degree of good

fortune. And it has of

late become quite a fad

among young people to

regard this superstition in the choice of

jewelry, also when offering birthday gifts

to select something containing the gem

which belongs to their friend’s birth month.

The birth-month ring is worn upon the

first finger of either hand—the left preferred.

Modern jewelers' calendars vary some

what from the ancient Polish calendar, but

the meaning of the gem is always pre

cisely the same.

ROM an ancient English calendar of

flowers we get a list of month flowers.

In the old days when superstitions ruled the

lives of people, the birth-month flower was

worn either fresh or its dried leaves were

sewed in a tiny bag, fastened about the

neck by a red silk cord, and regarded as a

safety charm. Then, again, tradition gave

to each month a presiding genius who

ruled over the fortunes of each person

born in that month, also that astrologists

accorded special importance to the signs of

the zodiac which rule the months. It is

pleasant to recall these traditions. And in

suggesting a novel idea for a home fête

given in honor of the birthday of a friend,

all these interesting facts present them

selves as peculiarly significant and suitable.

There ought to be just twelve persons, or

twice twelve, at table, the group being

selected to represent each month of the

entire year. Each guest should wear his

or her birth-month jewel in some form or

other, and at each plate the birth-month

flower should be placed.

THE following calendar gives the four

special items above mentioned, also

the names and characters of the zodiac for

the respective months :

Divinity Month stone Month flower Zodiac sign

Jan. Gabriel Garnet Snowdrop Aquarius

Feb. Barchiel Pearl Primrose Pisces

Mar. Malchediel Bloodstone Violet Aries

Apr. Ashmodel Diamond Daisy Taurus

May Amriel Emerald Hawthorn Gemini

June Muriel ë. } Honeysuckle Cancer

July Verchiel Rub Water-Lily Leo

Aug. Hamatiel, Sardonyx Poppy Virgo

Sept. Tsuriel ãºe} Morning-glory Libra

Oct. Bariel Opal §: Scorpio

- - - - ryan- Sagit

Nov. Adnachiel Topaz themum .
- - - apri

Dec. Humiel Turquoise Holly cornus

THE following couplets may be used in

decorating the menu card :

BiRTH-Month CoupleTS

January

Gabriel as . true divinity
Brings consolation and gives constancy.

February

Barchiel guards thy early youthful days, .

And checks th’ imperious will which passion sways.

March

Malchediel divines thy modest power,

But knows thy courage in a dangerous hour.

April

Though oft repentant, thou art innocent.

Ashmodel knoweth of thy good intent.

May

In love successful. Amriel doth declare

That Hope will give of blessing thy full share.

June

In bonds of love great Muriel decrees

For thee long life of luxury and ease.

July

Verchiel invests thy speech with eloquence,

And from disloyal friends is thy defense.

August

Console thyself. Hamatiel shall be

True guardian of thy heart's felicity.

September

reserve thy life from care

appiness a well-earned share.

October

Injustice and misfortune may distress,

But Bariel will give thee happiness.

November

Adnachiel sends friends both wise and true;

Guard well the favors that they bring to you.

December

With forethought wise Humiel brings success

That crowns thy life with highest happiness.

May Tsuriel

And give of

BIRTHDAY brooch containing the zodiac

sign, month flower or jewel, or all

combined, is a beautiful and suitable gift

from the twelve friends assembled at table

to the person whose birthday is being cele

brated. Pillows, cushions and sachet-bags

of various patterns and toilet-boxes in

variety, all stuffed either wholly or in part

with the dry leaves of their special month

flower, may serve as novelties in the way

of birthday gifts. If covered with silk they

may be painted in heraldic designs which

combine the monogram or initial, the

zodiac signs and characters, also the birth

month flower of the recipient. The

donor's card may be fastened to the gift by

a tiny pin containing the month gem.

This same idea is suited to the making of

wedding gifts.

The following gems in literature are

suggested as a post-prandial offering, each

guest reading or reciting his or her own

month offering :

January “St. Agnes Eve.” Tennyson

February “Afternoon in February '' Longfellow

March “A Morning in March" Wordsworth

April “Welcome to April '' Tennyson

May “An Evening in May” Walton

June '' A Day in June" Longfellow

July “Rain in Summer’’ Longfellow

August “Forest Hymn " Bryant

September “Hymn for September" Geo. Herbert

October “Pleasures of Autumn " Keats

November “Death of the Flowers” Bryant

December “The Holly Tree” Southey

GAME OF THE FIVE SENSES

BY MRS. BURTON. KINGSLAND

LL the guests are seated around a

large table, and the master or mis

tress of ceremonies informs them

that their five senses are to be tested

and prizes given to those who can prove

theirs to be the keenest.

First comes the test of sight or observa

tion. All are blindfolded and a number

of articles are thrown haphazard upon the

table—gloves, handkerchiefs, penwipers—

anything and everything will serve the pur

pose. The bandages are then lifted for a

single moment by the clock, when the

order is given to pull them over the eyes

again. The table is swept clean of all the

things, the bandages are then removed and

each guest is provided with pencil and

paper and must write a list of the articles

noticed during the momentary glimpse per

mitted. The one whose list is the longest

receives a prize for the best sight or quick

est power of observation.

Next comes the test of smell. The ban

dages are resumed, and in turn, vinegar,

cologne, kerosene, lavender water, bay

rum, orris-root, smelling salts, oranges,

camphor, paregoric and apples are pre

sented to the noses of the company, who

may write down the names without look

ing on, making the list more legible when

the bandages are removed.

In testing the taste, allspice, raw oat

meal, horseradish, chocolate—almost any

thing may be offered that is not too

unpalatable. It is well to have many famil

iar things and only a puzzling one now and

then, since pleasure, and not perplexity, is

the chief object of the game.

For the hearing, different notes on the

piano may be struck and the music-loving

ones will readily name them correctly:

The finger dipped in water and passed

around the rim of a glass makes familiar

music. The ringing of a silver and of a

brass bell, the tinkle of ice in a glass of

ordinary water and the dull click it makes

in a glass of sparkling mineral water, the

ºfof metal on metal, of glass on glass

and wood against wood—these and num

berless others are easily provided if musical

instruments are not within reach.

The sense of feeling may be tested by

passing quickly from hand to hand a variety

of things that cause a little surprise and so

put one off guard. A glove filled with

wet sand gives one an uncanny feeling if

grasped unexpectedly; a harmless bit of

cotton wool following after this is almost

as unpleasant, and a bristling brush for

cleaning lamp chimneys is a most puzzling

object when held but for an instant before

being claimed by one's neighbor. Even a

raw potato and a handful of gelatine are

puzzling objects to name, when deprived

of those invaluable auxiliaries, our eyes,

for all the tests are made while the com

pany is blindfolded.

The prizes need be but the merest trifles.

They will provoke nothing but pleasure

if they are simple and there are an abun

dance of them.

A MUSICAL EVENING

BY ALICE C. WILLARD

HERE is an old idea which has

C often been used at church

socials and small parties, which

with a slight variation might be

used again as a novel and easy

way of entertaining a small or

medium sized party of more or

less musically-inclined people. The idea

referred to is that of the “Art Gallery,”

which contains “Study of Fish,” in oils,

represented by a box of sardines; “A

Bridal Scene,” represented by a bridle

hung up ; “The Flower of the Family,” a

sifter full of flour, etc., etc. The variation

of the idea would be to have musical terms

and phrases represented in the same way.

SMALL musical club worked this out

- with great success at one of its meet

ings not long ago. As we came into the

room each lady was given half of a card,

jaggedly cut, on which was written the

name of some familiar musical work or

composition, as, for instance, the “Mes

siah,” the “Spring Song,” the “Melody

in F,” the “Fifth Symphony,” etc., and

each gentleman was given a similar half

card on which the name of a composer

was written. Then the search for partners

began. Sometimes composer and com

position would match, but the jagged

edges of the cards would not ; sometimes

the cards fitted together, but the composer

and his work were not properly mated;

so the hunt for partners was not as simple

as it appeared to be at first. As soon as

the companion for the evening was found

the couples went, three or four at a time,

into an adjoining room, where each person

was handed a sheet of foolscap on which

were twenty-eight numbers, one on each

line, and a lead pencil. In the centre of

the room was a large table on which

there was a motley collection of objects

numbered from one to twenty-eight. No

one was allowed to remain in the room

over ten minutes, and no talking was

permitted ; so every one set to work at

once to guess what musical terms or

phrases the articles on the table repre

sented, and to write down his guesses on

the paper in his hand, opposite the corre

sponding numbers.

The ten minutes up, we gave our papers

to the doorkeeper, keeping our fancy

pencils as souvenirs, and went back into

the parlors. But before reëntering them

each one had a name pinned upon his

back, and spent part of the evening trying

to find out what musical celebrity he or

she was—for Patti, Paderewski, Aus der

Ohe, Nordica, Maurel, Tamagno, De

Lussan, Emma, Eames, Melba and Maud

Morgan, several noted violinists, singers

and composers, besides a number of local

musicians, choral and orchestral leaders

well known to the young people present,

wandered about the rooms, trying to dis

cover who they were by the remarks made

to them and about them by the assembled

company who attempted to be very mysti

cal and very learned in their conversation

anent the musical celebrities present.

WHEN all had returned their papers to

the doorkeeper there was a wait of

a few minutes and then the judges an

nounced the names of the prize-winners.

Copies of a well-known musical work were

given to the young lady and the young man

who had made out the most complete lists

of the objects on the table. During the

evening an informal musical programme

had been rendered, and, of course, some

dainty refreshments were served, with the

accompaniment of instrumental music.

The articles on the table were :

A quire of paper. -

Three little dolls dressed alike and looking alike.

A carpenter's brace.

A watch.

A razor.

The chin rest from a violin.

A card on which was written XL.

A name written on a sheet of paper.

A pair of apothecary's scales.

The base taken from a table bell.

A F. measure containing two beets.

A heavy string.

A flatiron with the letter B on its face.

A cardboard letter Chung from the gas fixture.

15 A lump of tar.

A pipe stem.

A large half-tone engraving.

A bank note.

19 A baby's shoe with an O on the sole.

20 A stout cane.

21 A love-letter which starts out bravely, but has a

large blot half way down the page.

22 A necktie.

23 A bar of iron.

24. A door key.

25 A pocket rule.

26 A twenty-five-cent-piece with a black court-plaster

dot pasted on it. -

27 A smail bunch of flowers and a lock of hair tied

with a ribbon.

28 A circular piece of cardboard cut into three equal

pieces.

The musical terms these things were

supposed to represent were :

.

:;

1 A choir. 15 Pitch.

2 Triplets. 16 Stem.

3 Brace. 17 Half tone.

4 Time. 18 Note.

5 A sharp. 19 Solo.

6 A rest. 2d Staff.

7 Forte. 21 Accidental.

8 Signature. 22 Tie.

9 Scales. 23 Bar.

Io Bass. 24 Key.

11 Two beats in a measure.25 Measure.

12 Chord. 26 Dotted quarter.

13 B flat. 27 Natural.

14 High C. 28 Thirds.
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Gives the Wearer a Beautiful Figure

If not in stock at your retailer's send

$1.00 for a corset, free by mail, to

BRIDGEPORT CORSET CO.

FITZPATRICK & SOMERS, Ajºs

85 Leonard St., New York

SEND FOR SAMPLES

Combination SE

Suits Coat, 2 pair Pants $500
and Cap to Match,

BETTER EACH SEASON

Thisfall's styles way ahead in every way of anything

ever shown before. Compare them with others, you

will agree with us, and buy from us.

\

-

D0UBLE-BREASTED

REEFER COM

BINATION SUITS,

like Cut No. 1,

for Boys 3 to 8 Years,

double

BREASTED -

COMBINATION

SUITS, *

like Cut No. 2, º

for Boys 4 to

- 15 Years,

--- $R00
* No. 2 5 --

NEW FALL CATALOGUE FREE

Goods are sent C.O.D. subject to inspection, or send $5

in advance, you pay exp e. On goodsor money re

turned we pay expressage. If ordered mailed send $5.50.

Your money back if goods are not satisfactory.

JAMES WILDE, Jr., & CO.

127 State Street, Chicago

Send for Samples of Men's Suits

º/

Dress Shields

should be worn by all bicycle riders, as they contain

no rubber, are light, white, odorless and waterproof.

Made of a natural fibre without the use of chemicals,

and they last twice as long as others.

sold EVERYWHERE

Sample Pair sent on receipt of 25 cents (stamps)

THE OMO MANUFACTURING CO.

Ø
Q

Formerly we gave of size A 70 yards, and cut

our name in the spool.

NOW we give 100 yards of A, and print our

spools with black ink.

SAME SIZE, SAME QUALITY, SAME PRICE

Always the strongest : Always the longest

When you buy a Black Silk Dress—see for yourself

that the name “John D. Cutter & Co.” is on the end

of the piece in gold letters, and you may be sure you

are buying REAL SILK. A. Black Silk Skirt of

&jtº's TAFFETA will last.

NEw JERsey, Pennington.

Convenient to New

Pennington Seminary York, Philadelphia,

Baltimore and Washington. Both sexes. 56th year.

Healthful. Beautiful. 18 teachers, 12 courses. Cost

moderate. For beautifully illustrated catalogue address

THoMAS HANLoN. D. D., President.

THE GIRL AND HER CHURCH

Y girl is, I am always sure,

a good one. But, some

times, I fear that there

are some ideas in her

mind that are not quite

straight. She is a little

young to take up a seri

ous question and con

sider it, and so she drifts along in her own

way and does the best she can, and too

often gets false impressions. A year or

two ago she first knew, this dear girl of

mine, that she wanted to dedicate her life

to God, and so she publicly told of her

allegiance and united herself to the church

in which she had been educated, which she

believed to be right, or which satisfied her

best. At that time she was in a condition

best described by a French word—eara/#e.

This means that, inspired with noble

thoughts, her heart and soul were lifted

up, and for a little while she gave no

thought to the duties of life, but only to

its beauties. She was entirely spiritual.

Then came the day, such an unhappy one,

when life in its barest aspect presented

itself to her and she discovered that it

meant work all the time, of one kind or

another, and that to offer God beautiful

thoughts and prayers was not enough.

For awhile her faith wavered, but as she

was a good girl this was only for a little time.

Still she had to learn that to be one of

God's children her life in the church and

her life in the world must be harmonious.

What do I mean? Well, here is an in

stance. Do you suppose that it was pleas

ing to God, after she had lifted up her

voice in song to praise Him, for her to find

fault with another singer, lose her temper

and declare that “never again, unless

things are better, will I sing in that choir” 2

This made the beautiful song worthless,

and the angels in Heaven shuddered at its

false notes when the singer's heart was

laid bare to them. I know, like my girls,

how this time came in my own life, and I

thought I had been selected to live a

beautiful spiritual life and nothing else.

If I gave a thought to the other side it was

only to be thankful that somebody else

would have the more material part, but

that to me would come the beautiful dream

life of goodness that expressed itself in

prayer, in lovely flowers and in sweet

words. So I know just how hard it is to

waken and face the realities, but, my dear,

they are there and you have given nothing

of any worth to God unless you offer up

your every-day life, with its faults and its

virtues, its failings and its successes. Do

you remember these lines:

“I slept, and dreamed that life was Beauty,

I woke, and found that life was Duty”?

Now that is what you want to be, wide

awake and eager to combine beauty and

duty so that it makes a perfect harmony.

THE GIRL AT CHURCH

Yo! pride yourself on your politeness.

You count yourself a well-mannered

girl and would be very indignant if you

were told that you were lacking in or

dinary politeness. When you are invited

out you are careful not only to be prompt

but to be considerate of your hostess.

What consideration do you show God

when you go to His house? Too often

you come in late, seat yourself with a little

noise and do not hesitate to turn and twist

until you feel that your skirt is arranged

exactly right and you are quite comforta

ble. Then you give a sigh as you look at

the preacher. He is one whose sermons

you do not admire, so while he is trying

to do his duty you coolly read your prayer

book or hymnal, or look around the con

gregation, and catching the eye of a friend,

give ashrug of disgust. When the sermon

is over you give vent to a sigh of thank

fulness, and you never seem to realize that

this bad behavior on your part is bad be

havior not only to the clergyman, but to

that God whose representative he is.

When the collection is taken up you

look here and there and everywhere to see

who is depositing a bank-note. Before the

benediction is said you crane yourself like

a bird with its plumage so that you will

be ready to start out the very minute it is

ended. I do not suppose you realize for

a moment how dreadful this is. How it

is giving an opportunity to an unbeliever

to say, “What can these Christians think

of their God when they are so impolite to

Him?” Then you do something else.

In your church the pews are rented.

When you enter you close the door and

give no poor sinner an opportunity to sit

beside you, and yet, in the sight of God

you are all alike, and before Him the rich

and the poor stand together to be judged.

By Ruth Ashmore

IN THE SUNDAY-SCHOOL

Yo! are either in a class or teach a class.

Possibly you do the latter, and when

you go home you say, “Oh, it is so nice

having children who łion. to good fami

lies; their manners are so polite and they

think of all sorts of little things. One

brings me a bouquet of flowers, and an

other got up a contribution at Easter, and

the class gave me a lovely book. It is so

pleasant having really nice children to

teach.” Well, my dear girl, I suppose it

is. But sit down and think about it. Sup

pose, when Christ came to Jerusalem, He

selected the “really nice” to teach.

Where in His class would have been Peter,

the fisherman 2 Would He have only

spoken to Luke, who was a doctor?

Would He have only given of His great

gifts to those who could offer something

to Him? My dear girl, in teaching God’s

word, it is not the “really nice” that you

must seek out, but those who are hungry

for help, those who are starved spiritually

and who reach out and ask for bread.

And you offer too often, because you want

to keep your class “really nice,” a stone.

Then, perhaps, you are not teaching ;

you are in the Bible class. With a shrug

of your shoulders and an irritated expres

sion you say to your mother, “I had to

sit next to a horridly stupid girl; I don’t

know who she is, but I don’t think she is

in the same set that we are.” “The same

set !” Will that be the set to whom at the

last day will be said: “Well done, thou

good and faithful servants, enter into the

joys prepared for you’’ ” Only God knows

this. And the girl who seemed to you

stupid, whose gown you described as

common, and who had not the prestige of

your “set,” may have the great joy of

being in God’s set. I tell you you can

afford to offend none, and if you are

worthy of studying God’s word you must

extend to every one in the class the gen

tleness and consideration that the real

gentlewoman, who is the perfect Christian,

would not only show but live.

IN GOOD SOCIETY

THERE is a church in one of our large

cities about which it is said that the

pews are only occupied by people “ in

good society.” When a pew is to be let,

which happens very seldom, a large crowd

collects, and the bidding, for a professional

auctioneer attends to it, is very exciting;

and rich men and women are most anxious

to give their money to obtain a seat among

the elect of this world. Sometimes I go

there, and I wonder who it was that first

started the idea that the church was a

social ladder leading to companionship

among the wealthy and the great. Do I

believe that a rich woman can be a Chris

tian? Most certainly. But I believe that

it is more difficult for her to live the life

approved by Christ than it is for the poorer

woman. Her obligations are greater, and

she must show more care in the giving of

her alms and bestow more thought as to

her appearance and conduct because she

may be judged by even the least of these.

Now I want my girl to remember that all

the churches are God's houses; that it is

not “my church,” nor “your church,” but

God’s church, and that when she is eager

to go where all the people are in good

society, she is too often electing for herself

a position in the very poorest of society in

the hereafter. -

Not long ago I heard a woman say very

brusquely: “The charity racket is played

out; no woman can get into a set simply

because she is on a hospital board with

some howling swells.” Of course, this

speech was unkind but it reflected an

honest spirit of indignation on the speaker's

part, and I am human enough to hope

that every woman who does a good deed

simply because she hopes she will gain

social position thereby will be disap

pointed. Did Mary and Martha, when

they ministered to the gentle Teacher,

look forward to being high in Jewish

society? Did Saint Paul, when he knew

who was the true God, hope that socially

he would gain by his work? Oh, my dear,

it is all so poor and so mean when you do

your duty with even a thought as to what

the world will give you, or what the world

will think. And I do not want you to be

that kind of a girl. I want you to do right

because it is right, not hoping for a reward.

It is pleasant to work among congenial

people, but you can, if you will try, find

the best in those who, just at first, did not

seem quite what you like your friends to

be. There are hidden jewels of great

beauty in each soul, waiting, maybe, for

you to discover and enjoy.

THE CHURCH COSTUME

IT is most correct that a respect should be

shown to God’s house by one’s appear

ance. But it must also be remembered

that the church is not the proper place to

display finery. Who among us has not

seen a girl rustle in with her silk frock, de

vote much time to its arrangement, cause

a commotion by the jingling of her numer

ous bangles, and contrive to fasten upon

herself the eyes of the congregation as the

plumes in her bonnet nod first this way

and then that? . Often this is done in igno

rance of the right and wrong. Decency in

apparel, quietness and cleanliness in

appearance are the necessities for church

going. In the very large cities many

women are following a very proper French

fashion, which elects that ladies shall wear

to church a quiet black stuff gown and a hat

or bonnet not in the least conspicuous.

There are other places for the silk frocks

and plumes, and I beg of my girl, wherever
she may be, to constitute herself a leader

by wearing to service her simplest gowns,

omitting all her jewelry and putting on a

very modest hat.

A girl who is conscious of her clothes

can never be interested either in sermon or

prayer. Almost unconsciously, she will

look around the church to see how the

other girls are dressed, and in time her

going to church will only be a couple of

hours devoted to finding out all about the

frocks possessed by her neighbors. Think

this over and save your frills and frivols,

which I do not say you ought not to have,

for some other time than that hour or two

3. funday which should be dedicated to

OCl.

THE MATERIAL LIFE

T must be lived out well. All the hymns,

all the prayers, all the scripture read

ings are as nothing unless you make their

beauty come into your daily life. Take

some of the care º the shoulders of the

busy mother; make life seem more pleas

ant by your gracious thought of that father

who toils all day long. Make it easier for

a sister to dislike the wrong and do the

right; show a brother the rosy side of the

cross and so make it lighter for him to

carry. And do all this, not with loud

protestations, but quietly and gently, let

ting God's name be whispered in your

heart, and being only the sister and daugh

ter without forcing the knowledge that you

are the Christian. Then, very soon, some

one will realize that your beautiful life is

lived for Christ's sake, and then you will

represent Him as all women should, not

by speaking from the pulpit, not by giving

commands, but by living every day the life

that He would wish should be yours.

To you it may seem a bit difficult, and

you may long to do great things, but if

you dedicate all the littleness of life to

Him you will be surprised to find that the

great deeds are as nothing. Did you ever

look closely at an India shawl? The curi

ous pattern is formed of so many little

pieces, all different in color, but all in har

mony. Each is carefully sewed to the

other with a bit of thread suited to both,

and so it represents a life work. The tiny

cares come, are borne bravely, fastened to

those other burdens by the thread of belief

until, in the sight of God, so well is the

life's work done, that what seemed a care

becomes a beautiful virtue, and all go to

make up the complete story of yourself:

the harmony you introduced by your will

ingness to make the best of whatever

comes, and so it is all lovely in the sight

of Him who knows just how hard it is to

live. I should like you to think about this,

and to realize that the smallest burden,

carried on willing shoulders and made the

best of, becomes a great beauty in the

sight of God.

A COMMONPLACE LIFE

OU see the trouble is with you, my dear

girl, that you count little things as of

no worth. Where we have one great re

nunciation to make we have a thousand

little ones, and life, which you are inclined

to call commonplace, is not so, for every

day can be made rich in beautiful deeds.

God, who is just, is merciful, and when

temptation comes to you, even if you fail,

He remembers that you tried to do what

was right, and so is tender in His thought

of you. There is not one of us who

achieves, even for one day, what we long

to. But, my dear, we can always try for

it. We can be ready for the trouble that

is before us and equip ourselves by prayer

and good thoughts so that we can meet it

bravely, and, possibly, overcome it. Of

course, that is what we wish to do, and

yet if we are not strong enough, if we fall

by the wayside, we must get up and try

again, and keep on trying. That, in itself,

will give us strength. And as the years go

on and youth belongs to the past, it will

always, because of this trying, be easier to

do that which is right and merit “that

peace which passeth all understanding.”

And when the day comes for our eyes to

be closed to this world we can say:

“Not what I did, but what I strove to do;

And though the full ripe ears be sadly few

Thou wilt accept my sheaves.”

Editor's Note—Miss Ashmore's answers to her

correspondents, under the title of “Side-Talks with

Girls,” will be found on page 29 of this issue of the

Journal.
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The NEW

Welvet Binding
(Patented Feb. 20, 1894)

An article of acknowledged merit, with

which every lady should become familiar.

The corded edge imparts superior finish

to the bottom of the Skirt and the flexible

fluted body readily adapts itself to the out

line of the garment.

Easy to Apply

Unequaled for Durability

Help us to Introduce it

Ask your retailer for it, then write to us

enclosing six cents in stamps and stating

the result of your inquiry (give the dealer's

name and address), and we will send you

a silver-plated pin-tray.

THE KURSHEEDT MANUFACTURING CO.

New York City

THEYARE SO NICE!

AND ONLY $1.00

G=D CHICAGO

WAISTS

AWhº)º CLASP OR BUTTON FRONT

--- Finest Sateens: White, Gray

and Black and

Summer Net. Siz- -

es, waist measure

ment, 18 to 36.

A SIZES above so

* -25 cts. EXTRA.

& BICYCLE

WAISTS

Come to the Waist ONLY

Hold up the Busts and give same

appearance as corsets. Tape

fastened buttons to hold up the skirts. The

only waist specially adapted for bicyclers.

White, Gray and Black Sateen and Summer Net.

sizes 18 to 3o waist. PRICE ONE DOLLAR.

BUST

º§ SUPPORTERS

Allow healthy, natural devel

opment of the body. For solid

comfort they are incomparable.

Come in White, Gray and Black

Sateen and Summer Netting.

Sizes 18 to 30 waist. PRICE

ONE DOLLAR.

Ask your dealers for these Gar

~r ments. If they don't keep them send

| ONE DOLLAR to the manufactur

ers, who will send them postpaid.

GAGE-DOWNS CO., Chicago, Ill.

The

Stiffening

in your

skirt

doesn't cut through

if you put on an

“S. H. & M.”

Bias

Velveteen

Skirt Binding

The kind that

“lasts as long

as the

skirt.”

Send for samples, showin labels and material, to

the S. H. & M. ox 699, New York City.

“S. H. & M.” Dress Stays are the Best

SCHLESINGER & MAYER,

CHICAGO, publish a book de

signed to help those who buy

dry goods by mail. It is free

to those who write for it.

Only absolutely exclusive-dry-goods store in Chicago

BABY’S HEALTH WARDROBE

For 5 years my patterns have

pleased Journal readers.

Complete outfit, 30 patterns for infant's long, or30 for first

short clothes, with full directions, by mail sealed, 46 cts.

Free with patterns, book, Hints to Expectant Mothers

Mrs. J. BitLIDE, P. O. Box 1265, Boston, Mass.

Co., P. O.

NOVELTIES IN AUTUMN DESIGNS

By Emma M. Hooper

WITH

HE popular round waists, full

sleeves and flaring skirts

will continue with us this

autumn save for little dif

ferences that make styles

now vary slightly from those

worn last spring. The re

vival in Paris of Marie An

toinette styles in midsum

mer has affected the latest

designs in silken goods:

the millinery and the gowns

as well. One thing is set

tled, and that is that we are not going to

carry around skirts of immense weight, as

we have been doing. The most fashion

able skirts are now only interlined to the

knees, and in consequence are much less

of a burden to the wearer. In width they

remain from five to six yards. The sleeves

are also softer in effect, though quite as

large and pronounced in appearance as

ever. It is in the little things, instead, that

the styles have changed. Belts, collars

and cuffs have all proved themselves capa

ble of an infinite variety of form and ar

rangement, and by their effects change the

old gown into the new, and make the new

ones so attractive.

NEW SLEEVES AND COLLAR

WO novelties in sleeves have quite

hidden the leg-of-mutton design. One

is a puff to the elbow, which is forty-five

to fifty inches wide and sufficiently deep to

fall to the elbow. After gathering the

lower edge and sewing it to the lining four

inches above the elbow, the top is shirred

twice if of ordinary goods or laid in two

triple box-plaits if of a heavy fabric like

broadcloth or velvet. The lower part of

the sleeve is close in fit and the only stiffen

ing needed is four plaitings of grasscloth

on the upper part of the lining sleeve from

the shoulder to the elbow. When the

goods are very slimsy an interlining of

thin cambric, crinoline, fibre, etc., is used

the same shape and size as the outside

fabric. The other sleeve is one that

appeared last winter, but it did not take

then ; now it is revived in Paris with

immense success; for all but very heavy

materials it is stylish if the drooping

shoulder effect is liked. This sleeve has

something of the leg-of-mutton style, with

the lower part close-fitting, the upper part

very full and continuing as a tab or elon

gated piece to the collar in a double box

plait or several single plaits. The upper

edge finishes under a rosette, ribbon bow,

frill made by the end of the plait or a large

fancy button. This sleeve should be inter

lined according to directions given above.

Velvet and silk or satin sleeves will be

worn in woolen gowns. Plaid silk sleeves,

crush belt and collar will prettily remodel

many last year gowns. Plaids that are

French, rather than Scotch, in design, are

worn, and are considered stylish. The

plain high collar is seen on a few tailor

made gowns, but it cannot be called of

general use like the full crush collar. A

new idea is a genuine stock of satin cut bias,

eight inches wide, hemmed, the ends

Fº and passed from the front to the

ack of the neck and then brought to

the front again, where they are tied in a

~
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“THAT END IN TWO POINTS AT THE BELT.”

smart, little bow. Underneath is a collar

an inch and a half high of canvas, lined and

covered with the satin or silk on the outside.

FASHIONABLE SKIRTS

THREE godet plaits at the back and two

on each side form a stylish skirt.

Others have three plaits at the back and a

gored front and sides. For a stout figure

a narrow front is liked, and a pretty style

has the sides apparently lapped over on

the front and held down by three clusters

of three large buttons in each. Since

dressmakers have discovered that godet

skirts do not need to be entirely interlined

they are in higher favor than ever. Three
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tiny overlapping ruffles cut bias and

invisibly hemmed are seen again on silk or

light-weight woolen gowns. They are

especially effective on silken skirts with a

velvet or woolen godet redingote in Louis

XVI style. Circular skirts are very stylish

and very aggravating, as they will sag on

the sides. The seams must be run with a

narrow cotton tape, and some dressmakers

add a straight width of cambric down each

side where the large bias curve comes, so

as to hold it in place. Quite a fad exists

for godet skirts lined with moreen and no

other lining, binding every seam. Hair

cloth skirts are also much worn. The

lightest-weight haircloth is the best French,

twenty-four inches wide, pliable, never out

of shape and ninety-eight cents a yard. A

few model French skirts have plaits on the

sides from the belt falling loosely below,

but they are cumbersome and seem to be

only a flitting fancy of modistes. Skirts

are finished on the lower edge with bias

velveteen, mohair braid or leather, cord,

etc., bindings or pipings. Skirts should

clear the ground and not drop at the centre

MARIE ANTOINETTE FICHUS

back. Some are darted at the top, while

others are gathered slightly across the

front. It is now possible to put a pocket

in every skirt.

WAISTS TO BE

SHORT, round waist front cut with

godets on the sides and back is the

only thing approaching a basque that is

seen. The short corsage, pointed back

and front, is always worn by stout figures.

Round waists are cut with a close-fitting

back, though the front is in the blouse

form, with a box-plait three inches wide to

the collar or five inches in width and

extending only to a yoke, forming a deep

point back and front and one over each

shoulder. This is edged with jet, fancy

braid, lace appliqués, etc. Short

revers are worn, also large sailor

collars of silk or velvet that end

in two points at the belt. Buttons

trim the centre box-plait, also fas

ten belts and are put near the

shoulders and belt of ribbon braces

that end in fluffy bows on the

shoulders. Small dull gilt but

tons are very pretty in a plait of

silk on the front of a waist, using

six like a row of studs. Jet but

tons edged with Rhinestones are

worn on black gowns for orna

ment as they are no longer an

article of utility. Short jacket

fronts, having godet basques or

an Eton back

fitted under a

shaped belt,

open over a

full gathered

or box-plait

ed Fédora

or “pouch”

front of silk,

with a crush collar to

match ; a large sailor

collar covers the

shoulders and is of

the dress material,

velvet or figured silk.

These large collars

must be interlined

with crinoline. Girlish

waists are laid in two

box-plaits in front to a

yoke and to the collar

at the back. Jet gar

nitures, especially

adapted to wear over

yoked or plaited
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TWO NOVELTIES IN

SHORT JAcKET FRONTS

waists, are shown, crush belts are only

three inches wide when done, and black

ribbon belts fastened with two buttons are

very fashionable. Crush belts of bias-cut

silk or satin are tied on the left side.

MARIE ANTOINETTE STYLES

THE revived Louis XVI designs include

the elbow sleeve in a large puff fin

ished with a ruffle of lace for evening wear

and the pointed front to a waist,

but this is given a modern turn by

a round belt. The fichu named

after the ill-starred Queen is ap

plied on woolen or silk dresses.

This is of the shaded chameleon or

figured taffeta, forming a kerchief

sufficiently large to cover the

shoulder and knotting in front over

the bust, with two or three narrow

knife-plaited ruffles around the

edge. Quaint home dresses of

crépon or other woolen goods are

trimmed with three ruffles on the

skirt, a Marie Antoinette fichu and

soft belt of silk ; the neck is left

in a tiny V shape. Other fichus

are sufficiently long to cross the

slender ends in front and tie

loosely at the back. These are of

lace, mousseline, gauze, chiffon,

etc., and form a dressy addition

to an evening, theatre or home

toilette. Another idea coined from

the days of Louis Seize is a godet

redingote, which has appeared in

striped woolen dress goods and

will be handsome for velvet, vel

veteen and broadcloth. The red

ingote is cut in princesse form

with five godet plaits on the sides

and back and just escapes the floor.

The fronts open over a silk skirt

having three narrow bias gathered ruffles

on the edge, and a pointed silk vest or

full box-plaited plastron. Crush collar of

the same silk and a small lace jabot at

the throat. A large fancy button is at the

waist-line on each side of the redingote.

For a slender person a silk fichu is some

times added and

knotted over the

bust. The fichu is

an excellent idea

for remodeling old

waists, also the

box-plaited plas

tron. Plaid taffeta

will offer a useful

material for com

binations and for

making old clothes

look “almost as

well as new.”

Princesse gowns

and effects are

worn fastened in

the back by young ladies; others have

them hooked up the front or left side.

These dresses have godet plaits, large col

lars, full plastrons, vests, tiny yokes, etc.

Woolen skirts are worn with a silk waist,

the front of the skirt being cut in one piece,

with a bib plastron; this has a low neck,

and fastens on the shoulders with a large

button. The silk belt ends at the princesse

front with similar buttons. The sleeves

A NEW DEA

may be of either the figured silk or wool.

SLEEWES
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HE material counted the newest among

those intended for the early autumn

It iscostumes is the mohair or alpaca.

shown in all the

dark shades

and in a num

ber of the light

ones, while

there is also

displayed the

plain ground

with a figure in

contrasting

color printed

up on it. A

special vogue

is given to this

pattern by the

French dress

makers as it

permits con

trasting trim

mings and al

lows a bit of

color that is

most artistic.

Dark blue with

a scarlet figure

upon it, golden

brown with

dark blue,

white with

black, black

with emerald

green, and bot

tle green with

golden brown

are some of

the contrasts

shown in the

printed mo

hairs.

Crépons will

be worn all

during the sea

son, but have

not the very -

heavy curve fancied in the past. Light

weight cloths with a smooth surface bid

fair to be popular, and as they drape easily

the extreme tailor effect is not dedicated to

them as it was a few seasons ago. The

silk and wool mixtures in two colors are

liked for street wear, but can scarcely be

cited as new. Soft woolen suitings in the

blue and green plaids obtain, and really

make very smart-looking street dresses,

provided, of course, that the wearer has a

tall, slender figure.

SOME OF THE TRIMMINGS

VELVET ribbons are given a special vogue

on the winter gowns, the widths used

varying from number, nine up to that

which seems almost like a sash ribbon.

Coarse black laces are frequently noted in

combination with black velvet ribbon on

gowns of solid color that stand black as a

contrast. Jet in special pieces to be set on

AN EFFECTIVE COSTUME (Illus No. 2)

the bodice, or in stripes to trim it length

wise, comes in fine designs.

Silk net and chiffon are draped over

bodices intended for house wear, the soft,

full vest fronts retaining their popularity.

Flaring bows are oftener noted at each side

of the collar than the rosettes. Whether

the collar be a folded one or a turn-over

one it must be very high, and the maker

thereof must know how to give it the

necessary air of perfection, else the bodice

itself will be a failure. Silk passementeries

in round and square yokes, in side forms

and in jacket fronts are fancied on wool

I L L U S T R AT I O N S BY A BB Y E.

BLUE AND GREEN PLAID GOWN (Illus. No. 1)

THE EARLY AUTUMN COSTUMES

By Isabel A. Mallon

UN DERWOOD

bodices, and invariably differ in color from

their background, so that the beauty of the

design is well brought out. Each dress

maker tries to

arrange her

trimmings in an

individual way,

so that on a

frock it is not

so much what

the garniture is

as how it is dis

posed.

A PLAID GOWN

N Illustration

No. 1 is

shown a plaid

gown in which

the favored

blue and green

contrast is

see n . The

skirt has a box

plait on each

side of the

front and three

odets in the

a c k. The

bodice has, for

its upper por

tion, a round

yoke of green

passementerie

overlaid on

dark blue silk.

Just in the cen

tre of the front

and the back

the passemen

terie extends

so that it forms

a point reach

ing below the

waist-line in

front and at the

b a c k. The

plaid material is put on full where the

passementerie does not come, and then

has the fullness

drawn toward the

front and the back

at the waist-line in

the usual manner.

The edge finish is a

soft narrow twist of

green velvet. The

collar is a high one

of blue silk overlaid

with green passe

m enterie. The

sleeves are large,

full ones of plaid

that shape in to the

arms, and while they

are stiffened they

stand outrather than

up. A finish of vel

vet like that about

the waist

is put at

the wrists.

With this

is worn a

large dark

bluefelt hat

decorated

with a twist

of green

velvet and

green feathers. The plaid costume

is smart-looking, but that it should

only be worn by the woman

of exceptionally good figure is a

certainty. The material itself is

so soft and pretty that it is most

tempting, but she who is plump

must avoid the temptation and

choose, instead, one of the pretty

plain cloths that will make her

curves more artistic than would

the historic plaid.

WOOL AND VELVET

HE combination of wool and

velvet is the smart one of

the season—that is, in the fabric

contrasts. A special prestige

is given to velvet bodices, in

deed to velvet wraps or coats

of any kind. In Illustration

No. 2 is shown, in one of the

dainty golden browns, a fash

ionable development of the

two pretty materials. The

skirt is of cloth and has, flaring from

the front on each side, two plaits so

skillfully caught by rubber straps that

they are quite pronounced although

they flare almost as much as the three

godets in the back. The bodice is of

brown velvet fitting the figure, while

just below the waist it has a five-inch

skirt with a very full flare. Broad re

vers of the cloth with smaller ones of

the velvet extend far over on the full

sleeves which are of the velvet. These

revers are outlined by a narrow beading

almost the color of the velvet.

A VERY STYLISH WRAP

All black in wool, silk, crépon or vel

vet has a special vogue given it this sea

son. Decorations of ribbon, velvet, jet

and fancy buttons are liked, and some very

elaborate effects are achieved by skillful

disposition of these decorations. A crépon

costume intended for visiting or wear at

places of amusement that is specially smart

is shown at Illustration No. 3. The skirt

is a flaring one with three godets at the

back and iº, six seams, three at each

side, piped with narrow jet passementerie.

The bodice is a draped one with nine rows

of the jet piping down the front, the full

ness of which is apparently held in by a

rather broad satin belt almost covered with

tiny jets. The sleeves are made with a

puff and deep cuff; five rows of the jet

are over each puff and five more go around

each cuff. At one side the satin belt is

caught under two large flaring loops and

there are two long ends of broad satin

ribbon. A bonnet made entirely of jet is

worn with this costume, and when a wrap

is needed a tight-fitting coat of black satin

with a long flaring skirt is assumed.

This design could be used for any of

the soft wool fabrics

or for black silk. A

white mohair even

ing gown made after

this design has black

lace insertion used

instead of the jet

piping on the bod

ice, while the seams

of the skirt have

black lace beading

with narrow white

satin ribbon run

through it to take

the place of the jet.

Dark blue alpaca

bids fair to be as

popular for gowns

that are to have

general wear as blue

serge was in the

past. It may be

said for the alpaca

that it wears well,

does not easily

wrinkle and is not

a burden to carry.

Then, too, it can be

made as simply or

as elaborately as is

fancied, and its

trimming may be silk or velvet, passe

menterie, lace or ribbon.

A BLACK COSTUME (Iſſus. No. 3)

PUBLISHED WEEKLY. A 52-WEEK FEAST.

HARPER'S

Largest and best. Many advantages not afforded by its

competitors. A specimen announcement:

EARNING YOUR OWN LIVING

Eminent authorities give practical advice to young men

and women who must earn their living at Banking, Lum

bering, Journalism, Railroading,º: Raising,#:
Engineering, Dry Goods, Practical Farming, and other

occupations.

20oo prizes for amateur- hotographs, stories, music-set

tings, pen-drawing, etc. ome prizes worth $25—cash.

FIFTY DOLLARS FOR YOU

$59 will be given to the persons who make out

of the letters composing “Harper's New Monthly."

the greatest number of English words found in Webster

or Worcester. Letters may be used in any order. No

proper names, or, plurals allowed. $25 to first, $ro to

second, $5 to third, and $1 each to next ten. Write words

one below another, and number them. Put yourown name

and address at top of sheet. Post lists not later than No.

yº 25, 1895, to HARPER’s Round Table, New

or

A SPECIAL OFFER

Grown *::::: willing to distribute 25 to roo Prospec

tuses and personally commend HaRPER’s Round

TABLE will receive rubber stamp bearing their name, or

packet of 5o visiting-cards bearing their name, with cop

per-plate for future use. Offer restricted. Apply early.

Prospectus and Prize offers Free. Terms, $2a Year.

HARPER & BROTHERS, Pºblishers, N. Y.

Take TRIAL subscription: 13 weeks, 50 CENTs

-
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World’s Fair Highest Award
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Is Universally Acknowledged

The STANDARD and the

BEST prepared

FO. O. D.

:

;

:

;

:

łºf INVALIDS & Con

:

;

:

:

;

valescents, for Dyspeptic :

Delicate, Infirm, & Aged :

persons. PURE, delicious :

no u rishing F O O D for

Nursing - mothers, Infants

and CHILDREN. It º
recommended by eminent physicians ;
and endorsed by all who use it. Often

it is the only FooD the stomach will :
tolerate when LIFE seems depending

On its retention. sold EveRywhere. ;
Shipping Depot, John Carle & Sons,New York.

-----------------------------------

After Fly Time

is the best time to paint your house.

leave it dingy and speckled all winter.

Don't

USe

Patí0n's Pure

Liquid PaintS
Besides their durability they are economi

cal and unchangeable in color—just the right

mixture of lead and zinc with absolutely pure

linseed oil. One gallon covers 300 square

feet with two coats and only costs $1.50 per

gallon. Freight paid to your nearest station

if you live east of Denver. Book that con

tains 18 stylish house color combinations

free at your dealers or send 4 2-cent stamps.

JAS. E. PATTON CO., Milwaukee, Wis.

What chimney to use for

your burner or lamp 2

The “Index to Chimneys”

tells.

Write Geo. A. Macbeth Co.,

Pittsburgh, Pa., for it.

No burner or lamp burns

well with wrong-shape chim

neys. Pearl glass, pearl top,

tough glass.
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Destroys all Odor of Perspiration

ALSO

Amolin Powder

(A New Coal Tar Product)

dorless, healthful, h -

The Onlyi. pº. Hºodºº

—for Dress Shields, etc.

A NeW

Remedy skin irritations of Infants

— or Adults:

Infinitely Superior to Taicum Preparations

soothing, healing, antiseptic

for scalding, chafing and all

Shields and powder at all notion counters:

All druggists, keep the powder., Sample box of

powder or pair of Shields mailed for 25c.

NEW YORK SHIELD CO., 166 Greene St., N. Y.

O-º-º-º-º-º-º-OA Rare Chance for the Children O

Mºſ73STATES: CHICAG.

EXCLUSIVE CLOAK and FUR HOUSE

These handsome children's winter cloaks

are positively unbeatable, and worth every

cent of $7.5o and $8.5o.

at

Wholesale

may be re

turned if

not satis

factory, and

money re

funded.

Prices

No. 10-$4.98, for 4,

6 and 8 years.

No. 10–$5.98, for

Io, 12 & 14 yrs., exquis

ite child's cloak, full

cape, fine tan mixed

cloaking, trimmed

with brown velvet, silk

gimp and embroidery.

Write Fort our cloak And Fur CATALOGUE

o--~~~~~~~~~~~~

PRICE

No. 11–$4.48, for

4, 6 and 8 years.

No. 11–$5.48, for

ro, 12 & 14 yrs., winter

child's cloak, full cape,

excellent navy blue

melton, full pleated

skirt. Rare value.

Made of the finest

English

Kersey Cloth

Length, 26 inches.

The very lateststyle.

Mandolin sleeves

ºple back, hair

silk lined, large

imported buttons.

The same style in BLACK BOUCLE CLOTH, all

silk serge lined, $9.37. Sent tº: paid. Money

refunded if not satisfactory. Write for catalogue of

100 unparalleled bargains in Cloaks and Furs.

PARISIAN CLOAK CO., 115 N. High St., Columbus, 0.

MAKE THE CHILDREN HAPPY

Take them out of the stiff, uncomfortable waists that

have hampered their growth and made them nervous
and irritable. The

"Nazareth" Waist
is what they should wear; that com- -

non-senseº: for boys N&lareth

and girls. Gives with every move- -RADE MARx

ment of the body, and is the most

durable waist made. It can be

worn at all seasons. Buttons are

put on to stay, and the price is the

same for all sizes.

First inquire at your home mer

chant's. If he has not the “Naza

reth’’ in stock, send us so cents and age of child

and we will send two waists.

NAZARETH MFG. CO., Nazareth, Pa.

NY MOTHER

who will ask for it will be sent, FREE,

a sample of the Mizpah Valve Nipple,

and a little circular giving valuable in

formation for cleansing and keeping

nipples sweet and clean.

Mizpah Valve Nipples

will not collapse; makes nursing easy,

and prevents colic.

512 Arch St t

WALTER F.WARE, **śī. Pa.

i

JUST AMONG OURSEIVES:
ED ITED BY MARS. LYMAN ABBOTT
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A department devoted to a social

Arch Street, Philadelphia.

interchange of

Address all letters to MRS. LYMAN ABBOTT, care of THE LADIES'

ideas among JOBRNAL readers.

HOME JOURNAL, 421–427

Any books mentioned in this department may be ordered through

the JOURNAL’S Literary Bureau at advantageous prices.

HERE has been so much

said in criticism of the

“Puritan conscience ’’ that

we are, in some sense,

losing respect for sturdy,

unvarying adherence to a

“sense of duty.” It is

thought, not without a

great deal of truth, that too

much stress has been laid

on obedience to law and

too little on the impelling

force of a spirit of love. To be made to

do right without a desire to do it is of

temporary and uncertain value, for when

the restraining or propelling force is

removed there is sure to be a rush or a

relapse into evil ways. And yet without

a habit of conformity to some standard of

conduct the character is likely to become

weak and vacillating. To every serious

parent come sooner or later the questions:

“Is my training preparing my child for

real life? Am I making him a puppet to

be moved hither and yon by circumstance,

or a man to control himself?” As one

looks about upon parents and children,

teachers and pupils, the problem becomes

more complicated. Here, a child who

seems to have had no “bringing up ''

develops into a strong, noble person, and

there, a child having been reared under

every good precept and influence proves

to be a wayward and wicked youth.

+ *

+

ONE who by reason of age is somewhat

removed from the immediate respon

sibility of training children, is, perhaps,

able to see more clearly the relative values

of different kinds of dealing with children

than those can do who are, so to speak, in

the thick of the battle. The methods of

government practiced by those whom

the summer outings throw together are

strangely varied and afford abundant

material for physiological study, from

which it may not be amiss at this period of

the year, when school and domestic life

make a new start, to draw a few conclu

sions and suggest some principles which

seem to be neglected.

First, there should surround the child

from the hour of his birth an atmosphere

of cheerful acceptance of this life as worth

living and worth living happily—an atmos

phere of welcome to the newcomer as one

who is to contribute something of his own

to the comfort and value of his home, and

who is, in no sense, an intruder or a bur

den. It should be expected that so far as

is compatible with his years he should

share the advantages and disadvantages of

his home, adding to the former and lessen

ing the latter as rapidly as his age and

strength admit. This proper and natural

loyalty to home is often destroyed by self

consciousness, unwittingly fostered by

parents. The child is thus prevented from

deriving benefit from association with com

rades of greater wealth and social position

and becomes a prey to the miseries of

envy and jealousy. Very early these faults

are at work like the “little foxes spoiling

the vines.”

Obedience is a virtue much talked about,

and judging by the exhibitions of family

government in public places, but little

practiced. A bright boy swimming about

in the water while his mother sat on the

bank admiring his skill, said, after he had

heard a dozen times or more, “Come,

come in now, you’ve been long enough in

the water,” “Oh, you don't mean it,

mamma, I can tell you don’t by the way

you look,” and away he went with his

companions for another turn. The proud

smile on the mother's face as she said to

her friends, “Oh, what shall I do with him?

He ought to come out of the water, the

doctor says he must not stay in so long,

but he does enjoy it so much and I can’t

make him mind,” indicated that the dis

obedience was not troubling her seriously.

Perhaps no great apparent harm will come

of this boy's too long stay in the water,

but an irreparable harm is done to him by

reiterating a command which is never

obeyed—it breeds a contempt for authority.

To “break a child's will” or to give

despotic orders simply to gratify a whim,

is as destructive of true obedience as omit

ting commands altogether Appeals to a

love of approbation and to mercenar

motives, such as “Come and you shall

have some candy,” “Do this and people

will say what a good boy,” are pernicious

methods of securing temporary acquies

cence in the will of the parent or guardian.

They do not teach real obedience. A

command should never be given unneces

sarily ; when it is given it should receive

instant obedience; when disobeyed there

should be some speedy penalty.

Respect for authority, self-control, regard

for the rights of others, are qualities which

need to be wrought into the character, and

none too early can the work begin. A

child soon understands that some things

are to be done because they are right, with

out regard to the agreeableness of doing

them. The very fact that there is no ques

tion about likes and dislikes takes away

much that disturbs and frets the poor little

mortal. He goes to bed, he is dressed, he

picks up his playthings because these duties

are inevitable, and he does them without

the friction of trying to accommodate the

act to his temporary mood. But to secure

this sense of inevitableness requires a

sharp-eyed, calm, firm, loving parent, one

who can foresee an evil and avoid it, who

can put her own strength of purpose into

the heart of her child without giving him the

feeling of being governed, at the same time

establishing in his mind the justice of her

authority so that he believes in it, even

when he momentarily rebels and when for

the rebellion he receives a merited penalty.

* *

+

Is it general that mothers have preferences for chil

dren? That is, is it so, for example, that parents

generally love better children of the opposite sex *

So many mothers seem to have their hearts bound

up in their sons more than in their daughters, while

the fathers, on the other hand, seem to be more proud

and loving of their daughters than of their sons.

What are the actual facts so far as your observation

has brought you in touch with this question ?

So far as my observation goes there is

no general rule of preference. The tie

between fathers and daughters is often a

very strong one, as is also the tie between

mothers and sons. It is very natural that

it should be so ; all that in her husband

won her admiration especially attracts a

woman in her sons. She feels strong in

their strength; her pride in their manliness,

their success in the great struggle for place

and power, is a different pride from that

which her daughters inspire. Yet the love

she feels for her daughters is not less

because it is different. I think the element

of anxiety enters more largely into the

feelings of a father for his sons and into

those of a mother for her daughters, and in

each case lessens a little the restfulness of

love. The greater feeling of responsibility

in the father for his sons and in the mother

for her daughters sometimes leads, perhaps,

to a critical attitude which stands in the

way of perfect comfort in companionship.

It should not be so, and there are thousands

of instances where sympathy is as unhinº

dered between a son and his father as

between the son and his mother. The

bond between parent and child is a mys

terious one—broken sometimes by a word,

yet sometimes strong enough to hold

against terrible brutality and neglect.

What was it lodged in “Davy Crockett’s”

heart that drew the boy back, over hun

dreds of weary miles through the wilder

ness, to a home revolting in its degradation

from which he had been sent at twelve

years of age by a cruel father to endure

hardships unfit even for a strong man?

Strange filial love.

We cannot put love on the dissecting

table or in the crucible—when we try to

analyze it we destroy it. We fail to see it

when it is really there and judge it feeble

when it is really deep and strong. The

father may respond to some need in the

child which the mother cannot understand,

and the converse is equally true. One

child shows his love by constantly demon

strating it, another keeps it welling in his

heart till some unusual event breaks down

the reserve and the torrent is outpoured.

One child without spoken acceptance heeds

the wish of the parent and is unrecognized

in his fidelity. Another vibrates between

devotion and disregard, always winning

free forgiveness for his many falls by his

ardent expressions of penitence and love.

Each child is a distinct creation, no two

in a family are alike and no two should be

judged alike. One, Quaker-like, is silent;

another, like the Methodist, is voluble; one

, is ready with his own words of affection,

like the non-Ritualist; another can only

express himself in borrowed words and

set phrases. And sometimes the mother

answers best to one nature and sometimes

it is the father.

If this were always understood there

would be less jealousy and heart-burning

in the family. Children would not feel

they were misunderstood and parents

would realize that neither one can be every

thing to the child.

CAN you suggest a course of reading for a family

of adults who must be very much by themselves

at home this winter? We have thought of spending

an hour or so every morning in some serious study

reading, probably historical, and in the evening, when

our company would be enlarged by the addition of two

or three younger persons, taking something lighter

and more entertaining. You may not be able to

comprehend the position of men and women living

in this hurrying, steaming age in such a condition of

leisure as ours. We are not idlers by choice, but

tºº (we hope) are bid to “stand and wait.”

We intend to do it cheerfully and shall try not to

wholly waste the days which are allotted to us.

Perhaps I ought to say that there are busy and deft

fingers among us that will, in our measurable

seclusion, keep doing good while the reading cheers

them on. I. L.

For your morning hour you will find

Francis Parkman's histories of French

colonization in America almost as interest

ing as fiction and quite as trustworthy as

the dryest history. If you wish to come

nearer home, turn to John Fiske’s “Dis

covery of America,” “Beginnings of New

England,” “American Revolution ” and

“Critical Period of American History.”

If English history attract you more, read

John Richard Green’s “Larger History of

the English People.”

For evening reading you will find enter

taining, Stevenson’s “Inland Voyage”

and “Travels with a Donkey’’; Ian

Maclaren’s “Beside the Bonnie Brier

Bush ’’; Weyman’s “A Gentleman of

France ’’ and “My Lady Rotha " : Jane

Austin’s “Emma’’ and “Pride and Preju

dice”; Charles Dudley Warner’s “My

Summer in a Garden,” and Crawford's

“Cigarette-Maker’s Romance,” “Roman

Singer” and “Marigold's Crucifix.”

If you wish your evening reading to be

closely connected with your morning, you

will find in Hawthorne’s “House of Seven

Gables” and “Scarlet Letter,” in Cooper's

“Spy” and “Pilot,” interesting side-lights

on early American history, and in Kings

ley’s “Hereward,” laid in the time of

William the Conqueror ; “Ivanhoe,” the

“Last of the Barons,” laid in the time of

the Plantagenets; “Westward Ho' and

“Kenilworth,” of the time of Elizabeth ;

“Lorna Doone” and “Old Mortality,” of

the time of the Stuarts, and “Henry

Esmond,” of the Georgian period, interest

ing side-lights on English history.

* *

*

ETURNING home in the latter part of last Sep

tember from a longº in the most beauti

ful part of New England, the one where each of my

readers no doubt spent her holiday season—for where

is New England not beautiful?—I watched regret

fully the fading away of the noble mountains, of the
broad stretches of meadow, the Pºiº farm

buildings, as their place was filled by the passin

trains of cars, by all the sights and sounds that crow

the avenues of approach to the busy towns and cities

we seemed almost to have forgotten. In our drives

about the country we had been so accustomed to see

every little door yard, no matter how small, gay with

flowers, the small windows full of potted plants, even

where paint was an unknown quantity and the open

door showed a bare floor with the inevitable but

necessary cooking stove in the middle of the room.

The flowers were as sure to be there as the row of

milk-pans outside. Now as the cars rushed on,

E."; rapidly from town to town, it seemed one

ong lane of poverty and neglect. Everybody's

back yard was presented to the railroad. No doubt

the house fronts faced a clean-looking street, and

the windows had pretty curtains, and there was a

bell at the front door, and though they were not

stately mansions, from that side they were comfort

able homes, and not without many refinements and

adornments inside. But to the public, as it was

hurried past, it was a forlorn picture enough. And

what emphasized it to my mind was one single

little plot of ground, the only one seen for miles,

gay and trim with all the late glorious colors of

marigold and aster and dahlia and salvia, and

everything golden, and scarlet. Everything was

clean and trim and bright and cheery. . Instantly we

saw it in fancy as we believe it was in fact, presided

over by a bright-eyed, rosy-cheeked young matron,

with chubby children and a good husband who

prized her according to her worth. “Why,” said I

to myself, “don’t some of these nice young girls

who want to help on the world, and form so many

clubs and teas, why don’t they form neighborhood

clubs, and see what can by done by judicious work

not by interfering, but by stirring up their neighbors

to beautify the outside as well as the inside, the rear

as well as the front of their houses, particularly when

they lie along the railroad?” Bury the tin cans, rake

up theº debris, tie up the vines if there are

any, and plant them if there are not, and take care

where Bridget pours her pail of soapsuds. It would

make home-coming for the traveler easier when he

must leave the country for the city, and it would

make it so much pleasanter for the tired father when

he comes home, to sit down with his pipe, and in the

clean premises of the home he has provided for his

family, recognize that he has a helpmate. B. N.

Something might be done, too, for those

who have to stay in the city in the summer

and look out upon the neglected back yards

of the neighbors gone into the country. A

society for the amelioration of the dis

comforts of left-behind neighbors would

find plenty of work to do. The cries of

abandoned cats would be quieted, wind

swept debris from neglected sidewalks

would cease to disfigure the sidewalks that

are swept, passers-by would not be tempted

by the general degeneracy to throw refuse

indisciminately in the streets, and other

abuses would be abated. There might be

a public fund provided to pay faithful care

takers for keeping things in endurable

order. It would cost each householder but

a small sum if, in the absence of such

public provision, he would assume the

expense himself. There is no need of

having unsightly back yards anywhere in

town or country. The possibility of living

without them has been demonstrated by

both rich and poor; the poor by cleanliness

and order can avoid absolute unsightliness

—the rich can give real pleasure by the

addition of fine turf, shrubs, flowers, vines

and similar bounties of nature.

pºzzºz.
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HAD an experience in crossing

the ocean last summer that

helped me along more than

one line. I wanted to see the

machinery and my wish was

granted me, and down among

the machinery, for the first

time, I realized that at last the

ocean is no longer master but servant, and

the old feeling that I had had that we were

at the mercy of the sea, left me completely.

What lessons I learned in those moments.

Yes! there was power enough in that

engine-room with the fire to run it, to carry

us safely through , and the word power, as

it occurs in our New Testament, had an

increased fascination for me. “Ye shall

receive power, after that the Holy Ghost

is come upon you.” Ah, the wonderful

power is in the divine machinery—as it is

the fire that moves the machinery. Where

would we have been if the fire had given

out, and where will we be if there is no

divine fire to move us, to take us through

the waves of this tempestuous sea of life 2

+

THE OIL OF SYMPATHY

ANO. lesson I learned while standing

among the machinery was the need of

oil. There were men whose sole business

it was to keep oiling the machinery—and

this is the great need in so many families.

The home machinery needs much oil, and

so we have the figure of oil so often used

to denote the Holy Spirit. The Spirit in

us will be the oil of sympathy. Can you

not remember some one in your family who

used to oil the machinery? Perhaps she is

not with you now—maybe it was a mother

who always had the oil on hand and was

always pouring it in ; just a little sweet

word, a little tenderness, a little considera

tion, a little charity. Do you not know

homes where as the husband enters he

calls the name that is sweetest to him, the

name of his wife? I can hear my father's

voice now, after half a lifetime, saying as

soon as he met one of us children in the

hall, “Where's your mother?” I am glad

they are together now !

+

THE LESSON OF THE FOG HORN

FRIEND of mine crossed in the steamer

ahead of me. She dreaded the voyage

because she was always ill. She thought

the best stateroom had been selected for

her, but to her great disappointment she

found the room was just where the

machinery was the loudest, and she said,

“What shall I do?” And sure enough she

was too ill for days to leave her stateroom,

but she said to herself, “There is a lesson

in it.” Presently she said the machinery

seemed to say in each movement, “I’m

taking you home ! I’m taking you home !”

and it kept saying it and at last it seemed

to say, “Home, sweet home,” and so

the machinery helped her. As she told

me I thought what a pity it was we did not

convert all the machinery of life which is

sometimes painful into a messenger saying

to us, I’m taking you home. Certainly it

was the machinery that was taking her

home. I remember one voyage over the

Atlantic we had such dreadful fogs, and

fogs necessitate º, horns, and it seems

to me they used to be more dreadful than

they are now, so I thought I would take

that time to pray. I did hate that fog

horn so, that I had to remind myself that

our safety was undoubtedly in that fog

horn, and at last I said I will try to pray

for loved ones I am separated from and

É. for patience for myself while it is

lowing. Whether I made out much I do

not remember but I do remember what I

said to myself afterward. Now there are

various kinds of fog horns: sometimes the

father in a family is a sort of fog horn; he

storms about something or other—every

body is glad when he's gone. Now it may

be some other member of the family; a

scold, for instance, is a sort of unnecessary

fog horn, and the mother can be a scold as

well as the father, and if it is the mother,

of course the father gets out of the house

as quickly as possible. No one wants to

hear a fog horn—only at sea is it a thing

for safety—but if there is a fog horn in a

family the very best thing to do while it is

blowing is to give yourself to prayer.

There is no use whatever in talking—just

wait patiently and quietly until it stops.

It would be such a blessed thing if we

could in some way use the painful machin

ery of life and get the refrain from it my

friend hit upon.

THIS SIDE OR THE OTHER SIDE 2

T would be an interesting study to mark

the difference in the lives of the same

men when on one side or the other of

Pentecost. Peter stands out a striking

figure on both sides. On the “other side”

so uncertain—declaring one day that he

will never forsake Christ; no matter if all

forsake Him he will be true. Then to

find him so shortly after this afraid of the

opinion of a servant girl, and unwilling to

stand by his Master when public opinion

was against him. Then so curious as to

what John should do—and what shall this

man do?—he is so uncomfortably like so

many of us on the other side of Pentecost.

Ah, but on this side of the Pentecost how

is it with him 2 His courage is in such strik

ing contrast to his cowardice on the “other

side,” his love, his utter humility, his

marvelous power make us ask, “Is this,

indeed, the same Peter?” Yes, the same

and not the same, and all the “not the

same '’ had dated from the Pentecost.

The question so naturally arises, “How is it

with me? Am I on this side or the other

side of Pentecost?” And we look at our

selves and at a large part of the Christian

church and we are constrained to acknowl

edge we feel and act far more like the dis

ciples did on the other side of Pentecost.

You never find the question, “Who shall be

greatest?” on this side of Pentecost . They

seemed in honor to prefer one another.

They only provoked one another to love

and good works. And can it be that we

have never had our Pentecost—that we

have never been filled with the Spirit?

Has no one ever suspected because of our

marvelous joy that something more than

ordinary had happened to us, that perhaps

we were under the influence of some stim

ulant? Ah me! nothing like that has

happened to some of us. We may not be

able to say we have not so much as heard

whether there be any Holy Ghost, but

though we know we have the Spirit of God

we as certainly know we are not filled with

the Spirit. Now must this go on ? Yes, it

will go on ; we shall go right on living, as

we sing “At this poor dying rate,” unless

we come to a real decision that we simply

will not go on any longer at this rate—that

if the command is to us, “Be filled with the

Spirit” ( and it is), then we will be filled !

+

FILLED WITH THE HOLY SPIRIT

ONC; in awhile I see a sign with the

words, “moved '' to such and such a

place. After giving a “talk '' some time

ago on tropical spiritual life a lady came

to me and said, “I feel as if I lived in the

arctic regions; how can I ever get to the

spiritual Florida you speak of 2'' I an

swered, “I was invited to Florida and I

accepted the invitation. I did not think

of what it would cost me to go, for the

invitation meant a gift, so I began to an

ticipate and make my arrangements.” Now

I think in regard to our being filled with

the Spirit, of course, it is a gift. The com

mand, “Be filled,” implies the willingness

of God to give the Spirit, so we must begin

to anticipate. Why the hope of it will lift

you up. So Charles Wesley wrote: “It lifts

me up to things above, it bears on eagle’s

wings.” This whole matter looks very

serious to me. Our old men will not

dream dreams, and where is the use of

living when the dreams are over ? The

beautiful saint who wrote, “I would not

live alway,” when an old man urged upon

the church a new charity and when they said

to him, “Doctor, it is all a dream,” he so

sweetly replied, “We read—“Your old men

shall dream dreams’’’—and without being

filled with the Spirit our young men will

not see visions. Alas for the church when

no visions dawn on our young men. And

what about our daughters ? For upon our

daughters, as well as upon our sons, the

Spirit is to be poured out, and they are to

teach. I do not say in public, but the teach

ing is required in the homes, in the social

circles, in our society life, a speaking to edi

fication. How much of the opposite of this

do we hear—how much do you get from

the ordinary conversation of many of our

young women? Oh, how often does the

beautiful woman to whom more than to

any other we owe our Young Women's

Christian Association, the ever-to-be

remembered Mrs. Marshall O. Roberts, a

leading society woman of New York “ filled

with the Spirit”—how often does she come

up before my mind in all her spiritual

beauty; one could not look at her without

wanting to be nobler. At the most fash

ionable receptions one winter in Washing

ton she won more than one man to Christ.

THE MANY PROCESSES

I sºlº not soon forget my visit to a

large cotton mill in a town in Rhode

Island. The night before I had met one

hundred and fifty of the young girls who

work in the mills and who all seemed

to know me through the Journal, as they

do everywhere else I go. I had anticipated

seeing them at their work in the mills, but

as I passed from room to room I saw my

own real self and the past and future of

my own life and the lives of the girls around

me. I had never been in a factory where

I had not learned lessons, but in seeing the

fine muslin mills it seemed to me I saw the

various processes through which we must

pass to have character made, as I had

never seen them. As I entered into the

mill I saw the huge bales of cotton as

they had come from the cotton fields of

the South, and then commenced the work

of making the cotton into fine cloth. I

caught the words from the gentleman who

was taking us through again and again,

“It comes out here,” “It passes through

this and comes out that,” so that the words

“comes out” seemed to stay with me. I

soon noticed that all it passed through had

to do with the “coming out,” and I soon

found myself interested, not only in how

that cotton was coming out, but how / was

coming out. As I passed on and learned

as I went that nothing was lost, that even

the black spots that I saw on the bales of

cotton were not wasted, but were used to

fertilize, I took comfort as I thought of

the black spots in my heart and life, and I

ventured to hope that somehow they, too,

would not be wasted, but would work for

good somehow. As I passed on and saw

the machinery do so swiftly what our

grandmothers did so slowly as they walked

backward and forward with their spinning

wheel before them, I wondered what elec

tricity would do for us in the twentieth

century. I stood beside a young girl whose

work it was to straighten out the muslin.

Of course, the machinery did it, as it did

everything, but her hands, too, were needed.

She smiled as I said to her, “We all have

to be made straight, haven’t we ?”—and

so I passed from room to room till I en

tered the room where all the cloth was

unbleached, and it had to be bleached and

it had to be singed, I was told. There

were little spots that had to come off and

it had to be made smooth, and I saw the

burning furnaces and the red-hot cylinders

it had to pass over. I should have thought

it would have been burned all to pieces,

but our guide said it passed too quickly to

be burned—it only took off the imperfec

tions. +

THE FINISHING PROCESS

NOTICED as we went from room to room

that what we heard called the finish

ing was taking place. There seemed to be

so much more care—so many more proc

esses to go through. The bleaching place

I only glanced in-it was very uninviting.

I think if the cloth could have spoken it

would have said, “I have been through so

much to get where I am, I think I would

rather remain unbleached than go through

what will make me white,” but I imagined

it did not feel so at the last when I took it

in my fingers and said, “It is very fine,

very beautiful!” And after it was bleached

and measured by the yard and folded up

it only had to be ticketed and packed in

the box for the market. I looked at the

ticket they put on it, and I saw the word I

love in large letters—“Hope”—and there

was the anchor and cable, and the boxes

stood there for the beautiful material to be

laid into, that had passed through so much.

Somehow the boxes had a restful look to

me. It was all over—no more furnaces,

no more bleaching process. It was finished.

And then the old sweet words came to

my mind, “In sure and certain hope.”

“Hope” was on every piece, and so with

one more glance at the finished muslin I

passed out. I asked myself several ques

tions; one was, “Shall I pass so quickly

over the burning fires that I shall only

be made smooth, not burned P’’ And I

recalled a thought of Faber’s where he

says, “The one thing we so much need is

desire.” In the old Hebrew times God

called men. He loved most the men of

desire, and for lack of this He fears that

with some of us our wings will not carry us

over the fire. Ah, when I saw how swiftly

that muslin passed over the fire, I wondered

if in the processes we must go through to

have our characters made perfect—when

the furnace is needed toward the last to

remove all imperfections will our desire

for God be so strong to be with Him, to be

like Him? I imagine this swiftness of

desire will prevent any harm from the fur

nace fires, and we shall see He only desires

“our dross to consume and our gold to

refine.” I am sure that many a time before

I am finished I shall see the bleaching, the

singeing, the straightening, and I shall

anticipate the time when the ticket can be

put on of glorious hope—and I be ready

to be presented without spot or blemish.

*Cº.

Merritt's Skirts

BY MAIL

for all-year wear are the best, they

hang just right, fit perfectly and

are the best value for their cost.

Lustre Wool

Skirt

(non-shrinkable), mud and

dust easily removed, will

not crush or wrinkle.

With Spanish

Flounce,

as shown, $2.50
With silk

shell edge, 3.00

COLORS–Black,

Navy Blue, Brown,

Tan, Cream White

and Mignonette.

CASSIMERE -

FULLED A.

FLANNEL§ A
SKIRT t

French

Yoke

and silk shell edge. The

latest and most Fashion

able Flannel Skirts.

These flannels have been

fººd as cassimere

1s fulled.

ºš2.59ithout si

shell edge, 2.O.O.

COLORS– Black,

Navy Blue, Cardinal,

Brown and Gray.

Our Skirts are sold by leading dealers everywhere.

Ask to see them. If yours does not keep them

order direct from factory.

Fit Guaranteed, Colors Perfect. Sent by mail

or express, prepaid, on receipt of price.

In ordering, name length and color desired, and if

not perfectly satisfied, return it and we will refund

your money.

GEO. MERRITT & CO., Mírs.

411 W. Washington St., Indianapolis, Ind.

The New Manhattan

Mohair Skirt

Binding

Shrunk and

Fast Color

Guaranteed

for Quality

and Durability

If you cannot obtain

this Braid from your

dealer, send us 20c. for

a 5-yard piece of any

color.

Manufactured by

Can't

lose its

stiffness

nor be

pulled out

of shape.

Made in cream,

- white, slate

and an ab

solutely fast

black. 3 weights—extra light

perforated for summer use.--na---an

---------

SPONGE CLOTH MFG. CO., Makers

Lockport, N. Y.

Gilbert Mfg. Co., 514-516 Broadway, New York

Sole Agents

•ºº-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-o-º-o-º-º-º-º-o-º-º-º:

-

** HANDY AS A PIN ?”

Five Minutes to Put on a Set. Neat and Firm

|
:

:

:

i The only Hook and Eye that needs no Sewing.

Samples on application.

the H. DAVIDSON Co.

Union City, Ct.
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“Name

on every

LOWNEY'SºrBONBONS

Send IOc. in Stamps for Sample Package

The Walter M. Lowney Co., 89 Pearl St., Boston

MARVIN'S

Noah's Ark

“Filled with animals, tame and wild,

A tasteful luncheon for a child.”

The Animal Crackers

put up as above are light and appetizing

and just the thing to please the chil

dren; grown folks like them, too.

If your grocer does not sell our

biscuits, write to

MARVIN–Pittsburg

Looking Backward
to the time when gloves wore out in one or

two wearings. That's all changed to-day—the

“KAYSER PATENT

FINGER-TIPPED ''

CASHMERE GLOVES

wear as long at the “Tips” as elsewhere,

and have a GUARANTEE in each pair.

If not at your dealers, write to

JULIUS 1.AYSER & Co., New York

“For Dress Binding it is Unequaled "-the

opinion of experienced Dressmakers who have

tried so-called substitutes during the past

thirty years.

GREAT many people have

an idea that the French can

make good dishes out of

nothing. This is certainly

Sº not true, but it is true that

- yº; by careful combinations and
crºw--> ** scientific treatment they do

prepare healthful and savory food from

portions of meat and vegetables that are

usually wasted in American kitchens.

The question is often asked: “What is

the secret of the superiority of French

cookery 2” It is not one, but many condi

tions which have made the French masters

in this art. But all does not depend upon

the cook, for the farmer, the kitchen

garden, the butcher, etc., all do their part

to have the food reach the kitchen in the

most perfect condition. The vegetables

and fruits also receive the greatest care,

and consequently reach the market and

the housekeeper in the most attractive and

satisfactory condition.

THE PREPARATION OF MEATS

THE butcher's meat is prepared, divided

and arranged in the shops in such a

manner that it never suggests slaughter.

It is a rare thing for one to see a stain on

counter, bench or floor. The mode of

killing the animals probably has something

to do with this freedom from moisture and

dripping. The animals are not bled before

being killed, as might be inferred from the

absence of moisture, but they are killed in

such a manner that veins and arteries are

emptied quickly and thoroughly. After

this the animal is bouffée, that is, filled with

wind. The large arteries are pressed open

and the points of large bellows are inserted

into them. While the bellows are being

worked a man beats all parts of the carcass

with a flat stick. This is to distribute the

air in all parts of the flesh. All this work

is done very rapidly. The inflating of the

animal in this manner gives a fuller and

firmer appearance to the meat, and, I fancy,

empties the veins and arteries more effect

ually than they would otherwise be. The

French use very little ice, and meats are

kept only a few days at the most. The

best of beef in France does not com

pare with American beef, but the veal is

superior to anything we have. It is valued

more highly than any other product of the

butcher. But no matter what the viand,

when it comes to the hands of the cook it

is so prepared that she has but little to do

to it except to cook it.

ATTENTION TO DETAILS

THERE seems to be an impression that in

France one absorbs the knowledge of

cookery with the air he breathes. Certainly

good cookery is like good grammar, it is

important that one should be accustomed

to it to fully comprehend it. In France the

living is much more frugal and simple than

in America, and more attention is paid to

all the little details than with us. This

attention to the little things is one of the

great secrets of perfection in cookery, as

it is in all other sciences. Most French

women have a good theoretical knowledge

of the proper combination and preparation

of the various food products, and there are

few women, no matter what their social

position may be, who cannot put their

theories into successful practice. Unless it

be in rich families this practical knowledge

is absolutely necessary to the French house

keeper, and, indeed, one finds women

among the richest and most cultivated

classes who are very proud of their culinary

knowledge and skill.

The great necessity for economy in fuel

and food materials has done much to

make the French careful, scientific cooks.

Every shovelful of coal and every stick of

wood must do its full duty in the prepara

tion of the food. And every ounce of food

material must be prepared in such a man

ner that it shall be palatable and digestible.

There is little chance for any kind of waste.

The pot-au-feu, which may almost be

called the national dish of France, is pre

pared in every household. One might al

most say that this dish is the corner-stone of

French cookery. Every cook-book devotes

a generous amount of space to its prepara

tion, and it rarely happens that the author

does not enlarge upon its value to the

French people and the necessity for intelli

gent care in preparing it. Every author

lays great stress on the necessity for slow

cooking. It would be almost impossible to

find a woman among the poorer and middle

classes who does not know that if the poſſ

au-feu is allowed to cook rapidly the soup

will not be fine flavored and the meat will

become hard, dry and stringy. She knows,

on the other hand, that if the soup just

simmers it will be of fine flavor and that

the meat will prove tender. Another reason

for greater perfection in the cookery in this

country is that no one attempts all branches

of it; as a rule, they master only that

branch of which they have constant need.

*******
SCIENCE IN FRENCH COOKING

By Maria Parloa ->

-

USEFUL LESSON TO LEARN

ENCE the French woman learns in the

very beginning of her culinary educa

tion that all meats and other albuminous

substances become hard when exposed

to a high temperature, and that, on the

contrary, when they are exposed to a

low temperature—the boiling point—they

become tender. This is one of the most

useful lessons that the cook can learn,

and one that it is extremely difficult to get

carried out in the American kitchen. I

find in France, also, that the careless do

mestic will often spoil by rapid cooking, a

dish of meat or a soup, if she happens to

be a little late in beginning the preparation

of the meal. Still these breaches of the

principles of slow cooking are the excep

tion, and very much against the rules of

French cookery.

In various parts of the country and in

different households the pieces of meat that

are used in the preparations of the pot-au

few vary. Beef is the meat that is most

commonly employed in preparing this dish.

Cuts from the round, rump, brisket and

shoulder are considered the best, as they

make a nice-looking dish of meat, but all

parts of the animal are used. One fre

quently cooks a breast of mutton or veal

in two hours, in the pot-au-feu, this piece of

meat is put away to cool and is breaded

and broiled the next day. Whenever it is

possible the neck and feet of a fowl are

added to the pot-au-feu. But it matters not

as to the kind or quality of the meat, the

principles underlying the preparation of

this dish are always the same. One will

often find at the end of the receipt these

admonitions: “Skim the bouillon carefully,

simmer softly, see that the bouillon never

ceases to bubble gently.” The pot-au-feu

is generally cooked in an earthenware pot,

but a porcelain-lined or granite pot will

answer the purpose as well.

PREPARING THE POT-AU-FEU

FoR six persons use three pounds of beef,

six quarts of water, two carrots, two

small-sized white turnips, three or four

leeks, one large onion, one blade of celery,

one clove or garlic, one parsnip, three

whole cloves, twelve pepper corns, two

ounces of salt. Have the meat trussed

firmly and put it into the pot with the cold

water and salt. Place the pot where the

contents will heat slowly. Skim carefully

several times. When the liquid begins to

boil set the pot back where the soup will

bubble gently and uninterruptedly for four

hours. Scrape and wash the vegetables.

Cut each carrot lengthwise into eight pieces.

Cut the turnips in the same manner. Cut

the thread-like roots and the greenest part

of the tops from the leeks; stick the cloves

in the onion. Put all the vegetables and

spice in a thin piece of netting. Tie loosely,

and at the end of four hours add to the

pot-au-feu and cook two hours longer. At

serving time put small thin slices of stale

bread in the tureen and pour two quarts of

the bouillon over it. Serve at once. Put

the meat on a dish and garnish it with the

cooked vegetables. Serve one dish of any

kind of vegetable you please with the meat.

Where the meat is to be served in this

manner for the dinner many housekeepers

cook a small piece of pork, a calf's foot or

some sort of fat or gelatinous meat which

will go well with the lean beef. If the neck

and feet of a fowl are used, the feet must

be plunged into boiling water and then

rubbed briskly with a cloth, to remove the

rough skin. Many people envelop the

vegetables and spices in large leaves of

lettuce or cabbage instead of using the

netting. Some cooks add a bouquet garni

to the pot-au-feu. If this is done it must

be only for the last half hour in which the

pot-au-feu is cooking. This quantity of

material does not give a rich soup, nor a

dark-colored one. The idea is to make

enough bouillon to use for other soups and

sauces, and not to have it so dark that it

cannot be employed in a light-colored soup

or sauce. When the soup is desired dark

colored the onion is fried slowly in a little

butter, and when it has become a rich dark

brown it is added to the soup.

In France butcher's meat is divided into

qualities according to the location of the

cuts. For example, beef is divided into

four qualities, veal into two and mutton

into three. In beef and mutton, of course,

first and second qualities are the prime

cuts. The French use very little salted

meat. Those parts of the beef, which in

America go into the brine barrel, are used

here in ragoûts, braises, soups, etc., and

by long, slow cooking these coarse, tough

pieces are converted into savory and eco

nomical dishes. Receipts for dishes made

from these third and fourth qualities of

meats would fill a small volume, but my

aim is only to give some general explana

tions as to how French housekeepers

obtain such good results from the least

costly of materials.

PLEASANT TO LOOK UPON

EVEN the toughest and least desirable

pieces of meat are so trimmed and

trussed that they are pleasant to the eye.

Trussing is quite an artin France. Skewers

are not much used for this purpose. With

a large trussing needle the butcher puts fine

cord through those parts of the poultry or

meat which are to be held in place. He then

winds cord round the cut, thus holding it

firmly in place. The butcher does not stop

at simply trimming and trussing. He

dresses the meat in various ways, so that the

housekeeper gets a variety with the least

possible trouble to herself. For example,

he will bone a breast of veal or mutton,

spread over it a layer of finely-minced and

well-seasoned, meat (this is often sausage

meat). He then rolls up the breast and

trusses it firmly. The housekeeper either

boils, braises or roasts this preparation.

The butcher also lards pieces of beef, veal

and poultry. Indeed, the cook has little

to do to any piece of meat that comes from

the hands of the butcher except to cook it.

ECONOMICAL AND SAVORY DISHES

BY the process of long, slow cooking all

the tough and coarse pieces of the

animal are converted into substantial and

savory dishes. But the housekeeper does

not depend upon meat, water, salt and

pepper for a satisfactory result. She em

ploys herbs and vegetables both for season

ing and, in the case of the vegetables, also

to increase the size of the dish and diminish

the expense. Very little spices, except
whole cloves, are used in French cooking.

One must always keep in mind that the

French vegetables and herbs are very mild,

and when using the same vegetables in

America—particularly the carrot—it is

necessary to soak them in cold water several

hours. This modifies the flavor. Here

are a few dishes that are easily prepared, if

the question of slow cooking and proper

seasoning be observed. Any part of the

animal can be used. It is important when

using mutton that the skin and the greater

part of the fat should be removed.

BEEF A LA MoDE

TAKE three pounds of beef, one calf's foot,

one large onion, one carrot (about two

ounces), two cloves, two tablespoonfuls of

butter, one tablespoonful of flour, one

generous tablespoonful of salt, one-fourth

of a teaspoonful of pepper, one pint and a
half of water. Have the beef in a solid

piece; if it can be larded so much the

better, but this is not essential. Clean the

calf's foot carefully and cut it into several

pieces. Have a rather shallow granite

ware or iron pan, which can be covered

closely. Put the butter in the pan and

place over the fire. When the butteris hot

put in the beef and cook on one side until

brown, then turn and brown the other side.

Now take out the beef and add the flour.

Stir until the mixture is a dark brown, then

gradually add the water, stirring all the

time. When the sauce boils add the beef,

calf's foot, sliced carrot, the onion, in

which are stuck the cloves, and the salt

and pepper. Cover the saucepan and

place where the contents will cook slowly

for six hours. The sauce must not more

than bubble faintly in that time. The cook

ing can be done in the oven or on top of the

range. Turn the beef several times during

the time it is cooking. Serve on a hot dish.

Garnish with the calf's foot and strain the

sauce over all. -

RAGoût of MUTTON

For six persons use two pounds of mutton

—the trimmings of chops or a roast,

the shoulder-blade chops, or any of the

tougher parts—two enions, one tablespoon

ful of butter, one tablespoonful of flour,

one tablespoonful of salt, one teaspoonful

of pepper, two quarts of white turnips and

two quarts of potatoes cut in large cubes and

measured after being peeled and cut, and

one quart of water. Free the mutton from

all the skin and nearly all the fat. Put the

butter in a stewpan and over a hot fire.

When the butter is hot add the mutton and

cook until it is browned on all sides. Now

take the meat from the stewpan and add

the flour, stirring well until it is browned,

then add the water, stirring all the time.

When this sauce boils add the mutton, salt,

pepper and the onions, cut in thin slices.

Cover the stewpan and place where the

contents will simmer slowly for two hours.

At the end of this time add the turnips,

stirring the mixture well. Now spread the

potatoes on top, cover the stewpan and

place where the contents will cook a little

more rapidly. It will require three-quarters

of an hour longer to finish the ragoût. The

turnips may be omitted and only the pota

toes used, or one quart of carrots cut in

thin slices may be substituted for the

turnips. . If carrots are used they should

be first boiled in plenty of water for half

an hour. Sometimes only one vegetable is

used. Macaroni which has boiled in salted

water for fifteen minutes, can be substituted

for the other vegetables. Half the amount

of meat may be used in the preparation of

this dish. The French often employ veal or

pork instead of the mutton. One can sub

stitute sweet drippings for the butter. The

remains of a roast or boil can be used in

stead of the fresh meat. The thing which

one cannot change is the method of cook

ing, which is always done slowly.
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JMeriden Britannia Co.

Silver Plate that M/ears.

Especially suitable for gifts, as the

quality is so well known. Made in

a great variety of articles and sold

by leading dealers everywhere.

Meriden Britannia Co., Meriden, Conn.

trade-mark ther

on spoons, & othe

“1847 Rogers Bros.” :

knives and forks.

CAUTION

Spoons and forks not our make are fre

quently sold as “Rogers.” Our trade

mark is 1847 Rogers Bros. “ 1847 ''

guarantees original genuine goods, silver

plate that wears, on nickel-silver. Look

out for imitations.

MERIDEN BRITANNIA Co., Meriden, Conn.

ſº-00-00--00-00-----00-->00-00-->0- W

-

our Fall and Winter Catalogue

- Now Ready

| THE TRUTH
: The class of trade we want is the class that

will buy when the truth is told. We want the

truth told in paper and store. We want you to

& feel we are telling you the truth about our

shoes and when you do we want your business.

Twelve months' advertis

ing in T H E LAD 1 Es’

HoMEJournal alone has

made us over Iooo regu

lar mail order customers

# who believe we are truth

ful. Our offering this

month is an Advance

Style in Ladies' Hand

Welt, Cork-Sole Lace,

on New Pencil - Toe

Last, suitable for Fall or

early Winter wear, at

$4.00 a pair. Sizes, 2 to

8, AA to E. Stock No.

204. In spite of advance

in cost of labor and ma

terial the price remains the same as 1894.

Our New Catalogue now ready and mailed

free on application.

FOREMAN SHOE COMPANY
Manufacturers and Retailers

N. W. Corner State and Madison"|
CHICAGO, ILL.

ſº-sº-º-º-º-0-00---0-00--0

Please Your Feet

with a pair of our comfortable Wici

Ixid Lace or Button $3.50 Shoes,

that THE LADIES' Home Journal,

readers have been buying for the past

two years. Reasonable in price, mº
shoes sold for $5.00 are no better. e

keep over a dozen styles in stock, most

any shape of toe, pattern, size or width.

º $3% Fine Quality

**_2 * Fine Fit

Stylish, Easy

All Shoes Delivered Free. Your Money Re

funded if not satisfied with fit, quality and style.

MANUFACTURERS SHOE co., º'

48 pages, illustrated, and booklet, “Shoes and

Catalogue How to 'wear Them,” sent FREE, showing

large variety of styles and prices for Men, Women and Children.

WOMEN BEWARE

of buying a Corset Waist unless it has this trade

mark in red. If it has you will be sure of getting

the Genuine Jackson Corset

Waist. If you cannot find it

with your merchant, send us

your waist measure and state

|

whether you prefer a white or

we will send you the price of the

One Perfect Corset Waist

JACKSON CORSET CO., Jackson, Mich.

Sample by mail wn º

wn - º

6 cts. ºf ..§ *

or of - || -

ALL DRUGGISTS • *. - , -º

FOX, FULTZ & CO.

Catalogue of Rubber Goods FREE

“Do Not Stammer"

has probably made more wonderful cures than any

living practitioner.

General of U.S., also Horatio C. Wood, D. D., ------

University of Pa., Bishop Cyrus D. Foss, M. E. Church,

Philadelphia INSTITUTE

1oss Spring Garden St., Philadelphia, Pa.

drab, button or clasp front and

Lady Agents wanted. Address

Ribbed inside, cannot stick together, cannot collapse.

50 cts. doz.: |

52 Park Place, New York. 18 Blackstone St., Boston

Edwin S. Johnston, one of Philadelphia's specialists,

Refer to Hon. John Wanamaker,º

Philadelphia, Pa. Send for 54-page pamphlet to

Estab. 1884. EDWIN S. JOHNSTON, Principal and Founder

BY THE EDITORS

THE LADES' HOME JOURNAL

An Illustrated Magazine with a Larger

Circulation than any Periodical in the World

Edited by

EDWARD W. BOK

Published Monthly by

THE CURTIS PUBLISHING COMPANY

CYRUS H. K. CURTIS, President

At 421–427 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

With Press-Rooms at 401–415 Appletree Street

BRANCH OFFICES :

[For the transaction of advertising business only]

New York: 1 Madison Ave., corner 23d Street

Chicago: 508 Home Insurance Building

Subscription Price:

One Dollar per Year: Single Copies, Ten Cents

English Subscription Prices:

Per issue, 6 pence; per year, 6 shillings, post-free

A Striking New Cover

A STRIKINGLY unique cover design will

distinguish the next (November)

Journal. It is the work of Mr. W. T.

Smedley, the well-known illustrator, and

pictures, as the miniature reproduction

above shows, a group of New York “ fash

ionables” at the Horse-Show. The design

is entirely unlike any that the Journal has

as yet presented, and is most striking.

MR. BOK'S BOOK FOR YOUNG MEN

HE decided success with which the writ

ings for young men by Mr. Edward

Bok, the Journal’s editor, have met, has

induced him to write a book to be pub

lished this month by the Revells, of New

York. It is called “Successward,” and,

as its sub-title indicates, it is “a young

man's book for young men.” Mr. Bok

practically covers in this book the entire

ground of a young man’s life: his business

life, the meaning of success, his social life

and amusements, his religious life, the

“sowing of his wild oats,” his dress, his

attitude toward women, and the important

question of his marriage. Although the

retail price of the book is one dollar, the

Literary Bureau of the Journal has made

arrangements whereby it will be able to

supply the volume to any Journal reader

at the special§: of eighty cents, postage

paid to any address.

RUTH ASHMORE’S BOOK FOR GIRLS

IMULTANEOUSLY with Mr. Bok’s book

for young men will appear a book for

girls by the popular Ruth Ashmore, of the

|...}. editorial staff. For a long time

undreds of girls have desired that Ruth

Ashmore's best writings for girls might

appear in book form, and this has now been

done. The book is called “Side-Talks

with Girls,” and comes from the publish

ing house of the Scribners. The cream

of Miss Ashmore's writings in the Journal

is in this book, and it therefore makes at

once the most readable and helpful book

for girls ever published. The Literary

Bureau of the Journal has also made

arrangements whereby copies of it will be

supplied to Journal readers at eighty

cents, postage paid to any address.

MRS, BURTON HARRISON'S NEW STORY

IN the next issue of the Journal will

begin a clever novelette by Mrs. Burton

Harrison, whose popular stories of “The

Anglomaniacs” and “A Bachelor Maid ''

are so well

known. In

this Journal

story Mrs.

Harrison has

chosen for her

scenes of action

two fields with

which she is

most thorough

ly and happily

familiar: the

social whirl of

New York’s

“Four Hun -

dred’’ and the

quiet atmos

phere of Southern domesticity. The con

trast is most delightful, especially so in a

love story. Mr. W. T. Smedley has aptly

and strikingly illustrated the story.

WITH THE READING SEASON UPON US

IT is well to remember where one can buy

books at the cheapest prices, and where

the largest number of books can be had

for the least money. This is what the

Literary Bureau of the Journal was organ

ized for : to make it possible for the small

est book-buyer to receive the prices usu

ally and only given the large and extensive

purchaser. With the Literary Bureau every

book has a special price for a Journal

reader. This the catalogue of “5000

Books” shows. No better nor simpler

guide to the best books than this has ever

been printed. It contains 200 pages, and

has in it the portraits of 180 authors and

the titles of over 50oo books in every

department of reading. It cost thousands

of dollars to produce this book, and yet

all that the Journal asks for it is ten

cents, with which to cover the cost of mail

ing. For that small sum it will be sent at

once to any address.

IF YOU WISH TO MAKE MONEY

THE Journal gives every woman a

chance to do so, with scarcely any

trouble. Scores of women have, during

the past year, received checks from the

Journal when they never expected them—

checks ranging in amounts from ten to five

hundred dollars. It is easier now to earn

this money than at any other time of the

year. A simple inquiry of the Journal’s

Circulation Bureau will tell the plan.

A STIRRING NEW MARCH

SUC. as girls like to play for a “two

step ’’ dance, full of time, “go' and

dash, will be printed in its entirety in the

next issue of the Journal. It is called

‘‘The Constella

tion March'' and

is the work of Mr.

Thomas Clark,

whose “Belle of

New York March”

was so popular

last summer. Mr.

Clark’s work

comes very close

in its excellence to

the best marches

of John Philip

Sousa, as any one

will see who plays

the composition which the Journal will

print in its next issue.

THE HUMBLEST GIRL CAN NOW HAVE

WHA. she wants in the way of an en

tirely free education of any sort—

whether it is a musical, collegiate or prac

tical education. Not only is such an edu

cation possible, but it is given in the best

conservatories and colleges in America

under the most competent teachers. The

Journal has now given these educations to

nearly two hundred girls, without a penny's

cost to the girls or their parents. The

Journal's Educational Bureau is entirely

devoted to this work, and a request made

of it will bring the details of the plan to

any one interested. There is no competi

tion in the idea; every girl has the oppor

MRS. HARRISON

THOMAS CLARK

tunity made possible to her.

A YOUNG GIRL’S HOME LIBRARY

UST what are the best books for a small

library for a girl has often been asked.

This question will be answered in the next

Journal, when Colonel Thomas Went

worth Higginson, the best authority on

American books, will point out to girls the

best ten, fifteen, twenty-five, fifty and one

hundred books which they can read. The

cost of the books will also be given. It is

safe to say that, of its kind, this article is

the best which has ever been written on

the subject. The selection of books is

singularly unbiased and good.

(I wish mine had.)(My mamma used Wool Soap.)

l/oo/ems will not shrink it

Wool Soap
is used in the laundry

Wool Soap is delicate and refreshing for bath pur

poses. The best cleanser for household and laundry

purposes. Buy a bar at your dealers.

RAWORTH, SCHODDE & CO., Makers, Chicago

OOK for this $2.

Trade Mark Jº

They are sold by all

high-class Stationers.

W. H. Hasbrouck

& Co.

Manufacturers

Book of samples sent 536, 538 Pearl Street

free on request. New York

The M. & H. watermark in a paper is a guarantee of excellence.

You do not need to

leave home orgive up

present employment to secure

a practical Business Education. We

can teach you Book-keeping, Shorthand, Pennanship,

Arithmetić, Spelling, Grammar, Law: Letter Writing,
etc., BYº, his is the kind of knowledge that

ays and our teachers will prepare you thoroughly.

Pºe your spare time and fit, yourself for a gºod

position. Business men with dollars are seeking young
|. with business sense. Write for FREE cata.

ogue giving particulars. A Trial Lesson 10 cents.

BRYANT & STRATTON, No. 2 College Bldg.

BUFFALO, N. Y.

$200.00 IN GOLD GIVEN

We will give $200.oo to any one who will sell

within the next three months 200 copies of

“Talks to Children About Jesus.” Qne of

the most popular books ever, published.

Over 150,000 copies already sold. Agents

sell from 10 to 15 copies a day. Beautifully

illustrated. Freight paid and credit given.

Complete canvassing outfit and full infor

mation 35 cents.

$100.00 BICYCLE GIVEN

to any one who will sell 75 copies in two

months. Agents who do not secure any of

the prizes are given very liberal commis

sion. Best bºok published for the Holi

days. We offer also most liberal rates on

other books and Bibles. Write at once.

R. H. WOODWARD COMPANY

BALTIMoRE, MD.

C.L.S.C.##############C.L.S.C.

:CHAUTAUQUA:
READING CIRCLE k

The American Year

A systematic course in American politics, in

dustry and literature, illustrating the

DEVELOPMENT OF NATIONAL LIFE

× Why not supplement your desultory reading

by a well-defined course for the coming win

ter? Chautauqua offers a comprehensive plan.

x JOHN H. VINCENT, Dept. 33, BUFFAL0, N. Y. At

C.L.S.C.##############C. L.S.C.

BUNKER HILLPAPER &
Papers and envelopes. They

re the papers fashion dea.

mands. Samplesand full information upon receipt of4c.

SAMUEL WARD COMPANY., 49 Franklin St.,

Paper Merchants, Stationers and Engravers, Boston, Mass.

Correspondence with the trade solicited.

PENNsylvasia, Media.

Media Academy for Boys.

i i
¥

:

Save money. Mail rates only

16c. per pound. We will supply

direct i ſº dealer will not

procure for you our celebra

BOSTON LINEN

Boston BOND and

and Commercial courses. Careful preparation for lead

ing Colleges. Excellent table and all home comforts.

Location unsurpassed. Send for circular. C.W. Stuart, Prin.

21st year. Classical,

Scientific, English
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That Plate_*

111earls

lumbiColumbia ºs
THE BEST º

BICYCLE of the

On the steering- World.

head of every Col

umbia bicycle of this year's make

that name-plate appears. It is

unique, handsome, and indicates

much—satisfaction and highesten

joyment to the rider.

No other bicycle has ever equal

led a Columbia. No other bicycle

ever shall equal a Columbia. The

greatest bicycle factory in the

world says so. -

New Price $100
--

HARTFORDS, next best, $80 $60.

$50 for boys’ and girls' sizes.

POPE MFG. CO.

Bartford, Conn.

BOSTON, CHICAGO,

NEW YORK, SAN FRANCISCO,

PROVIDENCE, BUFFALO.

An Art Catalogue of these famous

wheels at any Columbia Agency, or will

be mailed for two 2-cent stamps.

LEGA NT FLOWER ING

BU LBS.

Sent by Mail, postpaid, at the following special prices:

8 named HYACINTHS, different colors, fine, for ;: cents.

5 : TULIPS, lovely sorts, all different, “ 1

* …" N\ºtissus,” * “ “ 10 “

3 JAPAN LILIES, -- -- -- ** 10 “

10 CR00US, 5 sorts, named, - - ** 10 “

10 FREESIAS, fine mixed sorts, - - “ 10 “

1 BLACK cºil. new, from Palestine, -- --10

or the whole 36 Bulbs, postpaid, for 50 cents.

UR,GATALOCue, ELEGANTLY, ILLUSTRATED

ºfºuliſmdº"Baiº, for fall planting and
Winter Blooming, also new Fruits, Shrubs, etc., is now

ready, and will be mailed FREE to all whoapply. Čhoicest

Hyacinths, Tulips, Narcissus, and other Bulbs, at greatly

reduced prices. Write for it at once. Address

JOHN LEWIS CHILDS, FLoRal Parak, N.Y.

Have You Yet

Heard of Cupid?
THE FLORAL WONDER OF THE AGE!

White as snow, it is an unique DWARF SWEET

PEA, that grows only five inches high. It car

pets the ground with a glistening mass of white for

months, and can now be seen in #. flower at Ford

Hook FARM. It is worth traveling hundreds of

miles to see. BUT your address on a postal card,

sent now, will brin Nū. by January 1st, 1896,

BURPEE'S FARM KN UAL for 1896—a hand

some book showing CUPID painted true to nature,

and also illustrations from photographs. Next sea

son you can then have this little wonder in your

own garden or window box.

W. Atlee Burpee & Co.,*

to LOWELY WINTER BLOOMING BULBS

Wºº. in For Only 25 Cts.

- 1 bulb lovely Bermuda Easter

º: Lily º: shown in cut): 1 bulb

tº Narcissus, pure, white; 1 bulb

º Roman Hyacinth; 1 bulb Tulip

W. Duc Van Thol; 1 bulb Giant

Nº Jonquil; 1 bulb Allium Neapoli

tanum; 1 bulb Freesia; 1 §

#: Chiondoxa, Glory of the Snow:

1 bulb Scilla Siberica; 1 bulb

º Giant Crocus. They can all be

ºplanted in ts for Winter

: blooming or in the garden for

- tº Spring flowering. Every one

º ººmººwill bloom.

3 LOWELY EASTER LILIES FOR ONLY 15 GTS.

Large pure white trumpet-formed flowers of great beauty and

fragrance. As a winter bloomer nothing can surpass this Lily.

We will send the two collections for only -->cts.

J. Roscoe Full-LER & Co. Fioral Park,N.Y.

BulbS and Plants ºkPLANTING

Direct from the Growers. Ask for Catalogues.

HULSEBOSCH BROTHERS, - Englewood, N. J.

The Great Secret of the Canary Breeders of the Hartz.

BIRD MANNA will restore the song

of cage birds and pre

serve them in health. 15c. by mail. Sold by druggists.

Directions free. BIRD Food Co., 400N. 3d St., Phila., Pa.

Study of Violets. Water Colors. Size:8%x35in. Regular Price 50c.

That everv Journal reader may see the high character of our

work, a copy of this exquisite picture, together with a copy of the

best art and home magazine published, will be sent to any address

for only 25e. For $1.00 will be sent by return mail, 6 trial

numbers, with 15 color pictures and 12 design supplements. (Yearly

subscription, $4.00). It will pay you to send for this dollar offer.

$.” The Art Interchange "ºº"

For 49 Cents

we will send a sofa-pillow, size 24x24, stamped on

Plantation Cloth, in écru, old gold, absinthe, old blue,

old rose, terra cotta, old red, and sage. Have you

seen the new Empire design stamped on 18x18 centre

piece? Price 39c. By mail, add roc. extra. Address

Kensington Art School, 12West 14th St., NewYork

Send 2c. in stamps for our three special offers for Sept., 1895

º

ORAL

Under this heading I will cheerfully answer

any question relating to flowers or their cul

ture. EBEN E. REXFORD.

R. F.—A double-spathed Calla is not uncommon.

W. R. H.-Specimen sent, Bryophillum. Not a

very desirable plant. -

M. J. E.-The flowers of the Grand Duke Jasmine

are short-lived, but those of the Cape Jasmine last

for a long time.

M. H.-If your Ficus was slighly frosted it will

send out branches along the stalk to take the place

of the leaves it has lost. -

M. L. K.—The Fern sent is a Pteris.

a soil of leafmould, with

shade.

MRs. F. H. S.–Not knowing what treatment your

Amaryllis has received I am unable to offer any

lººtions as to what shall be done to make it

ooin.

E. B. C.—Ferns should never be º in strong

sunshine. They, however, like a good light. Do

not shower the Adiantums. If you do you will injure

the foliage.

MRs. F. H. W.-Carnations like a somewhat

strong, heavy soil, moderate amount of moisture

and a sunny place. Do not keep them very warm ;

shower daily.

Itshould have

ood drainage; keep in

Do not shower the foliage.

R. L. H.-You can rid your plants of green lice by

fumigating them with Tobacco, by showering them

with Tobacco tea, or by the application of sulpho

tobacco soap.

E. A. W.-Grow the Chinese Lily on until it ceases

to develop new leaves. Then gradually dry it off,

and store the bulbs away in a cool, dry place until

fall, then proceed with them precisely as you did

with the original bulb.

MRs. F. C. F.—The Poinsettia is dried off after

blooming, and kept as nearly dormant as possible

until spring. Then it is slowly encouraged to make

new growth during the summer. Cut it back

sharply to force branching.

X. Y. Z-Apply lime-water to your plants, as fre
quently advised in this department. F. little flies

of which you speak are hatched from worms in the

soil. The lime-water will kill these worms, and thus

prevent further trouble from flies.

CoNsTANT: READER—The trouble with the plant

of which you send specimen is mildew. Perhaps

you keep tiºn in a strong draught. If so, give them

another position, where they can have shelter from

cold winds, and dust their foliage with flower of

sulphur.

F. E. B.-I think, from what you say about the

dropping of the flowers of your Lemon Tree, that the

soil requires a fertilizer. I would suggest an appli

cation of fine bonedust to the plant. It would also

be a good plan to cut back the top somewhat. Be

sure to see that the roots do not lack for water while

the plant is making growth.

MRs. H. E. D.—The leaf sent is infested with

scale. Apply sulpho-tobacco soap. Red spider is

not ionº, the use of insect powder. Use clear

water, and use it liberally, and two or three times a

day. Water does more to drive away this pest than

any insectide I have ever used, if used thoroughly

ºpersistently. An occasional sprinkling does no

good.

Mrs. C. A. H.-The Cactus sent is generally cata

logued as Echinocactus mammalaria. It frequently

produces flowers, but is mostly grown because of its

peculiar appearance. Give a soil composed of equal

parts of sand and clay; . When the plant is making

growth water well. After the §º.; period is

over keep it pretty dry. Give it the benefit of strong

sunshine.

MRs. C. E. P.-I do not know of any journal

wholly floricultural that can be recommended as of

much help to the florist. (2) Under favorable condi

tions—and that means a great deal more than I can

touch on here—it pays to grow flowers and plants

for sale. But the amateur can hardly expect to suc

ceed against the opposition which he must meet

from professional growers.

MRs. O. P.-Rose cuttings should be taken when

the wood is in the half-way stage between fresh and

ripe growth... If too young, they will decay; if too

old, roots will not form. Perhaps the best test is

the formation of a tender bark which begins to be

“stringy” when the cutting is torn away from the

parent plant. With bottom heat cuttings in sand

will root in a month. In the ground it may take all

summer for strong roots to form. I prefer a cutting

with a heel.

A. M. S.—I know nothing about the culture re

quired by the Pineapple. (2) It is impossible for me

to say whether your Geraniums should be watered

twice a week or every day. That depends on cir

cumstances. If in a warm room the moisture may

evaporate so rapidly from the soil that it will be

necessary to apply water every day. If in a cool

room, twice aº may be often enough to do this.

The only rule to be governed by is this: Wait till

the soil§§ dry, then water and do it thoroughly.

MRs. E. H. G.-If your Rubber Plant was brought

from the greenhouse to your living-room the drop

ping of its leaves is easily accounted for. In the

reenhouse the air is always moist, while in the

iving-room it is almost always very hot and dry.

The change is almost sure to affect all plants un

favorably. When a plant becomes used to its new

quarters there is generally no further trouble with it.

If the roots fill the pot shift to a pot a size larger.

Keep the foliage clean; water often enough to keep

the soil moist all through, no more. Keep the plant

in partial shade.

J. H. T.-I do not know what variety of Amaryllis

you refer to as the “winter-blooming kind.” This

plant blooms, at irregular intervals—sometimes in

winter, sometimes in summer. It should be watered

well as long as it keeps producing new leaves. As

soon as it stops growing, withhold water, and after

a little let the soil become rather dry. Keep it so

until you see fresh signs of growth, then apply more

water. The Valetta, which is a member of the Ama

ryllis family, blooms regularly each year in fall, and

this sort can be wintered in the cellar. But other

varieties do not do well there.

MRs. H. J. H.-I never recommend the use of a

bulb which has been forced in the house a second

season. Such bulbs sometimes bloom again, but not

often, and they can never be depended upon. It is

much more satisfactory to buy strong, fresh bulbs

each fall for winter flowering. (2) Roman Hyacinths

like all other bulbs of that class, grow weaker an

weaker year after year if allowed to bloom yearly,

and it becomes necessary to replace the old stock

with new, fresh, healthy plants. (3) Books are use

ful in giving one a knowledge of floriculture, but the

knowledge thus obtained must be supplemented by

personal experience and observation.

º
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Get Samples!

ALFRED PEATS

PRIZE

WALL PAPERS.
If you will send us a description of the different rooms you have

to Pºłº their height, what they are used for and color effect desired

we will send you samples of the newest papers, with borders an

ceilings to mitch (within the price you wish to pay) specially selected

by our experienced decorators, for each room. Ór, if we have an agent
near§ we will have him, call and show youour full line of samples

from large sample books. We will also send you our

“Guide How To Paper and

Economy in Home Decoration,”

all free with no obligation or expense on your part.

We sell more paper direct to consumers than any other five

dealers in the United States, and it is new styles and low prices
thatdoº, high-priced Leather P

e have high-price eather. Papers, Hand Made Papers,

Pressed Papers, Varnished Relief Papers, Imported#º.

French Papers, etc., but it is our $1000 Prize Design Papers that

are most often selected. They are Exclusive Patterns and can

be obtained only of us or our agents.

In addition to the Prize Designs, we have over one million

rolls of other patterns to select from. No one can compete

s with us in quality and price.

PRICES:

Prize Design Patterns, - 15 to 3o cts. per roll.

Ingrain Paper, - 12% to 14 “ --

Beautiful Embossed Gold paper, 1o to 25 “ --

Beautiful Color and Gold Paper, 6 to 15 “ --

Good Gold Paper, - 5 “ --

Good Kitchen Paper, - 3 “ --

MORE AGENTS WANTED.

We want some one in each town, of taste and ability, to solicit

orders for our wall papers on good commission. We charge $1.00

for large sample books. Good references are always required.

Send to nearest address.

N

ARGAINS IN FLOWERS

What You Can Buy for 50 Cents

Set J–60 Crocus, all colors, handsome, .Set A-10 Best Double Hyacinths, 10 kinds, . . . .50c 50c

“ B–10 Best Single Hyacinths, 10 kinds, . . . .50c “ K– 4 Chinese Sacred Lilies, . . . . . 50c

“ C– 5 Single and 5 Double Hyacinths, 10 kinds, 50c “ L–10 Choice Winter Blooming Roses, . 50c

. # 4;§ºš “ M-10 Choice Geraniums, all different, . . . .50c

* # 33 Best pouble tips, idiºrent, . . . §tº Q-, 6 Carnations, ready to bloom, : . . . 50c
“ G–35 Best Single Tulips, all different, . . . §§§ “ P-12 Choice Prize WinningChrysanthemums, 50c

“ H-40 Asst.Tulips, Double, Single and Parrot, 50c “ s– 4 Elegant Decorative Palms, . . . . . .50c

You may select half of any two sets for 50 cents, or 3 complete sets for $1.25, any 5 sets for $2.00, the entire

15 sets for $5.00; or half of each set for $2.50. Get your neighbor to club with you and get yours FREE. Our

catalogue free. ORDER TO-DAY. THE GREAT WESTERN PLANT CO., Springfield, Ohio

CHOICE HYACINTHS AT 5 CENTS
Our Champion Collection of 20

HYACINTHS for $1.00 （$º

This offer has never been equaled, the varieties are the best, the colors are unsur

passed, embracing all colors of this charming flower. We send instructions with

each order how to grow and care for them. E GUARANTEE THEM TO BE THE

BEST DOLLAR'S WORTH OF HYACINTHS You EVER PURCHASED. WILL COST

$2 FROM OTHER FLORISTS.

THE LIST:—Prince of Waterloo, pure white, large compact spike. Rosea

Maxima, fine pink, very large. Boquet de Orange, rich deep golden yellow.

Princess Royal, deep scarlet, extra large. Jenny, Lind, blush white, with

violet eye. La Tour de Auvergne, pure snow white. Bloksberg, finest of
all light blue Hyacinths. Sans Souci, the finestº Hyacinth in cultivation.

Monarch, bright crimson, very large spike. Ne Plus Ultra, pure waxy white,
very large bells. Lord Weilington, deep porcelain with lilac stripe.

Monarque de France... beautiful creamy white. Charles Dic

bright pink, extra large. Czar. Peter, finest porcelain blue. Gertrude, large,

compact spike, bright red. King of the Blues, dark blue, very large spike.

Grand

ens, finest

Queen of Holland, plure white, elegant. La Citroneirre, citron yellow, rich

and popular. Baron Von Thuyll. pure white, none better. Gen. Pelissier.
W. l deep rich scarlet, none better.

---------------------- e send 35 Tulips for 50 cts., 60 Crocus for 50 cts., 15 Narcissus for 50 cts. Get our

Catalogue before you order, it is sent Free. WE CAN SAVE You; Yios EY’on ºf fowers. Try us.

GOOD & REBSE CO., Box S, Champion City Greenhouses, SPRINGFIELD, OHIO

We do the largest business in this country direct with

consumers in Tea, Coffee, Baking Powder, Spices

and Extracts. We are importers of all the goods we

handle. We offer Premiums or give liberal discounts,

and send the best value of any house in the United States.

We want YOU to send for our 170-page illustrated

Price and Premium List. It tells the whole story.

Costs you nothing. Will interest and pay you. We

have hundreds of other sets, Plain and Decorated,

and a host of other Premiums.

THE LONDON TEA COMPANY

191 Congress Street, Boston, Mass.

ENGLISH DECORATED Dinner

and Tea Set No. 65, Premium

with Tea and Coffee order of $18.

Packed and delivered at depot for $7 cash.

An ocean delicacy. With A SEA-breeze FitESHNESS

*:::::" DEVILED CRABS& Co.'S

Served at least once a week, in their natural shells, they

make a grateful change in the family diet.

A DELICIOUS ENTREE. A ROYAL SUPPER DISH

Can be served hot or cold. Ask your Grocer all about them

McMENAMIN & CO., Hampton, Wa.
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1 THE HOMEDRESSMAKER
: BY ENANAA NA. HOOPER : By

#========== H, D.

Under this heading I will cheerfully answer, each month, any reasonable question on Home

Dressmaking asked me by my readers.

MRs. D. C.—Kindly read the answer given to

“Vera W.”

MRs. VAL–Use an§. skirt for your crépon

and read answer to “Skirtmaker.”

Twins—Dress alike if you wish, though it is rather

striking to see two very tall girls dressed as exact

counterparts.

Rose X.—Black moreen petticoats are very much

worn, but I cannot recommend them, as they are
very heavy and by no means hygienic. -

MRs. J. B.-Jacket suits are worn by boys of three

rears if well grown, though mothers sometimes

eep boys in kiltskirts and jackets until five years

of age.

DREssMAKER—Even with a petticoat of moreen

a godet skirt should be interlined with one of the

numerous stiffening fabrics to a depth of fifteen

inches.

LERA-Your questions were answered in the Sep

tember issue. (2) White alpaca semi-evening dresses

will be worn and trimmed with a bright velvet collar

and belt.

EconoMy–A black alpaca petticoat trimmed with

two ruffles, nicely bound and finished with a stiffen

ing or extender around the lower edge, is the next

choice to one of silk.

SLEEves—The puff sleeve to the elbow and close

below is newer than the leg-of-mutton. Elbow

length sleeves are worn in the house and on theatre

and semi-evening costumes.

Miss MAGGIE N.—Short basque backs in three or

five tiny godet plaits are worn by those tiring of

round waists; the front is round, pointed or double

breasted half way to the neck.

MADellA-Henrietta is never out of style for

children's frocks and ladies' tea-gowns and house

dresses, and this fall it is worn by many who have

tired of rough and changeable effects.

MRs. HowARD K.—Sealskin, baby lamb, black

marten for capes, and in the rotation named. Ermine

is in better taste for evening wear or as a trimming

for young ladies' and children's wraps.

BABY MINE–White fur carriage robes are the

Fº for winter. (2) Cover every portion of the

ittle body with fine all-wool underwear. (3) Dress

a girl in pure white for certainly two years.

Dossie-Redingote costumes should be made of

a heavy fabric, as cloth, bouclé—rough-dress goods,

velvet, etc. The skirt front must be of a contrasting

material if the Parisian ideas are carried out.

M. Y.-Buttons have simply been a rage in Europe

for six months, worn as a trimming, and the use of

them is fast spreading here, but only as a trimming,

not for use, as waists are still invisibly hooked.

SkirTMAKER—In lining a circular skirt cut the

lining straight on the sides where the round curve

comes; this prevents sagging to a great degree, ex

sº for crépon, which ought not to be cut in this

style.

BLAck Goods—A heavy weight of mohair will

make a lovely skirt to wear with your plaid and

changeable silk waists. Wear either a crush belt of

i. º: one of black ribbon fastening with a silver

uckle.

T. G. F.—With plaid woolen goods combine plain

satin for belt and collar and vice-versa. (2) Trim a

ink taffeta waist with straps of leaf green, golden

rown or black velvet and steel buckles, as described

for “Brownie.”

Subscriber—A bride isiº to furnish her

wardrobe for six months and all of the table and bed

linen if she keeps house. Of course, where the bride

's poor and the groom wealthy, matters are differ

ently arranged.

MRs. J. S.–A princesse gown made with a blouse

.ront will do for a maternity gown. Black always

makes one look smaller and stripes add to the height.

(2) The half-long golf cape will answer nicely for an

every-day wrap.

UNDEciped—Have a waist-length cape of black

velveteen lined with bright taffeta silk and trimmed

with ostrich feather ruching on the neck and front

edges. Add a square yoke of jet or merely outline

one with jet insertion.

Miss–A miss is from twelve to sixteen years of

age, and during that time should wear a corset-waist

not a stiffly-boned corset. Let the form expand and

you will not regret it when you learn to appreciate

the great blessing that health is.

Ita S.–rcould not advise you or any one to come

to a large city to look for employment unless you

were anº in some branch of work, possessed

of friends wh

to pay your expenses while looking for a position.

MRs. ANNE C.—Little girls do wear white guimpes

through the winter, but must also wear flannel from

ankles to neck in Canada. (2) The fashionable

woolen and silk plaids now written of are the fancy

French plaids, not the clan tartans of Scotch extrac

tion.

MARIE-In a city, you can always order your broad

cloth sponged at the merchants selling it. (2) Vel

vet ºft be very fashionable for hats, dress trim

mings, capes and entire toilettes later on, (3) In furs

the long-haired variety, excepting sealskin, of course,

is preferred in brown and black.

DATA—To be punctual is undoubtedly an admira

ble trait; nevertheless letters must take their turn

and cannot be answered by “return mail” or in the

“next issue.” This has been explained many times

also the fact that a postage stamp should be inciosed

when a personal letter is requested.

Town AND City—Use tan or light blue broadcloth

for a cape coming down to the hips and cut very full.

Line with silk or sateen, and interline if you wish it

for cool weather. Finish the neck with a triple

plaited ruche of number sixteen satin ribbon, having

a bow back and front with long ends.

E. S. T.-Black gloves are not fashionable except

for those in mourning, and then the suéde or un

dressed kid is preferred. (2) Sleeves of elbow

length are very fashionable among stylish dresses

for theatre, dinner and semi-evening waists. Gloves

to meet the sleeve should be worn with them.

SISTER MARY-Nickel gray is now being worn a

good deal among people who keep posted in regard

to Paris fashions. It was revived in that city during

the summerand worn with white or black trimmings.

In velvet it does not look as well as a richer color

but is handsome in cloth, Henrietta, crépon an
mohair.

o could aid you, or with sufficient money

EMMA M. HOOPER.

E.-Large collars and such accessories will be

edged with a gimp of jet beads or spangles. (2)

Three large fancy buttons are worn on the box-plait

in frontº two fasten belts, one is set on the

point of a rever, three trim the front of jackets on

either side, and, in fact, they are put wherever fancy

may dictate.

MRs. CHARLEs P.-Little girls wear the same dress

materials that their mothers do and very much the

same range of colors as well. (2) A low-cut frock

worn with a white guimpe is never out of fashion

for a #. of five years. (3) They do wear the box

plaited effects on the front of round waists at six to

twelve years.

CLARA V.-The cheapest white wedding gown

of “really stylish materials” will be a skirt of crêpon,

Fayetta or Lansdowne, with a round waist and large

elbow sleeves of chiffon ; or have the entire gown

of the silk and wool material, with frills on the

sleeves, stock collar and draped Marie Antoinette

fichu of chiffon.

ALABAMA GIRL–For a week's sightseeing in a

city take your traveling suit, one fancy silk waist,

extra skirt and evening bonnet. You can buy the

latter there to better advantage than in a small town.

(2) Wear white or very pale tan gloves in the evening

and brown for traveling. (3) Do not wear thickly

dotted veils if your eyes are weak.

Country GIRL–Personally I think you would

learn more of dressmaking by attending a dress

maker's school for three months than by sewing for

a dressmaker for two years. In the former case you

learn the trade-fitting, cutting and making, but in
the latter case you are kept on one or two things, as

making sleeve linings, binding skirts, etc.

VERA. W.-Buy the heavy black mohair for a

jacket suit, and wear with a plaid silk waist having

puff sleeves, crush belt and collar, box-plaited centre

front and shirrings on either side of the neck. Pay

a dollar and fifty cents a yard for the mohair and a

dollar and twenty-five cents for the silk, in which

brown, green, blue or ruby should predominate.

INVALID-Light striped flannel wrappers are suffi

ciently warm and wash well with care. (2) In hav

ing goods dyed the dyer cannot always bring out

the exact shade that you wish; the color dyed must

be several shades lighter than the color to be, and

one color takes another well, like tan takes brown,

and, again, will disappoint, as tan will not take a

good gray.

MAMIE F.—Have a five-yard godet skirt interlined

to aº of fifteen inches; round waist having a

four-inch box-plait in front and dropping in blouse

fashion over the belt; sailor collar º: at belt in

points, and sleeves in a large puff to the elbows and

close-fitting below; crush collar and belt of bright

plaid taffeta silk. Place three large steel or jet and

Rhinestone buttons on the box-plait.

MRs. H.-As I have written several times before,

godet skirts need not be interlined above the knees.

Many of them are only interlined to a depth of

twelve inches to keep them light in weight. (2) I

cannot give an address in this column, neither is it

allowable to recommend any special brand of goods.

You must see that by so doing we would give extra

advertisements to many manufacturers.

Esinol-Your sample can be worn until the mid

dle of November by trimming it with a large sailor

collar, belt and crush collar of blue velvet. (2) Silk

waists and dark skirts will undoubtedly be very

fashionable next winter. (3) An article on dressing

for the opera and theatre would only interest those

living in the large cities, and our articles must be of

help to a great many kinds and conditions of women.

A. V.-Russian sable is short-haired and a very

dark glossy brown. A perfect skin is worth a hun

dred dollars, but it must be perfect in every way, so

that is really not a common price. When you realize

that it takes two skins for a small boa and three for a

muff you can see why only a fortunate few have real

Russian sable. People often wear Alaska sable and

think it the Russian; a boa and muff of this are very

nice at twenty dollars.

C. M.–Use a changeable figured silk taffeta show

ing brown prominently, with a hint of the beige like

yourº and blue or green as well. Have panel

of it in the skirt next to the front width, also im

mense sleeve puffs, from shoulder to elbow, using

the lower part of the old sleeves. Cut the basque

into a round waist or short point, back and front,

with a crush belt or merely a twist on the edge.

Remove plaits on basque and add a crush collar and

wide centre double box-plait of the silk, on which

place three large fancy steel buttons.

A Subscriber—A Marie Antoinette fichu is a

three-corner kerchief of batiste, fine silk, mousseline,

gauze, net, chiffon or lace, trimmed with ruffles or

knife-plaited of the goods or of lace. Usually the

corner at the back is rounded and the front ends are

either knotted over the bust or lengthened so that

they cross over the bust and continue to the back of

the waist-line where they are loosely tied. In Paris

they reintroduced this garment in the summer and

they are now wearing short ones of silk on a silk or

fine woolen costume. They are worn with a high

or low necked gown and are named after the #.
fated Queen who was fond of this article of attire.

BRowNIE—Short, full capes will be the preferred

style. (2) Your brown sample is a silk and wool

mixture, not a silk. (3) Combine your neat check

with brown satin for large sleeve puffs to the elbows,

a narrow crush belt and collar. ave a double box

plait four inches wide on front of round blouse waist.

Place a strap of satin an inch and a half wide from

each shoulder seam half way to the belt, fastening it

there with a knot and two ends and a steel buckle;

then put a similar strap on lower part of box-plait,

with knot and buckle a trifle below those on the

sides. Fasten the belt and collar to correspond at

the back. Then have an extra collar of blue velvet

to wear with the suit. Make skirt five yards wide,

with three godets at back, and interline to a depth of

fifteen inches.

C. E. C.—Have a figured taffeta waist showing

navy, as navy and ruby, green or beige. (2) A sai

low skin needs warm colors, as ruby, bright pink,

yellow, reddish purple, garnet, cream or brown,

except the grayish and yellow browns. (3) Crush

or stock collars and belts are in the highest favor for

winter. (4) Have white tips dyed black to wear on a

blue hat. . Pearl gray or light tan four-button

glacé kid gloves, except for very dressy occasions;

then wear white. (6) The dress depends upon what

you wish it for and the money to be expended for it.

A changeable mohair and wool crépon in brown and

pink would be very pretty with a godet skirt, sleeves

in elbow puffs and round waist. Box-plait on front

of waist holding three large Rhinestone and steel

buttons, crush belt, collar of the same style and a

large sailor collar of brown velvet. Edge latter with

a narrow gimp of steel and brown spangles.

IT PAYS

TO DO YOUR SHOPPING BY MAIL

wn CARSON PIRIE SCOTT & Co.
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Garments Like These—

jaunty and stylish—may be made elsewhere, perhaps—but we've never seen any. The taste

of the designers in our Cloak Department and the exceſſence aſways maintained in our work

manship, produce the result so satisfactory to purchaser and maker alike.

The Cape
“Military" of Imported Bouclé Cheviot, 24

inches long—with 152-inch sweep—high storm col

lar—full trimmed with Thibet Lamb fur and lined

throughout with fine quality satin

rhadame. Black only. Sizes 32 to 44. $13.50

Or, if you prefer it, an Astrakhan Cloth, 33

inches long—with 140-inch sweep-collar and

fronts trimmed with Marten fur and full lined

with silk serge. Black only. Sizes,

32 to 44 . - *** * $15.oo

The Jacket

“Reefer” of pure wool novelty Cheviot, 28-inch

box front, plain, tailor-made coat back and inlaid

silk-velvet collar, horn buttons with pearl centres

—half satin lined. Black and Navy

$12.ooonly. In sizes 32 to 44 . . . . .

Another style is of all-wool Scotch Mixtures,

with very full box front and ripple back—double

stitched seams—inlaid horn buttons—silk-lined

except sleeves—Tan and Gray Mix

tures. In sizes from 32 to 44 $12.oo

“He’’ Iooks well

in a Reefer — always. Guess

it's the most-liked garment

ever cut out for a

boy. It has plent

of pockets and is soft

and warm, and then

it's stylish : A small

army of boys all

over the country

wear our Reefers

to school - every

º, morning, for they're

the ideal garments

to play in. Pure Wool,

Fast Dye Navy Blue

Chinchilla—velvet col

So much comfort

and happiness in this Corset that

we want you to know it. Per

haps you've had trouble with

other makes. The manufacturer

has made this one easy to wear

and we have made it

easy to buy. The

result is that you'll

like it and will or

der again. Made

of fine black or

drab sateen —

short, long and (A&

extra long waist

— high corded

bust and double

-

> *
-

“His” Sister

wears a Reefer too — of fine

Bouclé, in either Navy Blue,

Garnet or Brown

– box front, with

inlaid velvet coat

collar, and extra

large leg-o'-mut

ton sleeves, self- ºf

faced. No. 6or—

all sizes to 14 yrs. A

Eight Dollars 2

§§ $4.5o

No. 602–box front,

with m and o 1 in

lar—and the plaid lin- side steels. Siz- Z/ sleeves and coat back, fancy

ings “he” likes so es, 18 to 28. It is º A. horn buttons, inset with pearl.

much. Most makers *::::::: to all | In Navy Blue, large curl all-wool

ask $7.oo, and they gures and all pocket- Chinchilla—all sizes to

are worth it . . . . $5.00 books at . . . . . . I.OO 14yrs. Samples gladly $5.00

This Reefer Suit

has the new elbow sleeves, with two

lop seams, cut double

breasted and very full, with

ripple back, Queen Anne

notched collar—having

skirt with 5-yard sweep, 46%

percaline-lined through- ſº

out, yet not too weighty tº

for comfortable wear. In

either of these materials—

Black or Navy Chev

iots and Serges, Bou

clé Cloths and Tweed

Mixtures. Samples

mailed on request.

address.

- - -

Silk Veiſing
Chenille-dotted, 14

inches wide in close

or thin mesh – any

size chenilling; dots

one-half inch to two

inches apart.

White, Cream, Tan,

Brown and Navy.

Samples await your

15c. yard

Smart Skirts

are smart only when they hang cor

rectly. There's $5 worth

of “hang” to these, so

you really have the gar

ment itself presented to

you. They are stiffened

around the bottom, per

caline-lined throughout,

have velvet binding that

WON'T RIP OFF, are

well finished in every

respect, and full 5 yds.

wide. In ordering give

1 ength and waist

- measure — usual

Black,

- --- A complete line of - - -

jº º 'º', the new APPLIQUE N ... **
silk VEILS, in exclusive N SºsrºeS OO

serge $15.oo patterns, $1.oo each. 5.

Lined with Taffeta Silk, price is $22.5o.

GO BY THE BOOK!

a’re- The only per

%. « fect mail-order

2.......&..…~ | system enables

2. us to supply

3%.r your wants

tº-ree- quickly

* ****-> ALWAYS.

Ż."2%. .7% This fac-simile

- Tºl of postal card

- pupilsne y

****** permission) is

- one of many

7 that t e 11 of

5%22zz. promptness

,3,2-27 and accuracy.

School Suits

have to have patience woven

into every fibre so

they'll stand the hard

strain the small boy

is sure to give them.

The lamb is the

most submissive

animal we know of,

so we've chosen

ure lamb's wool as

est calculated not

to resent the antics

of the play hour.

Cut double-breast

ed, from plain and

fancy Cheviots,

with silk-sewn

seams, they show the same

attention to the essentials that

long ago made our name on

“his” suit the synonym of

merit in boys' clothing. Cap

to match, either “Stanley" as

illustrated, or double-band

“Polo,” for winter wear, and a

large line of samples to choose

from if you'll let $

4.95

-

-

us send them . .

Rope Portières
Decorative and thor

oughly a la mode.

with heavy ruffs, half-inch

cord, seven-inch tassels—

for opening 6x8 feet.

for sample clippings of

cords showing colors. of

I'51.95 |
i

Walking Boots
from now on should be

“puddle-proof”— THESE

- are — absolutely.

sº crºpon $6.50

Your Money Back

If you're not pleased

with your purchase—don't have

to tell us the reason—it's enough

to know you want to trade back.

“THE SHOPPERS' ECONO

MIST,” now ready, proves its

title — contains advance Fall

Styles, and is full of accurate

illustrations and detailed descrip

tions. Folks who buy carefully,

write early each season for it—

may we include you ?

MAILED FREE 1

Baby’s Cloak
this winteris a marvel of

dainty designing. “The

Shoppers' Economist".

shows many styles,

each more charming

than the other. The

one illustrated here is

all-wool cloth in

handsome checks, cape

and cuffs trimmed with º

braid. Sizes 2 G.I.

and 3 years . $4.75

Ruffled Pillow Covers

of printed Art Denim are the upholstered

embodiment of decorative comfort.

- They're never out

of place for they

belong on the floor

as well as on the

lounge or the chair.

The price

is but . . 49C.

or complete with pillows, 95Q. They

are especially adapted for use on these

India Stools

Made

Send

- -

- The cork soles,

Moorish ##"º. which we §º.* either Imitation

, Walnut and Mahogan or NaturalTabourettes do all that and Cherry. Precisely gany,

that are, however, made right more... ... They're the same article is

in this country—they're made so stylish and retailed everywhere

well, too—have wear so long at $3.oo and higher

become so pop

necessities.

- Oak, $1.95

| Solid Mahog

* $2.75

square toe.

look $5.oo— the

price is . . .

without losing

ular as orna- shape that it's good

mental luxuries A hard to keep many at $2.45
| that nowadays * enough on

they're almost hand — but

we have plenty now —

either laced or buttoned,

with razor or the new

Yes, they do

$3.00

—but we will sell a

Sterling
Tea and Coffee Spoons—full size and

weight.

Tea . .

coffee. 39C. Postage-ac. each.
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WELLDRESSED MEN
Wear only Merchant

Tailor-Made Clothes.

A Tailor

Made Suit

* 0VerCOat
made to your measure, equal

to any tailor's $18.oo garment,

FOR $ 00

ALL

N \ A GOODS.

Other Suits, Overcoats

and Trousers

Just as Cheap

We save 50 per cent. by

buying big lots of woolens

direct from the mills — that

accounts for it.

All goods sent C. O. D.

with privilege of examina

tion and try on before paying

express agent.

WE PAY

EXPRESS CHARGES.

Send for samples of cloth

and full particulars, free.

K. LOUIS WEHON

Tailor

155-157 W. Jackson Street

CHICAGO, ILL.

If It Fades! “...'...ney

Boy's Blue

Chinchilla

Reefer
Ages 2% to 7–with Sailor Collar

Ages 4 toº notch Velvet

Jollar11

$5.00
Warranted all wool; pure

indigo dye; worsted-lined;

full double-breast across

chest; full armholes; but

tons straight close up to

throat and fits perfectly

overa heavy under-jacket.

Send for free Catalogue Boys'

Clothing,and,if you mention the

name of this paper, we will send

you Scholars'§º free.

Hill & Co., Chicago

Thegreatestservice you can render your friends is to

tell them that “The Putnam" is prepared to dress fifty
thousand men in GenuineEnglishClayWorsted Suits at

$11.50

for choice

of Suits

They are fashionably made from the genuine im

ported fabrics, and you have your choice of four

styles: single or double breasted sack, cutaway or

Prince Albert, in either black or steel gray, sizes 32 to

44, including stouts and longs. They have the style,

the fit, the finish of a $35.ootailor-made suit.

Fall Overcoats, same goods, same

make, same stylish appearance $10.00
Mail orders filled promptly. Samples of cloth and

directions for self measurement free upon request.

Suit will be sent by Express, C. O. D., with privilege

of examining before paying.

THE PUTNAM CLOTHING. HOUSE

117 MADISON St., CHICAGO

Reference—Any bank, any commercial agency, any

newspaper in Chicago.

SAWB $8.00
Suits and Overcoats to measure

$IO.OO

AND UPWARDS

Far superior to any that other

tailors charge $18.00 to $20.00.

are enabled to save you this amount

by buying the entire production of

several woolen mills and saving

the expenses of traveling men.

Goods sent C. O. D., with privilege

of examination and trying on be

fore you pay for them. We

ay express charges. Write

or our new fall and winter cata

logue with samples, fashion plate,
and novelty. all sent free.

Dept. 3, KRAMER & MAHLER

111-113-115-117 Monroe Street, Chicago

LITERARYºQUERIES

ałe, T H E LITER A R Y ED I TOR A!

Under this heading the Literary Editor will

endeavor to answer any possible question of

general interest concerning Literary matters.

Any books mentioned in this department may

be ordered through the JOURNAL’S Literary

Bureau at advantageous prices.

DIETER—Mr. Richard Harding Davis is unmar

r1eol.

M. A.—Madame Adam is the editor of the “Nou

velle Revue.”

MATILDA—Gilbert Parker was born in Canada of

English parents.

JENsee—Mrs. Elizabeth Akers Allen wrote “Rock

Me to Sleep, Mother.”

MARY-Robert Louis Stevenson's will gave his

Samoa home to his wife.

B. W.-The author of Coin’s “Financial School”

is William Hope Harvey.

Joliet—Stanley Weyman was born in England in

1855. He is a lawyer by profession.

B. R. L.-The Lord's Prayer was arranged in

verse by the late Mrs. Sarah J. Hale.

G. S. N.—The author of “East Lynne,” Mrs.

Henry Wood, is a widow. Her maiden name was

Ellen Price.

WALKER—The Lenox Library in New York City

is chiefly remarkable for its collection of Bibles and

its Americana.

GERTHA-There is a new magazine in Chicago

called “The American Jewess.” It is probably just

what you want.

GALyFston—Rudyard Kipling married an Ameri

can girl, the sister of his friend and collaborator,

Wolcott Balestier.

AURoRA—“Heaven is not reached by a single

bound,” you will find in a poem of J. G. Holland's

called “Gradation.”

BEULAH– Charles Kºłº, was called “The

Chartist Clergyman,” after the appearance of his

novel, “Alton Locke.”

C. L. K.—If you want some really good criticisms

of the older American poets, read Edmund Clarence

Stedman’s “Poets of America.”

J. F. O.-Samuel L. Clemens (“Mark Twain’’) was

born in Florida, Missouri, in 1835. It is said that in

“Tom Sawyer” he depicted his own boyhood.

A.—“Penny dreadful” is a term used to designate

a tale of yulgar, sensationalism sold for a penny.
The term is English and was used many years ago

in the “Contemporary Review.”

YANkton—Constance Fenimore Woolson is buried

in Rome, Italy. (2) “Arthur Penn” was the mom

de plume of Mr. Brander Matthews. Mr. Matthews

writes under his own name nowadays.

QUERIsr—The editorial department of “The

American University Magazine” is in charge of

Rossiter Johnson. & The author of the novel, “A

Superfluous Woman,” is a Miss Emma Brooke, an

English woman.

GLADys—Miss Emily Faithful died in London,

England, in June last. At the time of her death she

was on the staff of “The Ladies' Pictorial,” an

English periodical. Miss Faithful had made several

trips to the United States.

R. L. S.—There had not, up to the time of our

going to press, been any successor appointed to

Tennyson as Poet Laureate of É.ian. (2) “The

Father of the English Novel” was a title given to

Henry Fielding by Sir Walter Scott.

Subscriber—Philip James Bailey is the author of

the lines:

“We live in deeds, not years; in thoughts, not

breaths;

In feelings, not in figures on a dial.”

SEVERAL READERs—The author of “The Little

Minister” is J. M. Barrie; the author of “The

Stickit Minister” is the Rev. S. R. Crockett, and the

author of “Beside the Bonnie Brier Bush’’ is the

Rev. John Maclaren Watson (“Ian Maclaren’’).

ETTIE—Longfellow wrote “The Bells of Lynn.”

(2) It was Margaret Fuller Ossoli who said, “If men

look strictly to it they will find that unless their

lives are domestic those of the women will not be.

A house is no home unless it contains food and fire

for the mind as well as for the body.”

GRACE L-The verse you inclose belongs to one

of Thomas Bailey Aldrich's poems:

“Ah, sad are they who know not love,

But, far from passion's tears and smiles,

Drift down a moonless sea, beyond

The silvery coasts of fairy isles.”

NEwport—In George Henry Calvert's description

of “The True Gentleman' you will find the sen

tence which you quote: “The gentleman makes

manliness attractive by seemliness,” he exemplifies

in the words of Sidney, “high thoughts seated in

a heart of courtesy.” (2) Nathaniel Hawthorne died

at Plymouth, New Hampshire, in 1864.

Schoolboy—The following books will help you

in your study of chemistry: Oldbeig's “Outlines of

a Course in Pharmacy,” Oldbeig’s “Home Studies

in Pharmacy,” “Manual of Pharmacy and Pharma

ceutical Chemistry,” by C. F. Heebner; “Essentials

of Botany,” by C. E. Bessey; “Elementary Text

Book of Chemistry,” by W. G. Mixter. Of course,

larger and more complete works will be required for

advanced study and reference.

JAMEsport—The first Southern magazine to attain

any prominence was published in Baltimore from

1811 to 1849, and bore the name of “Niles' Register.”

It was supported by the cultivated people of its own

vicinage, reaching very limited circulation outside

of the city of Baltimore; but to its pages contributed

the Pinckneys, Francis S. Key, John P. Kennedy and

others less known to fame. A rival sprang up dur

ing its first years in the “Portico,” started in

1816, published in Baltimore and simultaneously in

Philadelphia.

YouNg MAIDEN-If you are quite sure that you

have an original idea in your mind sit down and

write it out, then put it aside for a day or two, then

read it over carefully and eliminate every superflu

ous word. If you are still satisfied that the public

will be interested, write it all out again on single

sheets of note paper in as simple and direct a style

as you can command. Write only on one side of

the note sheets, leaving a margin to the left, number

.# each sheet carefully and writing your name and

address legibly on the left-hand upper corner of the

first sheet. Then send your manuscript off to the

magazine which you think it will suit, inclosing suf

ficient postage for its return in case it should not be

accepted. Do not write to the editor. Editors are

busy people and appreciate nothing so much as being

left.. with a manuscript which contains no other

appeal than its brevity, its clearness and its suita
bility. The high-class magazines usually express

their decisions concerning submitted manuscripts

within a month of the date of their receipt.

EASY

Fitting

ed * - sº
-

-

-

-

º

-

Flexib

ould

Corsets *.

For Style
Wear-resisting, stainless stays, moulded

to fit the figure. The most comfortable and KEEPs

stylish of all Corsets. In shapes to fit all sº

figures. Prices—in Royal Jean, $1.50;

Coutil, $2.00, and Brocaded Sateen, $3.00.

Inquire of your dealer, or order direct. Write for booklet, “Corsets, and

How to Choose Them so as to Fit,” with valuable information for ladies or

costume outfitters. CORONET CORSET CO., Jackson, Mich.

“ONEITA” Union Suit

For Ladies, Misses and Infants

In colors—white, gray and black; and

in qualities—all cotton, cotton and

W001, all wool, Silk and W001, all silk

4. No inelastic

stay down the

front, eventually

causing uncomfort

able tightness.

1. More easily

and quickly put on

and off than any

other made.

2. Entirely Elas

tic in every way

and perfectly self

adjustable.

3. No buttons
under corset which FIT GUARAN

hurt and injure. TEED.

Ladies' Size 3 will fit figures under 115 lbs. in weight. Size 4, from 115 to 130 lbs. Size 5, from 130 to

150 lbs. Size 6, from 150 to 160 lbs. Extra Sizes 7 and 8, for over 160 lbs.

Misses' Sizes, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8-fitting figures of ages from 3 to 15 years.

5. Allows corset

one size smaller.

6. A PERFECT

If your retailer hasn't the goods in stock, he can obtain them of any leading jobber.

JAMES F. WHITE & CO., Mill Agents, Worth and Church Streets, New York

O----~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Big Bargains in Winter Cloaks
We are an exclusive Cloak and Fur House—Manufacture all

our own garments and POSITIVELY

RETAIL AT WHOLESALE PRICES

WRITE FOR OUR CL0AK AND FUR CATALOGUE

We have hundreds of styles, all of which, including

these five, we sell positively 35 to 50 per cent. less than

regular retail price.

RMS CASH – Garments taken back and money

refunded if not satisfactory. Order by bust, sizes 32, 34,

36, 38, 40, 42 and 44.

$10 worth $16.50
& $750 - -

- 27-in. doubleWin

ter Cape of extra

gº!"

O

English

ilk Seal Plush,

full sweep, Thibet

fur edging, heavy

silk lining.

O

SAMPLES OF

º CLOTH and PLUSH

on application.

$5.00 w

StylishWinterJack

et of Black or Navy

Blue Beaver, newest

sleeves, ripple back.

A bright and nobby

27-in. Jacket.

30-in. double Cape

of fine quality Mos

cow Beaver. Black

or Blue, velvet col- /

lar, tail or made,

nicely stitched. -a

$7.50 worth $12
These Cloaks cannot be duplicated

- - - 26-in. Jacket of
anywhere in America at these prices Black Bouclé - -

Cloaking, neatly +

DB (R05 - trimmed on $10 worth $16.50

- {|0 jº º HºFº
- - - - ape (imitation

178STATE SI CHICAG: - i. eeves, ripple seal),3oinchesiong,
- ack. -i h
- 5-1 nic sweep,

Established 1891 ; ilk lini -

Q--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

BEST& CO CORTICBLLI COLOR CARD.

It shows more

than 200 colors in

which we sell our

Corticelli Fast Dye

Wash Silk in dif

ferent sizes and

kinds, – including

Roman Floss,

Rope Silk, EE

Embroidery Silk,

Etching Silk, Lace

Silk, Filo Silk,

Crochet Silk, and

Knitting Silk.

Fourteen

Gold Medals

have been awarded

to Corticelli Silk

for Superiority. We

mail one of these

cards for 12 cents.

“Florence Home Needlework” for 1895

is now ready. Subjects: Lace Embroidery,

Mosaic Embroidery (new designs), Crochet, and

Correct Colors for Flowers. Send 6 cents, men

tioning year, and we will mail you the book,

96 pages, 66 illustrations.

NONOTUCK SILK CO., Florence, Mass.

º, FEATHERBONING
For Waists, Sleeves and Skirts

INstruction Free

Call at our parlors—833 Broadway, New York: 185

Wabash Ave., Chicago; 40 West St., Boston; 102 N.

Charles St., Baltimore; 1113 Chestnut St., Phila

delphia. Send 65c. for 12-yard Sample Skirt Bone.

Warren Featherbone Co., *.ii.º"

This fine Nainsook

Dress, with square yoke,

of hemstitched tucks,

finished with ruffles of

embroidery, neck and

sleeves to correspond, is

uite as desirable as

those we have adver

tised for 75 and 88 cents.

With its 700 illustra

tions and descriptions

of the best things to

choose from, mothers

anywhere, with our

catalogue, can enjoy

the advantages o

trading by mail at the

one store, where clothing children is the exclusive

business. Free for 4 cents postage.

60 & 62 West 23d St., N. Y.

Baby'S Health Wardrobe Patterns
Complete outfit infants'

clothes, 26 patterns, 50c.

Short clothes, 26 patterns, 50c. Full directions, kind and amount

of material required. Mrs. F. E. PHILLIPS, Keene, N. H.
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SIDE - TALKS WITH GIR

º BY RUTH AS H M O RE

SPECIAL TO MY GIRLS

Often have my girls written, asking why my articles (not these answers to questions) have

not been made into a book. I have wished they might, and so it is with a great sense of per

sonal pleasure that I say such a book has been made by the Scribners, of New York, who have

just brought it out. I have kept the title so familiar to you all: “Side-Talks with Girls.” I

think the book contains, in its two hundred and fifty pages, the best articles I have written to

girls. It sells for one dollar, but the JOURNAL’S Literary Bureau will supply any of my girls with

it at the special price of 80 cents, postage paid. Of course, I shall like it if all my girls will

send for a copy of this book—my first one.

BELLE-A bride carries roses but does not wear

them.

JEssie—An introduction in the street car is very

bad form.

JULIA—It would be courteous to call after attend

ing an afternoon reception.

KANsAs—If your friend desires it you should

certainly send back his photograph.

B. M. R.—I think it would be very wrong to marry

into a family where insanity is hereditary.

FRANCEs-If, when calling, a gentleman is intro

duced to you a bow is sufficient acknowledgment.

A. F.—The finger nails are cut round, not pointed;

an extremely high polish is considered in bad taste.

Alicia-Chrysanthemums make an effective deco

ration for a late October or early November wedding.

M. E.-If for some special reason one is unable to

return a visit in person then a card should be sent by

mail.

INQUIRER—Well-bred women do not smoke cigar
ettes, nor appear outside of their own rooms in loose

wrappers. -

L. B.-It would be perfectly proper for you to be

married in the church and have the reception in your

new home.

ARDENT ADMIRER—“To brew the tea" is a per

fectly proper phrase, but I do not think it is one in

general use.

E.—There is no impropriety whatever in a woman

who has passed her first youth having a house and

home of her own.

CLARA-It would be courteous to invite the mother

of your brother's fiancée to the reception which you

give in her honor.

ETHEL–It is customary to wear mourning for at

least one year for a parent, and when it is laid aside

one assumes colors at once.

Eloise N.—It would be in very bad taste for a

young woman to correct young girls before other

people for their bad English.

M. H.-As the gentleman went with you to the

dance it would be proper for him to make an after

noon call with you on the hostess.

Dor—If a man friend offers to act as your escort

simply say, “Thank you very much, I shall be glad

to have you walk home with me.”

H. N.—Do not give your card to your hostess when

leaving, but put it on a near-by table, or on a special

place prepared for it if there is one.

INGHAM—Telepathy is supposed to be the control

that a stronger mind has over a weaker one, making
it conscious of what the other wishes.

G. B.-In writing a personal note to agentleman, no

matter how slight your acquaintace may be with him,

it should begin “My Dear Mr. Brown.”

M. F.—In writing one would address a letter “To

the Reverend James Brown'; in speaking to the

gentleman one would say “Mr. Brown.”

THEREse—As you wish your friends to call upon

the one who is visiting you write a personal note to

each asking them to come and see your visitor.

RUBy—If a stranger calls when you are out the

same recognition is given the card as if you were at
home, and a return visit within ten days is required.

Louisº C. C.—It would be very wrong for you to
wear a ring belonging to a young man who is, you

are sure, in love with you, but for whom you do not

care.

C. M.–When sheets are hemstitched all four sides

may receive the decoration if desired, but the upper

and lower ones should have a deeper hem than the

sides.

MAUDE S.–If a gentleman pays your car fare !.
should thank him for it. (2) It would be in very bad

#. . wear anything so brilliant as a red cape to a

uneral.

M. H. B.-It would be in very bad taste at an

evening affair to refuse the invitation of one gentle

man to take you in to supper, and then to accept

that of another.

LATHRop—Your cousins are perfectly right in

objecting to your eating with a knife. A knife is

only to be used for cutting. (2) Care should be taken

to eat soup noiselessly.

ETIQUETTE-When a gentleman calls on a lady

he shakes hands with her on his arrival, but, unless

he is very intimate in the house, a simple bow is

sufficient when he leaves.

BRoNTÉ—I think you are doing quite right to keep

up the pleasant acquaintance, but not to ask a girl to
give herself exclusively to you until you feel that you

can ask her to be your wife.

JANE-A lady does not thank a gentleman for hav

ing danced with her. (2) No matter what kind of

paper you write on it is proper to put, at the head of

the sheet, your address and the date.

R. K. L.-If a man friend has been kind enough to
lend3. some books, and brings them personally, it

would be properfor you to return them by messenger

and accompany them with a note of thanks.

STANToN-Benzoin is frequently used in water in

tended for the toilette to soften it and to cause it to act

upon the skin medicinally. A few drops of it makes

º: water milky and gives it a particularly pleasant
octor.

DEspair:-The marriage of a man of thirty-five to

a girl of eighteen .# be perfectly proper. (2) A

schoolgirl should not be allowed to go out with

.# men or to any functions unless accompanied

y an older woman.

FLORENCE. G.-Bathe your hands in very hot water

and soap, rub cold cream well into them and sleep in

gloves. In the morning wash all the grease out with

tepid water and soap. This treatment will certainly

tend to whiten them.

...A READER—It would not be good taste to wear a

silver belt buckle in deep mourning. (2) In dee

mourning no trimming except crape is permitted,

not even deep mourning silk. Chiffon may be worn

when crape is laid aside.

RUTH ASHMORE.

T. L. G.-It is not necessary to put the time on the

invitations for an evening affair, as no one will

appear before nine o'clock. (2) There would be no

impropriety in sending a bouquet to a man friend on

the day he was graduated.

W.-If your face has an inclination to swell when

you are up late the evening before I would advise
your rubbing it well with some cold cream when

you go to bed and then giving it first a hot and then

a cold bath in the morning.

R. S. G. AND OTHERs—I cannot recommend any

hair dye or bleach. The use of either is not only

vulgar but oftentimes injurious. Only lately I have

known of three old ladies being taken to the insane

asylum as the result of using hair dye.

ENDYMIon—I do not think it wise for a young girl

to correspond with any of her men friends no matter

how well she may know them. A pleasant letter now

and then from a man friend might be answered, but

I cannot approve of a regular correspondence.

NEw York—In making an evening call a gentle

man would appear about half-past eight and remain

an hour. Even if his visit is to the daughter he

should ask for her mother. ğ. The favorite writing

paper is cream white, unlined and rather heavy.

Niobe—The words “gentleman friend’” and

“lady friend” have been so vulgarized that most

well-bred women now say “man friend” or “woman

friend,” it being taken for granted that they only

number among their friends ladies and gentlemen.

BELL K.—It is not in good taste for a lady to meet

two men friends at the station, when they are simply

passing through the city in which she lives. (2) A

well-bred girl does not receive presents of jewelry

from a man unless he has asked her to marry him.

H. R.—In sending cards to a large family it is

proper to address an invitation to each member.

Economy should never be exercised when sending

out wedding invitations. (2) Each letter of con

º calls for a letter of thanks for the sympathy

snown.

Edward T.-You are perfectly right in bein

frank with the girl whom you wish to marry, .#
telling her exactly your situation in life and insisting

upon a positive answer... (2) I am afraid, if I had a

side-talk with boys, the girls might be neglected, and

that would never do.

C. R. B.-As the gifts were sent to you, your

flºº was sufficient. In writing thanks

for a wedding present from a gentleman and his

wife, write to the lady, and, after your thanks, express

a hope that you and your husband will see her and

Mr. Brown in the near future.

A Boy READER—If the invitation to the afternoon

tea cannot be accepted a gentleman may send his

card while the tea is going on, by messenger.

Neither acceptance nor regret is required for such an

invitation. (2) A gentleman would leave a card for

each sister who is out in society.

TRoubled—My dear girl, the best thing for you to

do is to ignore the woman who has‘. mean

enough to say untruthful things about you. If you

are forced to meet her be very distant in your man

ner and do not converse with her, and do not recog
nize her when you meet on the street.

..M.–It would show no disrespect to your husband

if you retained your maiden name in conjunction

with his while he was still living. In signing a letter

you can, with perfect propriety, sign yourself, “Mary

Hamilton Pegram”; in fact, the retaining of the

surname is absolutely a correct fashion.

V. V. V.-Hair-dressing is a perfectly reputable

profession, well suited to a young woman, and in

which I should think a good income could be made.

(2) I do not think a moderate drinking of coffee

would affect the skin. (3) In taking fruit seeds or

stones from one's mouth the fingers should be used.

ONE-Your friend in asking you to be her brides

maid will probably repeat her request in the simplest

manner and you would answer it in the same way.
A. §iºd is expected to furnish her own cos

tume. The bride usually gives the bridesmaids

their gloves, and the bridegroom sends them their

bouquets.

N. G.--I think going to a fortune-teller's is very

silly, and cannot advise you under any circumstances,

to believe what such persons would tell you. (2) i

consider it very wrong for a young woman to lunch

with a married man who is not living with his wife;

neither do I approve of a young girl wearing jewelry

belonging to a man friend.

KLAMATH-The gentleman who asks you to go to

the opera, when you are visiting in the city in which

he lives, should also invite your hostess, even though

she is a stranger to him. If he does not ask her you

should refuse the invitation. (2) A thick ulster made

with a hood and quite loose is the most comfortable

wrap for an ocean voyage.

HANNAH-As the lady has been prevented from

returning your call by a death in the family it would

be in good taste for you to call again. (2) In calling

on a mother and daughter in a house where there are

no gentlemen you would leave one of your own and

one of your husband's cards for each lady. (3) A

formal call should not last longer than fifteen minutes.

ANxious—I think you are quite right in not being

willing to permit a young girl, who does not realize

what it means, to become the wife of a man who has

served a term in the reformatory. However, if she

insists, upon it, I should advise her waiting awhile,
until the man has convinced the worldº means

to live an honest and good life.

Lottik-Vaseline will tend to make the eyelashes

grow and will darken them, but much care must be

taken inº: it. (2) I do not think that anything

except that which is good will result from brushing the

hair at night; it will make the hair glossy and healthy

and develop the arms. (3) To get the shine off your

face throw a little borax in the water used for bath

ing it.

ANxious FATHER—It seems to me most dreadful

that a young girl should be so willing to disobey her

father. She ought to be loving and tender and

endeavor to fill the place of her dead mother. From

what you tell me of her I should advise your sending

her. to some good boarding-school, where, meetin

well-mannered girls, she will realize how careless an

unkind she has been in her own home, and will profit

accordingly. As you have not been able to influence

her at home there would seem to be great reason for

placing her where she will be carefully watched and
sheltered. -

Three Highest Awards, Diplomas and Medals, at the World's Fair for Knit Underwear, Wool Underwear and Silk Underwear

You would stop wearing two-piece suits of underwear if you knew the comforts of the

Lewis Union Suits
Because of their extreme comfortableness, every one wearing Lewis Union Suits

says “they would not go back to wearing the old-style two-piece suits for

anything.” Comfortable because

each part is made to fit the corre

sponding part of the body, so that

a neat and smooth fit from neck to

ankle is insured. The Lewis

Union Suits are therefore full

fashioned in reality, and not simply

in name. They are perfectly

finished, beautifully tailored and

trimmed.

THE THREE

COMFORTS

you get when you buy Lewis

Union Suits:

COMFORT IN WEARING, the

most important, you are done for

ever with the otherwise unavoid

able annoyance of your undershirt

working up and your drawers

working down ; and the comfort

of not having a double layer of

wool garment around the waist

line, this comfort appeals to ladies.

COMFORT IN PRICE, you pay

less for the Lewis Union suits,

whether silk, lisle, balbriggan or

wool, than you have to pay for the old-style two-piece

COMFORT IN HEALTH, owing to their clinging nature Lewis Union Suits prevent

admission of cold currents of air, sudden chills and other health-impairing influences.

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR THESE SUITS, should he not have them do not take a sub

stitute, but inclose stamp for 32 samples of fabrics and 32-page catalogue illustrating

our many styles and the uses for which Union Suits demand preference. We will

have your order filled or refer you to a dealer.

LEWIS KNITTING CO., 200 Main Street, Janesville, Wis.

Famed Everywhere for “Style”

suit of same quality.

The StevenS ClOakS

There are no others quite so “proper”

—none so carefully tailored. They’re

not like other cloaks—they lend the

wearer a distinctive grace. With a

Stevens Cloak you always feel well

dressed.

Farned—and justly so—for

FAULTLESS FIT

WORTHY FABRICS

CAREFUL FINISH

THE LATEST STYLE

Just as our prices more than please so do these

matchless garments fit.

Their Peerless “Style” has

Made Their Reputation.

We sell 75,000 Cloaks by mail each season.

They invariably please, while their cost is less .

than for even common Cloaks. Find out about it all, our

Special CIoak Catalogue is Free

ChâS. A. SteyellS & BrOS., 111 State St., Chicago

,- …º

No season for many years has presented the opportunity for so choice a line of styles in Ladies'

Tailor-Made Suits, Jackets, Capes and Furs as we are now showing. Our catalogue and samples should be in the hands of every

lady who values stylish and perfect-fitting garments. We make every garment to order, thus insuring the perfection of fit and finish

We pay all express charges. Our new Catalogue illustrates with descriptions and prices over 75 leading styles.

Tailor-Made Suits for Fall and Winter wear in the latest styles, $12.59 up. Stylish Jackets in
the newest shapes, $6 up. Graceful designs in Cloth Capes, $5 up. Plush Capes, stylish and dressy,

$1o up. Fur Capes in reliable qualities, $1o up. Newmarkets, Plush Jackets, Separate Skirts, etc.

Write now for our new Fall and Winter Catalogue. We will send it to you, together with a 48-inch Tape Measure, New Measurement

Diagram, which insures a perfect fit, and more than FIFTY SAMPLES of the materials from which we make our garments to select from,

on receipt of four cents postage. Our samples include a full line of materials for Tailor-Made Suits, Cloth and Plush Jackets, Cloth and

Plush Capes, Ulsters, etc., together with an assortment of Fur samples. You may select any style and we will make it to order for you

from any of our materials. Please mention the Journal, when you write.

THE NATIONAL CLOAK CO., 152 and 154 West 23d Street, New York

Ferris G00d Sense Featherbone Corsets

CORSET WAISTS ... waistºLengthens the Waist

Support the skirt and stockings properly and comfort- - -p ably from the shoulders—conform to the Gives Beautiful Form

NATURAL BEAUTY of the FIGURE Best sateens.

are carefully made, fit all shapes. Fast Black,White, Ecru

CHILD's 25c to 50c. Miss' 50c. to $1. LA dres' $1 to $2. and Drab

SDRESS. CUTTING. Only $1
§s by Tailor Method waist, skirt and

si system. Simplest and most prac §." sºº:-iet-ve S. - - - rice. Twen erent stylestical in use. LEARN IT IN 1. Hour. ; corsets º waists y nd

Half price to introduce it. for price list.

B.M. KUHN, Inventor, Bloomington,Ill. FEATHERBONE CORSET CO.,Sole Mfrs, Kalamazoo Mich.
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Moderate Wealth

with a refined and cultivated musical taste enables

you to enjoy the finest orchestral and organ

music, by means of the greatest triumph in musi

cal invention known as the

AEOLIAN

Pipe Organ, $150o.oo
-

One of our Organs in a Cincinnati Residence.

Manufactured and attached only by the famous

PIPE ORGAN BUILDERS, FARRAND & VOTEY

These Pipe Organs are artistically planned and

delicately voiced, so that (with the AEOLIAN) for

the first time a Pipe Organ, the king of musical in

struments, becomes as suitable for the home as for

the church, as with it any one, without organ prac

tice or technical knowledge, can render organ

music themselves by simply giving some study to

the drawing of stops to give proper expression to

the music, a feat heretofore impossible except to

organists. Built to order to fit any desired space.

Correspondence solicited for full information and

estimate. Booklet free.

FARRAND & VOTEY

Organ Builders, Detroit, Mich.
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THE ARTISTIC \!

Standard of the World.

Have Stood

For Seventy-two Years

Without a Peer.

Played and endorsed by the World’s

Most Eminent Musicians.

Recipients of one hundred and twenty

nine First Medals and Awards from all

parts of the World.

EWºry Piano Guaranteed for Five Years,

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

CHICKERING & SONS, Boston, Mass.

ESTABLISHED 1823.
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ESTABLISHED 1851

PIANOS

Highest Award Columbian Exposition

Celebrated for their Pure Tone, Elegant Designs,

Superior Workmanship and Great Durability.

Sold on easy terms. Old instruments taken in ex

change. Catalogue and information free.

VOSE & SONS PIANO CO.

174 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass.

BAILEY'S RUBBER

Glove-Cleaner

é;3.º

Cleans kid gloves by rubbing the dirt off,

not in. Requires no moisture, no Soap or

other preparation which tends to injure the

kid. At all dealers or sent by mail, postpaid,

TEN CENTS

Catalogue of Everything in Rubber Goods Free

C. J. BAILEY & CO., 22 Boylston St., Boston

CHOICE Songs
Regular Sheet Music, 25 cents, in stamps.

TINDALE, BROWN & Co., - Jacksonville, Ill.

Y. Rººs -

All questions of a Musical nature will be

cheerfully answered in this column by a special

corps of Musical experts. Any books men

| tioned in this department may be ordered

through the JOURNAL’S Literary Bureau at ad

vantageous prices.

GRETNA-The song, “Do they miss me at home?”
is published in sheet-music form.

G. N.—The pressure of the violin upon the vocal

chords is unnecessary as the instrument can be held

so as to avoid this. It is also a harmless pressure.

PRINCEToN–The composer of the opera, “ The

Lily of Killarney,” was Sir Julius Benedict. (2)

Reginald de Koven's opera, “The Tzigane,” is

Russian in subject.

HUGH-Rubinstein, the pianist, died at Peterhoff,

Russia, in November, 1894. He visited America in

1872. His dread of seasickness probably prevented

his ever making a second visit to this country.

Lover of Music—The performance of the

“Messiah’ given in New York City last December

was the fortieth public performance of that work by

the Oratorio Society. The first performance was on

December 26, 1874.

P. D. M.–A left-handed person wishing to learn to

play the guitar should force himself to pick with the

right hand. Both hands are used in playing this

instrument; the left hand presses the strings while

the right hand picks them. The same difference ex

ists between right and left handed guitars as between

right and left handed violins.

C. C. S.–Paderewski would probably be awarded

by a majority of people the title of the first of living

pianists, and Madame Patti that of the greatest living

soprano vocalist. Scalchi is one of the greatest of

altos; Jean de Reszke is said by authority to be the

leading tenor since Mario. His brother Edouard is,

perhaps, the foremost bass singer now living.

A. R. B.-Your questions regarding the doublin

of the third of a chord, and consecutive fifths an

octaves are too technical and hence not of sufficient

general interest to warrant the space which would be

required in answering them properly. We would

refer you to Dr. Hugh A. Clarke's work on “Har

mony” for a clear exposition of these matters.

CoNsTANT: READER—Many piano manufacturers

use a third pedal, but scarcely any two use it in the

same manner. Usually this third pedal serves much

the same purpose as does the ordinary soft pedal,

except that it carries the hammers still nearer to the

strings.

the loud pedal raise all the dampers, the third pedal

raising only the bass dampers. . It is not felt by most

musicians that the third pedal is of great value or

that it is even a necessity.

HoNEST INQUIRER—So far as we have been able

to learn there are no biographies published in book

form of either Dvorak or Moszkowski, though it is

said that the former is at present at work upon his

autobiography. You will find excellent biograph

ical sketches of both of these composers on pages 779

and 858 of "Famous Composers and Their Works,”

by Henry T. Finck. This work is published in parts

at fifty cents each, and it will probably be possible to

secure separately the parts containing these sketches.

On page 621 of volume four of Grove’s “Dictionary of

Music and Musicians” there is an excellent sketch

of Dvorak.

BARytonE—The terms alto and contralto are now,

by custom, interchangeable and synonymous. At one

time, and until recent years, the term alto designated

the highest voice in males, the term contralto §.
from the words contra alto, being applied to the

lowest voice in women. Contra alto means against

the alto, and was used to designate the voice to

which in choral music the part next above or

“against " the alto was given. Its abbreviated

form is contralto. The term barytone is properly

applied to the male voice which is intermediate to

the bass and tenor. It really describes a high bass

voice and cannot be correctly applied to the lowest

voice in men.

T. R.—The appearance of rust on the tuning-pins

and the steel wires of a piano is a sure indication that

the piano has been exposed to moisture orº
ness. The time of year or the age or quality of the

piano has nothing to do with its appearance, as it may

appear in a night. The fact that the room is heated

by a stove just outside of it will probably account for

the* of the rust, as the chances are that

after the usual§§§ fire overnight its heating

in the morning would be likely to cause condensation

on the metal, and rust would immediately appear.

Do not use oil or any greasy substance to remove the

rust, which will probably not do any harm unless it

causes the strings to break, in which case they will

have to be replaced. Most pianos require tuning

twice a year. The only important care to be given a

piano is to keep it in an even, dry temperature.

Rosa SPERRY-The terms major and minor refer,

in music, to the forms or values of intervals between

two notes, the words being taken from the Latin,

major meaning greater, and minor meaning less.

For example, the interval of the second has two

forms, a major second, consisting of two semi-tones,

as between C and D, while a minor second consists

of only one semi-tone, as between C natural and D

flat. So there are major and minor thirds, sixths and

sevenths, a major interval being always a semi-tone

greater than its corresponding minor interval. The

common scale has two forms which are distinguished

from each other as major and minor, as the intervals

between the key note and the third note of the scale

is major or minor. The minor scale is given certain

accidental variations under particular circumstances,

which differ from one another as the intervals between

the key note and the sixth and the key note and the

seventh are major or minor, but the interval between

the key note and the third is always minor and there

fore defines the scale.

INQUIRER—The studies which make a natural suc

cession to Czerny’s Progressive Exercises, opus 453,

are Czerny’s Velocity Studies, opus 299, in three

books, or Czerny’s opus 636, also published in three

books. We think it would be well to teach your

pupils also a few of the simpler classics. The

sonatas of Clementi, the simpler of the Haydn and

Mozart sonatas, four-hand arrangements of some of

the Haydn. or the easy classic editions

of Haydn, Beethoven and other composers would all

be suitable. “Easy Classic Piano Solos.” and

“Classic Piano Solos.” or “Piano Classics," pub

lished by Harris, are also excellent. Schumann's

“Album for the Young’’ is invaluable. The music

dealers of any large city will furnish you with a

further list of such music. (2) The turn, when placed

directly over a half note, should be played rapidly

the last of the four notes of the turn being sustained

until its duration is completed. (3) The abbreviation

“ten,” to which you refer, is a diminutive of

“tenuto,” meaning held or sustained, kept down for

the full time. It is used to draw attention to the fact

that particular notes or chords are intended to be
sustained for their full value in passages where

staccato notes are of such frequency that the player

might fail to notice that a contrast was intended.

Some makers divide the dampers and have

--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

$1000 Extra Value, Free
WITH EACH

“CROWN"

PIANO !

which, with its new attachments, virtually

gives the buyer twelve instruments in one.

This wonderful four-pedal piano enables, the

player not only to use it with its usual piano

tones, but also to obtain the tones and effects of -

the eleven other instruments, named and priced -

below; all at the cost of a first-class piano- 4.

which the “Crown" is .

1—A Beautiful Harp with its charming tone. 4.

The instrument of the bards . - - {

2—A Harpsichord, for which Handel wrote 4.

“The Harmonious Blacksmith," etc. . . 75 -

3–A Spinet, for which Frescobaldi wrote his 4.

--º " and “Canzoni," etc. . - . 75 4.

4—A Clavichord, for which Bach wrote “The -

well-Tempered Clavichord,” etc. . - . 75 -

5–A. Zither, with its sweet, emotional harmonies, 50 -

6—A Practice Clavier, for technique and fin

ger gymnastics, - - - - - . 75

7–The Bagpipes, the delight and inspiration

of the Scots - - - - - - . 65

8—A Music Box, with an unlimited number of

tunes (all you can play) . - - - . 20

9–A Guitar, as a delightful accompaniment to :
the voice in ballad and song . - - . 25. -

10–A Banjo, for dances and jigs, or rollicking -

music of any kind . . . . . . 20 - - -

11—A Mandolin, for bright and dainty music at - - -

banquets, receptions, etc. - - - . 20 Q - -

Extra Value . . . . $1000 - - :

The ORCHESTRAL ATTACHMENT and PRACTICE CLAVIER, furnished without extra :

cost, makes the “Crown" Piano the most desirable one for the home. It is the only piano

well worth $10oo, more than it costs. Catalogue, sent free, tells the whole story. :

-

4.

GEO. P. BENT, Mir. “Crown’” Pianos and Organs

BENT BLOCK, Washington Boulevard and Sangamon Street, CHICAGO, U. S. A.
* A A' A' A = A_a_A_A_A-A-AA-AA-AA-AA-AA-AA-AA-AA-AA-AA-AA-AA-AA-AA-AA-AA-AA-AA-AA-AA-A. A. A. A. A. A_A_A_A_A_A_A_A_A_A_A__

Ivers & Pond Pianos

Piano Information that will save you trouble and dollars mailed free.

In places where no dealer sells our pianos we quote prices direct, guarantee

entire satisfaction and safe delivery. If not prepared to pay cash our Easy

Payment System will interest you—it gives you one to three years to pay for

your piano, even though you live thousands of miles from Boston. How can we

do this? Write us and we'll tell you.

IVERS & POND PIANO CO.

183 Tremont Street, BOSTON, MASS.

RIALTO PATTERN

Sugar Shell and Butter Knife

STERLING SILVER INLAID in Silk-Lined Case.

Price about $2.oo per set.

| :

Wear a /Lifetime.

These can be procured of your Jeweler.

Sterling Silver Inlaid Spoons and Forks are guaranteed in family use 25

years. Each article stamped on the back E. STERLING INLAID HE.

MADE ONLY BY

THE HOLMES & EDWARDS SILVER CO., Bridgeport, Conn.

Salesrooms, 2 Maiden Lane (second door from Broadway), New York

A complete line of Solid Silver, Novelties and plate to be seen.

ARE YOU FAMILIARP
With that most convenient and useful of articles that are

carried in the pockets of tens of thousands of the most intelligent people all over this broad land—the

wonderful curved tubular feed

The GEO. S. PARKER FOUNTAIN PEN_*

Ask your dealer for these goods and do not be

Write for our beautifully-illustrated catalogue and other inter

ºã","º".

A Solid Silver Thimble

sent postpaid for twenty-four spool labels from one end

BARSTOW &p
Extra quality for both Hand and Machine Sewing. Warranted full

ALEX KING & CO., Sole Agents, 54 Leonard Street, New York

66 9 3

Mothers Should LINENE

Merchant Tailoring Department, and make them up

MILLS & AVERILL, Broadway and Pine St., St. Louis, Mo.

- - - - SENT

Unitarian PublicationS

THE PARKER PEN CO., Io Mill St., Janesville, Wis.

Free!
gº of spool, as shown here, of

200 yards. Buy of your dealer and mail the labels as shown here, from

SEND FOR

into boys" iv. NEE PANTS, which we sell for

FREE

Address Mission Committee

For testimonials ask any person using a Parker Pen.

SIX

2 dozen spools, to

SAMPLES OF OUR Boys'

50 cents, 75 cents and $1.00.

18 Garden Street, Cambridge, Mass.

-

COLLARS AND CUFFS

Are the Best and Most Economical worn; they are

made of fine cloth, both sides finished alike, and bein

reversible, one collar is equal to two of any other kind.

THEY FIT. WELL, Look WELL ANDWEARWELL.

box of Ten Collars or Five Pairs of Cuffs for 25 cents.

A Sample Collar and Pair of Cuffs by mail for 6 cents.

Name style and size. Address

REVERSIBLE COLLAR COMPANY

77 Franklin Street, New York. 24 Exchange Place, Boston

- We send a 6-in. Fine Linen

** Honiton” Doily

stamped with Forget-me:

nots. Lace, Braid and

Silks to work. Also a

set of Beautiful Honiton

stamping Patterns, an 18-in. CENTRE-PIEGE, and other

doilies, Mats, etc. our new book on Embroidery and

Patterns. All postpaid, only . . . . . . . . 25C
Waiter P.Webber, Lynn, Mass. Box L. -
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Questions of interest to mothers will be cheerfully answered on this page whenever

possible.

Literary Bureau at advantageous prices.

Mother—Allan would meet the requirements that

you mention as a name for a boy. Alan is the Scotch

form of spelling. When used as a surname it is

usually written Allan or Allen.

DoRoTHY Q.-In purchasing undershirts for young

children get those tº: button down the front. They

are more easily put on and taken off than when they

are partially closed, and so wear better because there

is less strain upon them.

MRs. F. L. P.-Make inner jackets of shaker, out

ing or cotton flannel to put on under your little girl's

dresses in the first cool days of autumn, before it is

cold enough to substitute thicker undershirts for the

gauze ones worn in summer.

ANxious Mother—Cut your baby's hair short in

front and either brush it down smoothly as a bang,

which is still worn, or part it and let it lie in a fringe

on each side of the forehead. Bangs are not as long

as they used to be; at least two-thirds of the fore

head should be visible.

MRs. B. C. M.–If the baby cannot protrude her

tongue beyond the teeth she is probably tongue-tied.

The doctor can snip the thin membrane underneath

the tongue which confines it and set it free. It is not

a serious operation, although, as it may be followed

by bleeding, it should not be attempted by an ama

teur. Have it attended to as soon as possible.

KATIE R. S.–A box of colored crayons or colored

pencils, which can be purchased for ten cents, will

afford much amusement to children from four to

eight years old. They do not offer the same unlim

ited facilities for daubing everything within reach

that can be achieved by the proud possessor of a

paint-box. This peculiarity recommends them to

mothers.

L. E. M.–Provide a low stand with a basin and

pitcher of granite-ware or white enameled iron for

your little girl's room. Even when filled with water

the pitcher is not too heavy to be lifted by a child of

five, and there is no danger of its being broken if it is

accidentally dropped. Have a soap-dish of the same

material, and a cup as well, if you prefer it to an

earthen one.

Twilight—It is important that children should

not go to bed with cold feet. Often when the shoes

are removed at night they are damp and the feet

chilly and clammy. Rub them briskly with a dry

towel to improve the circulation, and if they cannot

be warmed at a fire fill a rubber hot-water bag with

hot water, wrap it in flannel and place the feet

against it. Cold feet drive away sleep.

EDNA R.—“Feathers, Furs and Fins” is a book of

entertaining stories suitable for reading to children

from five to nine years old. It is anecdotes of birds,

animals and fishes, not a description of their habits,

nor in any sense a natural history. “The Nursery,”

an illustrated book of stories and poems for little

people, is very popular with a critical audience of

the same age which much listening has made some

what fastidious.

HAPPY MorhER—Three little ornamental safety

pins, gold or silver, linked together with a fine chain,

make the most convenient fastening for the back of

a baby's dress. They obviate the necessity of work

ing buttonholes, and as no buttons are required

there are none to come off. Studs are pretty but

they necessitate a double number of buttonholes,

and to many persons working them is an irksome

task which they are glad to escape.

MRs. M. G. R.—Bathe the chest with cold water

morning and night, dashing it up with the hands.

Rub vigorously with a rough towel afterward. Apply

warm sweet oil three times a week, rubbing it in

thoroughly after the bath. Drink milk and cocoa or

chocolate made with milk instead of tea or coffee.

Eat nourishing food, the cereals, beans, peas and as

much sugar and sweets as you can digest. Drink

plenty of water and avoid acids. You may not

attain the full measure of your wishes but you will

bring about a decided improvement.

MRs. JAMEs K.—Navy blue flannel with a small

polka dot in white makes a good cloak for a little

girl of six to wear in the first cool days of autumn.

Make it with a Gretchen waist and skirt reaching

half-way between knee and ankle fulled on it. Trim

with shoulder capes of the same material, lined with

plain blue, beginning at the waist-line behind and

ending in points at the waist-line in front. The body

of the cloak can be lined to make it warmer. A sailor

hat of navy blue straw or a blue Tam o'Shanter cap

with a white tassel can be worn with it.

MARGARET H.-Your beautiful name means pearl

as well as daisy. It is said to be derived from the

Persian Mervarid, child of light. Margherita is the

Italian form, Marguerite the French and Gretchen

the German diminutive. Madge, Margery, Gretta

and Meta are used as pet names, as well as the more

familiar Maggie. July 20 is the day dedicated to St.

Margaret. You wººd be interested in her legend

and in the lives of some of the famous Margarets of

history. It was during the wedding festivities of

Marguerite de Valois and Henri IV of France that

the massacre of the Huguenots took place by order

of Marguerite's mother, Catherine de' Medici. She

was called the Pearl of Pearls by François I, her

grandfather.

FINIs–In choosing buttons for a boy's coat take

those that are pierced with four holes; they can be

sewed firmly to the cloth and will not require renew

ing. Buttons with metal shanks are apt to pull

apart unless they are very solidly made. There is an

art in sewing on a flat button. The holes should be

filled with thread but the stitches not drawn too

tightly. Some persons lay a pin, across the button

before beginning to sew it on, and withdraw it when

done. This leaves the stitches loose enough to give

the button a little play. The last of the needleful of

thread is then wound round and round the button

underneath, to form a kind of stem, and securely

fastened. If you do this you will not have to com

plain of its coming off.

Mother of A Boy—Do you know “Birdcraft,” by

Mabel Osgood Wright? It is a field book of two

hundred song, game and water birds, with many

illustrations. There are pictures of one hundred and

twenty-eight birds in the natural colors. She has

also written another very charming little book about

birds and flowers in New England called “The

Friendship of Nature.” The more you can study

with your boy the better and the happier for you

both. If you take an intelligent interest in his pur

suits a bond of sympathy will be established between

you which will help to hold him back from many

dangers. The study of any branch of natural history

is so fascinating in §§ you will soon need no

inducement to follow it other than the pleasure you

derive from it. Undertaken with such a motive as

yours it will be doubly attractive and reward you far

eyond your anticipations.

Any books mentioned in this department may be ordered through the JOURNAL'S

MRs. B. D. L.-I do not know of any books that

would awaken the interest of a girl of fourteen in

history as readily as Miss Yonge’s “Cameos from

English History.” They are not a dry chronicle of

facts but a series of pictures of persons and events

extending from the descent of Rolf and the North

men, on France, about A. D. 9oo, to the conclusion of

the Council of Trent, 1566. The stories are charm

ingly told and as interesting as any work of fiction.

There is as much romance in the daily happenings

of the life around us as was ever imagined by the

most inventive novelist. We have not the clew to the

dramas that are being enacted about us, and the waits

between the acts are so long we cannot follow

the play understandingly. When the threads are

gathered up and arranged for us by a skillful hand

there is no reason why the record of the lives of real

persons should not be as intensely interesting as the

fortunes of imaginary characters, who at the best are

only types.

GIRL's MoTHER—Personally I do not disapprove

of dancing. A love of rhythmical motion seems to

be deeply implanted in the human race. It is in

itself a graceful, healthful exercise, well adapted to

give vent to the restless activity that is a part of the

nature of the young. Every good thing is liable to

abuse, and this must be guarded against in dancing

as well as in every other amusement. Hot rooms,

late hours and over-fatigue are injurious to young

people whether dancing is indulged in or not. Many

of the games that are substituted for it are far more

objectionable to thinking persons than this form of

recreation which has given innocent delight to

countless generations. If your daughter belongs to

a religious society whose rules prohibit its members

from dancing there is only one honest course open to

her. She must relinquish her favorite pastime, or

withdraw from membership in the society which for

bids it. She is not compelled to stay, but while she

stays she should be loyal to its requirements.

PERPLExITy—It is very difficult for the mother

who has had no instruction herself to know what is

best and wisest to say to her children when their

curiosity awakens and they come to her to solve

problems which puzzle them, as they have many pre

ceding generations of youthful humanity. You will

find invaluable assistance in three little books by Dr.

Mary Wood Allen, “Teaching Truth,” “Almost a

Man" and “Child Confidence Rewarded.” They

are worth their weight in gold to the puzzled mother

telling her exactly what she needs to know, an

how best to present the truth to her children. Much

misery would be saved if every mother knew her

duty and did it. These books deal reverently with

the great mystery of life, as mysterious, and almost

more awful, than that of death. We try to prepare

the children for the next world and teach them to

care for their souls. Let us also strive, as an import

ant means to this end, to instruct them in the great

facts of their own physical nature, to enable them to

pass through this world in greater safety and to

make their bodies fit habitations for immortal spirits.

Mother of THREE-Do not permit your children

to speak rudely to you. “Honor thy father and thy
mother ” is as łºń. on children of the present day

as it was in the time of Moses. If parents permit

their children to disobey this express command of

God they are guilty of neglect of duty as much as if

they allowed them to steal, or, swear unchecked.

The first rude words sound cunning on the baby lips

that are so sweet and are tacitly encouraged, or not

reproved. As the child grows older and the habit

becomes fixed, what was at first amusing is painful in

the boy or girl of larger growth. “Be courteous” is

a Biblical injunction in the imperative mood, and

arents are not excepted as objects of courtesy. It

is seldom, if ever, necessary to be rude. Reproof can

be administered, differences of opinion maintained,

even reproaches uttered without rudeness. If this

most undesirable element is absent from the daily

life of the heads of the household the children will be

less likely to acquire it. Should it manifest itself in

them it must be promptly and firmly repressed. If

verbal reproof is not sufficient the child should be

deprived of some pleasure as a punishment. A boy

should be made to feel that rudeness to his elders

besides being unchivalrous is unprofitable; a girl,

that it is incompatible with the sweetness and maid

enliness of a true woman.

AMATEUR TEACHER—In teaching your little girl

geography try to make it something more than a #.
list of names to be learned by rote. Take her

imaginary vogages and journeys from one country to

another. Tell #. something of the manners and

customs of the people and anything you can learn

yourself about the lives of the children. Describe to

her how the Swiss boys herd their cattle under the

shadow of the Alps, and the Esquimaux are made

daring by being thrown into the icy water in their

strange fur garments. Tell her of the stunted lives of

the pit boys in the coal mines and of the German girls

who learn to use their five knitting needles almost as

soon as they can hold them. Books of travel will

furnish you with many interesting incidents which

you can turn to account. I know a little boy of three

who already takes a deep interest in a large map of

the United States that hangs on his nursery wall.

He points to Florida, “where my oranges come

from,” and North Carolina, “where my rice grows,”

and has learned to connect other facts with the

names of different States. Geography will not be a

wearisome task to him. His mother's wisdom is

making the first steps attractive.

Distressed Mother—Stuttering and stammer
ing in a child should never be permitted to continue

unchecked. As soon as it is noticed an earnest effort

should be made to correct the defect. It seems to be

occasioned by the ideas forming too rapidly for

the organs of speech to express them readily.

Much depends upon the manner of correction. Ridi

cule should never be employed, nor should the

child's attention be drawn to it in a way that is

likely to make him shy or nervous over future

attempts to speak. . Without any appearance of haste

stop him when he begins to stammer, tell him there

is no hurry and you cannot understand him unless

he speaks clearly. Encourage him by every means

you can devise but do not let the fault once go uncor

rected. It is plainly a want of nerve control, because

when the attention is diverted speech becomes fluent.

Persons who cannot speak without stuttering can

...; without hesitation. Before permitting him to

make a second effort direct your boy to fill his lungs,

think what he wants to say and speak slowly. Give

him nourishing food and try to build him up phys

ically. If he has no appetite, consult your doctor.

Above all avoid speaking of his halting speech to

others in his hearing. Do not be impatient if the

improvement is very slow. Unlimited patience is

necessary to cure a child of this defect. The efforts

must not be kept up at one time and relaxed at

another. Persistence is essential to success. If he

has never spoken plainly have him examined by a

physician to ascertain whether the organs of speech

are perfect.

How it looks, ith

to the women who wash with Pearline (º.),

when they see a woman washing in the old-fashioned

way with soap - rubbing the clothes to pieces,

rubbing away her strength, wearing herself out

over the washboard ' To these Pearline women,

fresh from easy washing, she seems to “wear

a fool's cap unawares.” Everything's in favor

of Pearline (a ":r)—easier work, quicker

work, better work, safety, economy

There's not one thing against it

What's the use of washing in the

hardest way, when it costs more

money? 489 James Pyle, New York.

o *A cºcºşºaiºz -
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Freight

Paid

$1200

Weight, 40 lbs.

Height, 40 in.

None as Good as

Barler’s Ideal

Oil Heater

They cannot be as good without infringing our

patented cone and flue principle for creating and

distributing heatentirely separate from the flame.

It gives more heat and uses less oil than others,

making it in the end the cheapest stove to buy.

One Cent an Hour

will heat a room 16 feet square in cold weather. It

makes the kind of heatin which plants thrive best.

“I have carefully tested your Oil Heater, which is

appropriately named the IDEAL, and find it all you

claim; it is a powerful heater, and has the merit of

burning without any smell, something I cannot say of

any other. You have solved

the problem of how to heat

a small greenhouse.”

Heat that is best for plants is best for you.

Every one of 25,ooo families in the United

States indorse the Ideal as the highest

type of oil heater and absolutely without

an equal.

I your dealer does not keep the Ideal we will ship

you one on receipt of $12.00, guarantee safe

delivery, prepay all freight charges, and re

fund your money if not found as represented.

Send us your order, you run no risk. Don't

buy till you see the Ideal. Our booklet, “The

Reason Why," with testimonials, mailed free.

A. C. BARLER MFG. CO.

111 Lake Street, Chicago

See our advertisement in August, page 14, and

..September, page 31.
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A beautiful silk-like preparation of codfish ; clean, sweet,

wholesome ; “picked up" by a new process, which preserves

both flavor and fibre.

Requires no boiling or soaking, therefore creates no

odor, IO cents a package—of grocers.

ORIGINATED AND PREPARED BY

J. W. BEARDSLEY'S SONS, 179 & 180 West St., New York City

Makers of the Celebrated Acme SIiced Smoked Beef

A Completed Education involves knowing

HOW TO GET GOOD TEA

AND HOW TO MAKE IT

The first problem will be satisfactorily solved by getting

Tetley's India and Ceylon Teas

Which are the choicest product of the finest Tea-producing countries in the world... Put up in lead packets

by Joseph Tetley & Co., London, who guarantee absolute purity and uniform quality. Printed directions

are on each packet, and attention to them will give you a most invigorating, nerve-soothing beverage.

ASK YOUR GROCER, and if he is unable to supply you, send a card to

Joseph Tetley & Co., 27 and 29 White Street, New York
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Observe the be

ginning and the

end of the good

soap question.—

Ask for Copco

Bathsoap at the

stores and con

vince yourself.

The N. K. Fairbank Company,

Chicago, New York, St. Louis.
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Your Carpets
CAN be selected tºY MAIL

just as well from our samples and perfectly illustrated catalogue,

SENT Free, as from a store.

%

y

%%

Fine Wilton, this pattern, $1.10 per yard, sample 2 cts

our prices are lower, our stock gives you a larger choice to suit

every taste or purpose than can any dealer outside such a city as

Chicago, and you don't have to buy carpets like your neighbor's.

our business is to sell standardº carpets to consumers at

wholesale prices, and make them up ready to put down. Freight

is cheap, and we pay it on all orders over $15.00.

RUSSELL CARPET CO., ****Hººreet
CILICAGO

*****

º |

Everlaſting.
For over fifty years the

favorite of Europe.

Refreshing, delicious and softening to the

skin. Lathers freely; lasts long. Preferred

by our grandmothers: we may safely follow

them. Sold by all dealers.

MARSHALL FIELD & CO., Sole Agents,

Chicago, Ill.

Ask for Wm. Rieger's Nirvana Perfumes.

+++++++++++++++++*********

47// Essence

Rhine Violets
(Name Registered.)

THE QUEEN OF PERFUMES

Wonderfully true to nature

and more lasting than any

other scent of its name. A

specialty par earcellence.

All the rage in Europe at

the present time.

Be sure that you get the

W - Invitations and

edding ANNOUNCEMENTS

engraved in the latest style

Write for prices and samples

Sample book of monogramed cor

respondence paper and calling

cards sent for 4 cents in stamps.

Improved Breast Support

By its use the weight of the ſº

brº is removed *... the §
dress waist to the shoulders, -

giving ventilation and a perfect

shape bust, free and easy move

ment of the body. Made with

skirt and hose supporter

attachments. Af defi

ciency of development

supplied. When order

ing send bust measure.

Price, free by mail, $1.00.

Agents Wanted

Mrs. C. D. NEWELL

223 Dickey Avenue, CHICAGO

WALLAce—Lake Nicaragua is a body of fresh

water.

MAlpes–The birthday stone for December is the

turquoise.

L. W. H.-Louis V, of France, was nicknamed

“The Stammerer.”

C. R.—The oldest existing National colors are said

to be those of Denmark.

LENox–Mrs. Paran Stevens is buried in Mount

Auburn Cemetery, Cambridge.

J. P.N.-Mr. Morton, Frewen, the advocate of

bimetallism, is an Englishman.

NANTucket-General Harrison is the only living

ex-President of the United States.

Esther—The birthday stone for November is the

topaz; it signifies fidelity and friendship.

B.C.—The rule of the road in England is “keep to

the left”; in this country it is “keep to the right.”

Isabel—Li Hung Chang's family name is Li. In

China the surname comes first, instead of last as with

uS.

KANsas—The last census estimate of the cost of

irrigation places it at seven dollars and fifty cents

all acre.

JEssamy—Miss M. Carey Thomas is President of

Bryn Mawr College. She is a graduate of Cornell

University.

C. W. G.-The bridegroom always provides the

bouquets for the bridesmaids as well as the bouquet

for the bride.

MRs. Will—The President of the Board of Women

Managers of the Atlanta Exposition is Mrs. Joseph

Thompson, of Atlanta.

KATE–A money order is invalid when a year old,

but a duplicate may be obtained upon application to

the Post Office Department.

J. W. C.—Phillips Brooks is buried in Mount

Auburn Cemetery, at Cambridge. (2) England's gold

is the standard of the world's value.

Victoria–The steamers St. Louis and St. Paul of

the American Line are of about the same breadth and

depth as the New York and Paris, but about ten feet

longer.

MATER—Charlie Ross, of Germantown, Philadel

phia, was stolen in 1874. His brother Walter, who

was with him at the time, is alive and was married

last year.

WARwick—Ivan IV, of Russia, the first to assume

the title of Czar, was called “Ivan, the Terrible,” on

account of the cruelties which he allowed to be per

petrated.

SAINT CHARLEs—Roman Catholics claim that

Christ founded their church when He said to Peter,

“Thou art Peter and on this rock I will build my

Church.”

H. W. C. —The billº for an appropriation for

the acquirement of the land comprising the battle

ield of Shiloh was passed by Congress in December

of last year.

Livingston—A French Academician has esti

mated the height of Adam to have been 123 feet, and

of Eve 118 feet. (2) The Brooklyn Bridge was opened

on May 24, 1883.

CEPHAs—The site selected for the Baltimore Ex

position of 1897 is Clifton, the country seat of the late

Johns Hopkins, the founder of Johns Hopkins Uni

versity and Hospital.

... I. T.-The fund raised for Dr. Parkhurst to

hold in trust for the benefit and maintenance of the

Vigilance League of New York City amounts, at

present writing, to $28,959.

Milly—There are several vacation schools in

New York City. The majority of the teachers are

graduates of the Normal College, Pratt Institute and

other manual training schools.

H. W. M.–It is generally understood that the rules

in British prisons are most rigidly enforced. º
Ex-President Harrison has two children, a son an

daughter, both of whom are married.

VETERAN–Soldiers or sailors whose pensions

from the United States Government exceed sixteen

dollars a month are not eligible to admittance to any

of the branches of the National Soldiers' Homes.

C. B.-President Cleveland and his wife are both

members of the Presbyterian Church. (2) The

gentleman should always be introduced to the lady,

and the unmarried woman to the married woman.

M. B.-The distance across New York City at

Battery Place is half a mile; from Twenty-third Street

north to One Hundred and Twenty-fifth Street the

width averages from two miles to two miles and a

quarter.

CARol—The National salute for both the Army and

Navy of the United States is twenty-one guns. (2)

The Nicaraguan coast-line on the Gulf of Mexico is

}. as the Mosquito coast because of the Mosquito

11c11ails.

CURIous ONE–Mrs. Ballington Booth, of the

Salvation Army, was on March 6 granted a minister's

license by Judge Ferris, of Cincinnati, Ohio. The

document gave Mrs. Booth the right to officiate at

weddings.

P. M. H.-New York is generally considered the

most cosmopolitan city in the world. (2) The

''Venus of Milo" is so called because it was brought

from the island of Milo in the AEgean Sea. It is in

the Louvre.

MURIEL-The school of the Young Women's

Christian Association at Chicago is designed to train

... "#. for work as#.” secretaries, phys

ical directors and other officers in the State, Inter

national and World's Associations.

NELLIE-The yellow ribbon, in the form of a deco

ration, in France indicates that the wearer has won a

military medal instituted by Napoleon III as a minor

decoration of the Legion of Honor. The red ribbon

is the decoration of the Legion of Honor.

KATHLEEN-John Wilkes Booth escaped to Mary

land, and thence into Virginia, after shooting Presi

dent Lincoln. He was pursued and found in a barn

near Bowling Green, where, refusing to surrender, he

was shot and mortally wounded by Boston Corbett.

GRIFFITHs—The Justices of the Supreme Court

who declared against the Income Tax Bill were Chief

Justice Fuller, Associate Justices Field, Gray,

Brewer and Shiras. Associate Justices Harlan,

Hºſackson and White held the bill to be consti

tutional.

In which any question of general interest will be cheer

fully answered when addressed to the editor of “The

Open Congress,” care of THE LADIES' HOME JOURNAL,

Philadelphia.

Mrs. V-The Minister of Foreign Affairs in

France is, at the present writing, Monsieur Hanotaux.

(2) United States Secretary of State Gresham died on

May 28, 1895. (3) The Chinese have no alphabet,

but, instead, have more signs than all the other alpha

bets combined.

LuceTTE–Ordinary social correspondence, when

forwarded by the hands of any adult socially equal

with the sender, should not be sealed. If, for any

reason, a letter must be sealed, then the post or some

other method of letter convevance should be used.

There is no doubt whateverº the correctness of

this view.

SEveRAL INQUIRERs—The Dutch classify their

sugars, raw and refined, by color, and their classifi

cation is generally used throughout Europe, also in

this country. What is known as No. 16 Dutch stand

ard is a dark brown raw sugar in the condition in

which it is sent to the refinery to be transformed into

fine white sugar.

BURGEss—Bouvier's Law Dictionary gives the

following definition of marriage: “Marriage is a

contract, made in due form of law, by which a man

and woman reciprocally engage to i. with each

other during their joint lives, and to discharge

toward each other the duties imposed by law on the

relation of husband and wife.”

Back Bay-Mizpah or Mizpeh is a Hebrew word

meaning a “place of prospect,” or high, command

ing point. Farewells were often spoken at such

places, hence the use of the word on souvenir rings.

As a motto the word is associated with the scriptural

sentence, “The Lord watch between me an

when we are absent one from another.”

thee

THEREsA–It is quite optional with a widow

whether she does or does not retain her husband's

initials, and it is quite proper to use them when ad

dressing her. (2) Visiting-cards are neither as large

nor as heavy as formerly, and the German text is

very little used ; they are now engraved either in

clear script or in plain Roman capitals.

K. L. M.–General Grant had only one daughter.

She married Mr. Algernon Sartoris, an Englishman

who died several years ago. She resided in Éngland

until his death; since that time she has made frequent

visits to the United States, and is at present residing

here. (2) President Arthur's only daughter is unmar

ried; she resides with her aunt, Mrs. McElroy.

CHEAPsiDE—It is in better taste to inclose your

card in an envelope, which should be laid within the

box, when sending flowers to a lady. The card

should not be addressed with the name of the recip

ient but the envelope may. (2) When a gentleman

calls upon a family where there are several ladies, of

whom he only knows one, he should leave cards for

the hostess and for the lady whom he wishes to see."

The cards which announce his arrival suffice for all

purposes. It is not necessary to leave any others.

IRENE-We can say little upon the subject of dress

that has not already been said; our advice to all

#. upon the subject must always be not to over

ress, nor yet to be careless in the matter. Girls

should attire themselves according to their circum

stances, and should, above all things, avoid all ex

tremes of fashion, as well as all eccentricities of style.

Only quiet colors should be worn either to church or

on the street, and wherever they go they should

endeavor to be unconscious of their personal appear

ance.

MARIE–No service of an ancestor shall be deemed

as qualifying service for admission to membership in

the New York Society of Colonial Dames when such

ancestors through whom the descent is claimed

adhered to or took protection from the enemy during

the war of the Revolution, or failed to maintain an

honorable record. And no person is admitted as a

member except upon a writtenº subscribed

by herself. (2) The year 1900 will not be a leap year.

É. The abbreviations A. R. A. stand for Associate of

the Royal Academy.

ANoNYMoUs—We cannot take notice of anony

mous letters. Any person who objects to an answer

given in this or any other department should write,

giving his reason for differing with us, and inclosing

a stamped self-addressed envelope, which will insure

him a prompt reply, and also our authority for the

answer, which, in his opinion, we have given incor

rectly. Authorities sometimes differ, and it is always

well to bear this in mind when entering objections.

We should like to encourage criticism of this sort,

but it must come to us in a straightforward manner.

Osborne AND OTHERs—M. Puvis de Chavannes

the artist who painted the large panel for the grand

stairway of the new Public Library in Boston, was

born at Lyons in 1824. After a journey in Italy with

one of his friends, in 1848, M. Puvis de Chavannes

settled in Paris and took lessons of Delacroix, and

afterward of Couture. His first painting was ex

hibited at the Salon of 1860. When the Society of

French Artists became divided in 1890, and a part of

the old organization formed the National Society, M.

Puvis de Chavannes was elected vice-president; he

succeeded to the presidency at Meissonier's death,

four years ago.

WINIFRED–The President of the United States re

ceives very little in addition to his salary of $50,000 a

year. He has to pay out of his own pocket the wages

of his servants, as well as the hire of his coachman.

When he gives a State dinner, which is clearly an

official ..f. a personal affair, it is at his own ex

pense. He has his dwelling rent free, and when he

gives an entertainment the rooms wherein he receives

his guests are decorated for him in the highest style

of §. art with plants and flowers from the great city

greenhouses, supplemented by what the White

House conservatories are able to supply—all free of

charge. Supposing that the entertainment is a

dinner, all the equipments of the table, including the

napery, silver, china, glassware, mirrors and other

centrepieces, as well as the floral decorations, are

provided gratis. In fact, all such household ac

coutrements, as well as supplies of linen and furniture

of all sorts requisite, are placed at the President's

disposal. When the things wear out Congress re

places them by appropriation. Although he must

i. his own cook and chambermaids, a butler and

ousekeeper are provided by the Government. The

butler is a bonded officer, known officially as the

“steward,” whose duty it is to look after the

domestic affairs of the establishment. He sees to the

heating and lighting—both of them supplied at the

nation's expense—and purchases all º provisions

for the President's household. The housekeeper

superintends all such things as ordinarily come under

the supervision of a person acting in that capacity.

The Chief Executive must provide his own horses

carriages and coachman; but one strictly official

turnout is given him, with a groom in addition.

Also, there is appropriated each year $8000 for White

House stationery, telegrams, library books and other

contingent expenses. Last, but not least, a yacht is

º at the President's disposal by the Navy

Department, but this mark of courtesy is seldom

availed of.

|Walter Baker & CO.,Limited
The Largest Manufacturers of

PURE, HIGH GRADE

COC0aS and Ch9C0lateS

On this Continent, have received

HIGHEST AWARDS

from the great

Industrial and Food

º EXPOSITIONS in

|Europe and America
- . In view of the man

Caution: ºmºfº.º.

º and wrappers on our goods, consu

mers should make sure that our place of manufacture,

namely, Dorchester, Mass., is printed on each package.

Sold by Grocers Everywhere

WALTER BAKER & CO., Ltd., Dorchester, Mass.

------------------------------------------------º-º-º:

The Teeth

of a Razor
are too small to be seen, but they're there. Upon

* their sharpness and uniformity depends the cut

ting power of the razor. A grittyº destroys

•º these teeth—that's why a dull razor pulls. If you

... want astrop that will keep your razor, in perfect

... shaving order, ask the dealer for the famous

iTORREY STROP
See that the name is in plain sight. Made in all

styles. Every strop guaranteed. Catalogue Free.

3. Tells how to strop a razor.

•º- J. R. TORREY & Co.

P. O. Box 1014 F, Worcester, Mass.
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DON'T SWEEP ºy,
the

NeWWOman

Sweeps Hard

and Soft

CARPETS

BARE FLOORS

With A

Sweeperette
All Dealers -

SWEEPERETTE CO., Grand Rapids, Mich.
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Cream City

Flour Bin

where it never spills or sours.

| Booklet free.

wº

== Bins, 25, 50 and ºbjo, sº and $4.

Geuder & Paeschke Mfg. Co., 15th Street, Milwaukee, Wis.

tº CRUSTY"Bread Pan
The most perfect - -p - fif

a crisp, --

crust over the whole loaf. Mrs. Rorer, of Philadel

phia, says: “Your pan is an admirable baker of both

bread and cake. There is no question of the superi

ority of a curved bottom pan over the old flat bottom

style. The yeastgerm is killed, and the loaf is crusty.”

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR IT; insist on having

it; if he does not keep it, we will mail you one

sample for 10c.. coin or stamps. Agents wanted.

THE NILES MIFG. Co.. Ibox 1392. Niles. Ohio

************************:A delicious drink in

º: + stantly made from

: Made : wirmans

: INSTANTANEous

: CHOCOLATE

º: Perfect in flavor and

: quality. Put, up in

# pound and half-pound

-

II] a

+ - | : tins. -

:Minute - :sºilman
º: : Sole Mfrs., Philadelphia:

#############################
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Agents Make Money Selling the

Perfection

Cake Tins
Delicate cake easily removed without breaking. Perfection Tins

require no greasing. All styles, round, square and oblong. Sºple

round tin by mail, 20c., prepaid. Circulars FREE, CAUTION

our trade-Mark “Perfection” stamped on an improvº Perfection

Tins. Beware of imitations made without the Groove, for the

will leak batter. Richards0N MFG. Co., D Street, BATH, N.Y.

GLACE WINDOW

DECORATION

Beauty of real Stained Glass at one-tenth the cost. Easily

affixed. Great variety of designs. Patentees: McCaw, STEven

son & Orr. Belfast, Ireland. Send for Price-list to United States

and Canadian Agency, 11 South William St., New York.

TUBULAR DRIVING LAMP

IT is the only practicable and

Fº driving lamp ever

Inacle.

| IT will not blow nor jar out.

it" É. a clear, white light.

iſi, ſooks fire a locomotive

- head light.

| IT throws all the light straight

ahead from 200 to 300 feet.

IT burns kerosene.

-º- | tº Send for Book.

ºlº III re. E. dietz Co.

49 Laight Street. - New York.

Menticin this magazine and the number of this offer (No. 3).
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Every Sp0t Off

without rubbing or

straining your back.

---

<2<=º
º

L.ºne

UIET: That’s the way

| clothing's washed

| with the

WASHING

PE RI MACHINE

It washes as well as by hand with one

third the labor and twice as rapidly.

Circular free. Good pay for agents.

CLARK, QUIEN & MORSE, Peoria, Ill.

100 Samples

Wall Paper
FREE

Latest and Handsomest Designs

1c., 2c., 3c. and 4c. per roll and up.

Borders from 1/2c. per yard up.

Gold Paper, 5.c. per roll and up.

Full Rolls Guaranteed

C. H. TIEDT, 623 W. 63d St.

CHICAGO, ILL.

Write for particulars. Agents Wanted

ſº

--
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Faultless Quaker -

Dish WASHER:
Will make your wife smile, ºr

your daughters rejoice,}. :

homeº and bright.

have to wait. It tº

ol-º:

-*

-º
-

-:
-
--

:You don’t

washes, rinses, dries and

ºf ishes dishes at once. No chip-Hº

| ping or breaking, no scalding #

hands, you don't tough #

them – so simple a child &

can use it, lasts a lifetime. ºf

Honest agents, women or :

men, wanted to introduce this humane device. A #

good paying business offered if you write at once. **

THE QUAKER NOVELTY CO., Salem, o. #
------------------

#################################

____________ ___ _ __ _ _ _____________
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Soapine
The Wonderful Washing Powder

Will Do Your Work Through the Night

WHILE YOU REST

Use it Without Soap. The Dirt Comes Out

Quickly and Easily. It won’t hurt your

clothes, no matter how delicate.
-

Soapine
Is Hemdall Mfg. Co.'s Trade Mark

A WHALE on Every Package

Established 1827. Providence, Iº. I.
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FENCING "*...,
Costs LEAST, Lasts LONGEST, Looks BEST

– For Trie

-*.

Garden, Lawn,

& Railroad.

C LEAVE LAND FENCE CO.

43 Biddle Street, INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

Catalogue

Free.

STITCHNOMORE
The new labor-saver. Tried once : used

always. Repairs clothing, dresses, gloves, umbrellas,

stockings, and all fabrics better than needle and thread,

and in one-tenth the time. Send 10c. for package,

enough to mend 100 articles. Agents wanted.

STITCHNOMORE CO. ** fºreet

for pecoratinc -

º

ºfauºuts tº chº, Pºnting ºf

ſº º ºted China Catalogue tº *
---. for illus ºnal Catalogº. Gralis | Wº

-

-

º
runewald and

in rºadson sº º
º:º tº us. CHCAGoºcº- -

º with the aid of our experi

> enced teachers will insure

Q- a thorough knowledge of

-: Book-keeping, Shorthand,

Spelling, Grammar, Law,

Letter Writing, Penmanship, Arithmetic, etc. A MONEY:

making business education. We can give the very best

instruction right at youn own Hour. How do we do it?

Send for free catalogueand see. Trial lesson 10c. Write to

BRYANT & STRATTON, 2 college Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.

º

ºwº--~~ Gº

ãºNY!tº
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ELECTRICITY

Mechanical and Architectural Drawing, Steam

Engineering(Stationaru, Marine, Locomotive), *

Plumbing, Heating, Bridge and R. R. Engineer

ing, Coal and Metal Mining, English Branches.

35&ourses of study." Sºfºe circular,

*Hºº: you wish to study, to

The International Correspondence

chools, SCRANTON, PA.

FLY shuttle

LOOM

00 Weaves . **º hour.

1. fards - le

tº."ººice i. FREE

Address the Newcomb. Loomi co.

445 West 5th Street, Davenport, Iowa

2
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The Dream Ship—PoEM
- With Prawing by W. L. Taylor

Lincoln's Hesitancy to Marry

Loving Too Late . . . . . . .

What Constantia Did Not Know

With Drawings by Frank O. Small
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A 200-Year Calendar
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With Illustrations by Abby E. Underwood
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WRINGING WET
Does your wringer wring dry 7 Do the rolls

when purchasin

ºf Ei, Róilís of the A.Mi.
'O., the largest manufacturers of Wringers and Rolls in the world,”

$2,500,000 back of their warrant. See our name and warrant stamped on Rolls.
of useful wringer information FREE. Address 99 Chambers Street, New

Clothes is a part of every wash.

wear well? Be sure on both these §§

Wºłºś. on having the WARRA

WRINGER C

with a capital o
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Books

York.

WALL PAPER
SAMIPLES FREE from the factories not controlled

by the Wall Paper Trust, at prices fully 30 per

cent. lower than others.

White Blanks that retail at 10c., 4c., a roll

New Lustres “ “ “ 16c., 7c. “

Embossed Golds “ “ “ 35c., 15c. “

Other grades and borders as low

DEALERSºDISCOUNT

KAYSER & ALLMAN

§§ #**i.Yº'º. Concern in the U. S.

3-2-9: ariket Street. º

418 Arch Street. } PHILADELPHIA

CLIMAX BABY WARDS
º Protection to the baby and

Hºmºſºm-º: h

Tº

elp for the mother. Ready,

| byº: open, which adjusts

duck floor. 40 in. sq.; 21 in. high.

-- No. 201. Manl

|| Plain spºº, ... “ºo each

--- , Oak,

Ornamental Spindles, $3.50 each

-E Delivered to any part of U. S.

KENOSHA CRIB Co., Kenosha, Wis.

Cribs, Cradles, Child Beds, Folding Beds, Children's Carts, Etc.

The Morgan Broiler, $1.00

sº. For Coal, Gas, Oil, Gaso

:* line or Wood fire, Saves

All the Juices and

applies them to basting

at each turn, making the

meat palatable and tender.

No odor, no smoke. Made

ofwrought steel. Won't crack, warp nor break. For 25c.

we deliver to any part of the U. S. You examine and

if satisfied pay balance, 75c., to express agent. Address

MORGAN MFG. CO., 1030 Boyce Bldg., Chicago, Ill.

Agents and canvassers can make money by selling the Morgan

Broilers. Write for special terms to Agents.

High ſº Tº Can’t see how

#fºMY HUSBAND"...º.
-- -E 60 Kenwood Machine for - $23.00
ºn- - 50 Arlington Machine for - $19.50

Standard Singers, $8.00, $11.00, $15.00

All attachments

FREE. We pay freight, ship anywhere

on 30 days’ free trial in any home, without

tº asking one cent in advance. Buy from

N factory. Save agents' large profits. Over

| 100,000 in use. Catalogue and testimonials

Free. Write at once. Address (in full),

- CASH BUYERS’ UNION

I58-I64 West Van Buren St., Box 3, Chicago, Ill.

- BABY’ NEW OUTFIT

OF KNIT FABRIC

No progressive mother should hesitate to send for

illustrated and descriptive catalogue.

NOVELTY KNITTING CO., 310 Broadway, Albany, N. Y.

When You Get Married

Let us furnish your Wedding Invitations. Correct

styles, 50 for $3.00; 100 xpress prepaid. Send for

:
T -

----- p

samples. Fºskiin"Fitisting compºs, Louisville, ky.
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Sºft|FIBBCyFIIſ
Elegantly made and lined

with Eider Down Flannel,

either blue or white. Edges

pinked all around. This robe

will please the most fasti

--> dious mother in America.

s: QtherFur Robes at $3.00 and

$3.50. Sent by express on º:

BN
->
N

BUGG

ceipt of price, or C. O. D.

3. is desired.

º § THE KRAUSS,

Žº º 00§ BUTLER & BENHAM Co.

%%;" ſ\\\\\ §§ 70 High St. Columbus,O.

HARTSHORNSãº- SHADEROll:RS

NOTICE on

name. Thus EL

and GET

THE GENUINE

HARISHORN

Make Hens Lay'ſ
By feeding green cut bone, the greatest egg

producing food in the world. Better than

medicine and cheaper than grain.

Mann's Bone Cutter tº:

Try it before you pay for it

161 Highest Awards received. Catalogue

FREE iſ name this magazine.

F. W. MANN CO., Milford, Mass.

zºCARMELSOA
The purest Castile Soap.

Made from selected Olive

Oil bya mission societyin Palestine. Aftertwenty years'

use in America, it is recognized to-day the very best

soap for Nursery, Toilet or Bath, where quality is

the first consideration. A fine topographical map

of Palestine sent on application to the importers,

A. Klipstein & Co., 122 Pearl St., New York.

ſiſſiſ...}
It iſ Largest Human

L Šíſ." Hair and Toilet

- Bazaar in America

---

Eºlish: 33 years. Large

and elegant assortment of

Waves, Half-wigs, Skeleton

Bangs, Wavy Hair Switches,

finest material and workmanship. Cocoanut

Balin, makes the complexion fair and soft as

a child's, price $1. Monte Cristo Toilet Prep

arations and Hair Dyes. Book. Hozu zo }.
Beautiful, mailed free. 54 W. 14th St., NewYork.

The Finishing Touch

of beauty—just a kiss of Tetlow’s

GOSSamer POWüer

to lend a velvety softness and a delicate

beauty to the skin. Perfectly

pure, entirely harmless, ab

solutely invisible. Popular

for 20 years. Be sure and

get HENRY TETLOW’S.

Price 25c. by mail, or at

Druggists. Sample Free.

HENRY TETLOW, Cor. 10th & Cherry Sts., Phila.

SHIELD

Yourself against all

SKIN
by USING

glºſſ

of the

Glycerine

Soap

Deliº of Perfume

- - N0 ROSIN

V U. S. Agents,

Mülhens & Kropff, N.Y.

**********************º AIDS IMPROVES THE

: DIGESTION APPETITE :

ſº 9 º

# ADAMS'
ſº 2. TUTTI- *

#PepsinºGum;
: A VERY INTERESTING :
fº NOVELTY *

* For eight cents in stamps, ADAMS & 3.

SONS CO., BRookLyN, N. Y., will

send a set of sixteen paper dolls, with *

i. heads and bodies.

X(********************}x

: :

Dr. Lyon's

Used by people of refinement

for over a quarter of a century.

Bailey's Rubber

Complexion Brush
500,000 LADIES USE THEM

Found at Dealers or Sent on Receipt of Price

Bailey's Rubber Bath and Flesh Brush. $1.50

Bailey's Rubber Complexion Brush . . .50

Bailey's Rubber Toilet Brush (large). .50

Bailey's Rubber Toilet Brush (small). .25

Bailey's Rubber Manicure . . . . . . . .25

Bailey's Complexion Soap . . . . .10

Bailey's Rubber Glove-Cleaner . . . . . .

Catalogue, Free, of Everything in Rubber Goods

C. J. BAILEY & CO., 22 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.

00-000-000-000-000-000-->000-0

-

A necessity for the TOILET in

quaran weather

MENNEN'S Borated Taicum

Toilet Powder

Be sure to get “Menºmen’s.”

Indorsed by Highest Medical

Authorities. A Sl. in Tonie

Positively relieves Chafed Skin, Prickly

eat, Sunburn, etc. Delightful after

shaving. Makes the skin smooth and

healthy, and beautifies the complexion.

º: **** **::, . Drug

gists or by mail, 25 cents. Sen

for sample (name this magazine) FREE

GEri.ArtI, MENNEN Co.

- Newark, N. J.

ſº-º-oº-oº-oº-oº-º-º:<!

ARNIC TOOTH

by ran The rest

dentifrice: antiseptic-harmless—effective. No soapy

taste. A trial will make you its lasting friend. Substi

tutes are not “as good.” All druggists or by mail, 25c.

'. H. STRONG & Co., Chicago

20th Edition – Postpaid for 25 cents (or stamps).

THE HUMAN HAIR

wº it Falls Off, Turns and the Remedy.

By Prof. HARLEY PARKER, F. R. A. S.

A. T. LONG & Co., 1013 Arch Street, Philada., Pa.

“Every one should read this little book.”—Athenaeum,

:



Style No. 1. $4.oo

Style No. 1 has 21 strings and 3 bars, producing the

three chords of the key of C, C and F. Major, and G

Seventh. Thumb pick, brass pick, music rack, tuning

key and instruction book containing 11 pieces of music.

Nicely packed.

Style No. 234.

Style No. 234 has 23 strings and

chords of C, # *d § Major, G and C. - -

brass pick, music rack, tuning key and instruction book contain

Nicely packed.

$5.oo

bars, producing the three

C Seventh. Thumb pick,

- - ing 22 pieces of music.

A GOOD=NATURED

“Easy to Play,” chapter 1

“The Autoharp encourages the musical

effort of the person who is least musical,

and will respond with harmonious chord

to the touch of anybody. It never is ill

tempered ; practice cannot disturb those

who listen, for it knows no discords. Peo

ple of more or less musical skill find it

charming in its simplicity, delightfully easy

to become acquainted with and compan

ionable at all times, while it baffles the

attempt of the skillful to find its musical

limitations.”

$io.oo

Style, No. 3 has 28 strings and 4 bars, with 5 metal shifters,

producing 9 chords; 3 keys of F, C and G. Thumb pick, brass

pick, music rack, tuning key and instruction book containing 20

pieces of music. Nicely packed.

Style No. 3.

“Easy to Buy,” Chapter 2

“It accommodates itself to the

means and musical abilities of every

body. It says to the person who de

sires recreation at home, Buy me for

$5.00.' And so all the way up, as one

can see from the complete catalogue

shown on this page, it will follow the

growth of musical desire and accom

plishment. It appeals to one and

another with the irresistible argument

of economy; for in all styles it will be

found much cheaper than any other

instrument possessing anything like

the same possibilities, for even the

$20.oo -

Style No. i has 28º § bars and 7 metal shifters, producing

n an

Style No. 5.

13 chords. laidº d i some ..",º pick, º:º -

music rack, tuning key and instruction book containing 18 pieces o - -º:"º - g 18 p. skillful artist finds in the $150.oo

Autoharp an instrument with as great

scope as any which can command his

attention.”

THE LADIEs’ Home Journal readers now have a

complete catalogue of Autoharps in their hands.

These pictures and descriptions are so accurate that

one can purchase from them without further knowl

edge, but if more information is desired we have

plenty at the disposal of any one who will write us.

The new edition of our story, “How the Autoharp

| Captured the Family,” has been beautifully illus

trated by one of the most noted artists of the day.

Mailed free for the asking; also Catalogues of Cases,

Bags, Strings, Music, Bars, Buttons, Springs, Picks,

Tuning Pipes, Brushes and Autoharp Hammers.

Send Postal Money Order, Bank Draft, Express

Money Order or Registered Letter. Express prepaid

to any Express Office in the United States. Satis

faction guaranteed or money refunded.

ADDRESS ALL MAIL

ALFRED DOLGE & SON

Dolge Building, Dept. C

IIo East 13th Street, New York

New York Retail SaleSr00m: 38 East 19th Street

Style “Parlor Grand.”

Style “Parlor Grandº has 39 strings, ſo bars and 13 shifters

chords. Complete Mºjº keys of F, C, G, D, A and E, Minor

eys of G, D, A and, E, also 12 Diminished Seventh chords.

Beautifully finished and packed in carrying case. A magnificent

instrument. Appropriate and complete furnishings.

$75.oo

MUSICAL INSTRUMENT

this style.

furnishings.

Style No. 2%. $7.5o

Style No. 2% (entirely new this year) has 28 strings and

7 bars, producing 7 chords with minor changes. A very su

E.".Autoharp.º brass pick, music rack, tuning

ey and instruction book containing 22 pieces of music.

Nicely packed.

Style No. 4. $15.o.o.

Style No. 4 has 28 strings and 5 bars, with 6 metal shifters, produc

ing 11 chords. Thumb pick, brass pick, music rack, tuning key and

instruction book containing 24 pieces of music. Nicely packed.

Style No. 6. $25.oo

Style No. 6 has 32 strings, 6 bars and ſo metal shifters, producin 16

chords. 4oo º: of music (our complete catalogue) may be .# on

Inlaid edges, handsome finish. Nicely packed. Very complete

Style “Concert Harp.” $150

Style “Concert Ha " has 54strings. This instrument producesº
chords, comprising all the Major, Minor, Seventh and Diminished

seventh chords ofº key, as well as a number of compound chords.”

Tone quality: rich, fulſ, sympathetic. For solo and orchestral work.

Finish and equipment commensurate with price. The Perfect Autoharp.


